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ABSTRACT 

In recent times, the Australian seaport sector has witnessed a transformation in 

ownership, management, and operations as a result of government reform and 

developments in the broader maritime industry. This has created a hypercompetitive 

environment, typical of the New Economy, in which seaports must now manage. 

Seaports are facing an erosion of their once monopolistic positions and declining levels 

of captive trade as hinterlands continue to blur forcing seaports to compete for trade. A 

growing number of researchers have recommended the development of marketing 

strategies as a means to offset the challenges created by a hypercompetitive 

environment. However, a review of the extant literature on seaport marketing indicates 

a paucity of conceptual and empirical research especially in the area of in-depth 

research focusing on the extent of marketing being conducted by seaport management. 

As the seaport sector in Australia represents a prIme example of the challenging 

environment of the New Economy, the objective of this thesis is to investigate which 

marketing activities and strategies may be appropriate for these seaports. This is 

addressed by (i) examining the marketing activities and strategies currently being 

practised by Australian seaports; (ii), assessing whether they are based on services 

marketing principles; and (iii) determining whether the current seaport marketing 

activities and strategies are relevant for successfully marketing Australian seaports. 

To establish the extent of marketing within Australian seaports, a census of all 54 

commercial seaports was conducted via in-depth telephone interviews with the 30 

senior seaport managers responsible for marketing those seaports. The telephone 

interviews consisted of 184 quantitative and qualitative items covering ten specific 

marketing dimensions (market research and segmentation, seaport product, logistics, 
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seaport pricing, marketing communication, seaport servicescape, seaport employees and 

customers, service processes, customer relationship management, and customer 

satisfaction), as well as the competitive environment, marketing strategy, demographics, 

and a peer assessment section focusing on the marketing efforts of other Australian 

seaports. 

An analysis of the census data reveals a diverse range of seaports operating In a 

competitive environment, and which, although similar in the range of marketing efforts 

undertaken, vary considerably in their depth and strategic focus. It was found that over 

the past five years in particular, more seaports are relying on services marketing based 

activities as a means of attracting additional trade and retaining current customers. In 

addition, a greater emphasis is being placed on being customer-focused, which is 

recognised as being a necessary precondition for seaport success. It was also found that 

the primary marketing activities relevant to all seaports are promotion, community 

consultation, trade development, and customer relationship management. The major 

challenge however, is in managing them in an integrated manner with other services 

marketing based activities to provide a strategic approach for seaport marketing. It is 

suggested that strategic tools such as the expanded marketing mix are relevant as a 

foundation on which to develop marketing for seaports. Importantly, the use of the 

expanded marketing mix will assist seaport managers consider the marketing 

imperatives of each element, whereas currently, many are considered primarily from 

either a physical product or operational paradigm. It is further suggested that regardless 

of seaport size, marketing has become a necessary seaport management function that 

presents many opportunities for both trade and financial growth. 
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1.1 INTRODUCTION 

Although the Bureau of Transport Economics (2000; 1) argues that seapottsl are 

'essential for the operation of the Australian economy ... [affecting] ... cost structures, 

industry competitiveness and living standards' the importance of seaports does not tend 

to be acknowledged by the Australian general public. Similar sentiments are expressed 

by Helmick (2001: 20) who refers to the 'near invisibility' of seaports to the general 

public in the United States (US) of America whom he claims are unappreciative of  the 

key role of seaports as conduits enabling products to be available for their consumption. 

As Young (2001: 26) explains, seaports 'affect almost everything that people come into 

contact with on a daily basis, yet seaports do not have the same recognition with the 

general public as airports'. 

Rather than acknowledging the vital importance of the maritime sector to Australia's 

economic performance, the general public has a tendency to associate negative factors 

with Australian seaports. Oil spillages, flags of convenience, and industrial disputation 

due to waterfront labour reform, are three contentious issues sensationalised in the 

media that effectively mask the positive contribution of seaports. For example, in 1998 

the industrial dispute between Patrick Stevedores and the Maritime Union of Australia 

(MUA) captured the minds of the general public with scenes of employee lockouts, 

security guards with barking dogs, and arm-waving unionists (see Morris (2000) and 

Trinca and Davies (2000) for an analysis of the dispute). The media at this time focused 

1 Although Goss (1990a) explains that ports in fresh water riverS Or lakes may have similar function� a� 
sea-based ports, the focus of this study, as will become apparent, is on seaports due to Australia not 
having inland ports. Whereas it could be assumed that <port' is an all·encapsulating concept for tho�e 
poSitioned besid, e the sea, inland river or lake, it is more likely that it is an abbreviation of seaport given 
the amount of literature that refers to seaports as being ports. For clarity within thi� the�is, and 
following the convention of Goss (1990a). a widely retognised international scholar in the area, tht: 
term 'seaport' is used for those ports that are sea-based. 
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lln indlicicnt Australian watL!rfront practices and excessive payments received by the 

stevedures. Cuverage such as this instils little confidence in the economic contribution 

"f Australian sL!aports. It appears little has changed since 1968 when Bird reported that 

Australians takL! 'little interest in their ports beyond condemning waterfront delays and 

labour disputes' (p. 234). Thus, Bird's (1968: 1) description of Australia appears to be 

as appropriate today as it was over three decades ago: 

Austral ia is a maritime nation and scarcely knows it. An astonishingly high 
proportion of Australians live and work in the seaport capitals, and the 
Australian industrial machine relies on a great shipping wheel circling the 
continent serviced by specialized industrial port installations. Ports are the 
means whereby a vast inland is placed in contact with the rest of the world, 
and hardly any new developments within the interior can take place without 
a supporting development upon the coast. Australia is, after all, an island 
continent and almost all her trade must pass through sea gateways. 

Although the general public and government in Australia  and many other nations are 

seemingly unaware of the economic contribution and regional impact of their seaports 

(Hdmick 2001 ; Hirst 2000, 2000/2001; Young 200 1), research and the subsequent 

operational improvements of seaports have been occurring for many years. According 

to Palmer (1999), there has been a tendency for seaport research to have three major 

foci: a broad macroeconomic perspective, the efficiency of seaport facilities and 

operations, and the immediate connections between land and water. While Palmer 

(l999) does not provide further examples within each category of research, the three 

foci are used as a framework within this chapter to provide a brief overview of the range 

of seaport research cond ucted in more recent times. 

Research i ncluded within the first foci, that is, the broad macroeconomic perspective, 

examines the ecolJomic purposes and contributions of seaports, the value of trade, and 

how the competitiveness of seaports can impact on a nation's economy (see Goss 

1990a; Haezendonck, Pis on, Rousseeuw, Stmf and Verbeke 2000; Sawiczewska 1992; 
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Sletmo 1999). For example, Goss (1990a) explains how having efficient seaports can 

raise the gross domestic product of a nation. Often this literature will extol the benefits 

of the seaport sector to regional or national economic development in terms of being an 

economic multiplier (Alderton 1999; Marti 1990). This may be in specific terms in 

relation to the employment impact of seaports (Musso, Banacchio and Ferrari 2000), or 

by broader community benefits detailed in numerous regional economic impact studies, 

many of which can be found on seaport web sites. Notwithstanding the criticisms of 

regional economic impact studies as being primarily public relations tools (Goss 

1 990a), such was the interest by seaports to ensure a greater appreciation of their role 

within the community that the Bureau of Transport Economics (2000) developed a 

guide to preparing such studies. 

The related and second foci listed by Palmer (1999) concentrates on the efficiency of 

seaport facilities and operations at a more micro level to improve their competitive 

positioning. For example, Malchow and Kanafani (2001) discuss the factors that 

influence seaport selection by shipping lines and other customers by applying a 

multinominal logit model. They, and others such as Teurelincx (2000), are attempting 

to model the contribution of various factors (such as sailing distance to the destination, 

inland distance to the seaport, sailing frequency and vessel capacity) to the overall 

attractiveness of a seaport. These researchers then suggest that seaports optimise their 

investment strategies towards improving these factors. Other areas of research on 

seaport efficiency include reviews of the operational/management structure and 

development of seaports via case studies, whether on an individual seaport basis (such 

as Beresford 1995; Chapman 1979a, 1979b), or at a regionaVnational level (for examplc 

Hilling 1987; Notteboom and Winkelmans 2001 ;  Ridolfi 1995; Valentine and Gray 

2001 ). 
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The second foci also includes discussions on the issues of developing an appropriate 

mix of public ownership and privatisation as part of government reform as a means of 

increasing seaport efficiency and becoming more competitive (as in Baird 2000; Everett 

1995; Everett and Robinson 1998; Juhel 2001 ;  Mangan and Furlong 1998; Notteboom 

and Winkelmans 2001 ;  Sawiczewska 1992; Winkelmans 2002). This issue is discussed 

in-depth in Chapters Two and Three. A growing subset of research is the impact of 

containerisation on seaport operations and efficiencies. This is often discussed in 

relation to redesigning seaports and providing new infrastructure (Heaver, Meersman 

and van de Voorde 2001; Helling and Poister 2000; Martin and Thomas 2001 ;  Slack, 

Comtois and Sletmo 1996; Valentine and Gray 2001; Wotton 2001), and on the benefits 

of using infonnation technology such as the internet and wireless communication 

(Frankel 2001; Helmick 2001) .  Similarly, the increasing size of cruise ships and its 

impact on seaport operations and infrastructure and subsequent choice as a crUIse 

seaport is yet another important subset (as in Baird 1997; Marti 1990). 

The third foci according to Palmer (1999), researches the immediate connections 

between land and water, including discussion on seaport infrastructure (Hilling 1987) 

and industrial matters (for example Ircha and Garey 1992; Morris 2000; Productivity 

Commission 1998). Although still focused at the micro level, this research tends to be 

more concerned with relationships both within and external to the seaport. Martin and 

Thomas (2001) for example, research the organisational and institutional relationships 

within container terminals (also see Heaver, Meersman, Moglia and van de Voorde 

2000; Sletmo 1999), and others have examined the industrial relationships with 

employees, including stevedores (see Bureau of Transport and Communications 

Economics 1995b; Juhel 2001; Morris 2000; Trinca and Davies 2000). As seaports 

become more concerned with performing a linking role in the transportation chain, 
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research is emerging on how this relationship can be managed (for example, Heaver et 

aI. 2000; Productivity Commission 1998) and facilitated by new information and 

communication technologies (as in Struijs 2001). Frankel (2001) for instance, in 

reviewing technological opportunities for container terminals, explains how new 

technology is enabling seaports to integrate cargo transfer into individual customer 

logistical requirements. 

In the past, the above areas of research may have been sufficient, but now, dynamic 

changes occurring in seaports' macroenvironments are prompting a refocusing of 

seaport research to also include more management-related issues at both the 

macroenvironment and microenvironment levels. This view has been steadily 

increasing, as evident for example, in the changes to the United Nations Conference on 

Trade and Development (UNCT AD) mandates from 1964 to 1996. Caiiamero (2000) 

explains that whereas earlier mandates focused on the seaport's supply side in terms ·of 

improving productivity processes, by 1996 the focus was on the demand side where the 

benefits of being customer-oriented received greater attention. However, as Palmer 

(1999: 1) suggests, there still continues to be 'an inclination to look out to sea rather 

than inland or to allow the dock wall to define the limits of investigation' .  

1 .2 REfOCUSING OF SEAPORT RESEARCH 

Currently, management-related studies are a small proportion of seaport research. 

Issues contained within the three major foci mentioned in the previous section, still tend 

to dominate seaport research as is evident in the two major maritime-focused academic 

journals, Maritime Policy and Management and the International Journal oj Maritime 

Economics. When seaport management is discussed, it tends to have an operational 
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basis (as in Palmer's (1999) second foci), or a corporate governance focus in relation to 

issues such as corporatisation and privatisation, or is concerned with managing the long-

term sustainability of the seaport (as in Whitaker 2002). Examples within the latter 

point include environmental management, safety, security, and community consultation. 

As seaports have become corporatised or privatised, some limited interest has occurred 

in organisational structures such as that by Valentine and Gray's (2001) global 

investigation and analysis of seaport management structures. This is not a new topic, 

for example Schmidt (1978) reviewed organisational structures of different types of 

seaports and made a number of recommendations of the activities that various 

departments should undertake. Yet, there appears to have been little interest until 

recently. Over two decades later, Iuhel (2001: 141) drew attention to: 

. . .  cumbersome organisational structures, complicated lines of command, 
lack of incentives and accountability, outmoded management practices 
and ill-defined employment practices. 

He claims these issues still exist in seaports, all of which require attention if seaports are 

to be more responsive to customer needs. 

Financial management, as in  most industries, also attracts attention. The Productivity 

Commission (1998) for example, in a report on the international benchmarking of the 

Australian waterfront, discusses finance within a chapter on seaport management 

practices and policies. In particular, the chapter focuses on the financial management 

issues of pricing, leasing, tendering, investment assessment, asset revaluation, funding, 

and taxation. However, within that same chapter, issues such as marketing, human 

resource management (HRM), or strategic management have not been included. In 

comparison to research highlighted under Palmer's (1999) three foci, there appears to be 
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much less research undertaken in the traditional management areas, which is unusual 

when compared with other industries. 

Management-related seaport research could be described as being in an emergent phase. 

UNCTAD conducted a number of seminars, primarily during the 1990s, and published a 

series of monographs and seaport newsletters with a greater focus on seaport 

management issues (for example UNCfAD Secretariat 1992, 1993a, 1993b, 1995). 

Caiiamero (2000) explains that through these communications with seaport managers, 

UNCTAD suggested greater attention to marketing, HRM, and strategic business 

planning, were necessary to improve operations. In addition, UNCTAD recommended 

that seaports become more market-oriented. Despite this attention by UNCfAD, 

seaport management issues until recently have only attracted minimal attention and little 

in-depth or empirical research. 

Textbooks combining management issues with operational matters such as seaport 

design and development, cargo handling, seaport logistics and intermodal transport have 

recently become available. These textbooks devote chapters to issues such as finance, 

pricing, management structure, HRM, marketing and strategic management (such as 

Alderton 1999; Branch 1997). Roe (1999) for example provides discussion on 

management systems and marketing management in response to the changing 

macroenvironments of Poland and Germany. Other research focuses on potential 

strategies for seaports negotiating with the more powerful shipping companies (Heaver 

et al. 2000) and container terminal operators (Heaver et al. 2001), strategies for port 

authorities facing various competitive situations (Goss 1990b; Haezendonck et al. 2000; 

Sletmo 1999), the development of strategic planning for seaports (Ircha 1989; 
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UNCTAD Secretariat 1993b; Winkelmans 2002), as well as more specific strategies 

relating to pricing (UNCTAD Secretariat 1995). 

A possible driver for the interest in seaport management research may be due to the 

increasing levels of competition created by the New Economy. According to 0' Aveni 

and Gunther (1994), the emerging environment in which many companies must operate 

includes factors such as globalisation, an increasing pace of technological innovation, 

competition on price and quality, and deregulation within industries. They continue that 

these drivers of hypercompetition are resulting in price wars, the need to enter new 

markets to increase trade, and the creation of alliances with organisations that once were 

competitors. like many industries, seaports also face a hypercompetitive marketplace 

created by similar drivers with similar outcomes. This is typified by Haezendonck et 

al. 's (2000: 69) observation that: 

A large number of recent publications in the field of maritime and seaport 
management has analysed the fierce competition for market share among 
ports, port operators and port authorities . . . .  

As will b e  discussed in Chapter Three, macro environmental changes in relation to 

international trade, as well as industry specific issues such as containerisation, 

increasing ship size, greater investment in specialised infrastructure, and the growing 

market power of shipping lines are contributing to competition for trade throughput 

among seaports on a regional, national and international basis. In addition, competition 

is being further enhanced by government reform of the seaport sector that requires a 

commercialised approach to managing the seaport rather than relying on government 

subsidies. 
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1.3 PURPOSE OF THIE RESEARCH 

A decade ago, a major UNCTAD (1993a) report suggested seaport management need to 

become more aware of the benefits of undertaking marketing to combat the increasing 

competition within the sector. Leading seaports such as the PSA Corporation in 

Singapore have since instituted a mindset of being 'customer oriented and market 

driven' (Shipping Professional 1997: 20). There has also been a number of calls to 

encourage seaports to develop market-led strategies to offset the challenges of the 

hypercompetitive environment faced by seaports (for example, Branch 1998; Everett 

and Robinson 1998; Inoue 2001; Sea Freight 2001). For example, Notteboom and 

Winkelmans (2001: 243) explain that 'a competitive market environment has forced 

ports to become more market-oriented' .  This, they suggest is because seaports are 

becoming a 'normal industry' (p. 243) rather than operating under the protection of a 

government department. Thus far, both theoretical and empirical research on seaport 

marketing is only beginning to emerge and the important contribution of marketing for 

seaports appears yet to be fully appreciated. 

The purpose of this research then, is to explore the extent of marketing being conducted 

in seaports. Although the literature (as discussed in Chapter Six) implies that little or no 

marketing is conducted by seaports, empirical data does not appear to be available to 

confirm or deny this assertion. Given the hypercompetitive pressures facing seaports, 

and the recent seaport reform in many countries requiring a commercialised approach to 

managing seaports, the development of marketing could be beneficial. 

The seaports investigated for this research are those within Australia. Aus(ralia 

represents an interesting example of seaports due to the importance of shipping to this 

island continent. The significance is evident when it is considered that 99.88 per cent of 
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international trade by volume and 72.92 per cent of international trade b y  value arrives 

and departs Australia via seaports of varying sizes (Bureau of Transport and Regional 

Economics 2002b). In addition, Australian seaports are also facing increasing levels of 

competition among themselves, with international seaports, as well as from other modes 

of transportation such as road and rail. The result is diminishing captive trade as 

hinterland barriers continue to blur forcing seaports to compete for trade throughput. 

Thus, the primary research question (PRQl) for this study is to determine: 

PRQI What marketing activities and strategies are appropriate for 

Australian seaports in the New Economy? 

To answer PRQl, two subsidiary research questions are also addressed. Firstly, it is 

necessary to establish the current state of marketing efforts in seaports. As some 

seaports may have an informal approach to marketing or may not have formulated any 

marketing strategies, an investigation of marketing activities is initially required to 

assist with determining whether marketing strategies are being developed (informally or 

formally) and implemented. It  is anticipated that this investigation will also involve 

determining seaport management's  understanding of what is meant by marketing. Thus 

the first subsidiary research question (SRQl) will determine: 

SRQI What marketing activities and strategies are currently being 

practised by Australian seaports? 

The marketing-related activities and strategies will then be analysed to determine 

whether they are relevant to service businesses. As will be explained in  Chapter Five, 

this distinction is of importance if one is to heed the recommendations of researchers 

that marketing a service business requires further considerations than that of businesses 
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marketing physical products. As seaports are recognised as being providers o f  services, 

it is reasonable to expect that services marketing concepts and practices are being 

utilised. 

The second subsidiary research question (SRQ2) seeks to determine whether the 

marketing activities and strategies used by Australian seaports are relevant to this 

service-based sector of the maritime industry. Various models and marketing 

considerations exist for the marketing of goods and services within different industries. 

For example, within the maritime industry, researchers such as Hewitt (1998) suggest 

that a different marketing approach is required for fast ferries. Thus, the second 

subsidiary research question (SRQ2) investigates: 

SRQ2 Are current seaport marketing activities and strategies 

relevant for successfully marketing Australian seaports? 

The basic thesis of this research then, is that marketing is becoming a necessary seaport 

management activity due to changes in the macroenvironment and the effects of 

hypercompetition. This research will explore the marketing of Australian seaports in an 

holistic manner in tenns of the range of activities undertaken and whether marketing is 

managed in a strategic fashion appropriate for service businesses. 

1 .3.1 Proposed contribution of the research 

There are a number of contributions this research proposes to offer. First, as the 

literature on the marketing of seaports appears to be in an emergent phase, this research 

may assist in accelerating the understanding of what is meant by seaport marketing 

through empirical research. Second, the research will highlight how the marketing of 

seaports differs from marketing in other industries, thus challenging pre-conceived 
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notions of strategies that could be utilised by seaports. Third, the research will draw 

attention to seaport marketing strategies for the purpose of discovering criteria for the 

development of the successful marketing of Australian seaports. This may enable best 

practice marketing strategies to be identified that are predictive of success for 

Australian seaports as well as suggesting whether a marketing approach customised for 

seaports should be developed. Besides assisting Australian seaports on an individual 

basis to become more competitive, the criteria may enable Australian seaports as a 

whole to be able to compete more effectively against other regions of the world by  

drawing attention to  their collective competitive advantages. 

1.4 n-lIES�S Snn.DC'fIlJlRIE 

The thesis follows a conventional structure with the current chapter establishing the 

purpose of the research and explaining the primary and subsidiary research questions. 

Chapter Two addresses both the international and Australian economic contribution 

made by seaports and outlines the importance of this sector of the maritime industry to 

the economic development of countries. The chapter also examines the characteristics 

and activities of Australian seaports to assist in establishing how competition is 

increasing the challenges facing seaports in Australia (and indeed the world) and 

highlights that marketing is being sought as a means to increase the individual 

competitive advantages of seaports. Chapter Three continues this theme by explaining 

how the New Economy in general has impacted on seaports worldwide by increasing 

national and international competitive pressures. Techniques used by seaports to 

address competitive pressures are discussed including the benefits of introducing or 

increasing focused marketing efforts. 
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Chapter Four explains the value of organisations III general adopting a market 

orientation, which is then discussed in the context of seaports. Comparisons are made 

between the emergence of seaport marketing and changing business philosophies. 

Before discussing the intricacies of seaport marketing, an initial review of major studies 

is undertaken to determine firstly the extent of conceptual and empirical research on 

seaport marketing and secondly, whether a particular approach to seaport marketing is 

evident. As services marketing principles appear to have relevance to seaport 

marketing, the marketing activities and strategies used by service businesses are 

reviewed in Chapter Five. Essentially this chapter provides a generalised benchmark of 

suggested strategies and activities explored in relation to their relevance for seaport 

marketing. 

In contrast to Chapter Five that discusses services marketing in general terms, Chapter 

Six focuses discussion on specific seaport marketing activities and strategies reported 

by researchers and practitioners. This chapter seeks to establish any consistencies or 

divergences from the services marketing activities and strategies discussed in Chapter 

Five. 

Chapter Seven proposes the research design and methodology to undertake empirical 

research on the marketing activities and strategies of Australian seaports. This involves 

explaining the appropriate data collection method suitable for undertaking a census of 

Australian seaports, and using an instrument with questions grounded in the literature 

that emerged from Chapters Two to Six, which will address the primary research 

question and the two subsidiary research questions 
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Chapter Eight analyses the collected data and reports on the profiles of respondents and 

their seaports, and the impetus for seaports to begin marketing. Chapter Nine continues 

the data analysis by reporting on the range of marketing activities undertaken by  

Australian seaports. The purpose of Chapter Ten then i s  to discuss the extent of  a 

strategic approach to marketing by Australian seaports, to consolidate material from 

previous chapters, and discuss the outcomes of the primary research question and two 

subsidiary research questions. Conclusions and limitations of the research, as well as 

proposed future directions for new research on seaport marketing, are addressed in 

Chapter Eleven. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
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2.1  I NTRODlUCTIOUl] 

As stated in Chapter One, marketing is suggested by a number of researchers as an 

effective means for seaports to compete in what Ircha (1989: 1 2) refers to as being a 

' turbulent operating environment' . In Chapters Two and Three, the seaport sector will 

be examined to gain an understanding of its role and the competitive forces the sector 

faces before discussing the application and benefits of  marketing for seaports. The 

purpose of the current chapter is to provide a foundation that explains the role and 

activities of seaports and the importance of seaports to regional and national economies, 

and international trade in general. The chapter then narrows the context of discussion to 

the economic contribution of Australian seaports. In essence, this chapter sets the 

context of the industry sector to be studied and highlights the importance of seaports as 

an area of research. Chapter Three extends the examination of the seaport sector by 

focusing on the competitive forces faced by seaports operating within the New 

Economy. 

2.2 SEAPORTS AS A U UI] K  l UI]  THE TRAUI]S PORTATIOUl] CHAIU\fl 

Seaports have existed for centuries throughout the world as gateways between land and 

water. In the past, some seaports were merely safe refuges for ships from storms and 

piracy, whereas others, by today' s  standards, offered little more than a passive 

land/water interface. As regional trade increased, seaports grew from being 

marketplaces to become a microcosm where people and cultures interacted for the 

purpose of conducting trade (Alderton 1999; Sletmo 1999). Palmer (1999) explains that 

these medieval seaports essentially provided a doorstep to the city, which evolved in the 

mid nineteenth century into gateways to not only the city but also the surrounding 

regions. For some seaports, the gateways expanded in the late twentieth century so 
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much according to Palmer (1999) that it was necessary for underpasses to  be created 

where the flow of goods and traffic became unseen by the city. This was required to 

provide efficient intermodal transport to the growing hinterlands as seaports focused 

more on providing logistical connections for users. The evolution discussed by Palmer 

(1999) has not yet occurred in ali seaports. However, the important role of the seaport 

still remains, whether in relation to the city, the immediate hinterland, or even into 

neighbouring countries that may or may not be landlocked. 

In an extension to Palmer's (1999) final stage of evolution2, today's seaports are 

recognised as being an important link in the global transportation chain (Branch 1997, 

1998; Cafiamero 2000; Craik 2002b; Helmick 2001; Musso et al. 2000; Productivity 

Commission 1998; Strandenes and Marlow 1999; Suyken and van de Voorde 1998), 

although some have expressed this view much earlier (Bolitho 1993; Goss 1990a; 

United Nations 1987). Pseudonyms such as transport interfaces, nodal links, modal 

interchanges, integrated transport centres and logistical service centres have emerged as 

descriptors to reflect the role of seaports in the transportation chain in linking 

commodities, manufactured products, and farm products to an end user (Bichou and 

Gray 2004; Bolitho 1993; Juhel 2001; Musso et al. 2000; Winkelmans 2002). By 

becoming a link in the global transportation chain, seaports have become an important 

contributor to economic growth and essential to a country's successful trade 

development. 

To facilitate and further stimulate trade, Iuhel (2001) notes some seaports are extending 

beyond being commercial service centres to position themselves as logistical service 

2 Also see Sletmo's (1999) account of the development of seaports in terms of a life cycle. 
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centres. Seaports that provided office space, finance, and commercial contacts both 

within the country and in other countries, are now taking on a more much active role 

within the distribution network. Juhel (2001: 174) explains the seaports changing from 

a passive policy of providing services to actively promoting trade and transport are set 

to play a 'catalytic role' in developing logistical multi modal platforms. Frankel (2001: 

8) takes this concept a step further by considering the addition of information 

technologies, such as electronic data interchange (EDI), in changing seaports from 

being ' a  stand-alone inter- and intra-modal service supplier to that of an integrated focal 

e-Iogistics manager'. By becoming logistical service centres, seaports facilitate the 

movement of cargo (and in some cases passengers) from the sea to the hinterland and 

further inland to adjoining states and countries by rail, road, air or barge. Alternatively, 

cargo may be stored in the seaport, repackaged or processed before being transhipped 

elsewhere. Murphy's (1991) prediction from over a decade ago of a growing 

dichotomy between seaports that are essentially harbours operating as passive interfaces 

and seaports providing a link in the transportation chain appears to have been realised. 

Although seaports may be emerging as logistical service centres, this is not always 

reflected in how seaports are defined. The focus of definitions tends to remain on 

seaports being an interface between the sea and the shore. Goss (1990a: 208), in a 

commonly cited definition, describes a seaport as being ' a  gateway through which 

goods and passengers are transferred between ships and shore'. Many other definitions 

of seaports exist, a number of which are provided in Table 2.1 in chronological order. 

Table 2.1: Definitions of a seaport 
Author I Definition of seaport 'F " " � .... . unchonal....... . � �. (' 
Weigcnd (1958 in Marti 
1990: 161 
Bird (1971: 13) 

Stehli (1978: 205) 

'Primary function of a port is to transfer goods and people from ocean vessets 
and vice versa' , 
'A seaport is besl defined in lerms of ils funclion as a place where each-way 
exchan es belween land and sea lrans orl re ularl take lace'. 
'The basic funclion of seaporls consists in the provision of refuge lo ships and 
in the facililalion of lransfer for ersons and oods'. 



Goss (1990" 219) 

Lcwam (1991, 31) 

Mmphy (1991, 38) 

Peters and Cheslin 
(1998: 391) 
Taylor (1991: 7) 

Suykens and van �: 
Voorde (1998: 252) 
Alderton (1999, 2) 

Bureau of Transport 
Economics (2000: xiii) 
Helling and Poister 
(2000, 300) 

Bcne.(i,ts PJ'Qvided, 
Hoyle (1983) 

Hoyle (1999: 167) 
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'The term seaport is used to cover an organized place where goods and 

I passcng�rs arc exchanged between ships and the store', 

• A facility which handles trading vessels as distinct from fishing and leisure 
craft' . 
'A multiproduct organisation with its main output or product being a transport 
modal interchange related to cargo being loaded onto or unloaded from 
ships'. 
<Quite simply, a port is a place where cargo is processed and the faster the 
cargO is orocessed, the more efficient it is'. 
'Ports are the places to which ships resort to load or discharge their cargoes 
. . .  they are points of transfer between sea and land. TIley arc also business 
organizations havin£ related commitments and rcsponsibilities·. 
<A seaport may generally be regarded as a gateway through which goods and 

passengers are transferred between ships and shore', 
• Seaports are areas where there are facilities for berthing or anchoring ships 
and where there is the equipment for the transfer of goods from ship to shore 
or ship to ship . . .  it is a ship/shore interface or a maritime intermodal 
interface' . 
• . . .  incorp:)fates all activities that are required for the movement of 
commercial trading vessels, cargoes and passengers through the port'. 
'The term port usually refers to a nucleus of facilities, at least some of which 
are publicly owned or maintained, that provide berths at wh'ich vessels can 
load and unload cargo and/or passengers'. 

(p. 1) <A seaport is fundamentally a central place of economic and cultural 
interchange; more specifically, it is a place where the mode of transportation 
changes from land to water�borne systems. . . . As a modern node in a 
multi modal system, the essential function of a seaport is transport integration 
. . .  a seaport may also become a major urban centre, an important source of 
employment, and an influential factor in regional and national development'. 
(p. 13) 'A seaport is an element in a global transport system, a servant of an 
international economic order, and a gateway to and from a national or 
res:>;ional hinterland'. 
L A port is, in a sense, largely a servant of the societies and economic systems 
within which it is located and with which it is connected, and its ability to 
respond to competitive stimuli may be constrained by the character of these 
links and situations', 

Palmer (1999: 2) 'Ports are not only interfaces between land and water. They are sources of 
national wealth, pride and CotlCern. They are, or have been, points ,of 
interaction between cultures and peoples. But above all they are places: I places have history and the past of a place affects its present' . 

. Role in transportation chain 
Faust (1978: 19) 'A seaport comprises a connecting point between sea transport and all forms 

of inland transpOJt. The task of a port within the total transport chain from 
consigner to consignee is to provide a rapid, safe and economic link between 
sea transport and inland transport or vice versa'. 

Branch (1997: 1) , " .a terminal and an area within which ships are loaded with/or discharged of 
cargo and includes the usual places where ships wait for their turn . . .  Usually 
it has an interface with other forms of transport and in doing so provides 
connecting services'. 

Frankel (2001: 7) 

Juhel (2001: 156) 

'Ports are no longer just the starting and end points of voyages, but are near 
seamless intril� or inter-modal transfer links where intermittent ship and more 
continuous lower capacity land or short sea transport services are integrated' . 
'Ports are no longer 'simply a place for cargo exchange but are a functional 
element in the dynamic logistics chains through which commodities and I goods flow', 
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The large proportion of definitions tends to take a functional view of seaports in terms 

of them being an interface for transferring goods and services. These definitions may 

vary in the areas that are included within the bounds of a seaport, ranging from the 

immediate terminal or berth area out to the approach channel. Other definitions focus 

on the economic, cultural and societal benefits provided by seaports such as 

employment, wealth, trade development, and national pride. Definitions of seaports 

also tend to be commercially focused in that they refer to ocean-going commercial 

vessels rather than fishing fleets or recreational vessels, although many seaports may 

provide facilities such as marinas to service these vessels. Recently, some definitions 

(although Faust 1978 is an exception) make reference to the logistical function of 

seaports and their fundamental role in the transportation chain. 

Overall, many definitions of seaports tend to be functionally based and focused on the 

initial maritime interchange between the ship and shore. The definitions tend to 

oversimplify the role of seaports in that the land-based logistical function does not 

figure prominently. The next section examines closer the various characteristics of 

seaports to gain an understanding of what seaports provide and how they operate. This 

in turn will provide the foundation detail for later chapters in relation to how seaports 

could utilise marketing. 

2.3 CHARACTER i STiCS OF S EAPORTS 

The seaport sector is not standardised or homogenous (Bichou and Gray 2004; 

Strandenes and Marlow 1999; Suykens and van de Voorde 1998). Instead there exists 

an enormous diversity among seaports that may account for the difficulties in achieving 
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a consensus in defining seaports. The more commonly cited differences among 

seaports, which are discussed in the following sections, are in terms of: 

• 

o 

• 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

objectives; 

range of activities; 

ownership; 

management and administration; 

operations; 

the market being serviced; 

geographic location; 

construction in terms of being natural or artificial; 

type of product moved through the seaport; and 

the number of users. 

Many of the above characteristics are discussed within the following sections under the 

headings of seaport objectives, activities of seaports, seaport ownership and 

administration, seaport management, and seaport operations, as these may arguably 

impact greatest on the seaport. 

2.3.1 Seaport objeciives 

Two main doctrines exist in relation to the objectives of seaports, the European and 

Anglo-Saxon approaches (Ben nathan and Walters 1979). The European approach 

considers the seaport in terms of its contribution to the development of the region 

through its provision of infrastructure. These seaports are often subsidised by the 

government, whereas the Anglo-Saxon approach tends to describe seaports as being at 
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the other end of the continuum where the seaport is viewed as being self-sufficient with 

the objective of being profitable. 

The tension between profitability and providing social infrastructure is evident in 

comments made by Goss (1976) and Smith (1982/83). Whereas Goss (1976) suggests 

the purpose of seaports is to be efficient in an economic sense, Smith ( 1982/83) 

advocates that for a seaport to be successful, efficiency by itself is insufficient; 

industrial development including regional employment and capital creation are also 

required. 

The above VIews appear to have evolved into the objective for public seaports in 

particular to be 'concerned with serving trade efficiently as a means of maximising 

trade and economic benefits to the community' (Heaver et al. 2000: 369). This seaport 

objective is generally referred to as trade facilitation (Bureau of Transport Economics 

2000; Carlson 1989; Hirst 2000; Juhel 2001; Productivity Commission 1 998). 

However, trade facilitation by itself is not sufficient as an objective because, as the 

report of the Productivity Commission (1998) suggests, it can be achieved in an 

unprofitable manner by using low seaport charges to increase trade. Thus both the 

Industry Commission (1993) and Productivity Commission (1998) suggest that trade 

facilitation be undertaken in an efficient and commercial manner. 

2.3.2 Activities of seaports 

Seaports provide a diverse range of services. The literature often presents these services 

or activities as lists, some of which are extensive (see Alderton 1999; Baird 2000; 

Bernard 1 995; Bolitho 1993; Bureau of Transport and Communications Economics 

1988; Everett and Robinson 1998; Goss 1 990a; Parliament of the Commonwealth of 
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Australia 1992; Port of Rotterdam 2001; Schulten 1991; Smith 1982/83; Somers and de 

Wilde 1997; Suykens and van de Voorde 1998; United Nations 1987). The UNcrAD 

Secretariat (1995) is one of the few that attempts to categorise seaport activities. They 

cateaorise the activities into three maj or categories: 
to 

• services to the ship; 

• services to the cargo; and 

• other services to users. 

Ashar (2001) provides a similar categorisation to that of the UNCT AD Secretariat 

(1995) by referring to the trio of ship services, cargo services and administration 

services (instead of ' other services to users'). An adaptation of Ashar's  categorisation, 

including activities discussed in earlier studies, is shown in Table 2.2. 

Table 2.2: Categorisation of seaport services 

Basic Services Auxiliarv Services 

Ship Providing channels and navigation aids Provision of stores 
Services Maintaining channels and navigation aids Water, electricity and communications 

Dredging Bunkering 
Pilotage Garbage removal 
Towage Security surveillance for the vessel at berth 
Line handling Vessel traffic control 
Use of docks and berths Marine surveying 
Emergency response/pollution control Ship repair and maintenance 
Safe haven Inspection, immigration, customs 

Lashing/unlashing boxes on-board 
Passenger terminal operations 

Cargo Handling boxes between ship and yard Special handling - direct to truck, slings 
Services Handling hatch covers Handling empties between yard and gate 

Use of shore cranes Cargo processing and repackaging 
Handling boxes between yard and gate Arranging or providing intermodal transport 
Intermediate storage of boxes ('free time') Storage of boxes (beyond 'free time') 
Pre-stacking and shifting boxes in the yard Storage of bulk and breakbulk cargo 
Inspection of boxes and equipment Storage of hazmat and reefer boxes 

Control of dangerous goods 
Security and surveillance for cargo 
Weighing trucks and boxes 

Admin. Preparing dock receipts, location cards Preparing stowage plan and stability 
Services Preparing load lists, equipment inventory Preparing crane sequence 

Monitoring maritime safety regulations Leasing - land, office space, warehouses 
Managing and developing seaport property 
Community use areas and tourism 
Coordinating marketing and promotions 

Source. Adapted from Ashar (2001 .  59) 
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o r  i n t�rest i n  Ashar's (20()1 )  categorisation is the dichotomisation of basic and auxiliary 

s�rVlC�S. Basic services arc those that arc necessary for offering a ship-to-shore 

int�rrac�, and auxiliary services tend to be specialised activities that may not be offered 

by all  s�aports. 

2.3.3 Seaport ownership and ao1mii1is�i'a�iora 

Considerable research has been undertaken on seaport ownership. Types of seaport 

ownership include national/state ownership, municipal ownership, public trust (or 

autonomous) ownership, and private ownership; all of which have been discussed in

depth elsewhere (for example, see Alderton 1999; Cass 1999; Meyrick 1984; Palmer 

\ 999; Schmidt 1 978; Smith 1982/83; Stuchtey 1991a). This terminology often tends to 

be British, US, or European focused. According to the Bureau of Transport and 

Communications Economics (1988), because of the role of State/Territory governments, 

Australian seaports use different terminology to reflect similar levels of ownership. 

Australian seaports usually operate under one of three administration or ownership 

forms: 

o 

o 

o 

State/Territory government department administration of the seaport; 

statutory authority set up by State/Territory legislation; or a 

privately owned seaport. 

In the past, Australian seaports were known as marine boards, maritime services boards, 

State/Territory government departments, or bureaus such as a Department of Transport 

or Department of Marine and Harbours. Ownership and administration by a 

State/Territory government department is now less common. Instead, the larger 

proportion of Australian seaports consists of statutory authorities that generally tend to 
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be port authorities3 in the form of statutory corporations or commercialised seaports 

(Bureau of Transport Economics 2000). The Productivity Commission (1998) reports 

that statutory corporatisations are created via incorporation under corporation' s law as 

limited liability companies. 

As in corporatisation, government retains ownership and control of commercialised 

seaports, but as Notteboom and Winkelmans (2001: 245) explain, this is done ' in a 

business-like environment with some management autonomy and accountability' .  

Commercialised seaports tend to divide major activities into separate business units 

'each functioning as an autonomous commercialised company with its own balance 

sheet' (Wotton 2001 :  17). Each "company" charges others within the seaport for 

services and can go outside the seaport to the private sector to procure services via 

service contracts and performance agreements. The seaport may also require a rental 

payment from each of its "companies". In both commercialisation and corporatisation, 

government ownership is retained with the major difference being in relation to 

government control, which is very limited in corporatised seaports. 

The majority of Australian seaports, although owned by State/Territory governments, 

are corporatised with the shareholders being two or more government ministers, often 

treasury and transport (Hirst 2000). Additionally, Australian seaports are required to 

pay dividends to the shareholders and taxes to the government but receive no 

government subsidies. The Productivity Commission's (1998) report on the Australian 

waterfront suggests that about 15 seaports in Australia are owned or administered by 

3 To follow the conventions of much of the literature, even though 'seaports' may be used for clarity to 
differentiate between fresb-water (inland and lakes) and sea-based ports, the tendency in the literature is 
still to use 'port authority' rather than 'seaport authority'. 
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private companies under agreements with Staterrerritory governments. These seaports 

are generally dedicated seaports involved with petroleum and mining activities. 

In essence, although the terminology worldwide may differ, three broad ownership 

models emerge from the literature - public, corporatised, and private seaports. Public 

ownership refers to seaports owned and in some cases managed by the government, 

whether this is at the municipal, Staterrerritory or national level. Corporatised seaports 

are still owned by the government but are managed by the private sector with a separate 

board of directors operating under similar accounting practices and legal requirements 

to the private sector (Notteboom and Winkelmans 2001). The board also has the 

responsibility of developing commercial strategic direction. The government is usually 

the major shareholder via ministers who have limited direct control over the seaport. 

According to Hirst (2000: 5), this can place seaports ' in a more difficult position than 

they were before as they are neither a government department nor a genuine 

corporation'. However, as explained by a number of researchers (such as Baird 2000; 

Everett 1995; Hirst 2000; Ircha 2001; Mangan and Furlong 1998; Notteboom and 

Winkelmans 2001;  UNCTAD Secretariat 1993; Valentine and Gray 2001) there are a 

number of benefits of corporatisation to seaports. The benefits include the adoption of a 

commercial approach to managing the seaport, greater flexibility and efficiency in the 

seaport and the market, increased outsourcing of seaport services to the private sector to 

gain cost advantages, and becoming more customer-focused and market-oriented. In 

essence, trade facilitation becomes the key objective of these seaports. Governments 

may also benefit from corporatisation as a result of the reduced burden of seaport 

investment on the public sector. 
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The third form of ownership, that is by the private sector, may be gained via a long-term 

lease agreement or by outright ownership from the transfer of the seaport from the 

public to the private sector. Privatised seaports are still bound by government 

legislation that may impact on operations, but do not have direct government 

involvement (Productivity Commission 1998). As Baird (2000) and Notteboom and 

Winkelmans (2001) explain, privatisation can take place on a number of levels from 

privatising an entire seaport, to a specific seaport operation. Also, they further note that 

privatisation can be in relation to a minority stake in a public seaport, a controlling 

interest, or 100 per cent ownership. Although privately owned seaports may include a 

fully integrated operation, often they tend to be directly linked to the export of a single 

commodity. 

2.3.4 Sea port management 

Some researchers such as Goss (1990b) suggest that the ownership of a seaport can be 

associated with the number of  users of a seaport. For example, as explained earlier, 

single user seaports that are often dedicated to a single commodity tend to be owned by 

the private sector, whereas a large multi-user seaport may be owned by the government 

but managed by a corporatised port authority that leases its individual terminals and 

seaport facilities to interested parties. This arrangement is commonly referred to as 

being a landlord seaport due to the port authority' s interest in leasing facilities by 

strategically managing the seaport's assets. The smaller multi-user seaports may be 

owned, managed and financed by a port authority with minimal public sector 

involvement. 

When the term "seaport" is used in the literature it is not always clear whether this is 

referring to the seaport itself or the port authority. Everett (1 995) simply refers to a port 
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authority as being an administrative agency. The Industry Commission (1993: xiii) also 

offers a broad definition of a port authority in Australia as being an 'agency responsible 

for control and management of a port and its facilities' that may be a public body. The 

definition is made more explicit where it is explained (p. xv) that: 

A port authority provides services to a specific port or group of ports. As a 
minimum, it controls the use of the waters and lands within port boundaries; 
provides safe access and harbouring for ships; and plans, provides and 
allocates port infrastructure such as channels, breakwaters, navigation aids 
and berths. Port authorities which are limited to core activities such as these 
are said to follow the landlord model. But many Australian port authorities 
do much more - and many have both a facilitative and regulatory role. 

Other uses of the term "seaport" may be referring to what is essentially a single 

terminal. A terminal is the facility within a seaport that facilitates the transfer of goods 

and passengers between the ship and the shore. In more accurate terms, Martin and 

Thomas (2001 :  283) explain that a terminal extends beyond the berth, that is, 'from the 

quayside to include landside activities' generally for containerised and bulk cargo. 

Further, they claim that a terminal provides integrated activities and services for 

importers and exporters, transport operators and shipping lines. To add further 

complication to the seaport terminology, seaports may contain a number of terminals, 

some of which may be owned and managed by the port authority or leased or owned by 

private sector terminal operators that may include shipping lines. In some cases, 

terminals may be referred to as a seaport in their own right operating under the 

jurisdiction of a port authority. However, the usual situation is that the port authority 

has regulatory control within the seaport over terminal operators. This means that a port 

authority will have much wider responsibilities than terminal operators. 

Besides having the primary responsibility of trade facilitation in terms of proactively 

attracting and moving cargo efficiently through the seaport to maximise economic 
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growth, the port authority has a secondary responsibility of ensuring its own efficient 

and effective internal financial performance for shareholders (Carlson 1989). This has 

become increasingly necessary with the corporatisation of port authorities. Other major 

responsibilities of port authorities, besides the activities shown in Table 2.2, are 

provided in a range of reports (such as the Bureau of Transport and Communications 

Economics 1988; Everett 1995; Everett and Robinson 1 998; Goss 199Gb; Industry 

Commission 1993) and essentially refer to administering and controlling seaport 

facilities, providing maintenance of seaport infrastructure and superstructure, levying 

and collecting fees and charges for services provided, and marketing the efficiency of 

the sea port. 

In addition to financial planning, a port authority, depending on its ownership, may 

have a wider societal role (similar to the European approach) of providing services for 

the public good with little or no financial return. In some cases, these activities are 

known as community service obligations that attract a payment from the State!ferritory 

government for providing facilities that the seaport would not normally undertake on a 

commercial basis (Industry Commission 1993; Productivity Commission 1998). If left 

to the private sector, services provided for the public good such as beacons, buoys, and 

navigational aids, might not be provided sufficiently or at all (Suykens and van de 

Voorde 1998). A port authority is also involved in developing and maintaining 

relationships with its stakeholders including employees and their unions, terminal 

operators, customers, government authorities, and the local community. In recent times, 

the relationship with the local community has increased in importance with seaports 

focusing increasingly _on triple bottom line reporting in relation to financial, 

environmental and social performance (Whitaker 2002). The often crucial relationship 

with the local community is reflected in Whitaker's (2002: 10) view that: 



The community gives us a C<)kence to operate". This is not a licence based 
on a legal requirement: it is the community's tacit wilHngness to allow us to 
operate. Our failure to meet community expectations for our performance 
could precipitate pressures for that c'licence" to be taken away. 

2.3.5 Seaport operations 
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Seaports can also be characterised by their level of operations based on the number of 

activities lll1dertaken. Smith (1982/83) and Jnhel (2001) for example, use the widely 
• 

referred to terminology of service, tool, and landlord seaports. Whilst service seaports 

tend to own and manage all the infrastructure and provide the services with HttJe need of 

outsourcing to the private sector, landlord seaports have a greater reliance on the private 

sector for providing facilities (such as cranes, warehousing, fences, vehicles) and 

labour. Landlord seaports instead focus on the core services of the 'provision of basic 

port infrastructure such as approach channels, navigation systems, breakwaters, berth 

aprons, transport links and access to transport networks' (Bolitho 1993: 8). Terminals 

may be leased or owned by the private sector and private investment within the seaport 

is encouraged to enable the seaport to focus on providing basic infrastructure. Tool 

seaports, according to Smith (1982/83) also own and manage the infrastructure and 

some facilities (or tools). However, he contends that tool seaports tend to exist 

somewhere between service and landlord seaports as they vary considerably i n  what 

facilitjes are owned and managed by the seaport and/or the private sector. 

Smith's (1982/83) terminology however, tends to be more European based and 

combines management and operational factors. The Bureau of Transport Economics 

(2000) in Australia, instead refers to four major categories of seaport operations: 

• specialist bulk seaports; 

o regional seaports; 
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• 

community seaports; and 

major mu.iticargo seaports . 
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Similar t0rminology is also used by a major study of Australian port authorities 

undertaken by the Industry Commission (1993). The same four categories are used with 

the 0xception that the term "dedicated seaports" is used in place of specialist bulk 

seaports, and "integrated seaports" used instead of major multicargo seaports. 

Critically, the same meaning is attributed to the four categories by both reports. 

In general, dedicated bulk seaports (or specialist bulk seaports) focus on one or two 

export bulk commodity operations, transfer little breakbulk cargo for the general 

community, and are more likely to be privately operated. These seaports generally have 

specialist infrastructure dedicated to each bulk cargo type and are located close to 

agricultural production areas or mines (Productivity Commission 1998). In the most 

extreme case, a private company may own or lease the seaport to provide only a single 

commodity for its own production and not involved in facilitating any other cargo. 

Regional seaports are more likely to be government owned, and although dominated by 

a number of bulk commodities also provide facilities for general cargo that may include 

containers. Due to their location, regional seaports may also be central to a region's 

tourism efforts by providing water-based recreational facilities such as marinas and 

cruise ship facilities (Industry Commission 1993). A much smaller version of a 

regional seaport is known as a community seaport. These seaports tend to service the 

business and domestic services of small communities in more remote locations. 
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Integrated seaports (or major multicargo seaports) tend to be capital or major city based 

and have high trade throughput, particularly in relation to breakbulk cargo and 

containers, although bulk commodities are also often handled. As they are usually 

managed as landlord seaports, integrated seaports offer a more diverse range of services 

and, as such, a broader mix of public and private investment exists. 

As stated at the beginning of Section 2.3, there is enormous diversity among seaports, 

with various configurations of objectives, range of activities, ownership, management, 

and operations, all of which are continually evolving. An understanding of these 

characteristics and activities of seaports is useful in appreciating the important role 

seaports play in international trade. The following section discusses this role 

particularly in relation to the seaport sector's economic contribution firstly to the 

international economy and then, more specifically, to the Australian economy. 

2.4 THE ECOU\llOu\/WC COi\!lTR�raUT�ON OF SEAPORTS 

Seaports are recognised as being integral to a nation's transport system and essential to 

successful international trade (Branch 1998; Everett 1995). These views are supported 

by luhel (2001: 156) who suggests seaports 'can be a crucial element' in developing the 

competitive advantage of a nation. According to Sletmo (1999: 14), landlocked 

countries have suffered culturally, technologic all y and ' are generally seen as severely 

handicapped economically' to the extent they are perceived as being isolated from the 

rest of the world. Given the pivotal role of seaports in a nation's development, Hirst 

(2000: 5) argues there is a: 

. .  .lack of recognition by governments of their [seaports' ]  importance and 
role in the national economy, as well as to state and regional economies, in 
terms of their direct and indirect employment and income generation 
function as a result of their trade facilitation role. 
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When it is considered that 90 per cent of international trade is transported by sea 

(Thanpoulou 2000), the view by Branch (1998) that modem seaports are essential to 

successful trade development, and hence to economic wealth and prosperity, becomes 

more evident. Many descriptors have been used to highlight the importance of seaports 

to international trade and individual countries, some of which are presented in 

Table 2.3. 

Table 2.3: Contribution of seaports to the economy 

Author Descriptors of seaport's economic role 
AAPA (2000) (p. 1) , ... act as catalysts for economic growth', 

(p. 2) 'A healthy US economy demands trade, and growing trade 
demands the continued development of our ports'. 

------

Bolitho (1993:8) ' . . .  improving competitiveness and maximising efficiency, 
Branch (1998: 27) 'Governments worldwide realize modem port systems 

infrastructure are essential to their successful trade develoement'. 
with 

Faust (1978: 23) 'Due to its different functions a port can be considered a principal force 
in economic development of an entire nation'. 

Haezendonck e! a!. (2000, <In many countries, ports are now viewed as catalysts for the creation of 
107) economic wealth, i.e. as a key source of sustainable value added in the 

local economy' . 
.---�--. .  - -

Hi,,! (200012001' 54) <Ports have a focal role in the national, state and re�ional economies'. 
Hoyle (1999, 167) 'A port can act as an economic enabler or alternatively as a serious 

brake on economic progress'. 

luhel (2001, 156) 'Modern and efficient ports are necessary and powerful tools for 
facilitating and fostering trade and development and more so at a time of 
globalisation of trade . . .  ports can be a crucial element in developing a 
competitive advantage for a country ... '. 

Mangan and Furlong (1998, '-Ports are critical nodes facilitating both trade flows and, to a lesser 
349) extent, tourism flows. Their operational efficiency and cost structures 

can thus have a considerable impact upon the performance of the wider 
economy'. 

Palmer (1999: 9) 'Governments see seaports as engines for economic growth, foreign 
trade, regional revitalisation'. 

Suykens and van de Voorde • ...  driving fOrce behind economy, boosts the economy, enhance regional 
(1998, 253) and social policies . . .  stimulate reg!gnal economic dcvcl0ement'. 
Wotton (2001: 13) 'Historically ports have been major drivers in countries' economic 

success and will .continue to be so long as goods and people are moved 

Young (2001: 26) 
bX sea'. 
'Economies grow because of the ability to trade internationally on a 
competitive level which is due to efficient port systems'. 

Descriptors such as being a driving force and engine for economic growth all indicate 

the fundamental need for an efficient seaport sector and for the development of suitable 

government policies to encourage efficiency and growth. In addition. because seaports 

are but one link in an interdependent economic structure, for seaports to become more 
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efficient and competitive, linkages with other modes in the transport chain are required 

(Heaver et al. 2000; Hoyle 1999; Misztal 1999). Nevertheless, just as seaports can be 

economic enablers, Hoyle (1999) argues that inefficient seaports that are not actively 

facilitating trade may be economic retardants. 

The following two sections discuss the economic contribution of seaports from two 

perspectives, firstly in relation to the international economy and secondly in terms of 

the contribution to a single country, Australia. 

As transportation is a derived demand, Frankel (1987: 600) argues that the 'demand for 

port services reflects the strength of the port country's own .economy and those of its 

international trade partners' .  For example, Strandenes and Marlow (1999: 1) explain 

that 'Europe's competitiveness in the global economy increasingly depends on an 

efficient and cost effective transport and port system' particularly given that over 90 per 

cent of trade with other countries and 40 per cent of intra European Union trade moves 

through its seaports. Similar figures are provided for US international trade of which 95 

per cent by volume and 75 per cent by value move through its seaports (AAPA 2000). 

Globalisation and increased world trade is resulting in the steady growth of seabourne 

trade, which has recently been estimated as being over five billion US tons per annum 

(UNCTAD 2000). The importance of seaports to increased world trade is evident in a 

speech by Mahathir, then Malaysian Prime Minister, who in 1999 (Inoue 2001 :  1) 

stated: 

No matter how information technology advances, the world trade can not be 
materialised without ports. This is exactly why every country needs to 
develop much more advanced and efficient ports for its prosperity' .  
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It is  not only the transportation of commodities and products through seaports that 

provide economic benefits. Marti ( 1990: 158) explains that the attraction of cruise ships 

to seaports can also 'ensure economic prosperity not only for the port, but also for the 

city and region around it' via tourist spending and the supply of fuel, water and 

supplies. An example of this economic contribution of cruise ships can be found in the 

research of Mescon and Vozikis (1985) on the Port of Miami. 

Seaports provide many other benefits to countries besides being a link in the 

transportation chain. Seaports provide a boost to local employment levels both directly 

and indirectly (Goss 1990a; Hirst 2000/2001; Musso et al. 2000; Stuchtey 1991a; 

Suykens and van de Voorde 1998). For example, it is estimated by Hoyle ( 1999) that 

Mombasa Port in Kenya provides employment for almost 8,000 people. In this sense, 

seaports generate revenue that supports many regional communities. 

2.4.2 iContributiOin '101 the AusiU'aIiiaIiil eCOIiilOimy 

Australia provides an interesting study of a country that is almost totally dependent on 

sea bourne trade. In contrast to 90 per cent of world trade by volume moving through 

seaports, in Australia, according to recent figures from the Bureau of Transport and 

Regional Economics (2002b), 99.88 per cent of international trade in volume moves 

through its seaports, the remainder moving by air and mail. Interestingly the report 

shows mail as a separate category even though its carriage would rely on either sea or 

air transport. According to the same report, in terms of value, approximately 73 per 

cent of Australia's international trade is transported by sea (see Table 2.4). 



Table 2.4: Australia's total international trade by trans port mode 

Volume Value 
(million tonnes) (%1 ($ billion) 

Sea 550,122 99.88% 182.3 

Air 644 0.12% 65.7 

Mall 1 0.00%>1< 2.0 

Total 550,767 100.00% 250.0 

• The peIcentage of volume for mail Is 0.00018% 
Source: Adapted frOOl Bureau of Transport and Regiooal Economics (ZOOZb) 
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(%1 
72.92% 

26.28% 

0.80% 

100.00% 

In addition, because of the geographic spread of population around .the coastline and 

inland, it is not surprising to note Bolitho's (1993: 2) explanation that the role of 

Australian seaports is to <facilitate the commerce of the hinterland' and the nation. 

Over 600 million tonnes of cargo (international and domestic) per year move through 

Australian seaports in the fonn of exports (75 per cent), imports (9 per cent) and coastal 

cargo (16 per cent; Bureau of Transport and Regional Economics 2002a). As Bird 

(1968: 1) put it many years earlier, seaports are 'the means whereby a vast inland is 

placed in contact with the rest of the world, and hardly any new development within the 

interior can take place without a supporting development on the coast'. 

Australia's largest exports by volume tend to be bulk products such as coal and iron ore; 

by value it is also coal, then petroleum products, cereals and meats; whereas the largest 

imports by volume are petroleum products and chemicals, and by value are machinery 

and road vehicles (Bureau of Transport and Regional Economics 2002a). In more 

general terms, dry and liquid bulk commodities, including raw and semi-processed 

products, fann produce and livestock are Australia's major exports accounting for 90 

per cent of the total volume and 60 per cent of the value. Manufactured products, 

usually in containers, form the majority in terms of the value of imports into Australia 

(Productivity Commission 1998; Tanner 1998). Without seaports, Australia's economy 

would be crippled, as would many island nations. Transport by sea, given the relatively 
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isolated geographic location of Australia, tends to be the only cost-effective option for 

much of Australia's exports that are dominated by dry and liquid bulk cargoes. 

The importance of seaports to Australia is reflected in comments such as seaports being 

integral to Australian transportation (Everett and Robinson 1998), necessary for the 

international competitiveness of Australian industry (Industry Commission 1993), and 

vital to Australia's prosperity (Tanner 1998). Similarly Bolitho (1993: 8) suggests the 

'efficiency and effectiveness of our ports directly affects the efficiency and 

competitiveness of Australia's trade' .  In a report b y  the Bureau of  Transport 

Economics (2000: xi) on the regional impact of seaports, the following importance is 

attached to seaports: 

Ports are essential for the operation of the Australian economy. They have a 
central role in the transport of Australian exports, which provide income and 
jobs for many Australians. Imports shipped through Australia's ports 
supply essential inputs for local producers as well as a wide range of 
consumer goods . . . .  The operation of a port generates employment and 
income for the local community, as well as flow-on effects to other local 
industries. In addition, all levels of government receive revenue from taxes 
and other charges on these activities. 

As in other countries, Australian seaports also generate direct and indirect employment 

in local communities as well as income and taxes from charges for local, 

State/Territory, and Commonwealth governments (Bureau of Transport Economics 

2000). For example, many Australian seaports, due to their ownership structures pay 

annual dividends from profits to their shareholders - the State/Territory government. 

The substantial dividends paid are noted with concern by Bolitho (1993), Hirst (2000) 

and King (1997a) because seaports may be seen more as "cash cows" by State/Territory 

governments that may impact on the development of the real purpose of the seaports in 

relation to trade facilitation. King (1997a: A.14) supports this view by citing one State 
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government minister's comments that 'ports are there to pay for hospitals and schools'. 

Further. Hirst (2000) explains that a disadvantage of corporatisation is the conflict 

between the short-term needs of State(Territory governments and seaports' objective of 

trade facilitation. Instead, he (2000/2001: 55) recommends that governments must gain 

< a greater appreciation and understanding' of the contributory role of seaports to 

national, Staterrerritory and regional economic growth to ensure the focus on 

competitiveness and efficiency of international trade. It appears that Australian 

governments are not alone in utilising seaport revenues. Helling and Poister (2000) 

report that Californian State and local governments also use seaport revenues for 

government purposes rather than reinvesting in improving seaport facilities. 

In relation to other countries such as the US and those within Europe, Australia's almost 

total reliance on seabourne trade may result in its seaports, and the maritime industry in 

general, being even more important and necessary to economic growth. Bird's (1968) 

observation of Australian seaports being the (gateways to economic possibilities, past 

and future, based on the resources of a continent' still appears to hold true over three 

decades later. 

2.5 SUMMARY 

This chapter has explained that seaports are evolving from that of a passive interface 

between ship and shore to becoming an integral link in national and international 

transportation as logistical service centres. In making this transition, the characteristics 

of seaports are changing. Their operations are becoming more complex as users are 

requiring more services, yet, changes to ownership and management are being made 

that require more efficient dperations and a greater focus on trade facilitation, all within 
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a commercial mindset. Managing a seaport is by necessity, becoming more business 

focused as it is transferred from the public to private sector. Although many 

governments may no longer have direct control of seaports, they still have considerable 

indirect influence through regulatory powers and a substantial interest in ensuring 

economIc prosperity at local, Staterrerritory and national levels. In the case of 

Australia, the role of seaports is even more paramount with 99.88 per cent of 

import/export volumes moving through seaports to and from its vast hinterlands via rail, 

road and air. 

The following chapter continues discussion of the seaport sector environment by 

focusing on the competitive pressures impacting on the management of  seaports. The 

chapter explains how increasing levels of competition are a major factor in the emerging 

interest in marketing by seaports. 



4 1  

CHAPTER THREE 
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3.1 �NTRODUCT�ON 

Whereas the previous chapter provided an overview of the seaport sector and its 

contribution to the international and Australian economies, this chapter exammes 

developments within the sector that are challenging how seaports worldwide are 

managed. More specifically, the purpose of this chapter is to discuss the major 

competitive pressures facing seaports and the attempts being made to overcome these 

pressures to retain and/or increase market position. The chapter begins by explaining 

the impact of the New Economy on the seaport sector in an international context. In 

particular, the New Economy is discussed in terms of it creating a hyper competitive 

environment that is being further intensified by government reform of the waterfront. 

This is resulting, in many cases worldwide, in the corporatisation of seaports and the 

encouragement of private sector investment and management. 

The chapter also identifies other environmental changes such as the growth of 

containerised cargo, the growth of shipping lines' market power, and the increasingly 

contestable hinterlands as factors adding to the hypercompetitive seaport sector. 

Seaport management are attempting to address their market position within the 

environment of the New Economy through a number of strategies, one of which is 

suggested as being marketing. 

3.2 SEAIPORTS 1U\l THE NEW ECOU\lOiliilV 

The information economy, network economy, digital economy, and knowledge 

economy is terminology that, according to Atkinson and Court (1998), is encompassed 

within what is commonly referred to as the New Economy. The New Economy tends to 

be characterised by technological improvements in transportation and communications, 
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deregulation and privatisation within industries, and the increasing use of mergers and 

acquisitions; all intensified by broader macroenvironment changes such as globalisation 

and lower barriers to trade (Atkinson and Court 1998; New Economy Information 

Service 2000). Although information and communication technologies are the basis for 

the emergence of the New Economy, the New Economy Information Service (2000) 

suggests that the most important feature is that of increasing competition, or as D' Aveni 

and Gunther (1994) put it, hyper competition. As a result of hypercompetition and 

increasing competition on price and quality, price wars are commonplace. This is 

encouraging companies to seek new markets as a means to i ncrease revenue, or to form 

strategic alliances with competitors in efforts to compete more effectively with larger 

and more powerful companies. As discussed in the next section, seaports around the 

globe are not immune from the effects of the hypercompetitive New Economy, often 

implementing strategies similar to those highlighted by D '  Aveni and Gunther (1994). 

3.2.1 The changing macroei1lvironmen� 01 seaports 

The economic potential and other benefits of seaports to a country or region have 

resulted in a greater interest by governments in developing seaports able to attract larger 

cargo throughput. In the past, seaports could be built that were able to attract ships to a 

region with little or no effort because ships would travel to wherever there was cargo. 

Little consideration needed to be given to. potential competitors. Sletmo (1999: 14) 

explains that these seaports, some of which once enjoyed monopolistic status, were 

'conditioned to see themselves as magnets attracting cargoes' .  In the movie the Field of 

Dreams, the central character played by Kevin Costner repeatedly heard a voice 

insisting, "Build it and they will come". Similarly, some seaports have suffered from 

the delusions of the Field of Dreams. Whereas some seaports have reacted to customer 

requirements and market forces by altering terminals to accept larger vessels or creating 
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more efficient operations, the Field of Dreams-inspired seaports are left with decreasing 

vessel visits and excess capacity. Goss (1990a: 209) provides a number of examples of 

seaports that are now obsolete as a result of the 'mistaken investment', often incurred at 

the expense of taxpayers' contributions. 

Seaports now operate in a turbulent operating environment (Ircha 1989), intensified by 

the effects of  the New Economy. In addition, there is a growing demand for exports 

and imports in the global marketplace. This is due to factors such as globalisation, the 

increasing use of regional trade agreements, trade liberalisation, and third world 

countries being opened up to international trade (Atkinson and Court 1998; Frankel 

2001;  Inoue 2001; New Economy Information Service 2000; Palmer 1999; Peters 2001; 

Struijs 2001; Suykens and van de Voorde 1 998). As the volume of trade steadily grows, 

the importance of seaports to the global economy also increases because the vast 

majority of imports and exports must move through them. However, seaports can no 

longer rely on attracting trade merely by  their existence. Instead, it is argued in this 

chapter that gaining an understanding of the changing macroenvironment and 

recognising potential competitors and partners is now necessary to provide a profitable 

and sustainable future. 

3.2. 1 . 1  Factors leading to increased competition 

To enable the transportation of growing seaborne trade around the globe efficiently, 

containerisation is becoming more common (Peters 2001). Predictions of up to 90 per 

cent of cargo being transported by containers by the year 2010 (New Jersey Tide Center 

2001) will continue to provide maj or challenges for seaports. To place this in terms of 

twenty equivalent units (TEU), Inoue (2001), the Secretary General of the International 

Association of Ports and Harbors, suggests that global container throughput of 188 
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million TEU in 2000 could grow to between 417 and 419 million TEU by the year 

2012. 

As a result of containerisation, the maritime industry is facing revolutionary changes. 

Seaports are discovering that unless a substantial investment is undertaken to cater for 

containerised cargo, their previous competitive advantage will be eroded. Peters (2001 :  

1 1) provides an example highlighting the extent of  investment seaports require by 

comparing current container terminal requirements to those of the immediate future: 

Today's  terminal has a density of 100-300 TEU p er acre; productivity of 30 
moves per crane hour; container dwell time of six days; truck turnaround 
time of one hour; 36 feet of water depth; and area rail service. The 
specifications for tomorrow's terminals are: 1,000-2,000 TEU per acre; 50 
moves per crane hour; three days dwell time; truck turnaround of less than 
30 minutes; 50 feet of water depth; and on-dock rail. 

Peters (2001) continues that investment is required if seaports are to remain competitive 

in the container market as the speed of container handling and ship turnaround times 

become crucial issues. The situation in Australia is no different. The Bureau of 

Transport and Regional Economics (2002) for example, suggests that major seaports in 

particular must now consider dredging longer and deeper berths and channels, investing 

in cranes with greater booms (now up to 66 metres in reach) to load and unload the 

larger bulk and container ships, and providing extensive storage areas for the growing 

use of containers. These requirements may become necessities in major seaports all 

over the world because shipping companies are now investing in larger ships as a means 

of optimising productivity across long haul trade routes. This is highlighted by the 

1 ,000 to 4,000 TEU panamax ships that now pale in comparison with the existing 6,000 

TEU post-panamax vessels and proposals for ships capable of carrying up to 12,500 

TEU by 2015 (Hong Kong Shipping News International 2000). It is not just container 

ships that require added infrastructure, Baird (1997) for example, reports some seaports 
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arG inaccessible to new generation cruise ships because of physical restraints created b y  

increased vessel beam, length and draft requirements. 

The larger ships and increasing use of containerisation are placing immense financial 

pressure on seaports that are competing for trade throughput in a period marked by 

decreasing profits and increasing capital investment. Slack et al. ( 1996) refers to this 

capital investment as a seaport paradox because the investment is a necessary 

requirement to remain competitive, yet, there is no guarantee of retaining shipping lines 

and maintaining cargo throughput. 

Another result of ever-increasing ship sizes, particularly for container ships, is that 

larger ships will need to make less calls, and even then to only the larger seaports with 

sufficient draft depths and the necessary infrastructure (Ircha 1989; UNCTAD 

Secretariat 1 993b; Whitaker 2002). This means that some seaports may no longer be 

included on major trade routes. Martin and Thomas (2001) for example, suggest that 

whereas breakbulk general cargo ships call at several seaports, the larger container ships 

may call on between one to three seaports around the world. As a result, in the case of 

the US, the New Jersey Tide Center (2001) predicts there may be only one major 

seaport on the east coast of the US. In Australia, the Bureau of Transport and Regional 

Economics (2002) explains how a 4100 TEU vessel, currently the largest containership 

serving Australian trade, is unlikely to call at a number of Australian seaports unless 

dredging occurs. These types of factors, according to Bureau of Transport and 

Communications Economics (1988) are intensifying competition among seaports 

resulting in the increased dominance of major capital city seaports such as Sydney, 

Melbourne and Brisbane. Major seaports such as these may be able to attract or have 
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access to additional capital funding and, with the resulting economies of scale, be able 

to provide the facilities necessary for larger vessels. 

An outcome of the developing container network of major seaports is that opportunities 

may occur for other seaports to develop into feeder seaports served by smaller vessels 

transhipping containers to and from the major seaports, or they may focus more on 

becoming major bulk seaports (Bureau of Transport and Communications Economics 

1988; Martin and Thomas 2001; Palmer 1999; Peters and Cheslin 1998; Slack ct al. 

1996). This hierarchy of seaports into hubs and feeders, due to increasing 

containerisation and round-the-world shipping routes, may develop by necessity rather 

than by choice. Where once ships used to travel to the cargo, now the cargo travels to 

the ship; providing further competition with neighbouring seaports (Alderton 1 999). To 

access the market in a sprawling hinterland brings with it additional challenges of 

logistical systems that can manoeuvre efficiently through the city to and from the 

seaport, thus realising the position of seaports as a link in the transportation chain. 

As for many other industries operating in a hypercompetitive environment, strategic 

alliances and mergers within maritime transportation are becoming more commonplace. 

This is particularly evident within shipping lines where alliances, such as the Global 

Alliance, Grand Alliance, United Alliance, and the New World Alliance, and mergers 

are increasing. This is another reason for the rationalisation of trade routes (Heaver et 

aL 2000; Slack et al. 1996). Seaports have to cope with the balance of power moving 

from them towards shipping companies that are now in more powerful negotiating 

positions (Heaver et aL 2000, 2001). For example, shipping companies are able to 

make greater demands for enhancements to seaport infrastructure and facilities to ensure 

they remain a seaport of call, particularly if the seaport is not in an optimum location 
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(Heaver et aL 2001; Inoue 2001; Palmer 1999; Suykens and van de Voorde 1998). 

What is clear is that larger ships, changing trade patterns and routes, and the subsequent 

requirement of specialised facilities for cargo handling, are all impacting on seaport 

management and operations (Haezendonck et aL 2000; Hilling 1987; Martin and 

Thomas 2001; Wotton 2001). 

3.2. 1.2 Government seaport reform 

Changes to seaport ownership and governance due to government reform are also 

having an impact on how seaports are being managed and operated. Governments in 

many countries such as the United Kingdom, Canada, Ireland and Europe as well as 

Australia (see examples in Alderton 1999; Baird 2000; Everett 2003; Mangan and 

Furlong 1998; Notteboom and Winkelmans 2001;  Slack et aL 1996; Suykens and van de 

Voorde 1998) are attempting to rationalise the seaport sector. The major objective of 

the reforms tends to be to gain efficient and competitive seaports as well as reducing 

reliance on government funding (Everett 2003; Everett and Robinson 1998; Musso et aL 

2000; Palmer 1999). For example, the private companies that now manage Canada's 

largest seaports are responsible for covering operating costs and small capital outlays 

from their revenue (Slack et aL 1996). In Australia for example, to accomplish the 

changes in ownership, many publicly owned seaports are moving through a process of 

first being commercialised, then corporatised, and in  some cases privatised either by a 

complete sale or through a long-term leasing agreement (Bolitho 1993; Everett 1995; 

Everett and Robinson 1998; Palmer 1999). 

A survey conducted by the International Association of Ports and Harbors in 1998 

provides an example of the growing role of the private sector in seaports. The survey 

found that although the greatest proportion of the 188 respondent seaports were public 
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agencies or corporations, 32 per cent reported privatisation of seaport operations as 

occurring over the past two years with another 26 per cent expecting further 

privalisation to occur (Inoue 2001). In general, the survey found that major seaport 

assets were owned and maintained by the port authority, 25 per cent of the container 

and break bulk terminals in a seaport were owned by private companies, while assets in 

bulk terminal operations were owned equally by private and public sectors. Services 

such as stevedoring, pilotage, land transport and other shipping services also tended to 

be outsourced. 

Despite the change in ownership moving towards the private sector, many governments 

still intervene in seaport administration (Everett 2003). The primary reasons for 

intervention are for reasons of national security and defence, national strategy (in terms 

of national economic development and providing services for the public good), and the 

prevention of privately owned monopolies developing (Notteboom and Winkelmans 

2001 ;  Suykens and van de Voorde 1998). This is a reason why Bolitho (1993) and 

Inoue (2001) recommend that governments retain ownership, but not operations of  

seaports by using statutory corporations because fully privatised seaports III 

monopolistic positions may not benefit exporters and importers or the interests of the 

local community. Similarly, in Australia the recommendation from a major report by 

the Industry Commission (1 993) on port authorities is for seaports to become 

corporatised and adopt a landlord model that encourages private sector investment. A 

similar approach to the Australian recommendation is also being adopted within many 

international seaports (Juhel 2001). The role of the public sector then becomes that of 

developing the infrastructure, performing a regulatory role in relation to maritime safety 

and the environment, facilitating trade, and marketing the seaport (Inoue 2001 ;  Peters 

2001; Suykens and van de Voorde 1998). Since the recommendations of the Industry 
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Commission (1993) however, some Australian seaports are moving away from a pure 

landlord approach to a strategic seaport business model. Hirst (2000) explains that this 

broader-based seaport management model requires a proactive leadership role focusing 

on developing transport solutions and offering improved service provision for 

customers. 

The argument for the movement towards corporatisation is that it pressures seaports into 

becoming more efficient and more able to compete both nationally and intemationalll. 

However, as suggested by Wilenski (1988), private sector management should not 

automatically be assumed as being superior. For example, Notteboom and Winkelmans 

(2001) explain that the private sector may not have the ready access to capital as that of 

public sector seaports that may receive government subsidies. In some cases, 

governments may impose conditions upon potential private operators such as 

undertaking seaport labour reform, improving facilities, or taking over financial 

commitments of the previous administration (De Monie 1995). In addition, Notteboom 

and Winkelmans (2001: 246) suggest that privatised seaports are not necessarily more 

efficient than public ports and refer to the Port of Singapore's high performance before 

privatisation as an example. 

Baird (2000) suggests significant differences in productivity levels do not appear to 

have occurred between public and private seaports in the United Kingdom (UK) since 

privatisation. He also explains that privatisation 'should not be confused with creating 

competition' (p. 186). Further, Alderton (1999: 93) indicates that ' the promises of 

greater competition, greater investment and generally improved commercial efficiency 

4 S
.
ee Everett (1995), Everett (2003), UNCTAD Secretariat (1993b), and Valentine and Gray (2001) for a 

dIscussIOn of the benefits and risks of increasing the role of private sector in seaports. 
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Iwl nut llccurr�d i n  U K  ports - a t  kast not as a resull of privalisation' .  Notteboom and 

Win k c l r l lans'  (2(1[) I :  247) contention however, is that the important prerequisite of an 

c lTiL'ic n t  s�aport is ' tht: adoption of a m a rket-oriented management system based on 

ck"r guais.  managcrial skills and accountabi lity', which is possible under private or 

publ ic  Llwncrsbip.  

l'ur most Aust ra l ian seaports, true corporatisation does not appear to have occurred. 

[Zi ng ( 1 997a : A 1 4) explains that corporatised Australian seaports 'are not a real 

corporate body nor are they a government department . . .  the ports are left in a no-man's 

land ' .  This is s upported by Everett (2003: 214) who refers to these seaports as being 

'quasi-private sector companies' . Often the cargo handling activities are operated as 

commercial activities by the private sector whilst the public sector may provide the 

infrastructure. Whichever ownership/governance model is used, it is clear that seaports 

a re now less likely to be managed as government departments. Notteboom and 

Winkelmans (20(J l :  243) argue that, as a result, seaports are now becoming ' normal' 

and ' i n terest ing '  bu s i nesses, perhaps revealing why seaport management is beginning to 

receive more attention by researchers. This is also reflected by King (1997b: A. 16) who 

reports on a ' sharper approach' to business by seaports primarily, he claims, because of 

the private sector influence. 

3.2.2 Seaports and increasing competitive press ures 

It i s  widely recognised that seaports around the world are operating in an increasingly 

competi tive environment (for example, Branch 1998 ; Heaver 1995; Ircha 2001 ;  

Baezendonck et al. 2000; Teurelincx 2000; UNCTAD Secretariat 1995; Winkelmans 

2002). Seaports face competition from a number of sources, for example, Goss (1990b) 

proposes five major sources of competition impacting on seaports: 



1. competition between seaports in different regions or coastlines; 

2. competition between seaports in different countries; 

3. competition between seaports sharing the same hinterland; 

4. competition between operators within the same seaport; and 

5 .  competition with different modes o f  transport. 
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Of these sources of  competition, Haezendonck et al. (2000: 69) suggests there is 

particularly 'fierce competition among ports, port operators and port authorities located 

in the same port range and serving approximately the same hinterland' because of 

changes to the needs of shipping lines and new trading routes. Hinterlands may be 

geographically far reaching and as Morgan (1952 in Stehli 1 978a: 207) explains, a 

seaport ' generally has a different hinterland for each commodity which enters its trade 

and thus has a number of hinterlands'. This means that a seaport may have a number of 

individual regions that need to be assessed in terms of potential competition from 

neighbouring seaports. As Helling and Poister (2000) rightly point out, seaports are 

limited in how they respond to competition because they are immovable. Although the 

seaport facilities and infrastructure are fixed, this is not the case with the hinterland, 

thus, the interest in collaborating with other logistics providers to meet the needs of  

potential customers in  the new enlarged hinterlands. As hinterlands grow, so does the 

competition among seaports with overlapping hinterlands. With larger hinterlands, 

seaport customers may be located further from the seaport, emphasising the importance 

of convenient and efficient landside transportation (Helling and Poister 2000). This is 

reflected in Stuchtey's (1991 :  236) definition of a hinterland as 'the area in which 

overall logistical costs of a potential client are significantly lower than in any other 

seaport, or overall services provided at a given cost are superior to the service of 

competing ports ' . 
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In the past, hinterlands were clearly defined and considered to be  captive markets 

(Pollock 1988; UNCTAD Secretariat 1993b). They are what D'Aveni and Gunther 

(1994) refer to as strongholds based on geography. However, as competition increases, 

the captive areas are becoming smaller whilst growing sections of hinterlands are seen 

as being contestable by competing seaports that are actively cultivating these areas 

(Palmer 1999). Seaports may now consider that they share the same hinterland, 

meaning it is no longer captive. The distinction between captive and contestable 

hinterland regions is increasingly blurring as explained in the UNCTAD Secretariat's 

(1993b) example of the four major seaports in the Australian State of Tasmania, which 

appear to all share the same hinterland - the entire State. 

The blurring of hinterlands is resulting in intense interport competition for the 

hinterland, cargo and shipping lines. To sufficiently service the hinterlands and to 

attract more trade throughput, competition is rising among seaports for access into 

particular logistical chains (which as Goss (1990b) and Winkelmans (2002) point out 

may also be a competitor). By becoming more linked to logistical chains, such as those 

involving road and rail, seaports are in effect creating further competition for coastal 

shipping and transhipment between seaports. However, if seaports are able to facilitate 

trade throughput and provide more efficient services for users, then this may be 

sufficient to gain a competitive advantage by proactively utilising logistical land-based 

connections. 

3.2.3 Choi ce of a seaport 

As a result of high competitive pressures, seaport switching by customers occurs. There 

are a number of factors seaport customers may consider when choosing a seaport 

including location (including the nautical approach, climatic conditions, and proximity 
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to large markets); infrastructure to load/unload cargo; schedule of sailings; the range, 

availability and efficiency of seaport services; hinterland connections; pricing of seaport 

services that may include the total intermodal price; perceptions of employee relations 

in relation to the likelihood of industrial action; the potential to accommodate visits 

from cruise ships; and personal relations with seaport staff. All of these factors are 

discussed widely in the literature (see Baird 1997; Bernard 1995; Branch 1997, 1998; 

Coltof 1999; Craik 2002; G. P. Wild International 1995; Malchow and Kanafani 2001;  

Mester 1991; Schulten 1991; Somers and de Wilde 1997; Stuchtey 1978; UNCfAD 

Secretariat 1993b). Branch (1997) however, claims there are only five major 

considerations that seaport users examine: costs, the type of traffic through the seaport, 

the available facilities, industrial relations record and the overall efficiency. It has also 

been argued that seaport customers are becoming interested in the total package of 

services available where a single price is  charged for the package. This "one stop shop" 

concept is attractive because of the convenience and simplicity for customers (Schulten 

1991). The point however, is that there are many criteria upon which seaport customers 

may base their decisions when making their choice of seaports on a national, regional or 

local basis. The challenge for seaports is in determining which criteria are most 

important for attracting profitable customer segments. 

3.3 OVERCOMING COMPIETiT�VE PRESSU RES 

Seaports have attempted to overcome the increasing competitive pressures affecting 

their survival and business growth, for example, by focusing on providing further 

operational efficiencies that result in cost and timesavings for users as well as seeking 

out new markets (Slack et al. 1996). However, as Everett (1995) points out, an efficient 

seaport with well-organised land transport, less turnaround time and less industrial 
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disputes for example, is not necessarily a competitive seaport. The following 

subsections focus on four main means seaports use to compete in their sector " (i) value 

adding, (ii) co-opetition, (iii) the use of technology and subsequently competing on 

price, and (iv) marketing. 

3.3.1 Value adding 

An effective means of competing for cargo is by offering value added activities to 

seaport customers (Alderton 1999). Branch (1998) explains how seaports can attract 

trade by offering a greater number of services to customers. For example, shipowners 

and shippers may target seaports that offer a wide range of auxiliary services such as 

ship repair and bunkering as well as the expected basic services (see Table 2.2 in 

Chapter Two for a list of basic and auxiliary services) that may provide a one stop shop 

experience for customers. 

Another option for seaports is for a program of capital expenditure to increase the range 

of available infrastructure and services to accommodate the needs of the new generation 

of ships (Bureau of Transport and Communications Economics 1 995a). As seaports 

evolve into integrated transport logistics interfaces (as discussed later), Baird (1997) 

recommends new infrastructure is required to meet the demands of the seaport user, 

otherwise traffic will decline and the seaport marginalised from trade routes. Another 

innovative approach to gain a greater role in the logistics chain is by acquiring a 

financial stake in terminal operating consortiums when negotiating agreements for 

terminal leases. Heaver et at. (2001) report on a number of international examples of 

seaports such as Antwerp and Rotterdam imposing conditions during negotiations, 

including the right of pre-emption if consortium members decide to sell their shares. 
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Another way seaports are value adding is by becoming integrated logistics centres 

offering a total transportation service to customers. Firstly, if a seaport has a 

distribution centre, it could for instance add value by including activities such as the 

consolidation and deconsolidation of cargo, shrinkwrapping, labelling, stuffing and 

unstuffing of containers (Alderton 1999). Secondly, a competitive advantage can be 

gained by providing efficient land-side transportation aimed at markets in the 

hinterlands. As MPA (2000: 3) explains 'for some ports, the weakest link in their 

logistics chain is at their back doors, where congested roadways or inadequate rail 

connections to marine terminals cause delays and raise transportation costs' .  With 

seaborne trade predicted to substantially trade over the next decade (as discussed in 

Chapter Two), seaports will need to overcome growing congestion both within the 

seaport limits and beyond to remain competitive. 

A paradox of the New Economy is that increasing competition is resulting in more 

collaboration between competitors, which has been referred to as co-ope tit ion (Atkinson 

and Court 1998; Nalebutt and Brandenburger 1996; Wired Digital 2000). As discussed 

earlier, examples of co-opetition are evidenced in the maritime industry by alliances 

between shipping companies, and of late by collaboration between seaports. Heaver et 

al. (2001) report on a number of  European and US port authorities that have entered into 

cooperative agreements in relation to joint investments, general marketing, and 

lobbying, all aimed at increasing trade throughput. Pricing however is not an area of 

cooperation because of the interest this would attract from national anti-competition 

policies and bodies. Cooperation between seaport authorities is also suggested as a 

means of effectively responding to the powerful shipping companies (Heaver et al. 

2001). This follows D' Aveni and Gunther's (1994) suggestion that organisations within 
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a hypercompetitive environment develop strategic alliances to enable competition 

against more powerful companies within their industry. Baird (1997) provides 

examples of a number of European seaports that have chosen to complement each other 

rather than compete for cruise ship visits by jointly marketing themselves as a range of 

ports of call. 

3.3.3 Technology and com�e�ing on �rice 

It is argued by Buckley, Pass and Prescott (1992) that the use of new technologies in 

service businesses (which includes seaports) offers little in the way of sustained 

competitive advantage due to the difficulty in patenting services and the relative ease of 

replicating the service delivery process. D' Aveni and Gunther (1994) suggest that 

sustainable competitive advantages are being eroded quicker in a hypercompetitive 

environment and that any advantage can only be exploited for a limited time as 

competitors eventually duplicate it. Thus, the value of new technologies as a 

differentiation factor between service businesses may only have a short-term effect 

before competitors also have access to the new technology, thus prompting the need for 

further innovations. However, as discussed shortly, the adoption of new technology 

becomes a necessity for these businesses due to the cost reducing advantages gained 

after implementation. 

The introduction of technology such as electronic data interchange (EDI) and e

commerce to facilitate the movement of cargo and increase productivity present two 

examples of technological innovations that will soon be replicated throughout a growing 

number of seaports. In other words, these technologies soon become expectations for 

customers rather than competitive advantages. This is also inferred by Frankel (2001) 

when discussing the use of a wide range of technological innovations using the internet 
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and wireless communication based systems such as electronic documentation (also see 

Helling and Poister 2000; Martin and Thomas 2001 ; and Peters 2001 for further 

examples of the use of e-commerce by seaports). The use of these innovations may 

quickly become the norm as seaports require further efficiencies to meet the demands of 

seaport users to reduce costs and provide a seamless process that is reliable and 

efficient. According to Struijs (2001), efficiency, reliability, sustain ability and safety, 

all become more important as trade throughput and congestion occur. To gain an 

advantage on each of these factors, he recommends that seaports should be embracing 

new information and communication technologies (see Branch 1997 for a 

comprehensive list of such technologies). 

As raised earlier, the incentive for adopting new technologies, besides gaining a short 

term source of differentiation, is to increase trade through price reductions resulting 

from cost savings (Bureau of Transport and Regional Economics 2002). This becomes 

an important strategy because, as the UNCTAD Secretariat (1993b) reports, the initial 

reaction to competition by seaports is to reduce prices. The dilemma for seaports is that 

competing on price lowers available revenue, whilst value adding, that is, competing on 

providing more services to increase revenue, often requires additional capital 

investment to provide the facilities (US Maritime Administration 1998 in Helling and 

Poister 2000). 

According to Suykens and van de Voorde (1998), seaport competition will continue to 

be debated and they suggest that more theoretical research on competition be 

undertaken. Although the discussion on seaport competition may continue for some 

time, while competition among seaports and other transport modes continues to 

increase, marketing is being suggested as a means of gaining a competitive advantage 
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and increasing carg� throughput (Branch 1997, 1998; Murphy 1991 ;  Pieczek 2000; 

Schulten 1991; Somers and de Wilde 1997; UNCT AD Secretariat 1993b; Zaheer 1998). 

3.3.4 Emerging relevance of seaport m arketi ng 

By using the preceding three approaches to attract more cargo, Australian seaports still 

have underutilised capacity and according to Bureau of Transport and Communications 

Economics (1995a), will remain so until the 2014/15 financial year. As Carlson (1989) 

explains, the Australian seaport sector is over capitalised meaning that the sector is 

larger than the existing level of trade. Similarly, Martin and Thomas (2001) report 

underutilised capacity in European terminals resulting in an increasingly competitive 

environment, whilst Sletmo (1999) and Ircha (2001) reports the same in Canada. If 

seaports become more efficient, yet remain under utilised the challenge remains to 

attract more cargo throughput, which is a difficult task in a hypercompetitive 

environment. Marketing is one means of increasing business and revenue, making 

effective use of underutilised capacity, and it is also suggested as being an important 

function of port authorities in increasing trade facilitation (Baird 2000; Cafiamero 2000; 

Craik 2002a; Inoue 2001 ;  Pollock 1998; Sea Freight 2001). 

When a competitive market situation exists, Stuchtey (1991b: 1 1) explains marketing 

becomes more important. The impact of marketing on seaport growth, and potentially 

for survival, is highlighted in Murphy's (1991 :  6) contention that: 

How well ports face the competitive challenges of the next decade will be 
critical to their financial and trade outcomes. A port's understanding and 
commitment to the implementation of marketing will substantially affect 
both outcomes. 

As discussed earlier, there are many factors influencing the choice of a seaport, and it is 

through effective marketing strategies that a seaport may influence a seaport user's 
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perceptions of the service offering (Baird 1997; G. P. Wild International 1995; Pieczek 

2000). Davis (1990: xv) explains, ' the challenge facing all seaports is easily stated. 

Figure out how to attract shippers and cargo to facilities in the port area'. In practice 

however, this is difficult to apply. For instance, the challenge is not only to attract 

customers but also to retain current customers (as will be discussed in Chapter Four). 

To make efficient use of facilities, most seaports are now unable to rely on retaining 

customers based on the seaport's historical market positioning. A reliance on a 

monopolistic or even geographic position is also being eroded as a sustainable 

competitive advantage. Murphy (1991: 2) observes that in relation to seaports ' few 

monopolies continue unchallenged over time'. As less cargo is considered "captive", 

many seaports are now being forced to compete. 

Prime examples of the changing market structure for seaports and the demise of 

monopolies are offered by a number of writers such as Figwer (1999), Misztal (1999), 

Pieczek (2000), and Pieczek and Roe (2000) all in relation to Polish state-owned 

seaports in making the transition to a market economy. Pieczek (2000) reviews the 

political and economic changes in Eastern Europe and the impact the introduction of a 

market economy has had on the Polish seaports of Gdanski and Gdynia. Pieczek 

highlights these changes have had a pivotal role in increasing competition, resulting in 

marketing emerging as an important strategy for these seaports. Previously there was 

no need for Polish seaports to be competitive as foreign trade cargoes were allocated to 

each seaport by the government and thus individual seaport marketing was considered 

unnecessary. With the transformation of the Polish economy has come ' far reaching 

consequences' for Polish seaports and the rest of the transport sector (Misztal 1999: 55). 

The advent of competition has resulted in the formation of marketing divisions within 

Polish seaports and the development of market-oriented management. Figwer's (1999) 
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study of marketing in Polish seaports emphasises the importance of  Polish seaports 

developing and implementing marketing activities. He warns that unless marketing is 

undertaken seriously, seaports will be unable to cope with the additional demands of the 

new deregulated environment as they compete among each other and with seaports in 

other neighbouring countries for trade throughput. 

As seaports are corporatised and are consequently increasing the level of privatisation 

of some operations and services as a result of government rationalisation, seaport 

management has become more aware of the benefits of undertaking marketing or risk 

losing trade to competitors. There is also a growing realisation of the need for 

marketing because of its positive impact on cash flow, profits, production levels and 

overall image (Bernama 2001; Branch 1997, 1 998; Figwer 1999; Mester 1991). This is 

reflected in Pieczek's (2000: 62) comment that marketing 'should be considered equally 

important with other functions of management'. Similar views have been expressed 

that marketing is now a core function of seaport management (Bernama 2001; Bernard 

1995; Branch 1997, 1998; Misztal 1999). Marketing is also recommended as being 

essential to the survival of seaports (Bernama 2001; Murphy 1991), and 'one of the 

most critical activities of a port' (UNCT AD Secretariat 1992: 32). 

Although some of the above claims were made up to a decade ago, it appears from the 

literature (to be discussed in Chapter Four) that seaports around the world, including 

Australia, have not seriously adopted marketing practices. For example, Lobo and Jain 

were still calling for seaports in 2001 to develop their marketing efforts as a means to 

increase market share. Similarly, Beth, the Chair and chief executive officer (CEO) of 

the Port of Hamburg Marketing Association (in Bernama 2001) recommends seaports 
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undertake innovative and aggressive marketing if they are to survive in an increasingly 

competitive environment. 

The introduction of marketing is also evident in Mangan and Furlong's (1998: 357) 

review of Irish seaport reform that discusses legislation passed in 1996 that gives 

commercial freedom to Irish seaports to enable them to operate as 'modern customer

oriented service industries'. In another example, the transformation of the Port of 

Singapore Authority into a commercial enterprise (now named PSA Corporation) has 

brought with it a new mindset of being 'customer-oriented and market-driven' where 

the focus is on customisation as a means of remaining competitive (Shipping 

Professional 1997: 20). Branch (1998) expresses similar views that market-led 

strategies will be the means for seaports to compete as corporatisation and privatisation 

Increases. These are not the only challenges facing seaports. As discussed earlier, 

innovative strategies are required by seaports due to globalisation, the growth of 

international trade, and hypercompetition within the sector. Branch (1998) argues these 

innovative strategies will drive the need for creative marketing strategies by seaports. 

Similarly, Everett and Robinson (1998) suggest that aggressive marketing strategies will 

need to be employed to offset increasing inter-seaport competition. 

Seaports may be at  a similar stage as rail in the mid to late 1900s. At that time, rail too 

was facing competition and rationalisation and attempting to improve operational 

efficiencies. In addition, customer service also became an important focus (Bureau of 

Transport and Communications Economics 1995b). As Branch (1998: 172) explains, 

increased competition and seaport privatisation has developed a ' new brand of 

management' in seaports that is more closely integrated with the transportation chain 

and in tune with the needs of customers. Seaports are becoming more customer-
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focused, initially because of increased competition and the greater role of the private 

sector (UNCTAD Secretariat 1993b). In other words, this is resulting in marketing

focused seaport management. In essence, the many changes have, according to 

Notteboom and Winkelmans (2001:  243), 'created a competitive environment that has 

forced ports to become more market-oriented'. In Australia however, Everett and 

Robinson (1998: 42) suggest there is still 'some considerable way to go' before 

Australia has market-focused seaports. Although the literature places much emphasis 

on seaport ownership issues, as Everett (1995) puts it, competitiveness and efficiency in 

seaports is dependent on superior marketing and management skills, not ownership 

type. 

3.4 SUMMARY 

Seaports in the New Economy face many challenges, some instituted by the 

government, others created by competitors within the same industry, and those resulting 

from the broader macroenvironment. Seaports are emerging from the protective 

umbrella of the public sector and are realising that to maintain and grow their business, 

new strategies are necessary. Like many other service businesses, being able to respond 

rapidly to changing market forces and international trends, being innovative and 

entrepreneurial, and market-oriented wiJI become the characteristics of successful 

seaports (Bolitho 1993; Everett 1995; Suykens and van de Voorde 1998; Wilenski 

1988). Before discussing in-depth how seaports are utilising specific marketing 

activities and strategies in Chapter Six, the following chapter discusses the benefits of 

being market-oriented and examines the implications of this for seaports. In doing so, 

major research on seaport marketing is reviewed to gain a broader understanding of the 
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major issues and to determine whether there is a particular approach that is relevant to 

marketing seaports, thus addressing PRQ1 discussed in Chapter One. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

THE EMERGENCE OF SEAPORT MARKETING 
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4.1 INTRODUCTION 

The preceding chapters examined the hypercompetitive environment within which 

seaports operate and suggested why marketing may be a useful strategy for business 

growth in such an environment. As alluded to in Chapter Three, the implementation of 

marketing strategies by management is  regarded as  a key to competitiveness and long

term growth. A growing number of researchers now identify marketing as being critical 

to an organisation's success and the achievement of corporate objectives (Akirnova 

2000; Brooksbank 1991; Devlin 2001; Herrernans and Ryans 1995; Hult, Cravens and 

Sheth 2001; Jarratt and Fayed 2001; Lafferty and Hult 2001; Wilson and McDonald 

1994). Marketing is also suggested as being a sustainable means of gaining a 

competitive advantage during times of low inflation, rising costs and �ncreasing product 

parity (Shoebridge 1996). With these benefits in mind, this chapter firstly explains how 

marketing involves more than undertaking a number of activities, and instep.d, should be 

approached from the perspective of being an overall business philosophy where 

becoming market-oriented is an objective. The chapter then compares the emergence of 

seaport marketing to the development of generic business philosophies and examines a 

market orientation in the context of seaports. After marketing is established as being 

relevant for seaports, major studies on seaport marketing are reviewed to determine 

whether a particular approach to marketing could be applied to seaports. 

4.2 MARKETING AS A TOTAL BUSINESS CONCEPT 

Marketing may be viewed as ' a  set of functional activities performed by line 

management (such as product policy, pricing, delivery, and communication efforts) or 

as a customer-driven orientation for the entire organization' (Lovelock 1991: 1). The 

functional activities described by Lovelock are often, but not necessarily, undertaken by 
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a marketing department. Many researchers believe that the role of a marketing 

department has become pivotal to achieving organisational objectives and in providing 

the interface between the organisation and the external environment (Doyle 1995; 

Fifield 1992; Gronroos 1990; Gummesson 1994; Herremans and Ryans 1995; McKenna 

1991; Pieters and Botschen 1999; Webster 1992). A marketing department is 

recognised as being particularly important for its role in attempting to attract potential 

customers, and maintaining and retaining current customers in profitable relationships 

(Edvardsson, Edvinsson and Nystrom 1993; Gronroos 1989, 1990; Kostecki 1994b). In 

addition, via market research techniques, such an interface enables a more informed 

understanding of the market, the creation of interest in the market by influencing 

customer purchase decisions, and the exploitation of opportunities by providing superior 

value and customer satisfaction (Babin and Griffin 1998; Cravens 1997; Devlin 2001; 

Gronroos 1980; Kostecki 1994b; Webster and Sundaram 1998). As Kotler and Levy 

(1969) simply explained over 30 years ago, marketing is what keeps the organisation in 

constant touch with the market. Agarwal, Erramilli and Dev (2003) and Flipo (1986) 

also suggest the marketing department should be concerned with the internal as well as 

the external markets of a business, that is, the employees and customers respectively 

because of the role employees have in producing and delivering the product to 

customers. In practical terms, it is employees that are the frontline interface that is in 

contact with customers on behalf of the business. 

Although the need for conducting marketing activities is widely accepted, not everyone 

recognises the need for a marketing department (for example see the discussion in 

Cravens 1998b). From the very large to smaller organisations, many are either 

decreasing the size of the marketing department or removing it completely from the 

organisation chart (Cravens 1998a; Denison and McDonald 1995; Gronroos 1989; 
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);lrratt and F;l}' �d 20l1 1 ;  S hu �bridg� I lJlJ6). From a pragmatic perspective, many smaller 

Ilrg;1I1is;ltions do not hav� the rest11IfCCS to fund a marketing depart ment.  Doyle ( 1 995: 

'\"') h()w�\' e r .  mainta i ns that what is more important is that each organisation requires a 

pcroon w h o  is the 'cham pion of the marketing p h i losophy ' whose aim i s  also to ensure 

a l l  �mp loye�s app r�c iate thc imperative of being market-driven. The role of this 

"champion", whether the manager o f  the marketing depart ment or another department i s  

tu p ruvi de t h e  stra kgics a n d  systems that enable e m ployees to perform marketing 

act i vi t i es ( Wi lson and McDonald 1 9 (4). 

Research�rs ( for exam p le. Cravens 1 998a; Den ison and McDonald 1 995; Hooley, 

l .ynch and Shcpherd I 'J')O; l.orenz 1 9H6; Morgan, McGuin ness and Thorpe 20(0) 

explai n that the most successful com pani es recognise that marketing should pervade the 

corporate cult ure and transcend any individual department or t i tle .  S i m i larly Gromoos 

( 1 1),,\1): 5) ex plains that a marketing departme n t  is an 'organisational solution' for 

managing marketing. and su ggests. regardless of the existence of a marketing 

dcpartmL· nt. that t he responsib i l ity for marketing should be spread throughout the 

organisat ion .  I\S a nu mber of researchers (such as Gromoos 1 989; Jarratt and Fayed 

2[J[J 1 :  i\kKcnna 1<)1) I ;  Webster 1 <)'12) explain. market ing is a way of doing business 

that should be part of every em ployees'  job descri ption. or as expressed by Gromoos 

( I '11}·I !. 3 1 1  e m p lo yees should be considered as be i n g  part- t i m e  marketers. 

At the other end of Love lock ' s ( 1 9'1 I )  con t i n u u m  of marketing, that is, marketing as a 

custom e r-driven orientation. marketing appears to be moving beyond being a series o f  

activi ties performed b y  a marketing department to beco m i ng accepted a s  a total 

busilless concept. This is supported by Styles and Uncles' (1998) survey of 280 

marketing managers in Australia that found marketing is becoming more business 
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focused. Similarly, Doyle (1995) suggests marketing be viewed as an integrative 

business process rather than a list of departmental activities. This is not a new concept. 

Four decades earlier, Drucker (1954: 37) argued that marketing 'is not a specialized 

activity at all. It is the whole business seen from the point of view of its final result, 

from the customer's point of view'. It appears that a number of researchers now also 

agree with another observation of Drucker (1974) that marketing should be a business 

philosophy that must permeate all areas of the organisation, and in doing so, offer 

superior value to customers. These views are reflected in McKenna's (1991 : 79) 

suggestion that 'marketing is everyone's job, marketing is everything, everything is 

marketing' . 

There are two major approaches in the literature reflecting the role of marketing as 

being a business philosophy, being "marketing-oriented" or being "market-oriented". 

Despite their apparent similarity, they are two different concepts. However, at times 

within the literature, there is some confusion between the uses of the two phrases, where 

in some cases they are used interchangeably (such as in Webster 1988) or defined 

inconsistently (as in Griinroos 1989). Each orientation has implications for how 

marketing is managed in organisations because their focus differs; each are explained in 

the following two sub-sections. 

4.2.1 The marketing-oriented organisation 

Organisations that implement the marketing concept are said to be marketing-oriented. 

The marketing concept refers to a business philosophy where the central focus is on 

being responsive to customer needs in selected target markets, provided it can be 

achieved at a profit. As Trustrum (1989: 48) explains, it is 'a belief that the 

organization can function in the best interests of its customers and itself when a balance 
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is achieved between the needs of both parties'. The relevance of the marketing concept 

is clearer when it is considered that prior to the introduction of the marketing concept in 

the 1950s, marketing generally referred to sellings. According to Webster (1988), the 

focus at that time was on the organisation's products, not its customers. Marketing's 

role was to sell what the organisation could produce. In other words, during this sales 

orientation era, the emphasis was on persuading potential customers they needed the 

product. Marketing activity tended to be 'short-term and tactical, focusing on the 

seIling process itself' with little concern about developing new markets or adapting to 

changing customer requirements and the competition (Webster 1988: 3). The sales 

orientation can be contrasted against the earlier production orientation where 

organisational activities were ' geared to existing technology, products or production 

processes', that is, the focus was more on the organisation than the market (Gronroos 

1989: 52). Vorhies and Harker (2000) refer to these business philosophies as being 

internally-oriented where the marketing focus revolves around pricing to increase sales. 

In contrast, to the sales- and production-oriented organisations, marketing-oriented 

organisations6 use the creation of superior customer value to guide business strategy as 

a means to differentiate the organisation's products from others (Vorhies and Harker 

(2000). The core tenets of a marketing-oriented organisation are often identified as a 

coordinated organisation-wide approach to marketing and a focus on customer 

satisfaction and organisational profitability, that is, it is the implementation of the 

marketing concept (Kohli and Jaworski 1990; Narver and Slater 1990; Trustum 1989; 

5 See Webster (1988) and Wrenn (1997) for a review of the development of the marketing concept. 
6 A fourth business philosophy, often referred to in marketing textbooks, is that of a societal orientation. 

Organisations operating under this orientation have a greater focus on addressing the needs of 
stakeholders who may be affected by the organisation's commercial actions, for example, pollution. 
environmental damage, and ethical practices. Besides customers and employees, stakeholders may 
include the government, suppliers and the general public. 
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Webster 1988; Wrenn 1997; Wright, Pearce and Busbin 1997). As Wrenn (1997: 34) 

explains, ' the marketing concept is a way of thinking about the organization, its 

products, and its customers, a marketing orientation is doing those things necessary to 

put such a philosophy into practice' .  

4.2.2 The market-oriented organisation 

When discussing marketing as a total business concept, the phrase "market-oriented" 

rather than marketing oriented is generally used. Other commonly used terms, such as 

being "customer-focused" or "market-driven", according to Slater and Narver (1995) 

and Wrenn (1997), are synonymous with being market-oriented. Being market-oriented 

generally relates to the implementation of three major activities. The first activity 

involves systematically collecting market research on present and potential customers 

and competitors; the second is systematically analysing the collected research to 

develop knowledge about the market; and the third activity is the implementation of the 

new found knowledge to guide business strategy (Hunt and Morgan 1995; Kohli and 

Jaworski 1990; Morgan et al. 2000; Wrenn 1997). 

Although there may be some confusion between being marketing-orientated and 

market-oriented, a number of researchers (such as Gray, Matear, Boshoff and Matheson 

1998; Kohli and Jaworski 1990; Lafferty and Hult 2001;  Wrenn 1997) are clear there is 

a fundamental difference between the two orientations. They explain that being market

oriented is much broader in that it focuses attention on customers and the environmental 

influences on marketing including competitors, whereas being marketing-orientcd is 

concerned mainly with customers and restricts responsibility to thc marketing 

department (see Wrenn 1997 for a comprehensive examination of thc market orientation 

construct). 
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Researchers have attempted to measure the extent an organisation is market-oriented by 

developing uni- or multi-dimensional measures using a variety of scales (see examples 

in Dawes 2000; Deng and Dart 1994; Gray et al. 1998; Jaworski and Kohli 1993; Kohli, 

Jaworski and Kumar 1993; Narver and Slater 1990; Rose and Shoham 2002; Vorhies 

and Harker 2000; Wrenn 1997). Some examples of dimensions measured include 

customer orientation, competitor orientation, interfunctional coordination, a long-term 

focus, and profitability (Narver and Slater 1990); a 32 item measure of the generation of 

market intelligence, dissemination of market intelligence, and responsiveness to market 

intelligence (Jaworski and Kohli 1993), which was reduced to a 20 item version entitled 

MARKOR by Kohli et al. (1993); and Dawes' (2000) use of customer analysis, 

customer responsiveness, competitor orientation, and market information sharing. Gray 

et al.'s (1998) contribution to measuring a market orientation is the synthesis, 

replication and extension of three measures (as developed by Deng and Dart 1994; 

Jaworski and Kohli 1993; Narver and Slater 1990) encompassing a 44 item scale, from 

which a 20 item questionnaire was developed and validated. Gray et al. (1998) suggest 

that a market orientation is a multi-dimensional construct consisting of the five 

dimensions of customer orientation, competitor orientation, interfunctional 

coordination, profit emphasis, and responsiveness. Further, they recommend a 

questionnaire that may assist managers identify areas of improvement to attain business 

growth. 

Businesses that are market-oriented often have similar characteristics. Webster (1988) 

for example, suggests that in these businesses, market research is undertaken on both 

customers and competitors and the findings included within a market information 

system; product development and innovation is guided by marketing; and strategies are 

developed for the management of long-tenn relationships with customers based on 
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market segments, targeting and positioning. Although Webster (1988) argues it is 

beneficial for the marketing manager/specialist to report directly to the CEO, having 

senior management who are supportive and committed to customer satisfaction and the 

marketing plan has also been found to be a major success factor (Brooksbank 1991; 

Conduit and Mavondo 2001). A major consideration for market-oriented businesses is 

also the achievement of profits, not just increased sales. Essentially, market-oriented 

organisations 'excel at finding attractive markets, determining customer needs, and 

developing goods and services to meet those needs' (Vorhies and Harker 2000: 150). 

When researchers refer to the potential benefits of marketing for an organisation, they 

are often referring to organisations that have adopted a market orientation (Agarwal et 

aL 2003; Akimova 2000; Brooksbank 1991, Conduit and Mavondo 2001 ;  Gr6nroos 

1983, Jarratt and Fayed 2001; Lorenz 1986, McKenna 1991, Piercy, Harris and Lane 

2002; Wilson and McDonald 1994). The benefit of being market-oriented is that it  is 

considered to be a foundation for building a sustainable competitive advantage, in that 

there are linkages with business performance, profitability, customer satisfaction, and 

employee commitment (Brooksbank 1991; Jaworski and Kohli 1993; Kohli and 

Jaworski 1990; Krohmer, Homburg and Workman 2002; Lafferty and Hult 200 1; 

Narver and Slater 1990; Pulendran, Speed and Widing 2000; Van Egeren and O'Connor 

1998; Vorhies and Harker 2000; Wrenn 1997). Dawes (2000) for example, presents a 

summary of 30 studies from 1990 to 1999 that found a positive association between 

being market-oriented and business performance. The adoption of a market orientation 

has both academic and practitioner support as being 'the hallmark of successful 

contemporary organizations' (Wrenn 1997: 32). In addition, Wrenn's  detailed 

examination of the literature found that being market-oriented improves business 

performance in large and small organisations whether they produce tangible products or 
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services. Moreover, in service businesses, Chang and Chen (1998: 258) found being 

market-oriented 'to be correlated with superior service quality and greater profitability' .  

The following section explores the development of marketing in seaports by 

commenting on similarities with the production, sales and marketing philosophies 

before discussing whether there is evidence of seaports being market-oriented. 

4.3 DEVELOPMENT OF SEAPORT MARKETING 

Many seaports are still in the process of evolving from a simple interface between land 

and sea to logistical service centres providing a pivotal link in the transport chain 

(Somers and de Wilde 1997). likewise marketing appears to also be developing. One 

widely accepted conceptualisation of the development of seaports is that of there being 

three generations of seaports (UNCTAD Secretariat 1992, 1993a; Somers and de Wilde 

1997). Although a fourth generation has been mooted in recent times (UNCTAD 

Secretariat 1999), further discussion is yet to be found. A report by the UNCTAD 

Secretariat (1992) explains that in determining each generation of seaports three criteria 

are used: 

1 .  The seaport development policy, strategy and attitude; 

2. The scope and extension of seaport activities; and 

3. The integration of seaport activities and organisation. 

In explaining the evolution of seaports through the three generations, the orientations 

raised in the previous section are also discussed in tandem. This conceptualisation is 

useful because it provides possible insights into the business philosophies of seaports at 

each stage of their evolution. 
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As explained by the UNCfAD Secretariat (1992), seaports of the first generation are 

recognised as being insular in nature and operating merely as an interface between the 

land and sea. Cargo loading, unloading, and storing tend to be the major activities of 

the seaport. Seaports operating before the 1970s are often typified as being first 

generation seaports. These seaports have little concern for the needs of customers or 

other stakeholders and there is no real interest in developing relationships with the 

region in which they operate (Somers and de Wilde 1997; UNCTAD Secretariat 1992). 

In the pre-1970s environment, seaports faced a "seller's market" with their main task 

being the organising of what were heavily booked berths and being able to select their 

customers (Mester 1991). These seaports rarely considered the need for seaport 

marketing, the only exception being very limited promotional activities (Coltof 1999; 

UNCfAD Secretariat 1992). For these seaports, the 'Field of Dreams' mentality 

appears to be the governing ideology. According to the UNCfAD Secretariat (1992), 

the thinking of seaport management in first generation seaports is that there is no need 

for marketing efforts because customers should know the seaport exists and thus will 

seek it out when required. 

The business approach of first generation seaport management is very similar to the 

production orientation of organisations during the early to mid 1900s where there was 

little if any customisation of the product or service. If customers wished to do business, 

they had to accede to the requirements of the seaport, or as Morris (1988: 20) puts it, the 

'old-fashioned port management [gave] the impression they are doing you the favour by 

letting you in'  to the seaport. Murphy (1991) notes that seaports with a production 

orientation still retain a harbour mentality and are at risk of marketing myopia (as per 

Levitt 1960). Of the many seaports of the first generation that still exist, their role in the 

transportation chain is not recognised. In times of high competition, these seaports are 
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likely to lose trade to customer-focused seaports and competitors in the logistic network 

using rail and/or road for landbridging. 

As commercial and industrial interests developed, seaports of the second generation 

increased their service offerings to enable value-adding activities, which according to 

Somers and de Wilde (1997) occurred during the 1970s for some seaports. The 

business of the seaport began expanding past the seaport gates towards the hinterland, 

which signalled the recognition of the benefits of forming relationships with other 

organisations including the local municipality (Alderton 1999). Seaports then began to 

employ sales consultants whose role it was to go into the market to attract trade. 

According to the UNCTAD Secretariat (1992), even at this stage, marketing was not 

recognised nor were marketing strategies being developed, but there were attempts to 

expand trade. The United Nations (1993) reports that even as recent as the early 1990s 

many seaports still had a sales focus, and predicts that it would be several years before 

seaports become market-oriented. From the discussion in the previous section, it 

appears seaports of the second generation are likely to be in a sales orientation. 

A significant change in seaport management's attitude from a passive approach to a 

more active role in international trade and the transportation chain highlights the change 

during the 1980s to third generation seaports (Somers and de Wilde 1997). A 

significant reason for this evolutionary step was the steadily increasing competitive 

environment facing seaports created by trade liberalisation, the opening up of third 

world countries, the increased use of containerisation, larger ships, and government 

reform. These factors and others, as discussed in Chapter Three, created a 

hypercompetitive environment for seaports that encourages them to evolve or perish. 

As a result, seaports began to establish themselves as a dynamic and integral node in the 
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distribution network as well as offering more value-added ship- and vehicle-related 

services, and logistics services such as warehousing, repackaging and palletising 

(Palmer 1999). These services appear to be the beginning of positioning seaports as 

one-stop shops. Although it could be assumed that only the larger seap,orts may be able 

to evolve to become third generation seaports, according to the UNCfAD Secretariat 

(1992), size is not a factor, instead it is the motivation of seaport management that is 

important. During this generation, marketing sections or departments began appearing 

in organisational charts and seaports became more outward looking, more interested in 

the needs of customers, and more market-oriented (Somers and de Wilde 1997). These 

issues are discussed further in the following section. 

4.3.1 Market-oriented seaports 

Of the papers examined thus far on seaport marketing, the majority tend to emphasise 

gaining new customers rather than also retaining current customers. Murphy (1991) 

refers to these aspects of marketing as being offensive marketing and defensive 

marketing respectively. In essence, there tends to be a focus on transactional marketing 

rather than relationship management. However, this approach is gradually changing as 

a number of recommendations are being made that seaports must become more market

oriented if they are to attract more trade during times of increased competition (see 

Branch 1998; Caiiamero 2000; Figwer 1999; Notteboom and Winkelmans 2001; 

Somers and de Wilde 1997; UNCfAD Secretariat 1992, 1993b; Winkelmans 2002). 

For example, Murphy's (1991) key message is that seaports must focus on being 

market-driven whilst Figwer (1999) discusses the benefits of Polish seaports adopting a 

market-orientation. The Chair of PSA Corporation (formerly the Port of Singapore) 

declared in 1 997 that the Corporation 'will be more customer-oriented and market

driven. It will customise its services to what each client needs' (Shipping Professional 
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1997: 20). The Chair indicated this new mindset is necessary to change from thinking 

like a government agency. 

Similar to the genenc marketing literature, there is inconsistency in the seaport 

marketing literature with the use of the marketing concept, marketing orientation, 

market orientation and being market-driven. At this stage, however, only a few articles 

have referred to any of these terms. Generally, the above terms are being used to mean 

the same, that is, seeking an understanding of their customers to enable the needs of the 

customers to be satisfied (for example, Branch 1997; Frankel 1987; Murphy 1991 ;  

Somers and de Wilde 1997; UNCTAD Secretariat 1993b). The tenns then, tend to be a 

combination of a definition of marketing and some aspects of a marketing orientation. 

Although Figwer (1999) uses the phrase "marketing orientation", from the surrounding 

discussion in that article and following the convention of others in defining the concept 

of a market orientation (Gray et al. 1998; Kohli and Jaworski 1990; Lafferty and Hult 

2001; Vorhies and Harker 2000; Wrenn 1997), it appears Figwer (1999) is actually 

referring to a market orientation. 

According to a report by the UNCTAD Secretariat (1993a), maintaining contact with 

customers is a means of remaining competitive. The report suggests that seaports 

should 'listen to them, discuss with them, help them and satisfy them' (p. 2); that is, an 

active approach to customers should be implemented. As Ircha (2001 :  130) suggests, 

customisation via the provision of the desired service level, quality, and timeliness is 

'becoming the path to port success' .  For example, major seaports such as PSA 

Corporation customise service contracts to the needs of carriers and prefer to use this 

ability to compete on the level of service rather than price (Shipping Professional 1997). 

G. P. Wild International (1995) cites other seaports that also compete on value-added 
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services by undertaking a collaborative marketing process with seaport users and being 

strongly user-oriented. However, there is little explanation of how these seaports' 

market orientations are measured or whether it has been a success. The body that 

manages the Port of Rotterdam, the Rotterdam Municipal Port Management, is a 

specific example of a seaport adopting a market orientation. Its 2001 to 2005 business 

plan (Port of Rotterdam 2001) explains that increasing their market orientation and 

positioning the seaport as a partner to the seaport business community are both topical 

issues for the seaport. The Dubai Ports Authority's culture of the 'customer comes 

first', which is apparently ingrained in all staff, is also indicative of the beginnings of a 

market orientation (Lloyd's List 1997: 12). 

Being market-oriented does not come without financial costs. This can create some 

hesitance towards developing marketing strategies particularly when results may take 

some time to eventuate. A market orientation is becoming recognised as necessary for a 

seaport to be successful because it develops commercial activity with a focus on 

increasing market share by attracting more trade (Somers and de Wilde 1997). 

Empirical testing of this hypothesis appears yet to be conducted in the seaport 

marketing literature. The following section extends the discussion on. market-oriented 

seaports by examining the role of marketing departments in seaports in developing and 

implementing marketing activities and strategies. 

4.3.2 Role of the marketing department 

As seaports develop through each evolutionary generation the need for marketing 

increases. In addition, as the competitive environment intensifies and seaports seek to 

differentiate their product and/or provide value-added services, marketing activities and 

strategies become more complex. Within seaports then, an issue becomes who is 
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responsible for managing marketing. In smaller seaports, the only option may be for 

marketing to be the responsibility of the CEO. As the seaport develops, others such as a 

trade development manager or dedicated marketing staff or consultants may be hired. 

Larger seaports may establish a separate marketing department. 

Whether there is a formal marketing department or an informal structure, seaport 

marketing is acknowledged as being too important to be left to the sole responsibility of 

one department (Branch 1998; Mester 1991; Murphy 1991; Pieczek 2000; Somers and 

de Wilde 1997; Stuchtey 1991b; UNCT AD Secretariat 1992). Instead, all personnel 

should be involved in marketing and preferably, a senior manager provide the strategic 

direction for marketing. 

Stuchtey (1978, 1991b) appears to be one of the earlier proponents of an interfunctional 

approach to marketing where all employees are recognised as having at least some 

impact on marketing. The reason, as in other service organisations, is that all levels of 

the seaport organisation are affected by marketing, particularly through interactions 

with seaport users. As Murphy (1991: 52) puts it 'marketing is indeed everybody's 

business, and everybody had better know it, no matter how deeply buried one may be in 

R&D or at the telephone switchboard'. Similarly, Stuchtey (1991: 13b) explains, 'a  

customer-oriented management approach at  all levels of the organization i s  absolutely 

essential for a service industry like a seaport' and thus, according to Somers and de 

Wilde (1997), the necessity of constantly reminding and training employees to be 

customer-focused. 

Examples of activities undertaken by a seaport marketing department are discussed by 

Misztal (1999). He suggests that the activities of what he calls the marketing and 
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development department b e  divided into seaport dispatching, marketing (in particular 

developing marketing strategies and implementing strategic plans), promotion (with the 

focus on advertising, publishing, exhibitions, and organising promotional events), and 

seaport development (consisting of overseas development and sales representatives). 

An early example of marketing within a seaport' s  organisational structure reflecting 

second generation seaports is the establishment of a sales department that Stuchtey 

(1978) proposes includes a marketing operations section and a marketing service 

section. According to Stuchtey, the marketing operations section is responsible for the 

negotiating of contractual arrangements by sales representatives, including pricing with 

seaport users, whilst the marketing service section undertakes the advertising, public 

relations and market research activities. 

Thirteen years later Stuchtey (1991c) updated his thoughts by referring to a marketing 

department (and possibly third generation seaports) instead of a sales department as in 

Stuchtey (1978). In addition, he recommends that a seaport marketing department also 

consist of a separate staff position within the department to be responsible for pricing 

and other personnel responsible for the overseas marketing representatives. There are 

two main points of interest arising from Stuchtey's two articles. Firstly is the 

movement of thought from a sales to a marketing department. It could be argued that 

some sales departments in seaports adopted the title of marketing department in name 

only whilst still focusing on promotion, whereas others, similar to the contemporary 

HRM department that changed its title from a personnel department, have adopted a 

strategic approach. A second point of interest from Stuchtey (1978, 1 991c) is that the 

marketing activities he discusses essentially remain unchanged. In both articles, the 

emphasis remains on pricing, promotion, and market research with no mention of other 

marketing activities. 
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Besides the few previously mentioned articles, the available literature is not clear on the 

role and activities of a seaport marketing department. It appears the activities may 

include: gaining an understanding of customer needs through market research; 

segmenting the market; identifying potential customers; preparing a marketing plan, 

strategy and budget; managing customer complaints; preparing market reports; 

promoting the seaport; price setting; and customer liaison (Frankel 1987; Misztal 1999; 

Stuchtey 1991c). Although this list covers a number of marketing activities, it should 

be noted that only a small number of articles actually discuss them, albeit briefly. Of 

the articles to be discussed within Chapter Six, the majority usually refer to pricing and 

promotional activities and little mention is made of customer relationship management 

(CRM) activities such as service recovery, customer service, complaint management, 

customer satisfaction, and service recovery. Where marketing departments exist, their 

role should be to facilitate marketing throughout the organisation by initially providing 

the required information to enable all employees to have a clear understanding of the 

requirements of customers. In addition, as will be argued in Chapter Six, the vast 

majority of articles that list activities do so from a physical product perspective rather 

than considering the additional complexities of marketing service businesses meaning 

that the examination of marketing activities may have been incomplete. 

Thus fat, discussion has focused on essentially why and how marketing developed in 

seaports with some comments made on the role of a marketing department. The 

following section retains a broad perspective by reviewing the major publications and 

research on seaport marketing. 
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4.4 REVIEW OF R ESEARCH ON SEAPORT MARKETING 

During the early to mid 1990s, there was a relative plethora of publications discussing 

seaport marketing when compared with earlier times. Although Davis' (1990) review 

of the marketing efforts of a number of US seaports implies marketing is an established 

function of seaport management, it is argued here that this is not an accurate portrayal 

of the extent of research in seaport marketing. As contended by Pieczek (2000: 245), 

' the world's leading ports have been marketing their services successfully for a number 

of years, [yetl research in these areas is still extremely limited'. In addition, Pieczek's 

(2000: 2) review of seaport marketing also notes that 'attempts to research aspects of 

port marketing have been few and far between', with little research on seaport 

marketing being available. 

Discussions on seaport marketing have taken the form of textbooks, reports, industry 

publications, and to a lesser extent, articles in academic journals. Research in the main 

tends to lack academic rigour and contains little empirical research, relying instead on 

anecdotal evidence and tending to describe individual marketing activities of selected 

seaports. These publications consist of general explanations of marketing applied to 

seaports (Somers and de Wilde 1997; UNcrAD Secretariat 1992); comprehensive 

guides for developing seaport marketing plans (Branch 1998; Frankel 1987; Murphy 

1991); the process for segmenting the market of a seaport (Muller 1991); the 

development of seaport pricing processes (Ashar 2001 ;  Dowd and Fleming 1994); and 

guidelines for developing a seaport promotion strategy (Bernard 1995). A major 

contrib ution to seaport marketing is that of a seaport management textbook focused on 

marketing (Institute of Shipping Economics and Logistics 1991). This textbook 

examines a number of marketing issues of relevance to seaports including the impact of 

competition, marketing from a customer's and seaport's points of view, marketing 
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statistics, pricing, marketing communication, market research, and the role of marketing 

departments. 

A concern however, is that a number of papers attempt to apply concepts more 

applicable to the marketing of physical products that may not be appropriate for 

seaports that tend to provide services. For example, Figwer (1999) discusses a number 

of marketing activities and the need for Polish seaports to have a market-led focus, yet 

much of the discussion is still of a physical product marketing paradigm, including the 

recommendation of implementing the 4P marketing mix used for physical products. 

Articles by Stuchtey (1991b, 1991c), although recognising seaports as service 

businesses and discussing seaport marketing, do not apply services marketing principles 

even though they were being published from the 1980s. However, Stuchtey appears to 

be one of the leading proponents of seaport marketing given that he has written on the 

topics of market research and other marketing activities, the structure of marketing 

departments, and the benefits of using marketing in a competitive environment. A 

number of his papers are discussed throughout the current study (see Stuchtey 1978, 

1991a, 1991b, 1991c, 1991d, 1991e). What is of interest with Stuchtey is that he began 

writing about seaport marketing at a time when it was a foreign concept for managing 

seaports. 

An empirical study that attempts to apply services marketing principles to seaport 

marketing is that of a doctoral thesis by Pieczek (2000). The purpose of the research 

was an investigation of marketing by two Polish seaports by surveying 27 seaport users 

and two seaport marketing managers. [n essence, Pieczek (2000) found that services 

marketing is an appropriate marketing approach for Polish seaports as is the expanded 

marketing mix as the basis of seaports' marketing strategy. Two concerns with the 
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research however, are that only superficial services marketing principles are considered 

by Pieczek, and secondly the review of the seaport marketing literature is limited as it 

tends to rely on only Schulten (1991), Stuchtey (1991e)7, and Suykens (1988). 

Some focus on seaport marketing can be found in maritime economics and seaport 

operations textbooks (such as those by Branch 1997, 1998; Coltof 1999; Frankel 1987). 

An interesting parallel is evident between the emergence of seaport marketing with that 

of the generic marketing literature that also emerged from the economics literature 

almost a century earlier (Jones and Monieson 1990). Even though some textbooks and 

chapters contain the term marketing in their title, this is no guarantee that it is dealt with 

in any depth. For example, the four chapter web-based writing of Somers and de Wilde 

(1997) entitled Port Marketing contains only one chapter on seaport marketing. The 

other chapters focus on international trade; shipping, including a description of the 

various types of ships; and the evolution of seaports. 

Similarly, Branch's (1998) textbook entitled Maritime Economics: Management and 

Marketing devotes four chapters or about ten per cent of the pages to marketing issues 

in shipping and, to a lesser extent, in seaports. In another example, a chapter in G. P. 

Wild International's (1995) examination of international seaports entitled 'Marketing, 

distribution and technical innovation' contains less than two pages of marketing detail. 

The United Nations and the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development 

(UNCTAD) have made a major contribution to seaport marketing by either sponsoring 

or directly publishing several reports. Discussions on aspects of these reports exist 

7 The articles by Schulten and Stuchtey are both shown in Pieczek (2000) as being 1993; from Picczek's 
referencing details, it appears that the correct citations should both be 1991. 
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throughout the current study. For example, three reports focus almost entirely on 

seaport marketing (Murphy 1991; UNCTAD Secretariat 1992; United Nations 1993), 

two reports on seaport management that include some detail on marketing (UNCT AD 

Secretariat 1993a, 1993b), two on pricing in seaports (UNCTAD Secretariat 1975, 

1995), and a report on promotion activities in seaports (Bernard 1995). These reports 

generally note the impact of increasing levels of competition on seaports, changes in the 

macroenvironment (as discussed in earlier chapters), and the new role of seaports in the 

transport chain. These reports also extend this discussion to the potential role of 

marketing for seaports. For example, when discussing strategic planning for port 

authorities, the UNCT AD Secretariat (1993b) explains general strategies such as cost 

leadership as well as marketing-related strategies such as pricing, value-adding, and the 

benefits of being market-oriented. 

Articles containing some mention of seaport marketing are beginning to appear in 

maritime-based academic journals such as the Maritime Policy and Management 

Journal and the relatively new International Journal of Maritime Economics. Thus far, 

the majority of these articles tend to deal with pricing strategies in seaports with some 

limited discussion of market research; these are discussed in detail later in this chapter 

in the section on seaport pricing. Others such as Baird (2000), refer to a list that 

contains marketing and/or promotion as an activity of seaports, or briefly refer to the 

need for being market-oriented (as in Notteboom and Winkelmans 2001). Baird (1997) 

is another example, who, when focusing on the cruise ship market, discusses as an aside 

the benefits of an appropriate pricing and promotional strategy for seaports to attract 

cruise ships to seaports. As yet, there does not appear to be comprehensive research in 

these journals focusing specifically on other aspects of marketing. 
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Research on the marketing of seaports appears yet to be published in mainstream 

marketing journals. Journals such as the European Journal of Marketing, Journal of 

Marketing, Journal of Services Marketing, International Journal of Service Industry 

Management, Journal of Business and Industrial Marketing, and the Journal of 

I nternational Marketing contain only a few articles that relate to some aspects of 

maritime marketing (but not seaport marketing), such as the use of service quality in 

ocean shipping (see Durvasula, Lysonski and Mehta 1999, 2000; Mehta and Durvasula 

1998). It appears that seaport marketing is still at a similar stage to that of the early 

1990s, that is, the need for marketing is still being acknowledged but few attempts at 

empirical research or theory development are being reported. What is unclear (as being 

investigated by SRQ1 of the current study) is whether seaports are practising marketing 

but it is not being researched and reported, or if the extant research is in fact reporting 

current practice. 

A comparison of the state of marketing in other maritime sectors with that of seaport 

marketing indicates greater advances both conceptually and empirically being reported 

on the former. Research on various aspects of marketing has been conducted in 

maritime sectors such as cruise lines (Conover 1996; Marti 1991, 1995), shipbuilding 

(Hewitt 1998; Hewitt and Henderson 1998), ship management (panayides and Gray 

1997), and shipping lines (Brooks 1995, 2000; Durvasula and Mehta 1996; Durvasula et 

al. 1999, 2000; Mehta and Durvasula 1998; Mehta, Lobo and Mehta 1995). Although 

each of these sectors is integrated to some extent with seaports, they have tended to 

attract more attention from researchers. Perhaps one reason for this is that competition 

in these sectors has occurred earlier or is more intense, thus requiring the need of 

marketing strategies prior to seaports. As is discussed later in this chapter, it is also of 
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note that the use of services marketing principles appears to be  more widely accepted in 

the research on  maritime marketing than in seaport marketing. 

There are a number of publications that do not address seaport marketing when it may 

be an advantage and appropriate given those discussions. For example, in discussing 

the effectiveness of seaport management policies in persuading container lines to use 

seaports, Zan (1999) does not consider marketing as a solution even though seaport 

charges and the relationship between the seaport administrator and shipper is raised. 

Similarly, in Hoyle's ( 1999: 169) discussion of seaport development and the effects of 

interport competition on the Port of Mombasa in Kenya, he acknowledges that 

'aggressive marketing' is required to successfully develop the seaport, yet no further 

discussion ensues. In an article on the impact of  increasing competition on the Port of 

New Orleans, Lienert (1998) suggests the need for stability, strength .and survival, but 

with no mention of the benefits of the seaport adopting marketing strategies. Even in 

Carlson's (1989) examination of  seaports as businesses, marketing is not discussed. 

Although he provides an extensive list of activities for establishing a seaport users' 

council, marketing is not raised as being either a reason or means for its development. 

Carlson (1989) also comments on the need to remove the image of ' faceless men' in 

seaports and instead, create better relationships, yet marketing is not discussed as being 

a potential strategy. 

Notwithstanding the above comments, Branch (1998) makes the claim that seaports 

have a strong marketing focus. With few empirical studies focusing on seaport 

marketing in-depth, it is difficult to determine the extent marketing is being practised, 

but also the effectiveness and appropriateness of  what is discussed. For example, in 

Pieczek's (2000) empirical study of  two Polish seaports, the extent o f  marketing is also 
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not clear because the survey was primarily asking seaport users their opinions of a 

number of marketing activities. For example, the 27 seaport users and one 

representative from each of the two seaports were asked to rate the effectiveness of 

market segmentation and to rate from excellent to poor the level of market research 

undertaken by the two seaports. Other questions related to assessing the fluctuation of 

the seaports such as email facilities, accessibility, or assessing the educational 

backgrounds of seaport staff and the training courses they may have attended. It could 

be argued that customers may not be able to answer a number of these questions, yet an 

"unsure" type of category was not available. In addition, marketing activities may be 

aimed at some market segments and not others. 

Overall, it appears from the available literature that seaports undertake at least some 

marketing activities. In relation to the publications, it appears many are relying on 

anecdotal evidence and secondary data available from seaports. In other words, the 

extent of marketing in seaports is unclear from the available literature, thus giving 

further support for investigating SRQl: 

What marketing activities and strategies are currently being practised 

by Australian seaports? 

Given that seaports are service businesses and some recent studies have attempted to 

apply services marketing principles, the following section discusses why service 

businesses require a different approach to marketing by introducing services marketing 

activities and strategies that are discussed in-depth in the following chapter. 

4.5 MARKETING FOR SERVICE BUSINESSES 

Being market-oriented indicates the business philosophy of an organisation. It sets the 

focus on both the internal and external environments, that is, on employees, 
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competitors, and customers. To achieve a market orientation and organisational 

objectives and goals, marketing strategies are then developed and implemented. As the 

purpose of the current research is to investigate the marketing of seaports, which are 

service businesses (Murphy 1991; Pieczek 2000), discussion in this section focuses 

specifically on marketing activities and strategies applicable to service businesses. In 

doing so, services marketing is differentiated from the marketing of physical products to 

assist in understanding the complexities and challenges faced by  service businesses and 

serve as a useful comparison when examining research on seaport marketing. In 

addition, this will assist in formulating a response to SRQ2 that investigates: 

Are current seaport marketing activities and strategies appropriate for 

successfully marketing Australian seaports? 

Services marketing often appears to address management issues generically in a service 

business rather than issues only associated with marketing activities. This is consistent 

with the earlier discussion on marketing being treated as a total business concept 

(Beckett-Camarata, Camarata and Barker 1998; Chase and Kellog 1990; Fisk, Brown 

and Bitner 1995; Gr6nroos 1980, 1983, 1989; Lovelock 1992; Pieters and Botschen 

1999). In this sense, services marketing may be referring to HRM or operational 

activities as well as marketing activities. Researchers (such as Chase and Kellog 1990; 

Lovelock 1992; Pitt and Foreman; Wilson 2001) suggest that linking HRM, operations, 

and marketing functions (which Lovelock 1992 and Lovelock, Patterson and Walker 

2001 refers to as the service trinity) in an interdependent relationship is necessary for 

the successful management of a service business. Consistent with this, Gr6nroos (1989) 

and Gummesson (1994) argue that the influence of marketing in a service business is of 

such importance that it is more appropriate to discuss services marketing in terms of 
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market-oriented services management rather than adopting a departmentalised 

approach. 

In the past, marketing had limited influence in a service business (Edgett and Parkinson 

1993; Griinroos 1980; Knisely 1979; Kostecki 1994b; Langeard, Bateson, Lovelock and 

Eiglier 1981;  Lovelock 1983; Parasuraman, Berry and Zeithaml 1983); instead, 

marketing activities were often limited to the promotional activities of advertising and 

public relations (Flipo 1986). An important reason for this was the assignment of 

marketing activities to other departments, in particular operations (George and 

Barksdale 1974; Langeard et al. 1981). However, Griinroos (1983) does not suggest the 

creation of a separate marketing department in a service business because this may only 

serve to widen the gap between operations and marketing activities. More specifically, 

as Morgan et al. (2000) explain, a marketing department may encourage employees in 

other departments to be less concerned with customer requirements and more focused 

on individual tasks because the marketing department is looking after marketing. The 

result of the departmentalised approach may be an increase in a production philosophy 

at the expense of market-oriented behaviour. 

Marketing strategies for services differ from that of physical products because service 

products possess different characteristics than physical products. This realisation was a 

result of numerous debates during the formative years of the services marketing 

discipline and has been reported on extensively throughout the literature (for example, 

Edgett and Parkinson 1993; Enis and Roering 1981; Fisk, Brown and Bitner 1995; 

Wright 1995; Wyckham, Fitzroy and Mandry 1975). Various continua were also 

developed during this time to visually present the differing characteristics, most notably 
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on the concept of intangibility (see Rathmell 1966; Rushton and Carson 1989; Shams 

and Hales 1989; Shostack 1977; ZeithamI 1981). 

A result of the development of the various continua is the now generally accepted 

characteristics of services that are used to differentiate services from physical products. 

These characteristics, discussed in varying degrees of depth by  researchers, are 

commonly cited as being heterogeneity, intangibility, perishability, and inseparability 

of production and consumption, labelled here as the HIPI characteristics. These 

characteristics have been discussed and debated extensively in the literature (for 

example, Berry 1980; Bharadwaj, Varadarajan and Fahy 1993; Buckley et al. 1992; 

Cowell 1993; Dahringer 1991; Dant, Lumpkin and Rawwas 1998; Edgett and Parkinson 

1993; Enis and Roering 1981; Laroche, Bergeron and Goutaland 2003; Murray and 

Schlacter 1990; Nicoulaud 1989; Schlissel and Chasin 1991 ;  Stell and Fisk 1986; Ward 

1993; Wolak, Kalafatis and Harris 1998; Wright 1995; Zeithaml, Parasuraman and 

Berry 1985). Although Edgett and Parkinson (1993) and Wolak et al. (1998) report that 

much of the services marketing literature conceptually supports the distinctive nature of 

the HIPI framework, there is relatively little empirical research in this area, out of which 

conflicting findings have emerged (see Bowen 1990; Hartman and Lindgren 1993; 

Murray and Schlacter 1990; Wolak et al. 1998). 

It is interesting to note that a variation of the four HIPI characteristics were discussed as 

early as 1963 by Regan (who uses the term ubiquity rather than inseparability) but little 

interest appears to have been shown until the early 1980s. Other researchers have 

sought to include other characteristics such as ownership (Bradley 1995b; Buckley et al. 

1992; Cowell 1993; Fifield 1992; Gummesson 1995; Kotler, Chandler, Brown and 

Adams 1994; Palmer 1994), or have provided more extensive lists (see Buckley et al. 
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1992; Campbell and Verbeke 1994; Groth 1995b; Gummesson 1995; Guseman 1981; 

Langeard et al. 1981; Lovelock 1991;  Lovelock and Yip 1996; Srivastava and Smith 

1994), but in general, the added characteristics could be included as subsets under one 

of the HIPI characteristics. However, the pedagogical attraction of HIPI seems to have 

proven a barrier to the wide acceptance of other characteristics. In practical terms, 

Buckley et al. (1992) suggest that it would be almost impossible to list all the 

characteristics of services due to the diversity within the service industry. Regardless of 

the number of distinguishing dimensions between goods and services, there remains 

widespread agreement that a difference in kind between goods and services exists rather 

than a difference in degree. There has been only limited opposition to this view in  the 

literature (for example, Enis and Roering 1981; Wyckham et al. 1975). 

The acceptance of services possessing different characteristics as compared to physical 

products has had a profound effect on marketing strategies for service businesses. The 

result has been the extension of physical product marketing strategies and development 

of new considerations to allow for the differences. These characteristics, in particular 

intangibility, may for example, form entry barriers for service businesses. O'Farrell, 

Hitchens and Moffat (1993) provide examples such as reputation, brand identification, 

and established relationships with customers developed from advertising and word-of

mouth communication as barriers that can be difficult for competitors to replicate. In 

summary, as suggested by researchers (Albers-Miller and Stafford 1999; 

Athanassopoulos, Gounaris and Stathakopoulos 2001; Edgett and Parkinson 1993; 

Campbell and Verbeke 1994; Laroche et al. 2003; Lee and Ng 2001; van der Zwan and 

Bharma 2003; Wolak et al. 1998; Zeit ham I et al. 1985) the differentiating characteristics 

of services present unique challenges and opportunities for managing the strategic 

capabilities of service businesses, a number of  which will be discussed in Chapter Five. 
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4.6 S UMMARY 

A decade ago, a report on seaport marketing by the UNCTAD Secretariat (1992: 32) 

claimed that due to the highly competitive environment in which seaports operate, 

'marketing is one of the most critical activities of a port' . In 1998, Zaheer commented 

that 'the importance of active marketing in port management and development has been 

recognised by the port community almost all over the world' (p. 73). Yet, it is still 

difficult to make an assessment on the development and current state of seaport 

marketing. Besides a small number of monographs, discussion on seaport marketing 

has been fragmented and based on what appears to be anecdotal evidence. Before 

further investigating the seaport marketing literature in terms of specific marketing 

activities and strategies being reported, the following chapter reviews suggestions for 

the marketing of service businesses to establish a potential benchmark for seaport 

marketing, thus addressing SRQ2. 
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5.1  INTRODUCTION 

As seaports are service businesses, this chapter adopts a normative approach by 

examining seminal issues and strategies in marketing appropriate for service businesses. 

In particular, this chapter discusses the elements of the expanded marketing mix, which 

is widely recognised as being useful for developing strategies for service businesses, in 

addition to market research, segmentation and CRM strategies. The benefit of 

undertaking a normative approach is that it provides a benchmark from which research 

on seaport marketing (as discussed in the following chapter) can be determined. This 

comparison will also be important when discussing the data resulting from the primary 

data collection that is discussed in Chapters Eight to Ten and thus further evaluating 

whether the current Australian seaport marketing activities and strategies are relevant 

(as per SRQ2). This in tum will form the basis of addressing PRQ1:  

What marketing activities and strategies are appropriate for Australian 

seaports in the New Economy? 

5.2 MARKETiNG STRATEGIES 

An effective means of satisfying both customer requirements and organisational 

objectives is by developing and implementing marketing strategies. As discussed in 

Chapter Four, being market-oriented is one such strategy that focuses on current and 

potential customers and competitors, although, as a business philosophy it is likely to be 

a corporate strategy. A market orientation is also expressed as being at ' the very heart 

of modern marketing management and strategy' (Narver and Slater 1990: 20). 

Marketing strategy however, tends to be a functional strategy, which when integrated 

with other functional strategies such as HRM and finance, are subsumed by the 

corporate strategy (Bigne, Vila-LOpez and Kuster-Boluda 2000; Brownlie and Saren 
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1992; Harris and Ogbonna 2000; Hult et al. 2001; Jarratt and Fayed 2001; Piercy et al. 

2002; Subramanian and Gopalakrishna 2001). 

Just as functional strategies implement corporate strategy, Webster (1988) explains sub

functional strategies implement the functional strategies. In the case of marketing 

strategy, the sub-functional strategies refer to the marketing mix strategic variables that 

for physical products generally consists of product development and management, 

pricing, promotion, and place (also known as "distribution"), all targeted at a particular 

market segment. The marketing mix, or more accurately the traditional marketing mix, 

is commonly known as the 4Ps in reference to the first letter of each element (product, 

price, promotion, place). As Fifield (1992) and Kahn and Mentzer (1998) explain, 

marketing strategy is the development and execution of the marketing mix. The 

strategic challenge is in blending each element of the marketing mix to form a cohesive 

approach. 

Magrath (1986: 46) is one researcher who describes the 4Ps as ' strategic weapons' and 

along with Brooksbank (1991) suggests that altering one of these strategic weapons may 

provide a competitive advantage. Many researchers however (including Booms and 

Bitner 1981; Cowell 1993; Fifield 1992; Gronroos 1980, 1989; Gummesson 1994; 

Kostecki 1994a; Magrath 1986; Palmer 1994), suggest the traditional marketing mix is 

an inadequate strategic framework for representing the complexities of services due to 

the complications created by the HIPI characteristics. 

5.2.1 The expanded marketing mix 

As discussed above, for many years, the traditional marketing mix has been recognised 

as the core of marketing (Gronroos 1989), or in Gummesson's (1994) view as the 
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reigning paradigm of marketing management. However, because of its development for 

the North American marketing environment and its strong emphasis on mainly 

consumer goods, there are concerns that the traditional marketing mix is not readily 

transferable to other forms of marketing such as for service businesses, or the marketing 

environments of other countries (Beaven and Scotti 1990; Cowell 1993; Gromoos 1989; 

Gummesson 1994). A number of researchers (such as Judd 1987; Kotler 1986; 

Lovelock, Wirtz and Keh 2002; Mindak and Fine 1981 ;  Nickels and Jolson 1976; Prus 

and Frisby 1987) have suggested additional elements be added to the marketing mix to 

overcome its limitations. Kotler (1986) for instance, adds political power and public 

relations to the 4P marketing mix, and refers to it as megamarketing, Nickels and 

Jolson's (1976) addition was that of "packaging", Judd (1987) added "people", and 

Mindak and Fine (1981) included "public relations" as a fifth element for service 

businesses. However, the alterations to the traditional marketing mix that have endured 

are collectively known as the expanded marketing mix developed by Booms and Bitner 

(1981) from the initial conceptualisations of the traditional marketing mix by Borden 

(1965) and McCarthy (1964). 

Booms and Bitner's (1981) contribution is the addition of the strategic elements of 

physical evidence, process and participants to the traditional marketing mix of the 4Ps 

to form the expanded marketing mix or 7Ps. They also propose some modification to 

the original 4Ps to reflect the different needs of services. By making these changes, 

Booms and Bitner (1981) provide a comprehensive and all-encompassing approach to 

managing a service business. Although there have been calls for empirical testing (for 

example, Cowell 1993; Gromoos 1989), the expanded marketing mix is widely 

accepted as a framework that identifies additional elements to be considered when 

developing marketing strategies for service businesses (Pieters and Botschen 1999; 
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Rafiq and Ahmed 1995). However, this does not necessarily signify consensus among 

researchers, for example, a recent variation of the expanded marketing mix proposed by 

Lovelock et al. (2002) adds "productivity and quality" to make 8Ps, as well as making 

other terminological changes. 

5.3 SERVICES MARKETING STRATIEGiES 

Although the expanded marketing mix appears to be simplistic in nature, it contains 

many complex sub-functional strategies aimed at overcoming the challenges to service 

businesses created by the HIPI characteristics (Booms and Bitner 1981; Zeithaml et al. 

1985). Many concepts and strategies are implicit but not initially evident. For example, 

the foundation activities of market research and segmentation do not appear to be 

explicitly addressed as they are accepted as givens necessary to undertake strategic 

decisions as well as being necessary components of a market orientation. In addition, 

the expanded marketing mix does not appear to focus on CRM strategies such as 

customer satisfaction, service recovery and customer complaint management, all that 

are seen as necessary for customer retention. Once again, these aspects of marketing 

are implicit within a market orientation. Thus, the expanded marketing mix will only be 

used here as a foundation on which to examine a more complete approach to services 

marketing strategies. 

In the following sections, marketing strategies for service businesses are reviewed. As 

the implementation of a market orientation has previously been addressed, the following 

sections discuss market research, segmentation, and CRM, in addition to the elements of 

the expanded marketing mix. These strategies are intended to be illustrative of the 
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seminal and often-referred to services marketing activities and strategies in the 

li terature. 

5.3.1 Market research and segmentation 

Botten and McManus (1999) explain that the essence of marketing for service 

businesses is being responsive to current and potential customer needs and thus the need 

for accurate market research. The importance of market research has already been 

highlighted in the explanation of the market orientation in that it provides a more 

informed understanding of the market in terms of customers and tracking changes in the 

external environment and of competitors that may influence marketing. In relation to 

customers, market research is recognised as a 'key vehicle to understanding customer 

expectations and perceptions of services' in terms of what is important to, and satisfies 

customers about the service (Zeithaml and Bitner 2003: 1 24). As customer expectations 

of the service are established prior to the service encounter, information gained from 

market research can help define customer expectations and increase knowledge on how 

to best address customer needs (Hoffman and Bateson 2002). 

Accurate and comprehensive market research provides the foundation for strategic 

decisions and, as such, market research will be referred to throu�hout this chapter when 

discussing other specific marketing strategies. Zeithaml and Bitner (2003) make the 

point that even for small service businesses and those with limited resources, cost

effective market research is still possible. For example, when employees are in contact 

with customers, it can be used as an opportunity to gain an understanding of their views 

of the service product and how it compares to what competitors are offering. Telephone 

surveys with customers and the use of mystery shoppers are other cost-effective market 

research techniques that can be used besides paper-based surveys and focus groups. 
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By undertaking market research and gaining an understanding of the customer base, 

profitable customer segments may be identified. Besides segmentation being 

recognised as 'a fundamental concept in modern marketing' (Sollner and Rese 2001 :  

25), it is also described b y  Van Dierdonck (1992) as  being a success strategy for service 

businesses and relates to understanding which customer group other marketing 

strategies will be aimed at. In essence, the service business is defining with whom it 

wishes to build a relationship. By clearly focusing on discrete customer segments, 

marketing strategies may be more effective. 

Close linkages exist between market research and segmentation. Further discussion on 

how both market research and segmentation can be used for strategic advantage will 

occur during the discussion of relevant expanded marketing mix elements later in the 

chapter. Once profitable market segments are identified and analysed through market 

research, direction can be given to the strategic elements within the expanded marketing 

mix. 

5.3.2 Service pmduc� s�i"a�e9Jies for service businesses 

The service product has been explained throughout the literature via various models 

(such as those by Eiglier and Langeard 1977; Gronroos 1990; Lovelock 1995; Lovelock 

et al. 2001 ;  Sasser, Olsen and Wyckoff 1978; Shostack 1977, 1987). Most models 

suggest that the service product consists of a core service and a variety of 

supplementary services. The core service, or what Ashar (2001) refers to as basic 

services (as discussed in Chapter Two), is generally recognised as the fundamental 

reason for being in business. Supplementary services although sometimes titled 

peripheral, ancillary, auxiliary, supporting or facilitating services, refer to services that 

assist in the delivery of the core service (Carman and Langeard 1980; Eiglier and 
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Langeard 1977; Gronroos 1990; Hightower, Brady and Baker 2002; Lovelock et al. 

2001; Mudie and Cottam 1993; Sasser, Olsen and Wyckoff 1978). 

An often referred to conceptualisation is the augmented service offering model by  

Gronroos (1990), which although similar to previous models, differs by  its direct 

referral to both goods and services as opposed to only services as being supplementary 

to the core service. The inclusion of goods is consistent with Shostack' s (1977) 

molecular model that conceptualises service products as having both tangible and 

intangible elements. Additionally, Gronroos (1990) refers to supplementary services as 

being either facilitating or supporting goods and services, all which he recommends be 

managed in a strategic fashion with the core service. Facilitating goods and services are 

those considered necessary for providing the core service in that they aid delivery and 

consumption and enable the core service to be used more effecti vel y. The purpose of 

supporting goods and services is to provide a means of differentiation from competitors 

by adding value to the core service. 

As competition in service industries increases, the opportunity for service businesses to 

compete on the core services becomes limited, thus supporting goods and services may 

also become a potential source of competitive advantage (Gronroos 1990; Hightower et 

al. 2002; Lovelock 1983). Lovelock et al. (2001) suggest an important strategic 

decision is in deciding whether to outsource the facilitating and supporting goods and 

services, thereby allowing the service business to concentrate on providing the core 

service. The challenge in making this decision is whether the outsourced activities can 

be seamlessly combined with the service business at the required level of quality. 
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An important consideration for service businesses is to manage the greater risk that 

customers perceive when purchasing a service due to the characteristic of intangibility 

and the dominance of experience and credence qualities (as reviewed by Desai and 

Mahajan 1998; Heiman, McWilliams and Zilberman 2001). This means that services 

may be difficult to evaluate, leading to the perception of services being risky to 

purchase (Athanassopoulos et al. 2001; Chaudhuri 1997; Dant et al. 1998; Flipo 1986; 

Guseman 1981; Laroche et al. 2003; Lee and Ng 2001; Murray 1991 ;  Smith and Bush 

2002). Murray and Schlacter (1990) explain that perceived risk may be reduced by 

encouraging trial offers and using tangible clues (as discussed further in the section on 

physical evidence). They also recommend managing the customer contact process by 

selecting service-oriented employees trained on how to decrease perceived risk. 

According to the literature, it may be beneficial for a service business to consider the 

service product as being multi-faceted. This requires deciding the appropriate set of 

facilitating and supporting goods and services to complement the core service as well as 

understanding which aspects of the service product may provide a competitive 

advantage. In addition, a service business should consider the strategies that help 

reduce perceived risk. 

5.3.3 Distriltn.ntion s�rategies forr serrvice businesses 

The nature of the service encounter and the characteristics of perishability and 

inseparability generally mean that distribution strategies such as channel management 

may be perceived as being less important for service businesses (Parasuraman and 

Varadarajan 1988). A major reason for this is that for many service businesses only 

direct distribution is possible as opposed to the mUltiple and multi-level intermediary 

channels of other businesses. Often, channels in service businesses are therefore shorter 
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and more direct than traditional distribution channels (Botten and McManus 1999). 

However, as the impact of technological innovations increase, direct contact between 

service providers and customers is not always necessary. Consider, for example, 

changes made to banking due to the ability to make transactions over the internet as 

against interacting in person with a bank teller. An advantage of technological 

innovation for service businesses is that they can attract different segments interested in 

one distribution channel and not the other depending on their needs. Customers using 

the more remote forms of contact often results in them undertaking a greater role in 

providing the service because they are required to fulfil some of the activities usually 

undertaken by the customer contact employee. In other words, the customer's role as an 

unpaid part-time employee increases. 

A physical distribution system is not generally required for many service businesses 

because there are few, if any, tangible elements distributed. Instead, Rushton and 

Carson (1989) suggest that service businesses undertake office procedures rather than 

physical distribution. Some services such as restaurants (and seaports) are physically 

bound, whereas others, usually those offering highly intangible services such as 

information-based services, may be delivered via telecommunications technology. 

Other services, according to Lovelock and Wright (2002: 12), 'combine the service 

factory, retail outlet, and point of consumption at a single location', while others have 

the option of providing the service at the customer's location as well as the customer 

receiving the service at the service business location. 

Distribution channels however, can influence costs and thus the price of services 

particularly when convenience and standardisation are balanced against the personal 

service encounter. Conducting market research on customer preferences may be useful 
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to determine the amount they are willing to pay to access a particular distribution 

channel. When considering which distribution channel to use, opportunities may exist 

for cost-conscious service businesses to use third party intermediaries such as agents, 

service representatives, or franchises. To the customer however, it may appear they 

have a direct relationship with the actual service business. Lovelock and Wright (2002) 

suggest this is a cost-effective marketing strategy particularly for supplementary service 

elements because using third party intermediaries may enable the service business to 

access more customers. 

5.3.4 Pricing s�rategies forr service businesses 

The pricing of services is described as a 'nebulous area' by O'Farrell et al. (1993: 6). In 

particular, researchers have expressed their concern over a lack of understanding and 

research on the pricing of services, which is requires attention considering that pricing 

is an important means for generating revenues and thus profit (Berry and Yadav 1996; 

Jobber and Shipley 1998; Schlissel and Chasin 1991; Tung, Capella and Tat 1997;). As 

is the case for most services marketing strategies, pricing is complicated by the 

characteristics of services, in particular intangibility, which explains why pncmg 

strategies for service businesses should differ from other organisations (Edgett and 

Parkinson 1993; Groth 1995b; Rushton and Carson 1989; Schlissel and Chasin 1991). 

Due to the impact of intangibility, pricing is a valuable clue enabling customers to 

evaluate the quality and delivery of the service product provided the pricing is 

understandable and not complicated (Berry 1980; Booms and Bitner 1981; Edgett and 

Parkinson 1993; Guseman 1981; Rushton and Carson 1989; Sasser et al. 1978; Voss, 

Parasuraman and Grewal 1998; Zeithaml 1981 ). Customers search for clues such as 

pricing to reduce the perceived risk of purchasing services. Price and physical evidence 
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are the two most often used clues by customers (physical evidence is discussed in-depth 

later in this chapter). Whereas physical evidence provides tangible clues to the 

perceived quality of the service product, price has a different function. For example, 

some researchers (such as Berry 1980; O'Farrell, Hitchens and Moffat 1993; Sasser et 

al. 1978) warn against reducing prices because customers may perceive lower priced 

services to be of either lesser value, poorer quality, or the service provider to be less 

experienced. This in turn may create a negative image of the service business (Edgett 

and Parkinson 1993; Gotlieb 1989; Voss et al. 1998). Conversely, customers perceive 

that the higher the price, the better the delivery of the service product, meaning that 

pricing can be used to build confidence. However, Zeithaml et al. (1985) suggest 

customers purchasing higher priced services may have less tolerance for unreliable 

services and broken promises. Due to the perceived relationship between price and 

service quality, Gotlieb (1989) and Voss et al. (1998) recommend that it is useful to 

explain to customers why a service is offered at a price less than competitors. 

Essentially, the extant research suggests that pricing is and reduces suspicions of hidden 

charges when it is understandable and not complicated. 

A variety of pricing strategies for service businesses is reported within the literature. 

Cost-oriented pricing strategies, which involve adding a set profit margin to the cost, are 

commonly reported for service businesses (Rushton and Carson 1989; Schlissel and 

Chasin 1991 ;  Zeithaml et al. 1985). An explanation for a preference towards cost

oriented strategies in some service industries appears to be related to businesses wishing 

to ensure their costs are covered, even though these costs are often based on estimates. 

Estimates of the costs are often used because of the difficulty in calculating fixed and 

variable costs (Dearden 1978; Lovelock 1981). This, according to some researchers 

(Phillips and Sanders 1997; Rushton and Carson 1989; Schlissel and Chasin 1991 ; Tung 
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et al. 1997), is due mostly to the effects of intangibility, heterogeneity and the inability 

to inventory services, which they claim makes cost-oriented pricing strategies simplistic 

and ineffective because it does not maximise profits or consider supply/demand 

fluctuations. 

Other pricing strategies used by service businesses include competitive-oriented pricing, 

as used in industries such as airlines and banks (Guiltinan 1 987); flexible-oriented 

pricing strategies that vary according to what the market will bear (O'Farrell et al. 

1993); and demand-oriented pricing, which is used because services are unable to use 

inventories (Voss et al. 1998). This can however, result in  various prices being used 

thus creating confusion in the market. 

Tung et al. (1997) attempt to account for the characteristics of services and other 

difficulties faced by service business managers by proposing a multistep (six step) 

synthetic pricing approach similar to that discussed by Schlissel and Chasin (1991). 

Perhaps due to its technical nature and complexity, this approach is yet to be reported 

on as being used by service businesses. Berry and Yadav (1996) adopt a different tact 

for discussing approaches to service pricing. A recommendation from their research is 

that service businesses first attempt to understand what it is about the service product 

that the customer values before determining the pricing strategy. This value approach 

to pricing has been raised by others (for example Booms and Bitner 1981;  Groth 1995a; 

Naylor and Frank 2001) as an alternative to cost-oriented pricing. Brooksbank (1991 :  

25) also suggests successful companies tend to use value as a means of competition 

rather than price, the reason being that although competing on price alone is a useful 

strategy for new businesses entering a market, price wars may occur resulting in profits 

being eroded for all competing businesses. 
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Once value is recognised, Berry and Yadav (1996) suggest one of three pricing 

strategies be implemented - satisfaction-based pricing, relationship pricing, or efficiency 

pricing. The goal of satisfaction-based pricing is to reduce customer uncertainty in 

terms of the perceived risks. Berry and Yadav (1996) suggest using service guarantees, 

benefit driven pricing, or flat price pricing to overcome this uncertainty. For example, 

service guarantees have been recognised for some time as a means of reducing 

perceived risk and customer uncertainty (Firnstahl 1989; Groth 1995b; Guseman 1981; 

Jones, Mothersbaugh and Beatty 2002). As Berry (1995: 243) explains, service 

guarantees symbolise the service business is committed to 'fair play'. Berry and Yadav 

(1996) also recommend service businesses yet to establish a reputation in the market, or 

those with superior service quality develop service guarantees as part of their pricing 

strategies. 

The second strategy of relationship pricing attempts to develop profitable customer 

relationships by establishing long-term price contracts that often offer incentives or use 

price bundling to reduce purchase costs for customers and increase revenue for the 

service business. The use of price bundling is also recommended by Guiltinan (1987) 

and Naylor and Frank (2001) as a strategy to acquire new customers or to prompt 

customers to buy more than one service in a bundle. Price bundling is becoming 

widespread in its use and has the advantages of creating economies of scope as the 

demand for the weaker service product in the bundle increases. Hartman and Lindgren 

(1993) suggest price bundling (and off season pricing) can also be used to offset 

perishability by reducing any excess. 

Berry and Yadav's (1997) third strategy of efficiency pricing approaches involves using 

more efficient service deli very processes to reduce costs to the organisation thus 
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lowering prices to customers. This strategy typically involves the service business 

making a greater use of information and communication technologies. The strategy of 

efficiency pricing tends to be internally focused on the service business systems that 

may require the use of service blueprinting (to be discussed in Section 5 .3.8). 

Although a number of pricing strategies are discussed in the literature in terms of their 

advantages and disadvantages, as mentioned earlier, a consistent conclusion is that 

pricing is more credible to customers when it is understandable and uncomplicated 

because suspicions of hidden charges are reduced. Another general conclusion is that 

reliance should not solely be  placed on one strategy. Instead, a combination of pricing 

strategies is recommended. Conclusions such as this add weight to Tung et al. 's (1997) 

multistage synthetic pricing model because of its strengths in amalgamating many 

pricing approaches. 

5.3.5 llilar!{e�in9J comm!.!nica�ion S�ra�e9Jies ior service 

businesses 

It is generally accepted that marketing communication strategies for service businesses 

should be more extensive than marketing communication strategies of physical 

products. Once again, this is usually attributed to challenges created by problems 

caused by intangibility, perishability, and the difficulty of customers evaluating the 

service product (Albers-Miller and Stafford 1999; Edgett and Parkinson 1993; George 

and Berry 1981; Mittal 2002; Mortimer 2002; Rushton and Carson 1989; Shostack 

1977; Stafford 1996; van der Zwan and Bhamra 2003; Zeithaml 1981). For example, 

Flipo (1988) explains how intangibility can be reduced by marketing communication to 

reassure customers and build their confidence in the service product. Marketing 

communication strategies for services may influence customers' initial expectations of 
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the service product, positively impacting on customer satisfaction levels if expectations 

are met or exceeded (Clow, Kurtz and Ozment 1998; Gummesson 1995; Joshi and 

Arnold 1998; Stell and Fisk 1986; Webster and Sundaram 1998). As Bharadwaj and 

Menon (1993: 24) explain, marketing communication is a 'strategic tool' enabling 

markets to be penetrated by influencing potential customers' expectations and 

perceptions of the service being offered. 

Due to the complexities created by the characteristics of services, the promotions mix 

commonly used for physical products is not sufficient for service products. Researchers 

recommend additional marketing communication strategies be developed for use prior 

to and during the service delivery such as word-of-mouth communication as well as 

making greater use of physical evidence (Booms and Bitner 1981; Conduit and 

Mavondo 2001;  O 'Farrell et aL 1993; Stell and Fisk 1986; Zeithaml, Berry and 

Parasuraman 1993; Zeithaml et al. 1985). 

Of the five components of the promotions mix, namely advertising, publicity, public 

relations, sales promotion, and personal selling, it is advertising that has received more 

attention for service businesses even though personal selling is an important aspect of 

the interaction between customers and employees (Booms and Bitner 1981;  Edgett and 

Parkinson 1993; Parasuraman and Varadarajan 1988; Rushton and Carson 1989; 

Zeithaml et al. 1985). Although Zeithaml et al. (1985) debate the effectiveness of 

various promotional media for service businesses, Rushton and Carson (1989) suggest 

that the amount and type of media used is generally associated with the size of the 

business and may be affected by legal and professional regulations. 
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Tangibilising the service product has attained wide consensus for its role in  helping 

promote services (Edgett and Parkinson 1993; Flipo 1988; Frambach, Barkema, 

Nooteboom and Wedel 1998; George and Berry 1981; Greene, Walls and Schrest 1994; 

Grove, Carlson and Dorsch 2002; Hartman and Lindgren 1993; Levitt 1981; Mittall 

2002; Mortimer 2002; Murray 1991; Reddy, Buskirk and Kaicker 1993; Rushton and 

Carson 1989; Shostack 1977; Stafford 1996; Zeithaml 1981). These forms of physical 

evidence include the use of symbols, metaphors and similes that may become 

'surrogates for the intangibility that cannot be provided or experienced in advance' 

(Levitt 1981: 96). Rushton and Carson's (1989: 38) empirical work suggests that 

tangibilising the intangible elements 'seems to be almost instinctive' because service 

businesses believe they need something to display to customers. In addition, it ensures 

consistency between physical evidence and promotions (George and Berry 1981; 

Greene et al. 1994). Flipo (1988) however, in a conceptual discussion, places a caveat 

on the supposed need to tangibilise all services. He proposes that where the intangible 

element has high credibility, for example an excellent professional reputation, then that 

intangible element may counterbalance tangible elements such as an unkempt 

appearance. That is, it is not always vital that intangibles be tangibilised, instead, the 

focus should be on ensuring consistency between intangible and tangible elements. 

5.3.5. 1 Word-oF-mouth communication strategies 

Word-of-mouth communication is an important means of promotion for service 

businesses because of the experiential nature of the service product and factors such as 

intangibility and heterogeneity (Zeithaml et al. 1985). It has been found to be perceived 

by customers as being less biased and more credible than traditional promotional 

methods and other impersonal sources of information (Murray 1991; Swanson and 

Kelley 2001; Zeithaml 1981; Zeithaml et al. 1993). One reason for this perception is 
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that it is difficult for mass media communication to communicate experience (Zeithaml 

1981). A benefit then of encouraging positive word-of-mouth communication is that it  

reduces customers' perceived risk of purchasing services, decreases cognitive 

dissonance, and may increase the likelihood of repeat purchases (Maxham 2001; 

Murray 1991; Smith and Bush 2002; Swanson and Kelley 2001). 

Word-of-mouth communication generally occurs between a prospective customer and 

experienced customers who may be friends or family of the prospective customer or 

people recognised as experts (Davies, Baron and Harris 1999; Duhan, Johnson, Wilcox 

and Harrell 1997; Edgett and Parkinson 1993; Guseman 1981; Levitt 1981; Murray 

1991; Smith and Bush 2002; Zeithaml 1981; Zeithaml et al. 1993). Further, Duhan et 

al. (1997) found that the stronger the personal relationship between the prospective 

customer and the source of information (known as tie strength), the more reliance is 

placed on the recommendations by the prospective customer. 

Other means of encouraging word-of-mouth communication is to use opinion leaders 

and reference group members as providers of information and testimonials (McColl

Kennedy, Kiel, Lusch and Lusch 1994; Zeithaml 1981); training employees to be 

knowledgeable of the service product to enable positive information to be 

communicated to customers (George and Berry 1980; Greene et al. 1994); and 

providing customers with information about the service product either via employees or 

other promotional media, including publicity and public relations campaigns to keep 

customers informed so they become 'effective transmitters of information' (Murray 

1991 :  21). The role of employees in communication strategies can not be under

estimated in service businesses nor can the importance of employing service-oriented 

employees. 
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The consensus of empirical studies on word-of-mouth communication is that it is a vital 

means of services marketing communication (Duhan et al. 1997; Greene et al. 1994; 

Murray 1991 ;  Zeithaml et al. 1985, 1993). That is, it is not sufficient to discuss services 

marketing communication only in terms of the promotions mix; word-of-mouth 

communication must be included. Zeithaml et al. 's (1993) model of the nature and 

determinants of customer expectations in service businesses suggests there is an 

interdependent relationship between word-of -mouth communication, promotional 

communication (explicit service promises), and physical evidence and price (implicit 

service promises). They argue that when combined with internal search factors such as 

past purchasing experience, these means of marketing communications are all 

influential in influencing customer expectations. Similar models developed by Duhan 

et al. (1997) and Murray (1991) also refer to word-of-mouth communication as being 

important in reducing the prospective customer's perceived risk of purchasing services. 

Murray (1 991) also points out that as perceived risk increases, word-of-mouth 

communication becomes the preferred external search factor. 

5 .3.6 Physical evidence si!:i"ategi es 101' sei"vice b usi nesses 

The relationship between physical evidence and promotion is particularly interlinked 

during the consumption and production of the service product (Booms and Bitner 1981). 

I t  is during this period that the physical evidence must conform with how the product 

has been promoted to potential customers. For example, a customer would expect to 

see evidence of an efficient modern workplace using technologically advanced 

equipment if promotional material advertised a "state of the art" service business. If 

this does not occur, customer expectations may be too high thus negatively affecting 

customer satisfaction levels (Clow et al. 1998; Gummesson 1995; Stell and Fisk 1982). 
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As the purchase of many service products requires the customer to be present, the 

customer interacts with the physical evidence of the service business, notably the 

employees, equipment and working environment. The literature on physical evidence is 

extensive with the majority of research reporting many potential sources of physical 

evidence (for example, Berry 1980; Clow and Vorhies 1993; Edgett and Parkinson 

1993; Flipo 1988; Greene et al. 1994; Gr6nroos 1980; Grove and Fisk 1992; Grove, 

Fisk and Bitner 1992; Kotler and Levy 1969; Laroche et al. 2003; McDonald, de 

Chernatony and Harris 2001; Murray and Schlacter 1990; Shostack 1977, 1987; 

Zeithaml et al. 1985). The majority of sources of physical evidence are often repeated 

in many of the above studies. The sources include the internal and external tangible 

aspects of the service business such as architecture, decoration and furniture; the colours 

and brightness of the service business; equipment used to deliver the service including 

machinery and transportation; signage; promotional materials such as brochures; the 

display of awards or employee qualifications; documentation including correspondence, 

invoices and business cards; other supplementary goods facilitating service delivery 

such as tickets and toiletries; other customers in the service system; and, as mentioned 

earlier, the service personnel. 

According to Shostack (1977) and others (for example, Booms and Bitner 1982; Levitt 

1981), physical evidence is analogous to the packaging of tangible products as it 

facilitates delivery of the service. Other research discusses physical evidence as being 

scenery and props within a theatrical metaphor (as in Grove and Fisk 1992; Grove et al. 

1992). According to Reddy, Buskirk and Kaicker (1993), the assortment of sources of 

physical evidence can significantly influence customer and employee behaviour as well 

as deciding the success or failure of marketing strategies of service business. The extent 
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of physical evidence was alluded to over 30 years ago by Kotler and Levy's (1969: 13) 

claim that 'everything about an organization talks'. 

Besides being an integral component of the service product, physical evidence is also 

noted for its role in facilitating the service process and delivery of the service product. 

This includes for instance, the environment or "servicescape" (Bitner 1992; Hoffman, 

Kelley and Chung 2003) of the service business and its relation to enhancing the service 

encounter and affecting the productivity of service personnel. This includes the tangible 

environment in relation to temperature, lighting and office layout that can encourage 

different behaviours. The services cape is reported as having a direct influence on 

customer behaviour, where for example, retailers have increased music tempo and 

found higher customer expenditure (Aubert-Gamet and Cova 1999; Bruner 1990; 

Herrington and Capella 1994, 1996; Hightower et al. 2002; Hoffman et al. 2003). A 

point made by Bitner (1992) is that both customers and employees respond to the 

services cape holistically, and therefore all aspects of the service business should be 

managed. 

It has been recommended for almost three decades that the sources of physical evidence 

be managed consistently as a matter of high priority (Berry 1980; Grove and Fisk 1992; 

Shostack 1977; Stell and Fisk 1986; Zeithaml et al. 1985). This imperative is related to 

the fundamental characteristics of services. That is, because of the problems created by 

intangibility and experience and credence qualities, sources of physical evidence are 

able to provide tangible clues to the quality of the service product. This provides 

tangible reassurance to the customer and assists customer evaluation thus influencing 

their preferences towards given services (Aubert-Gamet and Cova 1999; Berry 1980; 

Clow and Vorhies 1993; Edgett and Parkinson 1993; Flipo 1988; Grtinroos 1980; Grove 
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et al. 1992; Hartman and Lindgren 1993; Hightower et al. 2002; Laroche et al. 2003; 

Levitt 1981; Murray 1991 ;  Murray and Schlacter 1990; Shostack 1977; Stell and Fisk 

1986; Zeithaml 1981). 

The role of physical evidence in some service businesses may be so important that i n  

addition t o  the price of the service product, it may be the only clue t o  s ervice quality 

available to the customer (Berry 1980; Clow and Vorhies 1993; Frambach et al. 1998; 

Hightower et al. 2002; Zeithaml 1981, 1988). Thus, manipulation of the various 

sources of physical evidence in an integrated manner allows the conveyance of a 

consistent message or image for the service business (Berry 1980). Based on 

customers' overall impressions of the service encounter, marketing communication 

and/or physical evidence, customers may form an image of the service business 

regardless of whether an image is cultivated (Clow and Vorhies 1993; Greene et al. 

1994; Kotler and Levy 1969; Zeit ham I et al. 1985). 

Image can be thought of as referring to the professional reputation of the service 

business (Flipo 1988; Stell and Fisk 1986). In Bharadwaj and Menon's (1993) 

investigation of the determinants of success in service businesses, they suggest the 

creation of an appropriate image is a key strategy because it can increase market share 

and reduce business risk. This can be achieved because image reduces uncertainty for 

customers and helps their decisionmaking process. Image is also recognised as a source 

of competitive advantage because it is difficult for others to imitate (Abratt and 

Mofokeng 2001 ;  O'Farrell et al. 1993). Gr6nroos' (1990) conceptualisation of 

managing the sJ'!rvice product includes using communication to form and enhance 

image. Stell and Fisk (1986) hypothesise that if a customer's image of a particular 

service busin.ess is vague, he/she may rely on word-of -mouth communication when 
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selecting services. Image then, along with physical evidence may b e  a useful strategy 

for positioning a service business in customers' mindsets (Abratt and Mofokeng 2001 ;  

Edgett and Parkinson 1993; Grove and Fisk 1992; Grove et  al. 1992; McDonald et  al. 

2001; Shostack 1987; Stell and Fisk 1986). 

5.3.7 \Employee and cusftomell' strra�e9Jies forr serrvice 

businesses 

Given the level of face-to-face interaction undertaken in service businesses, one of the 

most important strategies in services marketing relates to effective management of the 

participants in the interaction - the customers and employees (Beckett-Camarata et al. 

1 998; Bove and Johnson 2001; Hightower et al. 2002; Rushton and Carson 1989; 

Webster and Sundaram 1998). Flipo (1986) explains that success in external markets, 

that is, with customers, is highly dependent on success with internal markets, that is, the 

employees. This dependence on people is typified by Berry, Conant and Parasuraman's 

(1991) suggestion that the primary role of marketing in service businesses is developing 

customer contact employees into becoming marketers. 

Employees are described as being a source of competitive advantage in service 

businesses due to their ability to customise the service delivery and increase the 

relationship between the customer and organisation (Bharadwaj et al. 1993; Bienstock, 

DeMo ran ville and Smith 2003; Keltner and Finegold 1996). Conversely, they are also a 

major cause of heterogeneity within the service delivery because their performance can 

fluctuate not only from day to day, but also hour to hour, thus the imperative for 

developing effective HRM strategies. The role of customers can also be approached 

strategically. Through contact with employees and the service delivery process, 

customers can be encouraged to become unpaid part-time employees that contribute to 
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creating operations that are more efficient as well as increasing their satisfaction levels. 

This section is divided into two sub-sections, the first focusing on employee strategies 

and the second on customer strategies during the service encounter. 

5.3.7. 1 Employee-focused strategies 

Employees have a pivotal role in delivering the service and interacting with customers, 

and as such, have a greater influence during service encounters on defining the nature of 

the encounter when compared to manufacturing organisations (Bienstock et al. 2003; 

Dubinsky 1994; Edgett and Parkinson 1993; Flipo 1 986, 1988; Greene et al. 1994; 

Granroes 1989; McDonald et al. 2001; Pitt and Foreman 1999; Shostack 1987; 

Solomon, Surprenant, Czepiel and Gutman 1985). This means that not only should the 

service be provided at the right time to the right place at the right price, but also in the 

right way to recognise the often necessary interaction between customer and employees 

(Berry et al. 1991). Employees who are customer contact personnel are able to better 

identify customer needs because they are not only physically close but may also become 

psychologically close to the customer (Schneider and Bowen 1984). Thus, employees 

may become a means of gaining additional, and often free, research on customers. Yet 

it is common for the most recently employed, least qualified and lowest paid employee 

in a service business to be the person who has the most contact with the customer; take 

for example check-out operators in supermarkets. 

Employees perform many roles during the service encounter, for example, they provide 

clues to the quality of the selVice, offset the intangibility of the service product, and 

provide information about the service product to the customer (Abratt and Mofokeng 

2001; Bateson 1995; Clow and Vorhies 1993; Rafaeli 1993; Sasser et al. 1978; Shostack 

1977; Sparks and McColl·Kennedy 2001; Stell and Fisk 1986; Wilson 2001; Zeithaml 
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1981, 1988). Employees also use knowledge of role behaviours and scripts to guide 

customers through the service encounter (Solomon et al. 1985) during which they may 

alleviate customer apprehension and perceived risk, be a major contributor to customer 

satisfaction, and contribute to perceptions of service quality (Bitner, Booms and 

Tetreault 1990; Flipo 1988; Parker and Ward 2000; Schneider and Bowen 1993; 

Tansuhaj, Randall and McCullough 1988). As a result of the nature of the service 

encounter, employees are a very visible source of physical evidence and inevitably 

become a tangible representation of the service business (Adams and Colebourne 1989; 

Bateson 1995; Booms and Bitner 1981; Knisely 1979; Levitt 1981; Lovelock 1981; 

Rafaeli 1993; Sasser et al. 1978; Shostack 1977; Stell and Fisk 1986; Zeithaml and 

Bitner 2003). In addition, employees are often recognised by customers as being an' 

integral part of the service product and the greater the employee/customer interaction, 

the more likely the customer views the employee as being the service product (Zeithaml 

and Bitner 2003). 

In being a source of physical evidence, studies have affirmed the importance of the 

physical appearance of service personnel, the use of uniforms, and the conduct of 

service personnel in contributing to customer satisfaction (Berry 1980; Clow and 

Vorhies 1993; Edgett and Parkinson 1993; Grove and Fisk 1992; Grove et aL 1992; 

Hoffman et al. 2003; Knisely 1979; Lovelock 1981; McDonald et aL 2001 ;  Rafaeli 

1993; Webster and Sundaram 1998; Zeithaml et al. 1985). A study investigating the 

role of employee attire in a service business, suggests that employees wearing 

appropriate attire can assist in establishing rapport and status with customers enabling 

more effective service encounters (Rafaeli, Dutton, Harquail and Mackie-Lewis 1997). 

The study also found that a dress code or uniform reduced physical and emotional job 

stress for employees. In addition, Edgett and Parkinson (1993) explain that the use of 
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uniforms can prompt a customer to associate this tangible clue with the intangible 

service product. 

It is not only employees in direct contact with customers who can influence the service 

encounter. Besides these customer contact personnel, or front-stage employees (Grove 

and Fisk 1992; Grove et al. 1992) there are many employees who work back-stage. 

These employees, in nominally operational activities, can still directly or indirectly 

affect the nature of the service product and customer satisfaction. This suggests then, 

that service employees may essentially become part-time marketers for the service 

business and although not formally part of the marketing function, may by default be 

undertaking marketing activities (Bradley 1995a; Doyle 1995; Drucker 1974; Gronroos 

1989; McKenna 1991; Solomon et al. 1985; Trustrum 1989; Webster 1988, 1992). 

Appreciating that all employees in service businesses have the potential of interacting 

with customers and influencing customer satisfaction places greater awareness on the 

type of person to be recruited. This also means there is merit in all employees in service 

businesses having at least fundamental training in marketing. 

A number of researchers highlight the necessity of effective HRM strategies in service 

organisations in terms of attracting, developing and retaining service-oriented 

employees (Berry 1995; Bitner et al. 1990; Conduit and Mavondo 2001; Edgett and 

Parkinson 1993; Fifield 1992; Grove et al. 1992; Jackson and Schuler 1992; McDonald 

et al. 2001;  Pitt and Foreman 1999; Schlesinger and Heskett 1991; Schneider 1980; 

Schneider and Bowen 1993; Tansuhaj et al. 1988; Varey 1995). Attracting employees 

with a suitable personality has gained support in the literature (Schneider and Bowen 

1995) because as Grove et al. (1992)- suggests, not everyone is suited to be a customer 

contact employee. Although greater scope for research in this area exists (Hurley 
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1998), characteristics such as being able to cope with high stress, being sociable, 

agreeable, and having a service disposition are cited as being valuable when recruiting 

new employees (Gummesson 1995; Hurley 1998; Roberts, Lapidus and Chonko 1997). 

As not all employees may have been initially selected with a service disposition, this 

makes marketing training and education for these employees more of an imperative. 

Training of customer contact employees in basic marketing concepts and their role in 

the marketing of the service business is recognised as being vital and essential for 

success (Bienstock et al. 2003; Booms and Bitner 1981; Bradley 1995b; Conduit and 

Mavondo 2001; Swanson and Kelley 2001). Also recommended is training in 

communication skills, motivation, appropriate behaviour, appearance, and being 

customer conscious (Gr6nroos 1981). Besides being functionally competent in relation 

to how employees perform their duties, Gr6nroos (1983) recommends they be 

technically competent in terms of being knowledgeable of the service product and 

delivery process as it yields many positive results (Berry 1980; Flipo 1986, 1988; 

George and Berry 1981; Gr6nroos 1980; Murray 1991; Pitt and Foreman 1999; 

Shostack 1977; Zeithaml et al. 1985, 1993). Additionally, customer contact employees 

should be provided with training to assist understanding of not only their own role but 

also the role of the customer in the service encounter (Jackson and Schuler 1992; 

Solomon et al. 1985). For example, Murray (1991) explains that employees could be 

trained to identify and provide additional information to first-time customers who may 

not understand the role of participants in the service encounter. 

When interacting with customers, employees may need to make decisions that impact 

on the customers' levels of satisfaction. A challenge for employees is in understanding 

what they are empowered to approve when dealing with customers. Empowerment is 
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discussed extensively in the literature as being a necessary strategy for service 

businesses (for example, Argyris 1998; Beckett-Camarata 1998 et al. 1998; Birch and 

Perry 1997; Bowen and Lawler 1992, 1995) and providing a potential source of 

sustainable competitive advantage (Bharadwaj et al. 1993). Empowerment provides 

employees with more responsibility, authority and control over the service encounter 

where they can use initiative and creativity to increase customer satisfaction (Evans and 

Laskin 1994; Maxham 2001). The importance of empowerment in service 

organisations is summed up by Argyris (1998: 98) who states that 'no vision, no 

strategy can be achieved without able and empowered employees' .  A further benefit of 

empowerment is in increasing both employee and customer satisfaction, which has a 

positive relationship with both employee and customer retention (Birch and Perry 1997; 

Schlesinger and Heskett 1991). Empowerment by itself however, is insufficient. It is 

not enough to empower service personnel unless the core service is improved, the 

tangibles enhanced, and advanced technology utilised (Argyris 1998; Bitner 1995; 

Bowen and Lawler 1995). 

Much of the discussion in this section has focused on the relationship between the 

service business and customers via the employees. The other key relationship is 

between the service business and employees, which is undertaken by internal marketing. 

Strategically managing internal marketing is often described as being necessary for 

effective services marketing because of its direct relationship with external marketing 

strategy (Beckett-Camarata et al. 1998; Berry and Parasuraman 1991; Bradley 1995b; 

Cahill 1995; Conduit and Mavondo 2001; De Burca 1995; Griinroos 1990; Greene et al. 

1994; Grove, Fisk and Bitner 1992; Hult et al. 2001; McLeod, Iverson and Buttigeg 

1994; Varey 1995). In Tansuhaj et al. ' s  (1988) study of the linkages between internal 

and external marketing activities, they discuss recruitment, training, motivation, 
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communication and retention as being the internal marketing program, whereas others, 

as raised earlier, refer to these as being HRM strategies. Internal marketing applies 

marketing concepts to employees who are viewed as being internal customers whose 

jobs are equated to being an internal product (Beckett-Camarata et at. 1998; Berry 1981 ;  

Berry and Parasuraman 1991; Bitner 1995; Conduit and Mavondo 2001 ;  Fisk et at. 

1995; Flipo 1986; Gronroos 1981; Lewis 1995; Pitt and Foreman 1999; Tansuhaj et at. 

1988), although this has been criticised as being too simplistic by others (Brownlie and 

Saren 1992; Cahill 1995; Varey 1995). Schneider and Bowen (1984) recommend that 

not only are employees internal customers, but that they should be treated as if they are 

highly valued customers. 

Internal marketing strategies have found to provide many benefits. These essentially 

can be divided into two categories. The first is in improving internal environment 

outcomes such as increasing job satisfaction, reducing employee turnover, and 

developing an emotional attachment to the service business by creating enthusiasm, 

consistent behaviour and commitment to the general marketing strategy and customers 

(Berry 1995; Flipo 1986; McLeod et at. 1994; Rafiq and Ahmed 2000; Sheth and 

Sisodia 2002; Tansuhaj et at. 1988). Success in the internal market is often attributed to 

enabling external marketing success because of the ensuing employee commitment to a 

market orientation in the external environment (Berry 1980; Berry and Parasuraman 

1991; Booms and Bitner 1981;  Flipo 1986; Gronroos 1981 ;  Grove and Fisk 1992; 

Grove et al. 1992; Lewis 1995; Rapert, Velliquette and Garretson 2002). 

The second category of benefits relates to creating positive outcomes with the external 

environment via successful service encounters with customers (Greene et al. 1994). To 

gain the benefits in both internal and external environments requires effective 
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communication between management and employees. Tansuhaj et aI. (1988) advocate 

communicating via employee surveys such as attitude or corporate culture surveys, 

providing feedback to employees, and having regular meetings with employees. 

Tansuhaj et al. (1988) also recommend using mass communication to employees such 

as in-house newsletters, brochures, videos, and other information about the service 

business products and marketing to enhance communication with employees. Other 

external benefits of internal marketing have been found to include assisting in 

controlling employee heterogeneity (Edgett and Parkinson 1993; Flipo 1986), 

increasing customer loyalty, providing superior customer service (Greene et al. 1994), 

and is a means of empowering employees (De Burca 1995). Essentially, as explained 

by Doyle (1995), unless there is a commitment to looking after employees, they will not 

look after customers. Thus, a common maxim used in internal marketing research is 

that satisfied employees means satisfied customers (Berry 1980; Conduit and Mavondo 

2001; Doyle 1995; Fisk et al. 1995; Flipo 1986; Greene et al. 1994; Gronroos 1981; 

Lewis 1995; Michelson 1998; Rafiq and Ahmed 2000; Schneider 1980). 

5.3.7.2 Customer-focused strategies 

Depending upon the level of customer contact, customers have a fundamental role in the 

production and consumption phase of the service encounter (Bateson 1985). Customers 

may have an active or passive role during the service encounter. It is these role 

behaviours that should be communicated clearly to customers to assist in increasing 

efficiency and greater customer satisfaction (Riddle 1990). This is not always well 

understood and service businesses may not fully appreciate the potential impact of role 

management techniques for customers (Westwood and Joseph 1997). How customers 

can be managed more effectively is dependent upon the degree of contact the customer 

has during the service encounter. The greater the contact, the more necessary customer 
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management strategies become as the service offering is more difficult to control and 

standardise (Chase 1978). This has resulted in high contact service businesses utilising 

technology to reduce the heterogeneity but risking depersonalisation of service delivery. 

As Regan (1963: 61) put it four decades ago, this 'dehumanisation of services' is an 

attempt to standardise services, but the resulting efficiencies come at the expense of 

personalisation that can affect customer loyalty (Langeard et aI. 1981; Rathmell 1966). 

The challenge then for service businesses is in maintaining personalisation and 

customisation, yet utilising technology to lower costs and increasing productivity via 

standardisation to reduce heterogeneity. 

In many service businesses, customers play an important role as unpaid part-time 

employees that take an active role during the service encounter (Bateson 1985; Hope 

and Miihlemann 1997; Larsson and Bowen 1989; Manolis, Meamber, Winsor and 

Brooks 2001; Pieters and Botschen 1999; Rafaeli 1 993; Riddle 1990; Schneider and 

Bowen 1984). Using customers as unpaid part-time employees allows the service 

business to take advantage of the customers' labour and even motivation. Thinking of 

customers in this way is recommended by Schneider and Bowen (1984) when 

developing new service delivery designs because a partnership can be created between 

employees, customers, and management in the service relationship. Further, customer 

satisfaction has been found to increase because customers perceive they have greater 

control during service delivery giving them more realistic expectations and ownership 

in the service outcomes (Bateson 1995; Caruana, Pitt and Berthon 1999; Fryar 1991; 

Westwood and Joseph 1997). To encourage customer participation, service businesses 

can firstly use customer education via promotional efforts to provide them with clues to 

the service process and secondly, provide employees with a script that assists them in 

coordinating customers (Larsson and Bowen 1989). 
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Service design and delivery refers to the operational component of a service business, 

which Fifield (1992) argues should be driven by the marketing objectives including 

segmentation and positioning strategies. This then ensures the service design and 

delivery conforms to targeted customers' requirements. The design of the service 

process is cited as being a key to successful service management (Gummesson 1994). It 

is during the service process that customers arrive, await delivery, often within a 

queuing system, before services are often produced and consumed simultaneously 

(Koschnick 1995). Although customers expect to share the service facility with other 

customers, each customer still hopes for some individual recognition and special 

treatment during the delivery. The challenge then is in determining how to deliver the 

service with a level of personalis at ion efficiently and effectively to satisfy customer 

requirements. 

Service blueprinting is a management tool used to design and manage the delivery of a 

service as well as provide a systematic approach to identify inefficiencies in service 

production (Kingman-Brundage 1995; Berry, Parasuraman and Zeithaml 1994; Larsson 

and Bowen 1989). A common means of service blueprinting is separating the service 

business into a frontline zone, which interacts with customers, and a backstage zone that 

provides support functions. These zones are often divided by a "line of visibility" in 

relation to what the customer sees of the service process, against that which is hidden. 

Developing a service blueprint requires an integrated understanding of the role of 

customers, employees, the physical evidence, technology, and how the service is 

produced and then consumed by the customer (Gum mess on 1994). The benefit of 
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developing a service blueprint is that potential failure points, such as bottle-necks, can 

be identified. Although blueprinting is the most publicised method of service design 

(Gummesson 1994), it is criticised by  Baum (1990) as being used for short-term gains 

rather than used strategically. Instead of implementing blueprinting to address isolated 

incidents such as uncovering customer complaints, Baum (1990) suggests it be used 

more effectively to constantly monitor inefficient practices in the delivery of the service 

product to enable greater customer satisfaction. 

To be effective, the service design must consider the role of employees and level of 

empowerment because discretion is required within the system when dealing with 

customers (Gummesson 1995). Other considerations are the use of technology, the 

level of customer contact and customer involvement, and amount of service product 

customisation (Chase 1978; Shostack 1987). The greater the contact with customers, 

the more heterogeneity is introduced and less opportunity to gain effectiveness from 

standardisation. 

In high contact service businesses in particular, managing supply and demand is a major 

issue because, for example, customers may be in the service business waiting to be 

served (Chase 1978). A major reason why it is difficult to synchronise supply and 

demand is due to the perishability of the service product. A number of strategies are 

recommended by the literature for coping with fluctuating demand during peak demand 

periods. For example, strategies during times of high demand include hiring casual 

employees, asking employees to work overtime, training employees so they are multi

skilled, substituting technology for employee job tasks, pre-selling services, and making 

use of customers as partial employees (Berry 1980; Edgett and Parkinson 1993; Lee and 

Ng 2001; Lovelock 1981; Shemwell and Cronin 1994; Zeithaml et al. 1985). In 
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attempts to level out demand, the researchers also recommend the use of differential 

pricing by implementing peak and off-peak pricing to encourage non-peak demand, 

using more promotion to attract greater customer usage, developing reservation 

systems, and bundling services together for greater sales. Strategies for service 

businesses with excess capacity include increasing promotional efforts and other means 

of service differentiation (as discussed in earlier sections). In addition, service 

businesses not physically bound to the location where the customer enters the business 

may also be able to extend their service delivery. These service businesses may be able 

to deliver the service at the customer's location, at a third-party site, or in a non

personal interactive form such as via the internet (Gummesson 1995; Segal-Horn 1989). 

5.3.9 CRM strategies fer service businesses 

Berry (1995) suggests that service businesses can increase market share in three ways: 

attracting new customers; doing more business with existing customers; and reducing 

customer defections to competitors. According to Berry, the focus of marketing until 

recently was on acquiring new customers. He claims that securing customer loyalty 

'was not a top priority of most businesses nor a research interest of marketing 

academics' (p. 236). Since then, a number of strategies have developed on how to 

retain customers by managing the relationship between the service business and 

customers. The strategies include customer satisfaction, relationship marketing, 

customer retention, service recovery, and complaint management. These strategies, as 

discussed in the following sections, are now collectively known as CRM. 

5.3.9. 1 Customer satisfaction 

Three decades ago, Drucker (1974: 79) stated that satisfying customers is the mission 

and purpose of every company. Yet over 20 years later, researchers such as Doyle 
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(1995: 37) and others (including Athanassopoulos et a1. 2001; Babin and Griffin 1998; 

Brady and Robertson 2001; Homburg and Rudolph 2001; Sparks and McColl-Kennedy 

2001;  Szymanski and Henard 2001;  Webster and Sundaram 1998) were still arguing 

that customer satisfaction should be the 'major criterion for judging the success of the 

firm's processes and for evaluating and rewarding personnel at all levels'. Customer 

satisfaction occurs as a result of "moments of truth" (Carlzon 1987), which are the 

moments during encounters that determine if a business will succeed or fail in the 

customer's eyes. Doyle (1995) explains that customers determine their levels of 

satisfaction by comparing what they expected to receive with what they actually 

received, which is then compared with what they could have obtained from a 

competitor. Thus, customers may complete a service encounter with either a positive or 

negative level of customer satisfaction. 

According to Bateson (1995), the accumulation of customer satisfaction (positive or 

negative) from each service encounter with a particular service business over time 

results in a perception by the customer of service quality, which is an overall assessment 

of the quality of the interactive service performance. Service quality is attained by 

reducing the difference between the expectations and perceptions of customers' actual 

service experiences (Berry et a1. 1994; Caruana, Money and Berthon 2000; Clow et a1. 

1998; Hightower et a1. 2002; Parasuraman 1995; Parasuraman, Zeithaml and Berry 

1985, 1988; Verma and Thompson 1999; Zeithaml et a1. 1993). Customer satisfaction 

differs from service quality in that the former is a short-term measure based on the 

customer's evaluation of the outcome of a single encounter, whereas service quality is 

an attitude pertaining to the customer's global evaluation formed from a series of 

service encounters (Bigne et a1. 2000; Brady and Robertson 2001; Hoffman and Bateson 

2002; Maxham 2001; Parasuraman et a1. 1985; Sureshchandar, Rajendran and 
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Anantharaman). This means that both customer satisfaction and service quality are 

determined by the customer, not management (Keegan, Moriarity and Duncan 1995). 

In addition, as Brady and Robertson (2001:35) explain, both these concepts are the 

'cornerstones to effective services management'. 

Due to the characteristics of services, customers look for signs of service quality to 

reduce prepurchase uncertainty and enable customer satisfaction. These include, as 

discussed in previous sections, the condition of employee uniforms, the state of the 

service business and equipment, word,of'mouth communication from other customers, 

marketing communication materials, and the price of the services. Promotional material 

from the organisation can also raise or lower customer expectations, thereby influencing 

service quality. Throughout the service delivery as previously discussed, customers 

also judge employees on technical and functional quality (Gronroos 1983). 

To establish if customers believe they are using a quality service that provides them 

with the required level of satisfaction, service businesses can conduct market research, 

for example, via surveys and focus groups with customers, using mystery shoppers to 

assess the quality of the service encounter, or rely on the input from frontline employees 

who have interacted with customers. According to Doyle (1995), conducting market 

research for this reason should be undertaken systematically on a regular basis to gain 

an understanding of how customers rate the service business over a period of time. 

Instruments and measures of service quality have been developed and tested by many 

researchers, but notably by the trio of Zeithaml, Parasuraman and Berry (such as Berry 

et al. 1994; Para sura man 1995; Parasuraman et al. 1985, 1988; Zeithaml et al. 1993). 

These researchers developed the SERVQUAL questionnaire that measures customer 

perceptions of service quality on five dimensions , the tangible elements of the service 
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business, reliability, responsiveness, assurance, and empathy. Reliability is considered 

the core of service quality, and simply means ' getting it right the first time' (Berry et al. 

1994: 44). This avoids customer dissatisfaction and the costs of correcting the service 

delivery error (Cornish 1990). Besides assisting customers during their purchase, 

service quality is recognised as a key success for service businesses (Dahringer 1991) 

where the key objective is building customer loyalty (Berry 1995). 

5.3.9.2 Relationship marketing 

Relationship marketing is a relatively new application of marketing. It was not until the 

early 1990s that relationship marketing was acclaimed as being a paradigm shift from 

the traditional transactional marketing approach where the focus was on creating the 

single transaction (Doyle 1995; Webster 1992). Berry (1983: 25) appears to be one of 

the first services marketing researchers to refer to relationship marketing, defining it as 

'attracting, maintaining and enhancing customer relationships' .  Relationship marketing 

emphasises the development and maintenance of a long-term profitable relationship 

where both the service business and the customer see each other as interactive partners 

(Gummesson 1994). According to Berry (1995), the greater interest in relationship 

marketing occurred due to three major influencers: the maturing of research on services 

marketing, a recognition of its potential benefits to the service business and customer, 

and the advances in technology that assist in delivering and customising the relationship 

as well as reducing costs. 

Berry (1995) also argues that various relationship marketing strategies with customers 

are possible. He suggests there being three levels of relationships. At the first level, 

pricing incentives are used to retain the relationship, whereas at the second level social 

bonds create a personalised and customised service. At the third level of relationship 
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marketing, rather than using financial and social bonds, the focus is on designing a 

service delivery system that binds the customer structurally to the service business, for 

example, by using customised software. However, using a relationship marketing 

strategy may not be suitable for all customers, for example, some customers may only 

be interested in undertaking a single transaction or the relationship may require too 

much time and effort meaning it is not profitable. 

Each encounter with a customer represents an opportunity for the service business to 

build trust, reduce perceived risk, and establish customer loyalty (Bitner 1995; Bove 

and Johnson 2001; Evans and Laskin 1994; Priluck 2003; Solomon et at. 1985). 

Building successful relationships can also improve customer retention rates, which 

further reduces costs (as discussed in Section 5.3.9.2). With findings that report 68 per 

cent of customers change organisations because they feel they were treated 

indifferently, that one happy customer tells five others, and one unhappy customer tells 

another ten; the reasons for developing a relationship with customers become more 

apparent (Hall and Haslam 1992; Maxham 2001). The service provider's relationship 

with the customer is recognised by Kostecki (1994b: 211) as being 'of strategic 

importance for business performance' and further explains that the strategies of service 

businesses will increasingly be built on the customer relationship. 

5.3.9.3 Customer retention and service recovery 

The strategy of customer retention is based on the premise that existing customers are 

more profitable than new customers, and thus, attempts should be made to reduce any 

potential loss of this investment (Bateson 1995; Bove and Johnson 2001; Joshi and 

Arnold 1998; Sheth and Sisodia 2002; Swanson and Kelley 2001; Webster and 

Sundaram 1998). A study by Reichheld and Sasser (1990), for example, demonstrated 
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that profits increase significantly when the rate of customer retention increases. More 

specifically, they found increasing customer retention by five per cent could improve 

profits by 25 to 85 per Cent. Higher profitability is possible because the costs of 

maintaining current customers are typically lower than acquiring new customers. The 

reason for this is that transactions become more efficient because current customers 

become familiar with the service delivery process (Reichheld and Sasser 1990). Current 

customers also tend to generate valuable referrals for the service business as the 

relationship continues and their lifetime value is higher due to the higher number of 

purchases made (Evans and Laskin 1994). According to DeSouza (1992), the starting 

point for customer retention is to begin measuring the rate of customer retention to 

enable it to be managed. 

In practice, due mainly to the characteristic of heterogeneity, service businesses will 

inevitably make some mistakes or provide less than acceptable customer service. 

Recovering from these service failures, as part of a customer retention strategy, is 

recommended by Bateson (1995) as an important strategy for service businesses. 

Interestingly, customers of service businesses may choose not to defect due to the same 

characteristic of heterogeneity as well as intangibility. These characteristics may instil a 

sense of perceived risk due to the difficulty in evaluating a new service business. In 

other words, for some services there may be high switching costs. As Berry (1995: 237) 

explains, heterogeneity may then encourage customer loyalty. Being able to establish a 

relationship with a service business that has developed an understanding of the 

customers' needs, as in Berry' s (1995) second level of relationship marketing, also 

assists in increasing retention rates. 
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Fixing an error in service delivery with minimum delay and fuss, can however, turn a 

dissatisfied customer into a satisfied, even loyal customer, therefore the steps to service 

recovery should be exploited to the full (Berry and Parasuraman 1991; Bowen and 

Lawler 1992; Brown 1997; Caruana 1995; Hart, Heskett and Sasser 1990; Maxham 

2001 ;  Priluck 2003; Sparks and McColl-Kennedy 2001;  Swanson and Kelley 2001 ;  

Webster and Sundaram 1998). As Hart et al. (1990) observe, a recovery from poor 

service delivery can convert even angry, frustrated customers into loyal customerS. 

Customers that have a social bond to the service business also tend to be tolerant of 

service failure, treating the dissatisfactory service as an exception (Berry 1995). 

However, the opportunity for service recovery is sometimes missed because employees 

are not empowered, or have insufficient training, to address the error in a timely and 

appropriate manner (Riddle 1990). Berry (1995) also recommends that efforts be made 

to retain valuable employees because they are more likely to have developed 

relationships with customers as well as having a more complete knowledge of the 

business. He adds that employee retention has a positive impact on customer retention. 

Service guarantees, as discussed in the section on pricing strategies, are another means 

of offsetting the difficulties of service recovery. Besides the benefits of reducing 

perceived risk and uncertainty, dissatisfied customers may invoke the guarantee and 

receive the applicable compensation (Firnstahl 1989; Groth 1995b; Guseman 1981). 

Although this may represent a potential cost to service businesses another benefit is that 

service guarantees may increase customer loyalty. Berry (1995: 243) suggests that 

service guarantees can 'symbolize a company's commitment to fair play with customers 

and facilitate competitive differentiation'. 
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5.3.9.4 Complaint management 

A challenge facing service businesses is that 96 per cent of unhappy customers do not 

complain to the company, but prefer to discuss their complaint with about ten other 

potential customers (Hall and Haslam 1992). A service business that receives customer 

complaints can be considered fortunate because they have an opportunity to address the 

problem, solve it, and retain the customer. Essentially a customer who bothers to 

complain is indicating to the service business that he/she wishes to remain a customer 

and is willing to give it a second chance (Collis 1999; Lovelock et al. 2001). Therefore, 

not only should service businesses make it easy to complain (Firnstahl 1989), they 

should encourage complaints by providing toll free telephone numbers and customer 

feedback surveys with reply paid envelopes (Berry et al. 1994; Collis 1999). This 

includes empowering employees to address the complaints. 

Gilly, Stevenson and Yale (1991) and Lovelock et al. (2001) explain that a challenge 

with managing complaints is that employees (and subsequently their supervisors) may 

be reluctant to report customer complaints because they see it as threatening or 

undermining their ability. Instead of viewing complaints as a threat, Lovelock et al. 

(2001) recommends encouraging employees to view complaints as feedback and an 

opportunity to retain a potentially lost customer. The argument is that if the service 

business is alerted to dissatisfaction, steps can be put in place to resolve the issues that 

potentially may cause customers to leave. In other words, a complaint management 

system and policies are useful means of enhancing service recovery. According to 

Zeithaml (1981), customers of service business may complain less frequently about 

service failures because they attribute some dissatisfaction to error on their part during 

the service encounter. Further, as Lovelock et al. (2001) explain, customers may be less 

likely to complain because of the perception they are in a position of less power or 
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because of social norms, as in, for example com plaining about the level of service from 

a medical practitioner. 

5.4 SUMMARY" 

In this chapter, a number of marketing strategies widely recommended in the literature 

as being relevant to creating successful service businesses were reviewed. It was 

explained that a service business requires a market orientation to keep focused on its 

customers and competitors. The vital role of market research was also discussed to 

ensure accurate and timely details on customers, competitors, and the environment are 

gained to assist in directing marketing efforts. The expanded marketing mix was 

introduced as being a useful checklist for service marketers that consisted of seven 

major strategic variables that together should form a cohesive and integrated approach 

to satisfying the target market. Further, this chapter offers a number of marketing 

activities and strategies a service business could consider implementing to achieve 

growth and retention of customers, which was reinforced by the discussion on CRM. 

A service ethos is increasingly becoming accepted as a means of enhancing current 

competitiveness. It is suggested that this shift to "servitization" (Vandermerwe and 

Rada 1989) will become pervasive as the future corporate survival of all forms of 

enterprises will depend on the adoption of a service ethos (Adams and Colebourne 

1989; Beckett-Camarata et aL 1998; Carlzon 1987; Gummesson 1994, 2002; Jarratt and 

Fayed 2001; Kostecki 1994a; Quinn, Doorley and Pacquette 1990; Schneider 1994; 

Vandermerwe 1993; Varey 1995). The role of marketing in service businesses will 

become more important as competition continues to increase in many service industries 
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(Akimova 2000; Beckett-Camarata et al. 1998; Doyle 1995; Subramanian and 

Gopalakrishna 2001). 

Whereas this chapter discussed the marketing of service businesses in general, the 

following chapter focuses discussion of services marketing on seaports. The extant 

literature on seaport marketing is therefore reviewed with comparisons made to the 

major issues found in the current chapter. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

SEAPORT MARKETING 
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6.1 INTRODUCTION 

Marketing within seaports is a relatively new functional strategy. In a formal sense, 

marketing has only been apparent within some seaports since the 1980s (Somers and de 

Wilde 1997). Prior to this there appears to be limited evidence that marketing was 

being used formally or strategically. More recently there has been a growing number of 

calls for marketing to play a greater role in managing seaports (for example, Bernama 

2001; Lobo and Jain 2001). However, as reflected in SRQ1, the question remains as to 

whether seaports are actually formulating and implementing marketing activities and 

strategies. The extant literature is therefore reviewed, although in contrast to Chapter 

Four that discussed the level of academic interest in seaport marketing, this chapter 

examines specific marketing activities and strategies undertaken by seaports which are 

then compared these with recommendations from the services marketing literature 

reported in Chapter Five. 

6.2 SEAPORT MARKETING ACTIVITIES AND STRATEGIES 

The objectives of  a seaport' s  marketing efforts should detail the type of activities 

focused on by the seaport. Therefore prior to examining the marketing activities and 

strategies discussed by the seaport marketing literature it is useful to overview the 

marketing objectives of seaports, which are in turn, based on the business philosophy 

and strategic direction of the organisation. Throughout the literature however, there are 

only a few examples of seaport marketing objectives. Stuchtey (1978) provides an early 

example of broad seaport marketing objectives that include increasing growth rates, 

attracting contestable cargo, and seaport diversification by providing value adding 

services. Although these imply that marketing activities will be necessary to achieve 

the objectives, they are perhaps better placed as general seaport management objectives. 
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Objectives articulated by Misztal (1999: 51) are more directly marketing focused and 

are as follows: 

1. Designing particular seaport services within the port marketplace by 
adjusting them to the requirements and preferences of buyers, in other 
words the port users; 

2. Attempting to impact upon the seaport services market, i.e. by shaping 
the consumption (purchasing) of services through selecting an 
appropriate means of influencing buyers; and 

3. Carrying out an 'outlet' policy, i.e. managing the seaport services sales 
process within the market. 

These objectives imply that the marketing activities focus on satisfying the needs and 

wants of customers, segmenting and targeting marketing efforts, and understanding the 

customer. Similar objectives are also raised by the UNCTAD Secretariat (1992). Other 

marketing objectives suggest the seaport should 'create a service and pricing structure 

within in [sic 1 marginal area superior to those of competing ports' (Stuchtey 1991a: 

237). Although Somers and de Wilde (1997) provide a list of five objectives of seaport 

marketing these essentially relate to the stages involved in a strategic marketing process. 

As discussed in the following section, there are a number of examples in the literature 

where the strategic marketing process is being described when discussing strategic 

marketing issues, and where strategic marketing is being confused with the broader 

strategic management. 

6.2.1 Strategic seaport marketing 

Of the few seaport publications that explicitly discuss marketing strategy (Mester 1991; 

Misztal 1999; Somers and de Wilde 1997), there is  a tendency to focus more on the 

strategic marketing process, or a strategic management approach. For example, 

marketing strategy has been discussed with the focus being on the external environment 

via SWOT analyses; or on matrixes such as the General Electric strategic business 

planning grid or the BCG matrix; or on the planning, implementation and control 
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pro�ess rather than On the marketing aspects (see Branch 1998; Frankel 1987, Mester 

1991, Murphy 1991; Pieczek 2000; Somers and de Wilde 1997; UNCfAD Secretariat 

1992;). In other words, although the term "strategic marketing" is beiug used, the 

reality is that in some cases, strategic management is being discussed, or there is an 

over-reliance an the environmental scanning stage, or the process of strategy in 

marketing is being explained. There tends to be little, if any focus on the customer or 

the service being offered. For examp]e� a comparison of strategic marketin& as 

discussed in the above articles, with Ireba's (2001) comprebensive discussion on 

strategic management and the strategic planning process in seaports (which is based on 

the wider literature an strategic management) indicates many similarities and few 

differences. While it -is accepted that marketing. aJong with other functional areas are 

included in strategic management, they are separate processes involving different levels r

of consideration. It would appear that a number of publication� involving seaport 

strategic marketing are yet to appreciate the differences. 

As detailed in previous chapters, there are a number of potential benefits for seaports in 

adopting marketing. Due to heightened competition, becoming market-oriented and 

aggressive in both attracting and retaining customers may no longer be a choice for 

seaports. The level of research on the marketing of seaports differs substantially from 

that of research in marketing in other service industries. Many service industries have 

matured past defining marketing concepts and instead are testing models and 

conducting empirical research. Meanwhile research in seaport marketing is stilJ divided 

on whether physicaJ product marketing or services marketing concepts are applicabJe. 

This is surprising given the arguments presented in the services marketing literature 

duriug the 1980s (as highlighted iu Chapter Five) that resulted iu consensus on different 

marketing strategies being used for services than for the marketing of physical products. 
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Although the services marketing literature suggests a strategic framework other than the 

4P marketing mix be used for services industries, few papers on seaport marketing refer 

to strategies such as the expanded marketing mix. This is unusual when one considers 

that the majority of research recognises that seaports operate in the service industry and 

offer services to seaport users. Yet, a number of articles (Figwer 1999; Frankel 1987; 

Mester 1991; Murphy 1991; Pollock 1988) apply the traditional marketing mix to 

seaports rather than the expanded marketing mix that is appropriate for service 

businesses. Other writers (Bernard 1995; Schulten 1991; Somers and de Wilde 1997; 

Stuchtey 1978, 1991a) choose only to refer to the specific elements of product, 

promotion and price as well as market research when discussing marketing tools used in 

strategic seaport marketing. 1n another example, the UNCTAD Secretariat (1992) 

suggests that the main activities of seaport marketing are promotion, research and 

information (the latter two activities are now generally regarded as being market 

research). 

Branch's 1997 and 1998 texts are two of the few that discuss the elements of the 

expanded marketing mix for services marketing in relation to seaports. However, rather 

than referring to his discussions as the expanded marketing mix, he uses the term 

"international marketing mix". This misnomer is of concern considering Branch applies 

the HIPI characteristics to maritime transport and seaport operations, and in addition, 

explains that the traditional marketing mix applies to manufactured goods and 

commodities. Branch (1998) even contains a similar figure to that of Booms and Bitner 

(1981) listing the contents of each element of the generally accepted expanded 

marketing mix. 1n addition a major typographical error is made by Branch (1998) in his 

chapter that introduces the international marketing mix (that is, the expanded marketing 

mix) where the element price is not mentioned but the element of place is listed twice, 
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this is rectified in a subsequent chapter by listing the generally accepted seven elements. 

Misztal (1999) is another who reviews the characteristics of seaport services marketing 

(as in the HIP! characteristics discussed in Chapter Five). Besides not using seaport 

examples when referring to the characteristics, the remainder of his article entitled 

'Marketing management in seaports' does not discuss any of the generally accepted 

principles of services marketing (as also occurs in Frankel 1987). 

Both the HIP! characteristics and the expanded marketing mix are discussed by Pieczek 

(2000) when attempting to analyse the marketing strategies of two Polish seaports. Her 

empirical study uses 2 1  variables to describe the seven expanded marketing mix 

elements. A major finding is that all elements were supported at one seaport and two of 

the elements were not strongly supported (process and people) at the other seaport. 

Pieczek (2000: 241) suggests 'the [expanded] marketing mix can be regarded as the best 

measure for defining overall market strategy. It includes all the elements necessary to 

successfully market an organisation'. Of interest in a conference paper (Pieczek and 

Roe 2000) based on Pieczek's (2000) doctoral thesis is an error made in reporting that 

the elements of promotion (rather than process) and people requires more attention. 

Theory development in seaport marketing is likely to be haphazard if a fundamental 

baseline can not be established. This baseline must come as a result of a debate on 

applicable strategic marketing frameworks for seaports. As there is already widespread 

agreement that seaports are part of the service sector and their product is largely 

service-based, it appears appropriate that the baseline should begin with the acceptance 

of services marketing principles and initially the expanded marketing mix for 

conceptual and empirical testing. The debate should also discuss the relevance and 

appropriateness of services marketing to seaports as a means of investigating whether 
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seaports require special treatment as is being undertaken in the current study by SRQ2 

and PRQ1 in the Australian context. Without consensus and an understanding of 

services marketing principles, it will be difficult for seaport marketing as a discipline of 

study to make significant progress . 

. 6.2.2 Seaport marketing activities 

Rather than discussing seaport marketing strategies, much of the research instead tends 

to propose individual marketing tools or lists of marketing activities (for example, 

Bernard 1995; Figwer 1999; Somers and de Wilde 1997). In general, the marketing 

tools and marketing activities discussed in the literature refer to the same thing. What is 

missing is the discussion of these activities at a strategic and integrated level. There are 

relatively few papers that attempt to integrate even a few marketing activities. One 

report on seaport management (UNCTAD Secretariat 1993a) for example, suggests that 

in addition to pricing and supplying value-added services, three groups of marketing 

activities are necessary to achieve results: 

1. Gathering and processing statistical, commercial, financial, and customs data; 

2. Market research, particularly in relation to market segmentation; and 

3. Using promotional activities such as interviews, publications, publicity, visits, 

seminars and conferences as a means to develop trade. 

It is apparent that of the literature that examines marketing activities, the four elements 

of the traditional marketing mix are the most common although the element of 

distribution (or ' place') is rarely discussed in-depth. The relevance of the place element 

is apparent due to the references made to seaports becoming logistical service centres 

(as discussed in Chapter Two) or in managing other transport-related issues at and 

through the seaport. These discussions however, tend to be the domain of the 
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operations departments of seaports rather than a marketing decision. It is unable to be 

determined whether this is due to the emerging and evolving state of marketing or 

because operations is a more appropriate department to be managing logistics issues. 

Market research however, is a marketing activity that is dealt with in some depth by the 

literature and is discussed in the next section followed by each of the four elements of 

the traditional marketing mix - product, distribution (place), price, and promotion. 

Expanded marketing mix elements and other marketing mix activities, notably CRM, 

are not included as there is little if any discussion of these in the available literature. 

6.2.2. 1 Market research 

Figwer (1999) and Stuchtey (1991b) argue that as seaports become more market-

oriented, there is a growing need for market research because they seek greater 

knowledge about customers' needs, competitors and the environment. Stuchtey (1991d: 

60) suggests that collecting market research data enables seaports to: 

. . .  define the market position and share of the seaport, define seaport 
strategies, define marketing objectives, control and influence the efficiency 
of the marketing department, control and influence the marketing miX, 
forecast future developments for port planning. 

Figwer (1999: 22) adds that gathering market research about customers, competitors, 

and the changing external environment is now 'a  necessity rather than a luxury'. 

Similarly, Mester (1991) indicates that market research is indispensable for seaports. A 

number of market research data collection methods are suggested (for example, by 

Somers and de Wilde 1997; UNCI AD Secretariat 1992, 1993), including the use of 

secondary data from industry publications and supranational organisations, government 

departments, trade missions and regional conferences, informal interaction with sea port 

users, and formal surveying activities. The result of market research activities should be 

the development of a marketing information system for the seaport, which is then used 

to formulate appropriate marketing strategies. 
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Whereas the majority of papers discussing market research tend to focus on either one 

or a few aspects of market research, Branch's (1998) discussion is process-oriented. 

That is, Branch (1998) works through the market research process replicating the steps 

and detail normally discussed in general marketing or marketing research textbooks 

such as primary and secondary data collection methods, which is also briefly discussed 

by Branch (1997). Somers and de Wilde (1997) offer a similar approach except that it 

is more seaport specific than Branch (1998). Somers and de Wilde (1997) begin by 

recommending the researching of international trade figures in terms of commodity 

flows between countries and seaports followed by competing seaports' characteristics 

which all form part of a SWOT analysis. Figwer (1999), Pieczek (2000), and Pollock 

(1988) are others who recommend the use of a SWOT analysis as the starting point for 

conducting market research and emphasise the necessity of gathering information on 

competitors to ascertain the threats from competition in relation to pricing, customer 

base, and developments. 

Some discuss market research by posing a list of questions or issues for seaports to 

consider (such as Branch 1997; Murphy 1991; Peters and Cheslin 1998; Stuchtey 1978). 

However, these questions tend to revolve around what competitors are offering in terms 

of tariffs, facilities, quality of service offered, structure of the world fleet (in particular 

ship size), cargo flows, and changes in the economic and politicalliegal environments, 

including government policies. Misztal (1999) takes a much broader approach by  

briefly outlining that changes in  the poiticalliegal, technological, and competitive 

environments be researched and constantly monitored in addition to customer and 

organisational changes. 
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Although Branch (1998) discusses a market research process for seaports, his discussion 

on the international marketing environment only considers the macroenvironment from 

the perspective of shipping companies; seaports are not considered at all. Articles such 

as Somers and de Wilde (1997) and the UNCTAD Secretariat (1993a) identify issues 

for seaports to research that are deemed necessary for the efficient management of the 

seaport. These include examining commodity and traffic flows, data on trade and 

economic performance of hinterlands and the movement of major trading partners. 

Others (for example, Misztal 1999; UNCT AD Secretariat 1992) discuss the collection 

of data on customers and competitors, analysing existing traffic flows of commodities, 

SWOT analyses, the sensitivity of customers and competitors to changes in seaport 

charges, and being forward thinking in terms of potential risks and threats. 

Although the use of targeted mar keting for seaports was raised over two decades ago by 

Stuchtey (1978), segmenting the market and targeting individual customers is only 

recently becoming recognised as a profitable outcome of market research in the seaport 

marketing literature (Ashar 2001; Figwer 1999; Pieczek 2000; Somers and de Wilde 

1997). Muller's (1991) comprehensive coverage of the segmentation process for 

seaports, besides mirroring the market research process found in many marketing 

textbooks, also explains the value of segmentation for seaports in finding their niche in 

the market and attracting appropriate customer segments. As seaports rely more on 

market research to understand customers, more value should be placed on segmenting 

the customer base and targeting marketing efforts to each segment. Frankel (1987) 

strongly advocates the benefits of segmenting customers and explains that it should be a 

prime task of the seaport marketing manager to develop marketing strategies to attract 

and retain each segment. As stated by the UNCTAD Secretariat (1992: 38) ' a  port 
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should not try to be everything for everyone, but should identify its areas of strength 

and weakness and satisfy the selected target users' needs'. 

As seaports have many customers, segmentation is no easy task. The two major 

customer groups of seaports are the shippers (represented by  forwarding companies who 

bring cargo) and shipowners that are represented by ships' agents who encourage 

shipping lines to use the same seaport (Bernard 1995; Somers and de Wilde 1997; 

Stuchtey 1991b). However, there are many direct and indirect customers involved in 

doing business with seaports, including customs, pilots, towage operators, leasees of 

seaport property, charter boat owners, and recreational boat owners to name a few. 

Articles discussing the practice and benefits of segmentation, targeting and positioning 

in other maritime industries, such as cruise lines (Conover 1996; Marti 1991), appear to 

be more widespread and considered than in seaports. In another example, Hewitt 

(1998) investigated segmentation in the ferry market and identified potential target 

markets. It is not clear from the available literature however, whether seaports are 

actually segmenting the market. Without empirical research on seaports it is difficult to 

ascertain whether they are segmenting their customer base to enhance their marketing 

effectiveness. 

6.2.2.2 The seaport product 

The literature tends to discuss the seaport product as lists of services offered by the 

seaport. In general, they are: seaport passage, infrastructure, ship-related services, 

cargo handling, hinterland connections, and services related to international commerce. 

Some of the lists are extensive (see Bernard 1995; Port of Rotterdam 2001; Schulten 

1991; Somers and de Wilde 1997). The UNCTAD Secretariat (1 995) is one that 
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attempts to categorise the seaport product into services to the ship (safe navigation and 

services at the berth), services to the cargo (cargo processing, storage and information 

processing) and other services to users (leasing land and other resources, and security). 

However, the purpose of the categorisation appears to be convenience in reporting 

rather than as a strategic approach to managing the seaport product. 

The literature on seaport marketing does not yet appear to have conceptualised the 

seaport services into a useful framework to enable a strategic view of the product 

offered. Although Branch (1997) attempts to apply the total product concept (similar to 

that discussed by Kotler et al. 2001), this is more suitable for physical products and not 

a theoretical framework for managing the service product. Seaports may benefit 

strategically by using models such as those by Gr6nroos (1990) or Lovelock et al. 

(2001) as discussed in Chapter Five, as they are more encompassing and may assist the 

seaport to differentiate themselves from competitors based on their product offering. 

The Gr6nroos (1990) conceptualisation, for example, could be used as a means to 

categorise the seaport product into facilitating and supporting goods and services. The 

benefit of this approach is that seaports may then have a clearer understanding of the 

elements of their product that provide them with a competitive advantage (supporting 

goods and services) over other seaports. Supporting goods and services are those 

aspects of the seaport product that provide a means of differentiation, including the use 

of the latest technology, offering value-added services and facilities such as packing and 

sorting cargo, support services for ships (refuse collection, ship chandling), ship repair, 

insurance, and bunkering. Schulten (1991) refers to the term qualitative efficiency, or 

the extra care taken in performing the service as another means of gaining a competitive 

edge. The Gr6nroos (1990) model also identifies there are goods and services that 
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businesses have little choice in offering (facilitating goods and services) because they 

enable usage of their core business. For seaports this could be applied to the provision 

of channel and navigation aids, and the use of shore cranes. 

As discussed in Chapter Two, Ashar (2001) is one of the few that discusses a 

categorisation similar to Gronroos' (1990) service product. Ashar (2001) uses the terms 

"basic and auxiliary services" (as shown in Table 6.1 which is repeated from Chapter 

Two). 

Table 6.1: Categorisation of seaport services 

Basic Services Au)(iliary Services 

Ship Providing channels and navigation aids Provision of stores 
Services Maintaining channels and navigation aids Water, electricity and communications 

Dredging Bunkering 
Pilotage Garbage removal 
Towage Security surveillance for the vessel at berth 
Line handling Vessel traffic control 
Use of docks and berths Marine surveying 
Emergency response/pollution control Ship repair and maintenance 
Safe haven Inspection, immigration, customs 

Lashing/unlashing boxes on-board 
Passenger terminal operations 

Cargo Handling boxes between ship and yard Special handling - direct to truck, slings 
Services Handling hatch covers Handling empties between yard and gate 

Use of shore cranes Cargo processing and repackaging 
Handling boxes between yard and gate Arranging or providing intermodal transport 
Intermediate storage of boxes ('free time') Storage of boxes (beyond 'free time') 
Pre-stacking and shifting boxes in the yard Storage of bulk and breakbulk cargo 
Inspection of boxes and equipment Storage of hazmat and reefer boxes 

Control of dangerous goods 
Security and surveillance for cargo 
Weighing trucks and boxes 

Admin. Preparing dock receipts, location cards Preparing stowage plan and stability 
Services Preparing load lists, equipment inventory Preparing crane sequence 

Monitoring maritime safety regulations Leasing - land, office space, warehouses 
Managing and developing seaport property 
Community use areas and tourism 
Coordinating marketing and promotions 

Source: Adapted from Ashar (2001 . 59) 

Basic services (or facilitating goods and services) are reported by Ashar (2001 :  58) as 

being the ' essential activities necessary for a complete ship-to-shore (buoy to gate) 

transfer common to all ports' while auxiliary services (or supporting goods and 
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services) are 'specialised activities that widely differ among ports'. Similar to Gronroos 

(1990), Ashar (2001) also recognises that it is the auxiliary services that provide the 

means of differentiating a seaport from that of competitors. 

Beth (in Bernama 2001) suggests seaports must do more than the traditional handling, 

stevedoring and warehousing to become competitive. Instead, this also involves 

offering services such as software logistics, warehousing logistics, distribution logistics, 

and extending hinterland connections. An extension of this is Schulten's (1991) 

recommendation that seaports should offer a total service package that is firmly 

integrated with the transport chain; others refer to this concept as a 'one stop shopping 

approach' (Port of Rotterdam 2001: 4). Baird (1997) implies this concept when 

discussing that cruise lines will look at the total package of services offered by seaports 

when deciding which seaports to include on itineraries. By adopting a one stop 

shopping approach, seaports may become more transport industry focused rather than 

just seaport industry focused. Product differentiation then is a means of increasing 

revenue (as opposed to competing on price). As many seaports in a competitive region 

are perceived as offering a similar standard of service and product range, they see little 

choice but to compete on price. While it is accepted that seaport users are to some 

extent price conscious, seaports could make more effort to differentiate their service and 

products from other seaports via attention to their supporting goods and services. 

In summary, it appears the literature on the service product in seaports focuses on 

providing lists of services with no strategic approach to managing the product. There is 

little integration with other marketing activities, for example, Murphy (1991: 62) refers 

to there being a ' tradition of focusing on the product offered yet ignoring marketing and 
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customer needs' .  1n addition, there does not appear to be an understanding of what 

constitutes the management and marketing of a service product. 

6.2.2.3 Distribution 

Somers and de Wilde (1997) capture the view of many writers when they state that all 

the assets of a seaport have little value if the hinterland links are insufficient because 

they are the means of connecting with consumer and industrial markets. Although a 

number of articles refer to the traditional marketing mix and very few refer to the 

expanded marketing mix, the distribution (place) element is rarely discussed in a 

marketing context. This appears unusual given that this element relates to logistics-type 

issues. It appears that where distribution is discussed in a marketing context it is 

included in discussions on the seaport product rather than being treated separately. 

One researcher, Branch (1998) prefers to discuss logistics matters under the marketing 

mix element of process. 1n this context, he defines "distribution" as being the 

marketing environment of the seaport where the sale is conducted, however, it is 

difficult to determine what is meant by his definition. Frankel (1987: 604) is one of the 

few that explicitly explains that for seaports, distribution refers to the 'delivery system, 

alongside, sea island, topping off operations, lightering, transhipment' and the impact of 

technological changes on infrastructure. Mester (1991) discusses distribution in terms 

of the channels from which customers may purchase the seaport product, that is, via 

direct customers such as forwarding agents and ship agents, or an organisation within 

the seaport, or by active marketing by seaport operators. Murphy (1991) however, takes 

a generally accepted approach of distribution by commenting that it is about making the 

product available to the user. 
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From discussions throughout earlier chapters, logistics has an important role in the 

management of seaports, particularly when researchers comment on seaports becoming 

integrated logistics centres (as discussed in Chapter Two). Therefore, it is likely that 

seaport researchers may be discussing logistics/distribution issues within an operations 

context rather than from a marketing perspective. An interesting question then, is who 

in a seaport should be responsible for logistics-based strategies and decisions? 

6.2.2.4 Pricing of seaport services 

Pricing of seaport services appears to have attracted the most interest of all the 

marketing activities, possibly as a result of the cost conscious nature of the transport 

industry and the excess capacity of many seaports (Stuchtey 1991c). It should be noted 

however, that many of the papers on pricing take an economic perspective rather than a 

marketing point of view (see for example; Haralambides, Verbeke, Musso and 

Benacchio 2001;  Perez-Labajos and Garcia 2000; Strandenes and Marlow 1999; 

UNCTAD Secretariat 1975). That is, the pricing strategy appears to be dealt with in 

isolation and is not necessarily based on market research, nor is it integrated with other 

strategic marketing decisions which should be linked with the seaport 's broader 

strategic plan. For example, it could be assumed that clear linkages may exist between 

the range and type of services offered and the price charged as well as the use of 

promotional strategies to position the seaport on those prices. As Dowd and Fleming 

(1994: 29) explain, ' port pricing in North America often owes more to politics and to 

artistry than to repeatable scientific logic' .  Yet, the importance of pricing can not be 

underestimated because it determines the revenues and profits of seaports. In  addition, 

the pricing structure may be one reason customers are attracted to the seaport. As 

Stuchtey (1991c) explains, when seaports in a competitive region offer similar services 

(that is, they are not differentiating by offering supporting goods and services), 
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customers will tend to focus on pricing policies. This suggests an opportunity for 

pricing to be used as a promotional tool to gain additional trade (UNCTAD Secretariat 

1993a). 

Seaports use tariff rates published in maritime-related media as a means of advertising 

their official seaport charge. The terms "tariff rates" and "seaport charges" appear to be 

used interchangeably in the literature as a substitute for price (UNCTAD Secretariat 

1995). The tariff rate represents the prices charged on vessels, on cargo, and for 

specific charges such as pilotage and towage. Further examples of seaport charges and 

guides to setting up seaport tariff structures can be found in Ashar (2001), Goss and 

Stevens (2001), and Wilking ( 1991). 

An early report by UNCTAD (1975) was instrumental in proposing a tariff system that 

has since been applied in many seaports around the world. Tariffs represent the price 

per unit of cargo and are regarded as a benchmark price that incorporates 'historical 

cost, imputed cost, return on investment, tempered by the sensitivity analysis, less any 

applicable usage revenue (e.g. dockage, wharfage, storage charges) divided by the 

throughput volume' (Dowd and Fleming 1994: 32). In simpler terms, Arnold (1985) 

suggests that tariffs reflect the demand for the services provided by the seaport, the cost 

of providing those services, and the competition between seaports. In some cases, the 

tariff rate may be based simply on the tariff rates of competing seaports. Dowd and 

Fleming (1994) suggest that the published tariff rates are effective marketing tools 

because they are a point of negotiation for valuable customers. Thus, the published 

tariff is only an indication of the price ceiling rather than the minimum. 
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The need for flexible and customised pricing is recognised throughout the available 

literature, particularly for major customers and opinion-leaders (Productivity 

Commission 1998; Stuchtey 1991c; UNCTAD Secretariat 1992), hence the importance 

of understanding the customer and making use of separate marketing strategies for each 

customer segment. However, this can result in complaints from seaport users of price 

discrimination for various segments. Ashar (2001) explains that common price 

discrimination factors include cargo values, cargo volumes, the length of the contract 

period, and the origin/destination of the cargo to name a few. Price discrimination may 

also occur as a means to attract large shipping lines. 

In making decisions about seaport charges, the seaport may need to take into account 

calculations such as: the seaport's estimated costs, competitors' prices, foreign 

exchange rate fluctuations, terms of payment, the levels of demand and supply for the 

seaport's services, terminal rents, time/volume payments, and the technical and 

operational characteristics of seaport users (Ashar 2001;  Bernard 1995; Dowd and 

Fleming 1994). When Haralambides et al. (2001), report on the results of a major pan

European research project on behalf of the European Commission known as ATENCO 

(Analysis of the main Irans-.!;uropean Network ports' COst structures), they discuss the 

use of cost recovery as a mechanism for determining seaport pricing and achieving 

efficient pricing (as does the Productivity Commission 1 998). Based on the A TENCO 

project, Haralambides et at. (2001) found in their own survey of 13 European port 

authorities that they each support the use of full cost recovery including the use of user 

pays principles. The authors note however, that most port authorities expected this 

would have little impact on pricing levels. A possible reason for this is that full cost 

recovery would not take into account pricing levels of the competition or pricing at 
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what the market will bear or even the use of pricing to encourage or discourage usage at 

particular times. 

It is argued by Dowd and Fleming (1994) and the UNCTAD Secretariat (1995) that the 

marketing department in a seaport should manage, but not have the sole responsibility 

for establishing seaport charges. Instead, they suggest all departments, the CEO, and 

the board of directors should have input at policy and operational levels. For example, 

policy guidelines specifying specific rates of return and the types of customers and 

sectors to be targeted all impact on pricing strategies. 

Pricing is one of the few activities that researchers have dealt with in a strategic manner 

(Dowd and Fleming 1994; UNCTAD Secretariat 1993a, 1995). By strategic pricing, the 

UNCTAD Secretariat (1995: 25) means 'a proactive attitude on the part of the port 

authority and the will to understand the clients' needs' .  This is where pricing is targeted 

to specific customers to increase trade throughput and improve utilisation rates of the 

seaport facilities. Dowd and Fleming (1994: 30), who provide a comprehensive 

discussion of the seaport pricing process, report that pricing in seaports has 'undergone 

a series of significant market-driven changes that have altered the way that ports price 

their services/facilities'. There appears to be some consensus that whatever pricing 

strategy is adopted, it is essential that it supports the seaport's objectives, the planning 

and development strategies, and investment policies (Arnold 1985; Ashar 2001;  Dowd 

and Fleming 1994; Strandenes and Marlow 1999; UNCT AD Secretariat 1995). 

A common pricing strategy is competing on cost (Baird 1997; Goss and Stevens 2001; 

Strandenes and Marlow 1999; UNCTAD 1992, 1995). Although theory indicates that 

an appropriate price may be indicated at the break-even point where the marginal 
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revenue curve intersects the marginal cost curve, Bernard (1995) claims that in reality 

this is complicated and is the reason why pricing is almost impossible. Dowd and 

Fleming (1994) refer to this marginal cost approach as the economic pricing strategy, 

which they discuss as being one of three pricing s trategies (for an indepth discussion of 

marginal cost pricing in seaports see Goss and Stevens 2001). The other two pricing 

strategies for seaports are the financial approach and the public enterprise approach. 

The financial approach, which seeks profit maximisation, is similar to the cost-plus 

strategy discussed widely in the services marketing literature (see Chapter Five). It 

requires the fixed and variable costs to be recovered plus an additional set rate of return. 

The public enterprise approach has the societal objective of maximising cargo 

throughput to enhance local, regional and even national development and economic 

activity. A seaport adopting this strategy would usually seek the payment of subsidies 

by the government or from seaport users to undertake this role. As explained by the 

UNCTAD Secretariat (1993a), seaports tend to adopt cost leadership strategies when 

competition increases as a means to maintain or increase market share. 

With the assistance of market research, seaports may instead work on providing more 

value to seaport users by becoming more efficient or adding additional services to the 

total package. Seaport users are also interested in other issues besides price such as 

quality, efficiency and reliability of the service which impact on the time in the seaport, 

being punctual and receiving less damage when handling cargo (Pieczek 2000; 

Strandenes and Marlow 1999; UNCT AD Secretariat 1992). In the past, pricing was the 

major consideration of seaport users which was utilised by seaports as a means of 

attracting traffic. According to Dowd and Fleming (1994) and Somers and de Wilde 

(1997), carriers and shippers may make their decision on factors other than pricing, such 

as the quality of services offered, because seaport charges represent between five and 
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ten per cent of long distance total voyage costs (although the European Commission 

(1997) adds that this should be compared to 40 to 60 per cent for short sea trades). 

Schulten (1991: 18) however, argues that during the 1980s price was the primary factor, 

whereas in the 1990s the 'quality of the service has become significantly more 

important' . 

Seaport management appears to be realising that a cost leadership strategy can be a no

win strategy because profits are continually eroded as other seaports can easily match 

the prices (Mester 1991). For example, seaports must be wary of customers who use 

seaport versus seaport strategies to secure the best prices. This is evident in a 

discussion by Morris (1988) who advises seaport users to use their knowledge of peaks 

and troughs in terms of seaport capacity and labour availability to their advantage to 

gain the most competitive rates. Dowd and Fleming (1994) advise seaports that enter 

into these negotiations to recall the rationale and calculations made in formulating their 

pricing decisions and strategies or risk gaining a heavily subsidised customer. An 

alternative is the use of marketing to differentiate services according to the needs of 

customers (UNCTAD Secretariat 1993a). 

Increasing efficiencies within a seaport may be accomplished by encouraging increased 

productivity of facilities, reducing ship turnaround times, and increasing the flow of 

cargo through the seaport. This may be done by using time-based seaport charges on 

berth and area hire, thereby exerting pressure on seaport users via penalties and rebates 

(see Ghosh 2001; Tongzon 1993). Baird (1997: 33) reports on seaports using pricing 

strategies to attract cruise lines because price is a 'key component' of a cruise line's 

decision to visit a seaport. Pricing strategies for cruise lines include providing discounts 
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on particular seaport fees such as berthing charges, pilotage, towage, passenger fees, 

and offering rebates for subsequent calls to the seaport. 

Dubai Ports Authority represents an example of using the pricing strategy of providing 

more value by becoming more efficient and adding additional services. Although the 

Dubai Port Authority recognises it has expensive services, they have efficient processes 

and customs and are able to provide customers with value (Lloyd's List 1997). The 

Dubai Port Authority accepts that their seaport users are price conscious but are willing 

to balance price with high productivity levels and the overall quality of service. Mester 

(1991) has a similar view and suggests that the perceived value of the services received 

are important to customers rather than the absolute price. The PSA Corporation is 

another seaport that also argues that providing value to customers is a more significant 

factor because ' lower prices alone may not suffice if [shipping] lines are not assured of 

good and reliable services' (Fang 2002: 14). This is the type of pricing strategy argued 

by Berry and Yadav (1995) as discussed in Chapter Five. They suggest organisations 

first need to gain an understanding of their customers to determine what services they 

value and then customers may be willing to pay higher prices. 

Somers and de Wilde (1997) are others who suggest an objective of seaports should be 

to maximise added value. They too argue that value-adding by a seaport can include 

providing extra activities or having more efficient operations. Mester (1991) refers to 

this as being a quality strategy (the UNCTAD Secretariat (1995) uses the phrase 

"service differentiation strategy") where the focus is on the quality of the product and 

not the price. The result of this strategy is usually higher prices due to the added value 

to the seaport user. Mester (1991) also recommends the opposing price strategy (or cost 

leadership strategy as used by the UNCTAD Secretariat 1995) that entails making 
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efforts to lower costs to the seaport thus competing on price. Either of these strategies 

is recommended by Mester (1991) with the proviso that seaports do not attempt to 

compete on both quality and price due to the difficulty of achieving sustainable success. 

Another approach to pricing by seaports is the calculation of the total of all the costs 

associated with a ship calling at a particular seaport (Suykens and van de Voorde 1998). 

This bundling of services (as discussed in Chapter Five) into a "package price" includes 

transportation and seaport charges and may be considered advantageous if the charge 

for each individual item is not identified because it makes competitive pricing on each 

individual seaport charge difficult to calculate (Stuchtey 1991a). The pricing usually 

concerns three main cost centres - cargo handling, the ship's time at berth, and seaport 

dues and charges. Stucbtey (1978) also suggests including hinterland freight costs that 

would contribute to the total cost of a seaport call as well as being in line with current 

thinking on seaports taking a leading role in the management of the transport chain 

(Bernama 2001). A number of services are provided when cargo passes through a 

seaport each with their own price. Using the total cost of seaport call method may be of 

use to prevent further competition on each aspect of the overall transportation charges, 

although seaport users will also take into account the quality of the service offered. 

Even if seaport users are certain they are comparing similar bundles of  services and 

prices, the quality of the service may not be as easily comparable. Stuchtey (1991a) 

raises a negative aspect of this form of pricing where seaport users are not 

differentiating between each party involved in delivering the total seaport service, and 

an unsatisfactory performance by one of the parties can create a negative image for the 

seaport in general. 
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Strandenes and Marlow (1999) provide a similar list of pricing strategies In the 

literature that include cost-based pricing, cost recovery pricing, congestion pricing, 

strategic seaport pricing and commercial seaport pricing (as used by privatised 

seaports). Besides discussing the cost-based strategy, a report by the UNcr AD 

Secretariat (1995) also raises the benefits of using performance-based (similar to the 

financial approach above) or value-based pricing strategies under the heading of the 

CPV (cost, performance, value) approach. Although there appears to be some 

consensus on the range of pricing strategies for seaports, little agreement is found on 

whether a particular strategy may be suitable for most seaports. 

Seaports appear to adopt a contingency approach to the formulation of pncIng. 

Essentially this is what a number of researchers (such as Ashar 2001 ;  Dowd and 

Fleming 1994; Haralambides et al. 2001;  Strandenes and Marlow 1999) report when 

stating there is no single pricing strategy that can be applied to all seaports due to their 

diverse characteristics and operations. For example, Ashar (2001) explains that seaports 

may have several hundred services and charges within the seaport system thus making a 

uniform approach to pricing difficult. This has not prevented some from attempting to 

develop a common pricing system for seaports (European Commission 1997). In 

reviewing these attempts, Haralambides et al. (2001: 382) concludes 'a best practice 

pricing formula does not exist' although similar to pricing in many other service 

industries, seaport pricing remains a complex topic in attempting to satisfy many 

stakeholders. As Mester (1991: 40) reports, disputes are inevitable when determining 

prices because 'in the customer' [sic] opinion they are always too high' .  
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6.2.2.5 Seaport promotion activities 

As highlighted earlier, promotion is often cited as being the most common seaport 

marketing activity; even though it appears price setting has received more attention in 

the literature. The view of many writers is that if seaports are promoting then this 

means they are marketing. Marketing a seaport, however, involves much more than just 

promotion. Promoting a seaport is suggested as being a means of communicating with 

current and potential customers, with its purpose being to raise awareness of what the 

seaport offers and to influence customer attitudes and behaviour towards the seaport 

(Bernard 1995; Somers and de Wilde 1997). Some of the other benefits of promoting a 

seaport includes developing and maintaining the loyalty of the seaport user, being a 

useful means of positioning the seaport, and enhancing the seaport 's image (Frankel 

1987; Stuchtey 1991c). The development of a positive brand image relaying 

'reliability, service quality, sailing frequency, competitive rates, information technology 

and professional management' is becoming a major factor for seaports to attract 

additional trade (Branch 1998: 28). 

Some seaports are attempting to position themselves by means of a seaport slogan. The 

Port of Ghent in western Europe, for instance, is marketed as "the friendly seaport" in 

attempting to act as a reminder that it does not forget the human aspects. As Schulten 

(1991:  32) explains, it is necessary for seaports to make 'quality visible, clearly 

presenting the service furnished, making efficiency apparent'. This is done via 

promotion and is necessary to offset the intangibility of the service provider and the 

perceived risk for customers. An innovative promotional approach reported by Davis 

(1990) is of the Port of Montreal that uses a 20-metre long scale model of the Port as a 

means of influencing customer decisions as well as accomplishing Schulten's (1991) 

above objective. Whatever promotion activities used, seaports must ensure they gain 
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results by targeting decision"makers and other interested parties to make efficient use of 

expenditure. 

It appears the influence of general marketing textbooks can be found in the seaport 

marketing literature in that promotion in seaports has been categorised into advertising, 

publicity, public relations, personal selling, and sales promotion (for example see 

Branch 1997, 1998; Murphy 1991). Others refer to only public relations or advertising 

when discussing promotion (Coltof 1999; Frankel 1987). Sales promotion tends to be 

mentioned by only a few writers (Branch 1998; Murphy 1991) and includes 

promotional give-aways, workshops and seminars, seaport information including maps 

and handbooks, merchandising brochures, seaport tours and trade exhibitions. It could 

be argued that many of these are in fact advertising or public relations activities rather 

than sales promotion activities. 

Bernard's (1995) comprehensive coverage of seaport promotion on behalf of UNCT AD 

provides detailed information on a range of promotional activities of seaports (the same 

material is also shown in Somers and de Wilde (1997) without citation). These include 

advertising, direct mailing, international shipping exhibitions, organising seaport days, 

personal selling and direct business trips, the use of overseas sales representatives, 

domestic networking, domestic fairs, school visits, organising conferences, being a 

speaker at conferences, conducting international press days, establishing a seaport 

education centre and a harbour club for business people working in the seaport. Many 

of the comments made by Bernard reflect the content of generic writings on the 

promotions mix but use seaport examples and contain little that reflect that a service is 

being promoted and not a physical product. Bernard however, makes the point that 

advertising a seaport is different from advertising a physical product because the 
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geographical position, nautical access and quality of the seaport service must be 

advertised. Unfortunately, no explanation is given as to why seaports should consider 

these issues more than others. The main strength of Bernard's  (1995) monograph is that 

it provides guidelines for seaports when deciding how to promote themselves by 

discussing the advantages and processes; it is essentially a "how to guide" for 

practitioners. 

Branch (1997, 1998) is another who offers a detailed explanation of promotion and in 

addition also explains how seaports can develop a media plan. Interestingly, Branch's 

(1997) media plan for a seaport is, with the exception of a few words, the same diagram 

shown in Branch (1998) that shows a media plan for a liner shipping company. 

Whereas some similarity could be expected, differences may also exist because they 

have different objectives (for example, the objective of trade facilitation for seaports is 

not mentioned) and different target markets. In relation to the use of advertising media, 

it may also be expected some differences exist because it is more important for seaports 

to communicate with the community, thus advertising via seaport open days and 

community newsletters are useful. 

A convenient means of categorising promotional activities into information-related 

actions and service-related actions is suggested by the UNCT AD Secretariat (1992). 

Information-related actions involve distributing and collecting information such as the 

use of marketing calls, seaport publications, publicity, inviting users and the general 

public to visit (via open door days, films and videos), seminars, conferences, and 

receptions. Service-related actions refer to pricing and seaport charges. The UNCT AD 

Secretariat (1992) advises that pricing and charges must be easy to understand and be 

utilised as a means to provide customised service packages for seaport users. Similar 
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activities are reported by Davis (1990), Misztal (1999), Peters and Cheslin (1998), and 

the UNCTAD Secretariat (1993a), although without the dual categorisation. However, 

lists are insufficient if seaports are to adopt a strategic and integrative approach to 

marketing. Linkages between promotional efforts, other marketing activities, and the 

strategic plan of seaports are important to ensure an integrated and planned approach. 

A greater focus on personal selling was expected in the literature due to the need for 

seaports to work closely with customers, but instead, advertising and public relations 

are suggested as being the most important elements of the promotions mix for seaports 

(Figwer 1999). Personal selling is of importance for seaports, as Davis (1990: xv) 

reports ' there is still no substitute for the good, old-fashioned business call where you 

shake hands, renew acquaintances, develop relationships and earn trust' .  Similar 

sentiments are expressed by others (Mester 1991;  Stuchtey 1991c) and by Peters (2001 :  

23) who suggests that because it is 'a  people business', personal contact is a ' key 

aspect' of seaport terminal operators. Peters goes as far to claim because of this, 

personal contact is a 'central feature of the marketing effort' (p. 23). In estimating 

seaport marketing expenditure, Peters suggests that expenses relating to personal 

contact such as visits to customers take up the bulk of the budget while other 

expenditure is comparatively much smaller, including advertising in specialised media, 

attendance at industry conferences, and the production of brochures. 

A cooperative approach to promotion has been undertaken by a number of north 

European seaports since 1991 to attract cruise ships (Baird 1997). Previously these 

seaports conducted individual marketing efforts to attract cruise ships but have since 

formed a marketing organisation called Cruise Europe to build awareness of regional 

attractions. Baird explains that the joint promotional package distributed to cruise lines 
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includes comprehensive information on individual seaport facilities, enough details for 

cruise lines to develop itineraries and a sailing schedule, a yearbook, newsletter, and 

access to a webpage. Being able to attract cruise ships presents indirect positive 

publicity for seaports in that the general public visit the seaport to see the cruise ships. 

While visiting, they may see other seaport activities that may not only stimulate their 

interest but also foster an appreciation of the economic contribution of the seaport to the 

region (Somers and de Wilde 1997). This may include gaining an understanding of how 

seaports are managing any impact on the environment and other issues of community 

concern such as land use strategies (Mulligan and Kitchen 2002). Although the general 

public in the surrounding community may not be customers of the seaport, they 

nevertheless are important stakeholders that can influence operations of the seaport by 

lobbying for seaport activities to be limited due to noise, light and dust pollution. 

Another cooperative approach undertaken by seaports, initially for promotional value, is 

the formation of a seaport council. The integration of all stakeholders of the seaport, 

whether they be economic or social stakeholders is recognised as a beneficial means of 

promoting the seaport and wider regional area (Murphy 1991;  lJNCTAD Secretariat 

1993). Others, such as the lJNCT AD Secretariat (1992: 46), define membership 

narrowly and refer to major groups in the seaport area such as shipowners, shipping 

agents, insurers and freight forwarders as being part of 'an alliance of all major groups 

in the port area'. Some have referred to this as a port consultative council (Branch 

1998), or seaport users' council (Carlson 1989), or trade promotion association (Peters 

and Cheslin 1998), or in looser terms as the seaport community (lJNCT AD Secretariat 

1992). Whatever the title, it is generally a formal association, which is essentially 'a  

vehicle for dialogue and change in  the port environment' (Branch 1998: 181)  whose 

membership includes businesses associated with the seaport although community 
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groups may also be included. The seaport council may discuss issues such as trade 

facilitation, security, tariffs, berth allocation, and marketing (Branch 1998). 

An example of a seaport council exists at the Port of New Hampshire Port Authority, 

which has established a marketing committee consisting of the Port Authority's board 

members after the terminal operator failed to reach the cargo target (Editorial Staff 

1999). The Port of Hamburg has adopted a more formal approach by establishing the 

Port of Hamburg Marketing Association. The Association includes all organisations of 

the seaport community which represents the Port of Hamburg in a united fashion to 

German and international customers. Its role is to act as a channel of communication 

but provides more than this by engaging in market research, customer care, public 

relations, publicity, lobbying, event management, developing market strategies, and 

producing brochures and magazines (Compass Hamburg Handbook 2001). 

The promotion of seaports is also raised from an industry point of view by bodies such 

as the Association of Australian Ports and Marine Authorities (AAPMA) and the 

American Association of Port Authorities (AAPA). These bodies recognise that the 

seaport sector suffers from a lack of public awareness of the economic and social 

contribution of seaports and their role in international transport. Kurt Nagle, President 

of AAPA (in Young 2001: 26), states that a public awareness campaign is required to 

inform the public that seaports 'affect almost everything that people come into contact 

with on a daily basis' .  However, the question posed by  Stromberg (in Pdl - Port 

Development International 2002) is whether the public are interested in the contribution 

of seaports. The article suggests that 'it seems a worthwhile pursuit by the AAP A to at 

least try and change this thinking' (p. 7) but Nagle (in Young 2001) also points out that 

seaports are not as recognisable with the public as airports, and instead are associated 
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with harmful environmental effects such as oils pills. As Bernard (1995: 19) states, 

'only when people are well informed are they aware of the value and importance of the 

seaport in their town or region' . 

Seaports are recognising the use of the internet as another promotional opportunity. 

One of the first seaport websites was developed in 1997 by the Port of Hamburg 

(Compass Hamburg Handbook 2001). Although many seaports have their own 

websites, they tend to focus on the needs of seaport users, disregarding the potential for 

positive public relations and publicity. A number of larger seaports are beginning to 

provide online documents such as annual reports and other publications, whilst the more 

innovative are also using the website to provide the general public with educational 

materials about the seaport, and the maritime industry. The educational materials 

include details on the contribution of the industry as a whole to the economy, interactive 

games, screen savers, and even downloadable colouring-in books for young school 

children (for example, American Association of Port Authorities 2001; Fremantle Ports 

2003; Port of Hamburg 2003). 

6.3 SIEAPORTS ANI!) SIERV�CIES MARKIET��G 

In addition to Pieczek's (2000) doctoral thesis discussed earlier in this chapter, Branch's 

(1997, 1998) texts are two of the very few to discuss the expanded marketing mix, albeit 

briefly. The elements of participants, process and the physical evidence (listed as 

physical aspects) are discussed in approximately one page. Branch (1997, 1998) refers 

to the participants' element as "people" by simply mentioning the importance of 

training and motivating employees and having a marketing culture. No mention is 

made of how this should be done, nor does it include concepts such as empowerment, 
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internal marketing, or overcoming difficulties faced by frontline employees such as role 

stress as discussed extensively by the selvices marketing literature. 

According to Branch (1998: 351), the extent of the element of process relates to 

logistics, or the 'supply and delivery chain from the exporter to the importer' . No 

mention is made of service quality or managing fluctuating demand and supply, all of 

which are widely recognised as major services marketing issues. The physical evidence 

element is reported as meaning the brand image and infrastructure of the seaport and the 

physical and tangible aspects of the seaports. Once again, services marketing concepts 

such as the servicescape and an understanding of the benefits of utilising tangible 

evidence to provide a suitable image of the seaport are not discussed. Somers and de 

Wilde (1997) however, imply the importance of a seaport servicescape when they 

discuss that seaport marketing is more than selling a good location. They suggest 

seaport marketing also involves the social climate and having well kept infrastructure 

and superstructure. In general, a full appreciation of the expanded mix does not appear 

to be understood by the seaport marketing literature, particularly when one considers 

that Branch (1997, 1998) and Pieczek (2000) contain possibly the most detail on this 

topic. 

Relationship marketing and customer satisfaction issues also tend to have little coverage 

in the available seaport marketing literature. Somers and de Wilde (1997) are two of 

the few to raise the issue of relationship marketing for seaports. They recognise that a 

paradigm shift away from transactional marketing to relationship marketing is needed 

where the sale is not regarded as the final stage of marketing. Somers and de Wilde 

also recommend that the customer be treated as a partner of seaports, with the caveat 

that not all customers are suitable for the development of a long-term relationship. 
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Customer satisfaction concepts such as customer retention, service recovery, and 

complaint management do not appear to be discussed in relation to seaports. These 

concepts however, have attracted some attention in the fast ferry market (Hewitt 1998; 

Hewitt and Henderson 1998), and in shipping lines (Brooks 1995; Durvasula et al. 

2.000). 

The issue of service quality, which is reported as being the 'single most researched area 

in services marketing' (Fisk et al. 1995: 14), tends only to be mentioned in passing as in 

the empirical study by Lobo and Jain (2001). Their study focusing on seaport user 

perceptions of service quality concluded that seaports should invest more in interacting 

with clients (which Lobo and Jain (2001) refer to as the human element) instead of 

concentrating only on infrastructure development and cost cutting. What Lobo and Jain 

(2001) are essentially suggesting is that seaports should listen to their customers. 

However, little in-depth detail on service quality is found in this conference paper. 

6.4 S l!lM�JlARY 

Of the strategies and activities reported in the seaport marketing literature, promotion, 

pricing and market research receive the greatest attention. The limited empirical 

research, either cross-sectional or longitudinal, is of concern as it is difficult to set 

notional benchmarks on marketing strategy and thus determine which marketing 

activities and strategies are being practised by seaports (as per SRQl). Equally of 

concern is the lack of consensus in the available literature on which strategic marketing 

frameworks are relevant. Some publications have attempted to apply consumer 

marketing principles to a services industry, others have briefly raised the use of the 

expanded marketing mix, relationship marketing, customer satisfaction and other 
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services marketing principles, and thus a reason for investigating SRQ2. As the seaport 

industry is a high fixed cost industry with a long-term financial resource commitment to 

infrastructure all parties should be interested in building customer relationships and 

loyalty, thus providing long-term revenue to support the investment. 

Without further empirical testing, it is unknown if services marketing principles are 

applicable to seaports. There is also the possibility that seaport marketing is a special 

case requiring different strategic marketing considerations from other service industries 

but once again, empirical testing is necessary. If seaport marketing is to advance, it 

would be prudent for empirical investigations to occur. With these concerns, the 

following chapter proposes a research methodology to investigate PRQl which is in an 

Australian context. The collected data may confirm whether the reported literature 

reflects practice or if it is lagging practice. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 
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7.1 iNTRODUCTION 

As previous chapters suggest, theoretical and empirical studies on the marketing of 

seaports are few in number and in particular, within the Australian context it appears 

that a major empirical study on this topic is yet to be conducted. This chapter seeks to 

discuss the development and implementation of a research design appropriate for such a 

study within Australia. Further, as the research design directly assists in answering the 

research questions (Sudman and Bradburn 1982), this chapter examines how secondary 

and primary data was collected to address the PRQ1 and two subsidiary research 

questions (SRQl and SRQ2). Following a justification of the broad research design, 

which incorporates the use of a census of Australian seaports; data collection methods, 

pre-testing, administration of the census, and error control processes are discussed. 

7.2 �IES IEAIRCH [l)IES�GN 

As discussed in Chapter One, the purpose of the current cross-sectional study is to 

explore the extent of marketing being conducted in seaports. This will be attempted by 

addressing PRQ1 :  

PRQl What marketing activities and strategies are appropriate for 

Australian seaports in the New Economy? 

As explained in Chapter One, in order to answer PRQ1, two subsidiary questions are 

also investigated: 

SRQl 

SRQ2 

What marketing activities and strategies are currently being 

practised by Australian seaports? 

Are current seaport marketing activities and strategies 

relevant for successfully marketing Australian seaports? 
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To investigate these three research questions, a research design incorporating both 

qualitative and quantitative techniques is proposed. Essentially the research design is 

the 'master plan specifying the methods and procedures for collecting and analysing the 

needed information' (Zikmund 2000: 59). Therefore, encompassed within the research 

design are the identification of the population, sources of data, the design technique, and 

the interview schedule, all within the time and financial constraints of obtaining the data 

for the research. 

7.2. 1 A censlLBs of Al.IIsftraiia[/ll seapoli"its 

If possible, researchers prefer to investigate a population (that is, conduct a census) 

rather than a sample of the population because of its inherent generalisability thus 

avoiding the potential for error due to sampling decisions. However, the reality is that 

the majority of business research is based on sampling due to high costs, time and 

difficulty in determining who is part of the population. The following section defines 

the population of the current study and explains how the population was generated. 

7.2. 1. 1 Gieneraiion of the population 

As discussed in previous chapters, the focus of this research is on commercial 

Australian seaports rather than inland waterway ports, non-commercial seaports or 

privately operated seaports. In contrast to Europe and North America where inland 

waterway ports form an important link in the transportation chain, in Australia they are 

rare. The only reference found to an Australian inland waterway seaport was that of 

Echuca in Victoria (on the website of Port Focus (2002» that now exists only as a 

tourist attraction. 
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Commercial seaports are also not to be confused with non-commercial seaports that are 

essentially recreational or fishing harbours or jetties such as the seaports of Carnarvon, 

Coffs Harbour, or Innisfail (Fairplay 2001). Often these are provided solely as a public 

service rather than on a commercial basis. As the focus of the current research relates to 

the marketing activities and strategies of Australian seaports, it is only those with a 

commercial focus that will be investigated. Whereas it is reasonable to expect that 

some commercial seaports provide recreational facilities and service the fishing fleets as 

secondary activities or to endear them to their local communities, it is their major 

activities that generate revenue. Another category of non-commercial seaports not 

included in the population is that of naval bases such as the Port of Exmouth and Port of 

Stirling. 

The distinction between commercial seaports and privately operated seaports is not 

always clear. Many privately operated seaports such as Gove, Milner Bay, Ardrossan, 

Whyalla and Stanvac are operated by resource-based corporations (Fairplay 2001). 

Private seaports such as these tend to provide the transportation service solely for the 

corporation and not for other importers and exporters. The seaport activity can be 

likened to a jetty with dedicated and specific facilities established to transfer what is 

often a single resource. Other privately owned seaports (for example, Cossack Pioneer, 

Griffin Venture, Stag Marine Facility, Challis Venture Terminal, Jabiru Venture), 

although described as seaports in databases such as Shipping Australia Limited (2002), 

are actually floating production storage and off-take facilities that are not based on land 

but on offshore oilfields and gasfields. Essentially, if the resource was no longer 

available, a privately owned seaport would be closed down. Although some Australian 

seaports rely heavily on a single resource, they also transfer a range of other products 

and are often accountable to the public as they must comply with government 
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legislation requirements. However, other seaports such as Flinders Ports Pty Ltd and 

Toll Ports, which are privately owned and operated, are not single resource seaports but 

instead, appear to emulate the activities of government owned seaports as well as being 

interested in marketing the seaport rather than the resource. Flinders Ports Pty Ltd is an 

example of government owned seaports, previously managed by the Ports Corporation 

of South Australia, which were leased to private enterprise. 

Many other resource-based corporations prefer to lease or utilise a terminal within a 

seaport rather than develop the required infrastructure. As the current study 

investigated the marketing of commercial seaports, anecdotal advice from a range of 

managers within the seaport industry suggested that private seaports undertake 

negligible, if any, marketing. However, for thoroughness each respondent was asked to 

identify other seaports in their home Staterrerritory that should be included in the 

census because of their commercial and marketing activity. This is discussed further 

later in the chapter. It would appear that private seaports form a separate population of 

non-marketing seaports because of their different characteristics, as do inland waterway 

ports and non-commercial seaports. Although it is arguable whether privately operated 

seaports are in fact commercial seaports, the decision for inclusion in the population 

was based on two main criteria - the seaport being engaged in a range of activities, and 

the potential for marketing the facilities and services of the seaport rather than only the 

resource. 

A number of websites and publications (as shown in Appendix A) were used to generate 

the population of Australian seaports, the major sources used included: 
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1. the website of the Australian Association of Ports and Marine Authorities 

(AAPMA) (2002) which is the peak industry body for Australian seaports and 

marine authorities; 

2. the results of a study In 1999 by Shipping Australia limited (2002), the peak 

industry body for shippers; 

3 .  The Directory of Australian Shipping and Transport (LLDCN 2002) that contains 

an Australian seaport's guide; and 

4. both the hardcopy and associated online directories of Fairplay (2001) and Lloyds 

(1997) thatlist Australian seaports and other international seaports. 

The AAPMA (2002) website provided the foundation of the database prepared for the 

current research. The website identified 29 government-owned and privatised seaports 

including contact details and seaport website addresses. However, as not all Australian 

seaports are affiliated with AAPMA, further checking with the other databases was 

required. For example, a report by Bureau of Transport and Communications 

Economics (1988) suggested Australia has 71 commercial seaports. Initially, the most 

commonplace data within the lists and databases were used. Notes of any discrepancies 

were recorded by the researcher and checked off against other available lists, telephone 

directories, information gained from telephone calls to seaports, and seaport websites, to 

enable the development of an accurate database suitable for this study. An examination 

of the individual seaport websites provided, in most cases, additional contact details, 

some of which differed from the list provided by the AAPMA website. In addition, 

even after extensive web searches, one seaport did not appear to have its own website 

thus double-checking of contact details via this means was not possible. 
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In 1999, Shipping Australia Limited (2002) commissioned a review of Australian and 

New Zealand seaports to provide shipping companies with details of facilities available 

at each seaport. The report, which tended to focus on operational matters within each 

seaport including infrastructure and berthing requirements, provides the names of the 

relevant port authorities or owners and postal addresses. In total 80 seaports were 

presented in comparison to 29 by AAPMA 

In attempts to ensure coverage of Australian seaports, directories published by Fairplay 

(2001); LLDCN (2002), and Uoyd's (1997) were also consulted. Each of these 

publications provided comprehensive lists of Australian seaports. LLDCN (2002) 

contained details on 37 seaports; Fairplay (2001) provided information on 142 

Australian seaports, a number that far exceeded that of the AAPMA (2002) website and 

the Shipping Australia Limited (2002) report; whilst Uoyds (1997) listed 61  seaports. 

A membership directory of the International Association of Ports and Harbors (IAPH 

2002) was also examined but it provided little assistance as it only listed eight 

Australian seaports. On closer inspection however, the dIrectories of Fairplay (2001) 

and Uoyds (1997) included recently closed seaports and those that are no longer 

commercial in nature. Of the three directories, only the Fairplay (2001) directory 

indicated the status of each seaport in terms of whether it was open, closed or non

commercially operated. Further, there was some replication within the Fairplay (2001) 

and Lloyds (1997) publications because some seaports were shown under alternative 

names, for example, the Port of Burnie in the Australian State of Tasmania was also 

listed as Emu Bay. 

Another complicating factor in defining the population was differentiating between 

what Fairplay (2001) referred to as mainports and subports. Mainports, which were also 
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referred to as principal seaports (Shipping Australia Ilmited 2002), tended to be where 

the seaport administration was situated, whereas subparts referred to the locations of 

berths and other areas of the mainport. Most of the main ports were the same as those 

identified by the AAPMA (2002) website. Given that the contact details far subparts in 

each of the three directories reflected that of the mainports, the initial contact during 

data collection was made with main ports. During contact with respondents, 

confirmation of that seaport's subparts and responsibilities for marketing was 

determined. Although it was anticipated that the main port would conduct marketing 

activities on behalf of the subparts, a line of questioning (as discussed later in the 

chapter) was established for use during primary data collection. 

To ensure the population list was as complete as possible, Internet searches using a 

variety of search engines such as Ask Jeeves (http://www.askjeeves.com/). Dogpile 

(http://www .dogpile.comD, Google (http://www.google.comD, Metacrawler 

(htto://www .metacrawler.comD, Wisenut (htlp://www.wisenut.coml), and Yahoo 

(http://www.yahoo.com!) were used. The results provided confirmation of seaport 

website addresses and online databases of Australian seaports such .as APEC (2002), 

Maritime Global Net (2002), and Part Focus (2002) each listed 23, 90, and 51 

respectively. In  general, many of  the databases, directories and lists were incomplete as 

most tended to focus on the major seaports or did not provide contact details of seaport 

personnel or managers, telephone numbers or postal addresses. 

In attempting to correlate the actual number of main port seaports and contact details, 

many inconsistencies were found due to either transpositional errors or dated 

information. It became evident after noting the "last update" date on some seaport 

websites that it could not be assumed that a website would have the most recent 
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information. This necessitated checking telephone directories and in some cases 

making telephone calls to seaports to check the contact and personnel details. 

The details from the available databases and lists were combined and seaports that were 

closed, non-commercial, privately owned dedicated seaports, or naval bases were 

removed. The number of seaports (mainports) deemed to be the population for the 

current research was 30, which have coverage of a total of 6 1  seaports (including 

mainports, subports and non-commercial seaports) across the Australian 

States(rerritories of New South Wales (NSW), Northern Territory (NT), Queensland 

(QLD), South Australia (SA), Tasmania (TAS), Victoria (VIC), and Western Australia 

(W A). The Australian Capital Territory (ACT) is the exception with no seaports 

because it is landlocked. A complete list of the seaports in the population is provided in 

Appendix A. A further effort to encapsulate the population is discussed later in this 

chapter. Essentially this involved requesting the respondents to list other seaports in 

their own Australian State/Territory and although it did not uncover any further 

seaports, the process confirmed the completeness of the generation of the population. 

7.2. 1.2 The point of contact in the seaport 

Thus far, only the population of commercial seaports in Australia has been identified. 

Two further decisions were necessary to complete the database for this research. One 

was to decid,� upon whether the port authority, or port manager and/or operator of the 

seaport (which may be separate corporations or private companies) should be contacted 

to represent the marketing views of the seaport. Once this was decided it was then 

necessary to determine key informants (Phillips 1981) in the organisational structures of 

each seaport most appropriate to contact given the research questions being addressed. 
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As discussed in  Chapler Three, Australian seaports may be owned and/or operated by a 

number of managers or operators. For example, seaports may be owned and/or 

managed by a port authority, or they may also be managed by parties such as terminal 

operators and other lea sees. Where possible, the organisation with the primary 

responsibility for the seaport, which is generally the port authority, was chosen as it 

would arguably have the greatest interest in ensuring the overall success of the seaport 

as well as having responsibilities for trade development under State/Territory 

government legislation. It was also anticipated that this organisation would have an 

holistic appreciation of the seaport when compared to that of an individual terminal 

operator or leasee. Although the intention of the census is to ensure coverage of the 

population of seaports, it was appreciated that if a port authority for example, during 

data collection suggested that another party was responsible for marketing then that 

advice would be taken and the recommended respondent then contacted. In the main, if 

a seaport had a port authority then an appropriate representative from that organisation 

would become that seaport's respondent for the purposes of the census. 

As many of the more comprehensive Australian seaport lists provided only the contact 

details of the CEO, further investigation was required to determine if this person was 

the most appropriate key informant for responding to questions on the marketing 

activities and strategies of the seaport. This was achieved by examining the web sites 

and annual reports of seaports as many of these provided the organisational structures 

complete with individual's  names, contact details and responsibilities. Where there 

were incomplete details, telephone contact was made with seaport receptionists to ask 

for the contact details of the person responsible for marketing. Although some seaports 

have a dedicated marketing manager, it was the trade development manager or the CEO 

in smaller seaports (in terms of employee numbers) that appeared to be the appropriate 
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contact from the details provided. According to Phillips (1981) the use of senior 

managers as key informants tend to be more reliable sources and able to report on 

organisation-wide information, a factor that is important when assessing the level of 

marketing of each seaport. 

7.2.2 iData collec�ioi1l 

As explained by Zikmund (2000: 125), ' nowhere in science do we start from scratch' . 

This is evident in the use of previous research and literature presented in earlier chapters 

to enable an understanding of the current state of seaport marketing to guide the 

appropriate and relevant collection of primary data in the census. Much of the reported 

literature tended to be general in context, originating from data external to individual 

seaports, out of date, and referring to seaport marketing in international contexts with 

few Australian examples. The following section however, reports on more recent 

secondary data originating frOID individual Australian seaports. Following this the 

research design is discussed that guided the collection of primary data for this study. 

7.2.2. 1 Secondary data collection 

Discussion here will be treated generally leaving more specific details to be explained in 

later sections. This segregation of explanation will facilitate more readily the benefits 

of secondary data collection when preparing primary data collection. As raised 

previously, [;econdary data was required to develop a database of not only the 

A ustralian seaports but also the appropriate contact person in each seaport. This 

proprietary data (Zikmund 2000) includes seaport annual reports, websites, 

documentation and brochures, all of which provided a rich source of seaport data. The 

data was also used to confirm the relevance of the terminology used by the international 

literature (discussed in earlier chapters) to the Australian context and as a checking 
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mechanism to ensure that maj or and important issues received coverage during primary 

data collection. Secondary data, as discussed later in this chapter and during the data 

analysis chapters, was also necessary to determine categories for answers, developing 

new questions, and providing comparisons when triangulating responses from the 

population. 

7.2.2.2 Primary data collection 

During business research, researchers may attempt to accommodate interviews, surveys, 

case studies, observation, and/or secondary data as techniques to find out more about a 

population (Zikmund 2000). All of these techniques have advantages and 

disadvantages that are well documented (Alreck and Settle 1995; De Vaus 1995; Frey 

and Oishi 1995; Gardner 1991; Jobber 1991; Lavrakas 1993; Walton 1997; Warwick 

and Lininger 1975; Zikmund 2000). An issue confounding a researcher's decision to 

use one design technique over another is that it implies a conscious trade-off to be made 

by the researcher (Heiman and Pate 1986; McGrath et at. 1982). The dilemma exists 

because an individual's objectives, the type of information required, and the resources 

available to the researcher are all factors in determining the appropriate method to use 

(Jobber 1991). These matters formed the consideration of the final choice of the 

following design technique. 

Three major factors were considered to determine that a survey was appropriate for 

collecting data from the population of Australian seaports. First, as indicated by the 

limited conceptual and empirical research on seaport marketing (as reviewed in 

previous chapters), this study is descriptive in that it attempted to determine the current 

state of seaport marketing in Australia. Second, from an examination of secondary data, 

there is likely to be only one or two key informants in many seaports with the expertise 
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to discuss marketing issues or address the range of questions to be able to determine the 

breadth of marketing in their seaport. Third, Australian seaports are geographically 

dispersed over a large coastline making any face-to-face contact expensive both in 

terms of time and financial costs. Zikmund (2002) suggests these conditions are ideal 

for conducting survey research. 

Survey research is what Roth and Morrison (1990) refers to as being a coarse-grained 

methodology. That is, it enables the collection of a significant amount of data with little 

probing about many issues without necessarily becoming too focused on the depth and 

richness of data normally associated with fine-grained methodologies such as case 

studies (Bell 1987; Jobber 1991; Roth and Morrison 1990). As survey research has 

been found to be useful in determining 'the dimensions or prevalence of a particular 

issue or problem' (Gardner 1991 :  37), it was more likely to be able to provide the 

necessary data to address the research questions in this particular study. 

There are four generally accepted techniques of collecting survey data - face-to-face 

interviews, telephone interviews, postal questionnaires (Alreck and Settle 1995; De 

Vaus 1995; Jones 1985; Zikmund 2000), and email questionnaires being a more recent 

addition (Dillman 2000). Each technique was considered as to its suitability to the 

current research because as Dillman (1978: 39) explains, 

. . .  although each method has certain strengths and weaknesses, they do not 
apply equally or sometimes at all, to every situation. Thus until the 
attributes of each method are considered in relation to the study topic, the 
population to be surveyed, and the precise survey objectives, the question of 
which is best cannot be answered. 

In deciding whether a telephone or face-to-face interview should be conducted, Frey 

and Oishi (1995) suggest that three questions be considered: 



1. What resources, including funding, personnel, time, and facilities are available? 

2. What are the characteristics of the target population? 

3. What are the survey objectives? 
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In considering the first question, given the wide geographic spread of seaports around 

Australia's coast line, and the inherent pragmatic consideration of travel costs and the 

time required for interviews and travel (Alreck and Settle 1995), face-te-face interviews 

are prohibitive. In contrast 'a single interviewer can reach a large number of people 

over a wide geographic area in a short amount of time' using the telephone (Frey and 

Oishi 1995: 19). As no other personnel and only limited funding and facilities were 

available, a face-ta-face interview became more unattractive. This essentially left 

telephone, postal, or email data collection as possible collection techniques. To 

determine which technique would be most conducive and acceptable to the population, 

and hence gain the highest possible response rates, the views of seaport managers 

similar to the proposed population were sought. This assisted in addressing the second 

question relating to the characteristics of the population posed by Frey and Oishi 

(1995). 

A number of brief informal discussions with nine senior seaport managers in the 

Australian States of Queensland, New South Wales, Victoria and Tasmania were 

conducted based on a convenience sample. The discussions were conducted in person 

to gain a preliminary appreciation of the issues they perceived as important to the 

marketing of Australian seaports as well as an understanding of the most appropriate 

means of collecting primary data. For example, the unstructured discussion with the 

sea{X)rt managers was useful in providing an understanding of their particular 

terminology and for discovering that although it had not been reported in the literature, 
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there was at least a few seaports proactive in marketing. Even at this early stage, there 

were indications of inconsistencies between reports in the literature and of seaport 

business practice. One senior seaport manager for example, distributed newsletters, 

conducted corporate image surveys and customer forums, viewed his seaport's website 

as a marketing opportunity, produced television advertisements, and provided a number 

of industry sponsorships. In that seaport manager's words, this "in your face 

marketing" was the means of raising awareness about the seaport. Also of interest was 

the comment from another respondent that some seaports may use the term sales or 

trade development to represent marketing - this was useful when examining 

organisational structures to assist in determining potential respondents in the seaports. 

Further discussion of these managers' views will be elaborated on in the next chapter. 

There was consensus from these seaport managers that a postal or email survey would 

not be as effective for data collection because they tend to receive numerous 

questionnaires from government and various industry bodies, including some research 

institutions. They suggested that postal or email surveys may not be completed due to 

the number of compulsory government-related surveys. Similar findings reported by 

the Bureau of Transport and Communications Economics (1995a) found that when 

collecting data from seaports, a number of the smaller seaports complained that 

government requests for information were stretching resources. Although there was 

consensus that face-to-face interviews may gain the highest response, they recognised 

the difficulties and constraints this survey technique imposed. All nine respondents 

agreed that a telephone interview would be a suitable technique for data collection. 

Consideration of Frey and Oishi's (1995) third question of 'what are the survey 

objectives?' tended to have little impact on the choice between telephone and face-to-
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face interviews because the objectives of the survey research could be met by either 

data collection technique. Although it was recognised that being physically present 

with the respondent may provide greater potential for gaining more qualitative 

comments, this was not enough to balance the pragmatic considerations of time and 

financial costs given that probing is possible during a telephone interview (Lavrakas 

1993). 

The major considerations then for determining the data collection mode were based on 

which one would address the research objectives, the wide geographic spread of the 

seaports around Australia's coast line, and input from representatives from Australian 

seaports. The results of these considerations all pointed toward the use of a survey, or 

more specifically a telephone interview. Telephone interviews however are not without 

their disadvantages. Although less costly than persona,! interviews, telephone 

interviews must contend with charges for national long distance rates, however, these 

charges are a fraction of the travel costs of a face-to-face interview (Alreck and Settle 

1995; Lavrakas 1993). There are also concerns of having only audible contact with 

respondents, the tendency for shorter answers to open ended questions, and the possible 

shorter duration of the interview (Cannell 1985b; Lavrakas 1993). As these issues have 

the potential to increase total survey error, they are discussed further in a later section 

on error control processes. 

7.3 TELEPHONE �NTlE�VHEW M ETHOIOlOlOGY 

As explained by Lavrakas (1993), telephone interview techniques are based on 

methodologies developed for face-to-face interviews and thus share many of its 

advantages (Jones 1985). Advantages attributed to telephone interviews include cost 
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efficiencies, reduced total survey error, the speed of data collection, and generally 

higher response rates whilst still maintaining quality control (Cannell 1985b; Frey and 

Oishi 1995; Lavrakas 1993; Zikmund 2000). 

Cannell (1985b: 63) describes researchers' once negative views of using telephone-

based data collection by explaining, 

. . .  we always used to look down our noses at telephone surveys and told 
ourselves that telephone surveys were done simply to save money, people 
were not worrying about quality. Then the more we began to look at it 
ourselves the more we saw that telephone interviews had a real potential in 
data collection. 

Telephone interviews are now an ' increasingly popular means of conducting survey 

research' as well as a valid means of data collection that should not be considered 

inferior to face-to-face interviews, particularly for elite populations that include senior 

managers (Frey and Oishi 1995: 4). Lavrakas (1993) suggests that the advantages of 

conducting a telephone interview, in relation to reducing total survey error, far outweigh 

the disadvantages. Lavrakas (1993: 13) continues that there are 'no insurmountable 

barriers of a physical or social nature that automatically invalidate use of telephone 

surveys'. In relation to response rates for example, Cannell (1985b) found that 

telephone interviews tend to be only three to five per cent lower than that for face-to-

face interviews. As the reasoning for using a telephone interview has been discussed, 

the following sections explain how a telephone survey instrument was prepared 

including the development and design of questions. 

1.3.1 ins'trument development 

A semi-structured interview instrument (Appendix B) was developed that includes both 

closed- and open-ended questions. Although a structured interview consisting entirely 

of closed-ended questions has the advantage of shorter administration times, it has the 
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disadvantage of not offering respondents the opportunity to fully express their points of 

view (Gillham 2000). In addition, ifrespondents were required to only provide answers 

to dichotomous and Likert questions, then early termination of the interview may occur 

due to boredom. Thus, because of the benefits of probing even for closed questions, the 

use of open-ended questions and the in-depth nature of the interview, the telephone 

interview instrument would fit into the medium-grained methodology referred to by 

Roth and Morrison (1990) in that it has some of the benefits of coarse-grained and fine-

grained methodologies. 

A review of literature on services marketing and seaport marketing in earlier chapters 

suggested a number of dimensions that may be useful in determining whether marketing 

activities and strategies were being used by Australian seaports (Table 7.1). 

Table 7.1: Dimensions used to determine marketing activities and! strategies 

Types of questions 

Interview schedule dimensions No. of Dichot� Likert Forced Rank 
items omous choice 

A Marketing department 23 4 6 5 1 

B Competitive environment 7 - 5 - 1 

C Seaport marketing strategies 20 6 1 1  1 -

D Seaport marketing activities (SMA) 8 - 5 1 -

E SMA - Market research 9 - 6 - -

F SMA - Seaport product 1 1  - 9 - -

G SMA · Seaport charges 1 6  - 16 - -

H SMA - Promotion 1 2  3 4 2 

J SMA - lngistical involvement 5 - 4 - -

K SMA - Physical evidence 8 - 8 - -

L SMA - Service processes 7 - 6 - -

M SMA - Participants 12 - 12 - -

N SMA - Customer satisfaction 8 - 7 - -

P SMA - Customer relationship 16 - 14 - -
management 

R Peer assessment 4 - - - 2 

S Seaport demographics 18 2 - 14 -

Total nnmber of items 184 15 113 23 4 

Source: Appendix B 
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The major dimensions essentially reflected the elements of the expanded marketing mix 

in addition to CRM, customer satisfaction, and marketing strategy in relation to the 

strategies used and the role of the marketing department. In addition, the dimensions of 

competitive environment and peer assessment were added to determine respondents' 

views and understanding of the level of competition within the sector, whilst the 

demographic dimension was a valuable means of providing variables on which to 

stratify the population. In total 184 items were measured across the 16 dimensions. 

The dimensions are shown in Table 7. 1 along with the corresponding number of items 

in each dimension and the types of questions used. 

Whilst it was accepted that some seaports might have formal marketing strategies, it 

was still necessary to determine the extent of these marketing activities and strategies 

because it was also plausible that particular marketing activities may be undertaken 

without any strategic consideration. If the extant seaport marketing research, as 

explored in earlier chapters, is correct, it was expected that where marketing does exist 

it may occur on an informal or ad hoc basis. Thus, a comprehensive coverage of 

potential indicators of marketing via the 184 items was used (as shown in Appendix B) 

to establish the existence and breadth of marketing activities and strategies by seaports. 

Determining the range of marketing activities and strategies may indicate what seaports 

are undertaking but not necessarily how extensive marketing is throughout the seaport. 

One means of understanding the pervasiveness of marketing in an organisation is to 

examine whether it has a market orientation. As discussed in previous chapters, there 

appears to be some consensus on the use of the term market orientation within both the 

generic and seaport marketing literature. Given that many instruments are available to 
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measure an organisation's market orientation, rather than develop a new instrument, a 

replication of another was decided. 

The 20 market orientation questions shown in Appendix C were developed and 

validated (via content, criterion and construct validity) by Gray et al. (1998). They 

found that market Ollentation is a multi-dimensional construct consisting of five 

dimensions capable of being measured by 20 questions using a five point Likert scale. 

The decision for using these particular questions was based on the following reasons. 

Firstly, the questions represented a parsimonious measure of market orientation based 

on the widely accepted work of Deng and Dart (1994), Kohli and Jaworski (1990); and 

Narver and Slater (1990). Parsimony was a relevant issue for the current research 

because a market orientation is only one of the marketing-related issues being 

researched. Secondly, many studies have investigated market orientation in a range of 

industries, many of which tend to be US-based or focused on companies that market 

physical products. Of these studies, the Gray et al. (1998) sample appeared to have 

more similarities with the seaport population, in that the sample included marketing 

managers and CEOs in New Zealand service-based and manufacturing firms, including 

14.4 per cent in the transport, storage and communications industry. Rather than 

including the 20 market orientation questions consecutively, they were dispersed 

throughout the survey instrument in the current study in accordance with a thematic 

design approach, which is explained further in the following section. For ease of recall 

by the researcher during data analysis, the letters MO for Market Orientation were 

inserted under each item number in the instrument. 

Another mechanism used to ascertain whether the seaport was market-oriented was via 

a list of four statements that referred to the seaport's business philosophy. The 
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statements were also adapted from Deng and Dart (1994) by Gray et a1. (1998). During 

the primary data collection, respondents were asked to rank the four statements (see 

Table 7.2) as they relate to their business success. The four business orientations of 

production, sales, market, and societal were implied within each of these statements 

from Statement 1 to Statement 4 respectively. A comparison between the 20 market 

orientation questions and ranking of the four statements may provide an interesting 

insight into each seaport's business approach. 

Table 7.2: Business philosophies of seaports 
Siatement 1 -, ' .  1> :. " ,  ' 

The key to business success is producing quality goods and services at a reasonable cost. Good products 
and services sell themselves. If possible, products and services should be standardised to keep costs 
down. 

, . '. ' . '. '. J:' , '. 

The key to business success lies in persuading potential customers to buy your goods and services 
through advertising, personal selling or other means. Potential customers must be informed and 
convinced of the benefits of the products . 

Slatsment3 . ', . 

The key to business success is to integrate all company activities and personnel towards satisfying 
customers, while providing satisfactory profits to the firm. The firm should find out what benefits 
customers want and then provide these benefits through goods and services. 

Statem.nt4 
The key to business success lies in satisfying important 'publics' of the company. These publics include 
customers, employees, stockholders, government agencies, suppliers and the public at large. All of their 
interests should be considered when making decisions. 

Source: Gray eta!. (l998: 903) 

7.3. 1 .1  Question types and measurement scales 

A number of question styles (as indicated in Table 7.1) were used in the census 

instrument to elicit differing depths of detail. The bulk of the questions in the interview 

schedule were Likert scales used to assess respondents' attitudes and levels of 

agreement to marketing issues. An advantage of Likert questions is that they acquire 

detail easily and quickly from res{X>ndents, which is an important consideration when 

conducting telephone interviews. Although Likert scales with five to seven points are 

common in survey research, Fink (1995) suggests four to five point scales are more 
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appropriate for telephone interviews to reduce the possibility of memory error. A five 

point Likert scale rather than a four point scale was used because a midpoint option 

designated as "Unsure" was included to provide responses that are more accurate. The 

scale, using strongly agree to strongly disagree, was used to measure respondents' 

positions on statements in terms of their agreement or disagreement (Alreck and Settle 

1995). For coding purposes, low numbers were assigned to negative responses and 

higher numbers to positive responses as suggested in the research literature (Dillman 

1978; Zikmund 2000). 

The census instrument also consisted of open-ended questions to gam explanatory 

qualitative responses and "quotable quotes" (Fink 1995). Open-ended questions were 

also used where possible responses were difficult to anticipate (Dillman 1978). Other 

question types included forced choice, dichotomous (yes/no), and ranking questions. In 

developing lists of possible responses for forced choice and ranking questions, the 

objective was to be comprehensive and mutually exclusive to assist with pre-coding. 

However, to allow for 'any exceptional or unusual responses' (Alreck and Settle 1995: 

108), a category designated "Other" was included. Table 7.3, which is based on the 

information provided in Table 7.1, provides a list of the number and questions types, 

giving a total of 184 items. 

Table 7.3: Interview schedule questions by type 

Questiontyp'9 Number 01 Percentage 
questions (%) 

Likert 113 61.4 

Open-ended 29 15.7 

Forced choice 23 12.5 

Dichotomous 15 8.2 

Ranking 4 2.2 

Total 184 100.0% 

Source: Appendix B 
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In particular, the questions sought to gain detail on the attitudes, beliefs, behaviours and 

attributes of respondents (Dillman 1978). To assess respondents' attitudes towards the 

use of marketing in seaports, ordinal scales were used to measure the levels of 

agreement to particular statements. Examples of these Likert scales are Items A.2l, 

C.6, D.2-D.6, E.4, and F. l (Appendix B). Open-ended questions were also used to 

enable respondents to elaborate on their views (see Items D.7, E.9, H.3). Questions on 

the respondents '  beliefs were used to 'test knowledge of facts, people and perception' 

(Dillman 1978: 80) and included forced choice questions (for example Items A.6, B.6, 

C.14, D. l), open-ended questions (such as Items A.12, A. 13, F.lD, F. 1 1, H.l), and 

dichotomous questions (see Items A.14, C.l, C.lS, C.16, C.18, C.19). In assessing 

behaviour, the questions attempted to explore what seaport management are currently 

doing and planning to do in the future in relation to the marketing of their seaport. This 

involved the use of open-ended questions (such as Items D.8, E.7, E.8), nominal scales 

in relation to dichotomous questions (such as Items H.4, H.12, P . 16), and ordinal scales 

(Items G.l, G.3, G.S-G.8, G.1 1-G.12, G14-G.16). Finally, demographic questions 

involving checklists and forced choice questions, some using nominal and ratio scales 

(many of which are in Appendix B - Section S), were used to determine the attributes of 

lhe seaport to build a profile useful for comparison with other seaports. An advantage 

of using a variety of question types when conducting telephone interviews is that it 

keeps the interview interesting and stimulating for the respondent and thus may reduce 

early termination. 

7.3.2 insti'ument design and layout 

Throughout the instrument, a consistent approach was taken to the writing of 

instructions and routing statements. A decision was taken that all text that was to be 

read aloud would be written in Times New Roman (or normal text) and other comments 
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such as question routing or instructions to the interviewer would be in italics to enable 

them to be clearly distinguishable. Question routing instructions were offset to the right 

of the page adjacent to the relevant possible responses to minimise the chance of them 

being missed by the interviewer. A number of researchers (such as Alreck and Settle 

1995; Conklin 1999; De Vaus 1995; Frey and Oishi 1995) have recommended that 

instructions be underlined, in bold and capitalised text as well as being in a box. This 

was initially trialled during pretesting but was found to be too explicit and unwarranted 

given the presentation of the census instrument. 

Whereas developing a mail survey requires a great deal of attention to its design to 

ensure ease of use for the respondent, the design of a telephone interview was 

developed for ease of completion by the interviewer and how it sounds to the 

respondent (Dillman 1978). Although respondents in the current study did not see the 

instrument for the telephone interview, a standardised and semi-structured instrument 

was developed as a means of reducing error and because it ' leaves nothing to chance' 

(Frey and Oishi 1995: 2). In addition, a thematic (or functionalised) approach to the 

instrument was used by categorising the items firstly by major dimensions and then by 

scaling technique within each dimension as per suggestions by Alreck and Settle (1995). 

Each dimension was labelled alphabetically from Section A through to Section S. Items 

within each section received an alphanumerical label, for example, A.l ,  A.2, A.3 . . . . To 

avoid possible confusion during data analysis, the letters of I, 0 and Q were not used to 

label sections (I may be confused with 1 ,  0 confused with 0, and Q mistaken as an 

abbreviation for question). Also item numbering began from one for each section to 

reduce flow on errors from section to section. By grouping questions by major 

dimensions, respondents may recognise relationships between questions thereby 

keeping them focused on the dimension (Alreck and Settle 1995; Frey and Oishi 1995). 
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During data analysis, items were re-ordered to suit the needs of the researcher, but 

during data collection, items were arranged to assist the flow of the interview for the 

respondent. 

By using a thematic design, transition statements informing the respondents about each 

group of questions could be used to focus their thoughts on the particular dimension 

(Dillman 1978). As recommended by a number of researchers (Alreck and Settle 1995; 

Dillman 1978; Frey and Oishi 1995), transition statements were used freely to provide a 

better flow to the interview and keep it conversational. Although the advice by these 

researchers was to differentiate transition statements and instructions by using upper 

case letters or other emphasised text, this was not used. Instead, as transition statements 

were spoken text, it was shown as "normal" written text. Due to the number of Likert 

questions in the interview schedule, attention to their placement was required because as 

Converse and Presser (1986) suggest, if too many of the same question type are placed 

together, respondent fatigue and boredom may result. For sections consisting solely of 

Likert questions such as Sections G, K, and M, transition sratements were used to give 

the respondent (and interviewer) a mental break and chance to refocus on the new 

dimension. 

An interesting debate in the literature on survey design relates to the length and thus the 

duration of the telephone interview. One logic is that there is greater chance of 

reducing both interviewer and respondent fatigue and thus successfully completing an 

interview if it is shorter in duration (Lavrakas 1993). Others (De Vaus 1995; Dillman 

1978) however, raise concerns that if the duration is too short, then the respondent may 

see the interview and research as being superficial or trivial. Dillman (1978: 54) for 

example, explains that: 



. . .  :l! · ler response rates, lil� Lu.: tm tilat has cOlllribul�d most to thl: poor image 
" t· 1 1 1 : l i l  : l I ld tctepi l l l l le  lj u � s ti l lnn aires is till: v i e w  thl:Y must be kept short, too 
S I H ) ["(  t""r t i l e  s l u d y  llt· s ign i lic;l l 1 t  sucia l  sci�lIce questiolls. 

1 97 

:\11 : ldl" ; I I I l :lge l i t" te lephone i n terviews is tilat ask i llg i ndividual  i tems during telephone 

i l l l c [ l" i e ws call  tak� tell t l l  :'.1J.l)lJ per cent less time tha ll durillg a l·acL:-to - t"acL: i n terview 

( ( i rl"·Cs I l)Sl) . When Oile considers the diversl: range 0 ["  issues, methods, and 

rl·spOlllknts wi len conducting telephone i n terviews, i t  i s  not surprising that a consistent 

v ic\\" l in  the dur;ltion o f  teicphone interviews i s  yet to emerge. Converse and Presser's 

( I ')or,: (2) v i ew is typica l  of the conclus ions of researchers on this  mailer where they 

e x p l a i n  lhat t"acc-to-t"ace i n terviews should be no l onger than one hour whereas for 

te icphone i n terviews · the norms are for shorter t imes ' .  

When considering the duration o f  a telephone i n terview, respondent a n d  i n terviewer 

t"atigue can i m pact OIl the term i nation of the i n terview and the qual i ty of data. It was 

suggested tilat after 2lJ to 3D m i nutes respondent fatigue may occur (Gil l ham 200D; 

LlV rakas 1 ')')3; Zikmund 20()O). However, respondent fatigue and early termi nation 

may be countered b y  the resp ondent's i n terest in the i nterview topic, the researcher and 

his/her organ isat ion', reputat ion, and the p rovision o f  cal l  back options (Cannell  1 985a; 

Conv erse and Presser I Y S(); Dc Vaus 1 9 95;  Lavrakas 1 995; Zikmund 2()OO). De Vaus 

( I  ')') 5 )  furt i ler  e x p l a i n s  that the length o f  the i n terview appears to be less i mp o rtant 

when interv i L"\ving srcei a l i sed or e l i te populat ions with relevant top i cs. Frey and Oishi 

( 1 ') 95 )  ,-;uggest that telerhone i n terviews u p  to 50 m i nutes arc possible (com pared to 60 

to 9D min utes in a facc-to -face i n terview) but also n o te that fatigue can affect data 

q u a l i ty. 

Desp i te the differing v i ews on durati o n ,  <,urvey re,earchers (such as De Vaus 1 995; 

D i l l man 1 978; Frey and Oishi 1 9 95; Lavrakas 1 (93) claim that once started, it  i s  likely 
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that a telephone interview will be completed because the respondent appears to lose 

track of time. For example, Oksenberg, Coleman and Cannell (1986) found that only 

ten per cent of refusals occur after the interview has begun, whereas 40.00 and 50.00 

per cent respectively occur during either the first few sentences or the introductory 

section. During a number of telephone interviews conducted by Dillman (1978), he 

found that terminations during the middle seldom exceeded two per cent. This means 

that in terms of increasing response rates the first ten seconds to two minutes of the 

telephone interview are vital for attaining a high response rate (Alreck and Settle 1995; 

Cannell 1985b; Lavrakas 1993). The development of the initial telephone discussion 

with potential respondents is addressed separately in a later section discussing how the 

census was administered. 

Respondents incur time costs for participating in the study, as Dillman (1978: 15) 

explains: 

The critical issue is finding the delicate balance between the researcher 
getting the amount of information he or she wants without respondents 
finding the questionnaire too costly in terms of time and effort. 

To reduce these costs to the respondent, the questions were written so as not to create 

embarrassment, or anxiety, or requiring too great a mental effort (Dillman 1978). In 

other words, the interview process was made as easy as possible for the respondent in 

terms of directions, question flow, and the use of relevant questions. It was also 

possible that respondents may find the examples and issues given during the interview 

rewarding in that it helps them think further about marketing their seaport. Any direct 

monetary costs to respondents were minimised (tbat is, telephone call costs) by leaving 

messages when the potential respondent was unavailable that the interviewer would ring 

back rather than requesting the seaport manager to return the call. 
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7.3.2. 1 Question order 

According to Conklin (1999) and Dillman (1978), it is important when conducting a 

telephone interview to allow respondents to find their "telephone voice". They suggest 

that the telephone interview begin with an easy closed question, and then be asked an 

open-ended question. In deciding which questions to place first, preference was given 

to those that would maintain interest and be directly related to the dimension as well as 

being non-threatening (Frey and Oishi 1995). As the research was described during 

communication with respondents as a major study, the interview began with questions 

central to the dimension, because it is the first few minutes that are pivotal to reducing 

early termination (Dillman 1978). A conversational flow was used by the interviewer to 

keep the interview moving and to reduce the possibility of any natural breaks that may 

prompt early termination by the respondent. As explained earlier, to achieve this, 

similar question types were grouped together within each major dimension to enable 

respondents to get into a flow whilst at the same time not being too lengthy as it may 

result in boredom and frustration. 

As recommended by the survey research literature (for example, Alreck and Settle 

1995; Converse and Presser 1986; Frey and Oishi 1986), the more sensitive 

demographic items were positioned toward the end of the census instrument, as a 

greater item response was likely due to rapport and trust being developed. Cannell 

(1985b) reports how a number of studies found it easier to receive comments on 

sensitive issues due to the anonymity of a telephone interview. In addition, these items 

tended to be those easier to answer when the respondent was becoming fatigued. 1f the 

interview ended prematurely, some of these questions may be approximated from 

secondary data such as annual reports. A potentially sensitive question that was treated 

differently was whether the respondent had a marketing or business-related qualification 
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(Item A.5). This was asked during Section A rather than during the other demographic 

questions in Section S for two reasons. Firstly, because other questions in Section A 

relate to the respondent's marketing responsibilities it was considered reasonable to ask 

about their qualifications. Secondly, the early placement was to ensure that this 

important question was asked before the likelihood of termination that may occur prior 

to the final section of questions (Alreck and Settle 1995; Converse and Presser 1986). 

7.3.2.2 Question wording 

As recommended by a number of researchers, attention was given to questions in the 

instrument being conceptually clear, without colloquialisms or slang, and the use of 

lleutraJ phrasing (Frey and Oishi 1995). The survey research literature (for example, 

Alreck and Settle 1995; Converse and Presser 1986; De Va us 1995; Dillman 1978, 

2000; Fink 1995; Frey and Oishi 1995; Zikmund 2000) provides guidance on a range of 

issues to consider when writing questions such as having one concept per question, 

double barrelled questions, brevity, simplicity, the use of jargon and slang, leading 

questions, loaded questions, short questions, double negatives, implicit negatives, 

dangling alternatives, and clarity. Where possible these suggestions were implemented. 

Examples of questions not addressing these issues were the replicated market 

orientation questions and those requiring additional detail to explain the concept (see 

Items A.8, C. 15). Replicated questions were kept as original as possible because as 

Lavrakas (1993: 24) warns, 'if one improves the items wording, comparability to 

previous data is often lost'. Additionally, some double-barrelled questions were used as 

these did not diverge from the purpose of the question (see Items G. 15, G.16, K.5, P.6). 

Converse and Presser (1986) and Frey and Oishi (1995) recommend that response cards 

be provided where questions have five or more possible responses for respondents to 
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recall in a telephone interview. Three response cards were provided (see Appendix D). 

Response Card A was used to assist respondents rank six possible responses, whilst 

Response Card B, although involving a ranking of four responses was utilised due to the 

complex nature of the responses. As the Likert questions contained five possible 

responses, Response Card C was provided. Response Card C did not show, the "Not 

Applicable" option as it was preferred that respondents attempt to address the question 

rather than take this possibly easier response. However, the "Not Applicable" option 

was included on the survey instrument to ensure complete coverage of possible 

responses. In accordance with Alreck and Settle (1995), the response cards sent to 

respondents were printed on coloured card so that they stood out, labelled with an 

alphabetical letter (for example Response Card A), and contained one scale per response 

card. 

7.3.2.3 Layoul1 of the census instrument 

The layout approach adopted for the census instrument was similar to that of a mail 

survey as it provides a clear, ordered and manageable approach to conducting the 

interview. This was in line with the recommendations of a number of researchers (for 

example, Alreck and Settle 1995; De Vaus 1995; Dillman 1978; Frey and Oishi 1995; 

Lavrakas 1993) that the instrument must be useful to the interviewer in that it should be 

arranged for maximum interviewer readability and administering with sufficient white 

spacing to reduce eye strain and confusion. In other attempts to improve readability, a 

standardised format was used throughout the instrument, questions were not broken 

between pages, and the instrument was printed on one side of the paper to minimise the 

chances of missing questions (De Vaus 1995; Dillman 1978; Frey and Oishi 1995). In 

addition, response boxes were placed to the right of questions rather than to the left so 

the interviewer's hand remained clear of the possible responses (De Vaus 1995). Given 
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that the interviewer was right-handed, placement of the response boxes to the right 

'requires less back and forth movement of the hand and keeps the hand from covering 

the next question on the page' (Dillman 1978: 226). 

Coding was built into the instrument for ease of use during data analysis (Frey and 

Oishi 1995) by inserting small numerals to the right side of possible responses. No 

additional coding was necessary for Likert questions because they had built-in coding 

(Alreck and Settle 1995). Although Alreck and Settle suggest coding be positioned to 

the left side of responses, they were placed to the right as this would make them easier 

to see during data analysis. Dichotomous responses normally do not require pre coding 

because the response is used (Alreck and Settle (1995), however, for consistency 

precoding was completed for all items with the exception of open-ended questions. 

7.4 PRETESTING 

Prior to administering the interview, the instrument was pretested to reduce error and 

ensure it was appropriate for use with the population (Alreck and Settle 1995; Conklin 

1999; Converse and Presser 1986; Zikmund 2000). The pretest took the form of two

stages, a developmental pretest and a polishing pretest as recommended by both 

Conklin (1999) and Converse and Presser (1986). The developmental pretest focused 

on the mech�nics of the paper version of the instrument, whereas the polishing pretest 

was a 'dress rehearsal' (Converse and Presser 1986: 74) of the interview to ensure 

clarity. 

The pretest sample consisted of three main groups - academics, seaport professionals, 

and other colleagues to enable coverage of a wide number of issues from different 
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perspectives. The academic subsample included four with a maritime background 

thereby contributing both in terms of academic rigour and in assessing question wording 

to ensure suitability for seaport managers. Seaport professionals were an important part 

of the pretest sample as they were most similar to the population being interviewed and 

addressed the suggestion of Converse and Presser (1986: 68) that it is necessary to 'take 

a pretest out beyond the small world of colleagues, friends or family'. Other colleagues 

included people who were not familiar with marketing or the seaport industry. They 

represented an important part of pretesting in relation to assessing readability and 

ensuring a clear understanding of the questions. The pretest sample totalled 15, 

consisting of eight academics, four seaport professionals, and three colleagues. 

Considering the mix of people included in the pretest sample, a sample size of 15 was 

deemed to be sufficient particularly as this represented half of the population size. Ten 

assisted in the developmental pretest and five were involved in the polishing pretest. 

Where it is usually possible to include more in the pretest sample, it is the benefits the 

sample brings to the pretesting that is of importance. Frey and Oishi's (1995) view is 

that care must be taken in over pretesting beacuse it can become counterproductive 

when trying to balance different considerations. 

7 .4.1 [lIeveiopmental� pi"eitest 

According to Conklin (1999) and others (Converse and Presser 1986; De Vaus 1995), 

the purpose of the development pretest is to examine the mechanics of the survey 

instrument including the numbering, transition statements, layout, use of instructions, 

item wording, filter questions, the general administration of the census instrument, and 

suggestions for improving instrument and interview process. The developmental pretest 

sample of ten were also asked to record how long it took to work through the census 
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instrument to give an initial inchcation of interview duration. In addition, they were 

requested to pretest the advance letter and confirmatory telephone interview (to be 

discussed in sections 7.5 .1 and 7.5.2). 

The pretest sample were provided with a hard copy of the instrument (see Appendix B), 

the advance letter (Appendix E), confirmatory telephone interview instrument 

(Appendix F), and a three-page explanatory pretest letter (Appendix G). The letter: 

1. thanked them for participating in the pretest; 

2. explained the purpose of the research; 

3. listed the primary and secondary research questions; 

4. informed the pretest sample of the procedure for administering the census 

instrument; 

5. explained some of the features of the census instrument that may have created 

concern for the pretest sample, for example, noting that instrument sections 

labelled I, 0 or Q had been omitted, and explaining the relevance of the 

letters MO under 20 item numbers; and 

6. provided the contact details of the interviewer if the pretest sample had any 

queries. 

The third page of the letter listed 19 questions (based on the recommendations of Alreck 

and Settle 1995; Bell 1987; Block 3A Research Design 1979; Converse and Presser 

1986; Singleton and Straits 1999; Warwick and Lininger 1975) divided into three 

sections - layout issues, completing the questionnaire, and purpose of the questionnaire. 

The term questionnaire was used for the pretest sample as it may be more readily 

understandable to them than using "telephone census instrument". The purpose of the 

questions in the letter was to draw particular attention to problematic issues indicative 

of many questionnaires. 
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Although the market orientation statements and questions weie replicated from other 

studies, they were still included in the pretest to ensure the language and tenninology 

were appropriate and relevant to the population. In addition, they -were pretested to 

ensure the meaning of the questions was not affected by the context of neighbouring 

questions (Converse and Presser 1986). 

Typical comments from the developmental pretest sample related to possible redundant 

questions, concerns about the length of the interview schedule, and suggestions for 

rewording questions. With the exception of concerns about the length, there was little 

consensus among the sample in relation to comments. As it is not always realistic to 

implement all suggestions, it was necessary for the interviewer to determine if the 

changes would improve the instrument based on face validity. 

7.4.2 Polishing pre'ies� 

After making the necessary alterations to the census instrument, another five people 

making up the pretest sample were enlisted to assist in, as Conklin (1999) terms it, 

"polishing" the instrument. This was a useful process as it is conceivable that changes 

made to the census instrument may introduce further error. As opposed to the 

developmental pretest sample that examined the census instrument without the presence 

of the researcher, the polishing pretest took the fonn of the researcher interviewing 

individual members of the sample using the census instrument, thus testing the 

administration of the interview. The polishing pretest enabled the interviewer's style 

and manner to be assessed and to determine if a neutral but interested approach was 

used (Conklin 1999). It was also an opportunity to time the duration of the interview, 

check that words are correctly pronounced, pretest the use of response cards, assess 

resp::mdent and interviewer fatigue, test the effectiveness and clarity of taping the 
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interview, and receive some preliminary data to test the data coding system (Converse 

and Presser 1986; Dillman 1978; Zikmund 2000). 

Pretesting suggested that the interviews would take approximately 35 minutes to 

administer, and no major problems were foreseen. With two stages of pretesting 

completed, the census instrument was ready to be administered. As explained by Frey 

and Oishi (1995: 108) 'pretests are necessary but sometime the line must be drawn and 

the questionnaire put into the field'. 

A multi-contact approach to administering the census was implemented consisting of an 

advance letter, follow-up telephone call, and where necessary, a separate telephone call 

to conduct the interview. This approach was used because of the work requirement 

levels of elite groups such as CEOs and senior managers. For example, it is suggested 

by Lavrakas (1993) that advance letters for elite groups in particular are a useful 

technique for increasing response rates due to their busy schedules as it prepares them 

for the follow-up telephone call. 

7.5.1 Advance �etier 

The first contact with the population was by an advance letter, so named because its 

purpose was to provide advance warning of a telephone call from the interviewer. As 

opposed to a ' cold call', Lavrakas (1993: 120) explains that an advance letter may 

increase response rates because the potential respondent has been ' warmed up' to the 

research, a factor that was important when interviewing elite target populations such as 

senior managers. Similarly, Frey and Oishi (1995) suggest that without an advance 
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letter there is a "surprise element" where the respondent is attempting to decide within 

less than one minute whether to participate and in doing so may not be listening to the 

researcher's introductory comments. Traugott, Groves and Lepkowski (1987) provide 

empirical support that a ten per cent increase in response rates was achieved in their 

telephone interviews by sending an advance letter. When options for call backs and the 

scheduling of telephone interviews were conducted at an elite group's convenience as 

well as providing an advance letter, Lavrakas (1993) found response rates between 

60.00 and 80.00 per cent were possible. A much earlier study of telephone interviews 

by Dillman (1978) found that response rates of over 90.00 per cent were obtained only 

after respondents received an advance letter. 

The advance letter (see Appendix E) also provided tangible evidence of the legitimacy 

of the study (Dillman 1978) and relayed the importance of the study and the valuable 

contribution from the potential respondent to the research (Frey 1989; Frey and Oishi 

1995). A high profile to the research was attempted by explaining that (1) the research 

was a joint initiative of two tertiary institutions; (2) the study was a census of all 

Australian seaports; (3) it was anticipated that the research findings may improve the 

competitiveness of Australian seaports both domestically and internationally; and (4) 

that the study was believed to be the first of this type of research on Australian seaports. 

To provide evidence of the academic nature of the research, increase authenticity and 

give a professional appearance, letterhead from the Australian Maritime College (AMC) 

was used (Frey ] 989; Lavrakas 1993). To further legitimise the researcher, the 

researcher's business card was paper-clipped to the letter near the signature. The letter 

was personalised by addressing the potential respondent by name and title and signed 
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with a non-black ink (blue) in attempts to indicate that the signature was not computer 

generated (Alreck and Settle 1995; Frey and Oishi 1995; Lavrakas 1993). 

The one page advance letter was written in single spaced block style and began by 

explaining to the potential respondents the significant contribution they could make to 

the study. The dated advance letter also explained the process of the research in terms 

of the initial telephone contact and telephone interview, and the willingness to schedule 

a time convenient to the respondent for the telephone interview (Frey 1989; Lavrakas 

1993). Due to the high status and recognition of the AMC in the maritime industry, it 

was decided that a letter from a sponsor was not required. It is argued that the vast 

majority, if not all the respondents would be aware of the AMC's role in the maritime 

industry as many seaport personnel and managers have undertaken undergraduate or 

postgraduate studies, training, or been involved with either AMC or AMC Search (the 

commercial arm of the institution). The potential recognition of AMC by the 

respondents may increase the response rates because as Dillman's  (1978: 16) studies of 

telephone interviews found, respondents may participate 'not so much because of any 

feelings of obligation to the researcher, but because they feel that they have received 

past benefits from the college or university' .  Dillman (1978: 242) also makes the point 

that respondents may assume that ' the university would not be sponsoring this study if it 

were not important '. 

An inducement to participate in the research was offered by way of a summary report of 

the results of the study. A report was found to be 'a powerful inducement to respond' 

for business and professional respondents who may be keen to read about the opinions 

of others in similar positions (Alreck and Settle 1995: 203). Providing an inducement 
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has b8cn shown to increase the response rates in surveys (AI reck and Settle 1995; 

Lavrakas 1993). Por the same reasons, confidentiality of responses was assured. 

The anticipated length of the telephone interview was omitted from the advance letter 

and from the discussion that would follow in the initial telephone call as it may 

discourage participation from potential respondents. Lavrakas (1993) suggests that if a 

telephone interview will take more than fifteen minutes then no comment should be 

made unless the respondent enquires. Although it could be argued there was an ethical 

obligation to inform potential respondents of the time commitment required, 

respondents are free to break off from a telephone interview at any time. As raised 

earlier, if a telephone interview is not broken off in the first minute to two minutes then 

respondents will usually continue with the interview. 

A number of researchers (such as De Vaus 1995; Frey and Oishi 1995) suggest that 

addresses on envelopes containing advance letters should be handwritten to provide a 

personal touch; a similar reason is given for using stamps rather than franking (Lavrakas 

1 993). HowL:vcr, as handwritten addresses do not provide a professional appearance, 

and givL:n the letter would be sent to CEOs and senior managers, a professional 

appearance would be expected. Therefore all addresses on envelopes were typed. In 

addition, as letters in general mailed from AMC to various seaports in the past have all 

been typed, a handwritten address may give the appearance of a student undertaking the 

research. In respect to the use of postal stamps, as the franking machine used by the 

AMC prints the full name of the institution and the address on the envelope, this was 

used as it further legitimises the study. To draw further attention to the institution, a 

rectangular gloss black and gold sticker AMC was placed on the top left hand corner of 

each envelope. 
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An issue that was contemplated and discussed with members of the pretest sample was 

whether response cards for questions should be inserted with the letter or mailed 

separately when the seaport senior manager agreed to participate in the study. The 

provision of response cards was a means of overcoming the disadvantages of telephone 

interviews by utilising visual cues (Lavrakas 1993) as well as reducing recency effect 

and memory errors (Frey and Oishi 1995). As recommended by  these researchers, the 

response cards accompanied the advance letter to save time and reduce the need for an 

additional postal contact with the respondent. The other alternative was to fax, email or 

post the three response cards after the initial telephone contact. This may have become 

problematic if the respondent decided to participate in the study at the time of the initial 

telephone contact. 

In anticipation of the potential respondent having misplaced or not recelvmg the 

advance letters or response cards, electronic copies were developed to allow immediate 

delivery to the respondent during the initial stages of the telephone interview. Hard 

copies were also kept if the respondent preferred them to be faxed or re-mailed. A 

potential benefit of including tbe response cards was that the population might judge the 

quality of the study by the appearance of the response cards. Therefore, particular 

attention was given to each response card to ensure it was professional in appearance 

(as determined by the pretest sample), clearly marked Response Card A, B, or C, and 

each labelled at the bottom with the wording '2003 major study on the marketing 

strategies of Australian seaports' (as shown in Appendix D). Each card was printed on 

buff coloured cardstock so that it stood out from the letter and from other papers on the 

respondent's desk thus making it easy to find. As a result of using cardstock for the 

response cards and not wishing to fold them, an A4 envelope was used for the advance 

letter and response card. 
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When mailing out the advance letter and response cards, attempts were made to ensure 

the respondent received it midweek to avoid as De Vaus (1995) puts it, the "Monday 

pileup" and thus the chance of the letter being overlooked or not read completely. 

Confirmatory telephone interview calls to the population began in most cases within 

one week of the anticipated receipt of the advance letter. 

1.5.2 Coni'ii"maJ�oi"Y �elephol1le interview 

A call sheet for each member of the population was developed (Appendix F) that 

included the respondent's name and job title, seaport, contact details (telephone, email, 

mobile, fax), space to record call times and where necessary call back times, and 

introductory comments to be read by the interviewer (De Vaus 1995; Dillman 1978). 

As the study was involving seaports throughout Australia, the timing of the call was 

important as it had to take into account three different time zones across Australia 

ranging from 30 minutes to three hours time differences from Eastern Standard Time. 

When calling interstate, the interviewer made the point of informing the respondent the 

call was from Tasmania, meaning that it was a long distance call because this can tend 

to increase the perceived importance of the study (Dillman 1978). In addition, the 

seaport managers were not initially contacted before 9:30 in the morning to give them 

time to deal with the early morning correspondence and thus reduce the chances of them 

being uncooperative (Lavrakas 1993). 

After the introductory details, including a reference to the advance letter and asking if it 

had been received (De Vaus 1995; Lavrakas 1993), the confirmatory telephone 

interview (see Appendix F) reiterated the purpose of study and the value of the 

respondent's contribution to the study. The introductory comments were kept as brief 

as possible because 'the longer the introduction, the more a potential respondent must 
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listen without active involvement, the greater the chance of losing interest before 

questioning begins' (Lavrakas 1 993: 100). The introduction during a telephone 

interview is considered by Dillman (1978: 242) to  be the most critical because during 

this stage termination is more likely to occur suggesting that 'it is difficult to 

overestimate the importance of the introduction' .  

To provide ease of use, the second page of the confirmatory telephone interview 

schedule was divided into two columns, one column to be used for a positive response 

to the study by the respondent, and the second if the respondent elected not to 

participate. In the case of the latter, the respondent was asked if someone else in the 

seaport could be interviewed, if this was also rejected an attempt to ask three "quick" 

questions was made to gain some detail on marketing conducted by the seaport. 

Respondents were then thanked for their time. 

Respondents who agreed to participate were first asked to confirm their job position and 

if they were responsible for the marketing of the seaport or if another person or another 

seaport would be more appropriate. Respondents were then given an option of 

continuing with the interview or providing an alternative time for a call back, this date 

and time were recorded on the call sheet. Care had to be taken when the respondent 

was in a diff,�rent time zone from the interviewer that the respondents' appointment was 

recorded in their local time as well as the interviewer's local time to reduce confusion. 

A list of anticipated fallback questions was developed should a respondent query details 

about the census. The questions identified issues about the interview in general and the 

respondent's role in the interview as shown in Table 7.4. In addition, if the respondent 

wished to speak to someone else from either AMC or the University of Tasmania to 
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authenticate .the research, the contact details of the AMC Faculty Director and the 

researcher's supervisor at the University of Tasmania would be made available. 

Table 7.4: Anticipated fallback questions 

Questions about the interview 
in general 

• Who is sponsoring the study? 
o What is the purpose of the study? 
• Who is responsible for conducting the 

interview? 
• How will the study's findings be used? 
• Can I get a copy of the results of the 

study? 

Questions about the respondent's 
role in the interview 

• How did you get my name? 
• Why don't you interview someone else in 

the seaport? 
• How can I be sure this is authentic? 
o Are my responses treated confidentially? 

Source: adapted from Dillman (1978). Frey and Oishi (1995) and Lavrnkas (1993). 

In accordance with recommendations of Lavrakas (1993), the introduction to the 

interview was kept as brief as possible whilst still establishing the credibility of the 

research and interviewer, the purpose and population of the research, and the incentive 

of receiving a summary report of the findings. As an advance letter and previous 

telephone contact bad previously been made, there was little need to provide further 

details. Brevity is important during this stage of the interview because by decreasing 

the respondent's listening time and increasing their 'active involvement', the chances of 

a refusal are reduced (Lavrakas 1993: 100). 

After the inilial introductory comments, respondents were asked permission to tape the 

interview. Whereas this could be achieved without their knowledge, ethically it was 

inappropriate. If the request was refused, there was an instruction to the interviewer to 

stress to the respondent the importance of taping in terms of recording accurate 

responses rather than risk memory recall. In addition, the instructions reminded the 

interviewer to repeat the confidentiality provisions of the research in attempts to 
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a l k v i �lt'-' CllnCefJlS abo ut ta[l ing thl' i nterview. The question asking permission to tape 

[ile inlt:rview served as the easy closed questilln suggested by Conkl i n  ( 1999) followed 

hy an o p en-ended question asking res[londents to explain their marketing 

rcs[lllnsibili ties ( Item AI).  

7.6 ERROR CONTROL PROCESS 

Lavrakas (1993) explains there are four major contributors to total survey error -

sampling error, coverage error, nonresponse error, and measurement error. Of the fou r  

potential survey errors, s a m p l i n g  error was n o t  relevant t o  t h e  current research because 

the e ntire popUlation was being surveyed and thus is not discussed further. In terms of 

minimising coverage erwr, attempts were made to ensure coverage of the population 

were as complete as possible. Besides working through available l ists and websites of 

Australian seaports as d iscussed earlier, respondents were asked during the telephone 

interview if they knew of any other comm ercial seaports i n  their State/Territory 

(Appendix B - Item RA). These were checked off against the researcher's l i s t  for 

completeness. As all  available hardcopy and onl ine databases and l ists were consulted, 

this discussion with respondents provided confirmatory evidence of the population 

because it  i s  argued that senior managers i n  the seaport i n d ustry would be aware of 

other seaports operating i n  their Staten'erritory as they represent potential competit ion.  

The two rem a i n i ng potential survey errors - nonresponse error and measurement error, 

provide a n u m ber of challenges to the research and thus are discussed separately below. 

7.5.1 Nonresponse error 

In terms of nonresponse error, this could first occur during the confirmatory telephone 

questionnaire if  the telephone numbers from databases were i n correct or the researcher 
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h"d ill"dc transpositional errors. The possibility of staff turnover or the potential 

re spond ent b0ing on leave may also have contributed to nonresponse error. Errors of 

t his kind would bl: recorded OIl the call sheet and investigated. To ensure respondents 

were the most appropriate persons for the interview, three questions, depending on their 

responses, were included on the confirmatory telephone questionnaire - (1) requesting a 

confirmation of job tille; (2) checking if another seaport or port authority has any 

control over marketing; and (3) confirming the respondent is responsible for marketing, 

and if a negative reply, requesting the name of the relevant person. In the event of any 

nonresponses, they would be to ensure a particular category of seaport had not been 

under-represented thus potentially biasing the study (Dillman 1978; Frey and Oishi 

1995; Lavrakas 1993). 

Lavrakas ( 1993) refers to the challenges of physical factors and social factors when 

conducting research by telephone that may impact on nonresponse error. Physical 

factors that may increase nonresponse error, such as respondents not having a 

telephone, or modems using the telephone line and poor connections, often relate to 

populations of the general public and were not as applicable to this particular corporate 

population. However, a preference was given to contacting respondents on their office 

numbers rather than mobile telephone numbers to decrease the likelihood of background 

noise jf the respondent was in the operational area of the seaport, and to guard against 

signal dropout. The social factors discussed by Lavrakas (1993) refers to the hearing 

problems of the elderly, unanswered calls, answering machines being used to screen 

calls, all increasing nonresponsc error, however it was not anticipated these would be an 

issue when dealing with respondents from commercial entities. However, as it was 

expected the seaport managers would have their own personal assistants who initially 

answer the telephone, a potential source of nonresponse could occur if that person acts 
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as a gatekeeper restricting access to the seaport manager. This was unlikely unless the 

seaport manager after receiving the advance letter gives instructions that he/she does not 

wish to speak with the interviewer. 

In a study of reasons used by respondents refusing to participate In a telephone 

interview, Lavrakas, Merkle and Bauman (1992) found that 40.00 per cent indicated 

they were not interested in the survey, ten per cent hang up the phone without 

responding, 20.00 per cent did not have the time. A further ten per cent replied that 

they did not participate in surveys and the remaining 20.00 per cent provided varying 

reasons. In considering these reasons for nonresponse, the topic of the census was 

likely to have at least some interest to the potential respondents. In addition, it was not 

be expected that someone from a seaport or any other business would hang up the 

telephone without making at least some response. Potential reasons for nonresponse 

however could be that they did not have the time or that they did not participate in 

surveys. 

As discussed earlier, the purpose of using an advance letter and checking with the 

potential respondent during the confirmatory telephone call for a convenient time to call 

back, as well as asking at the beginning of the telephone interview if the timing was still 

convenient, were all conducted to reduce the chance of refusal (Lavrakas 1993). When 

dealing with an elite group such as CEOs and senior management, a flexible approach 

was necessary in appreciation of their busy schedules, thus researchers should work in 

with the respondent's  schedule rather than vice versa, for example, potential 

respondents were not initially contacted before 9:30 in the morning. To discourage 

potential respondents from replying that they do not participate in surveys, the advance 

letter explained the importance of the survey and the valuable contribution of the 
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respondent. Whereas nonresponse on mail surveys can be time consuming due to 

follow up mailings after a reasonable reply period, this was known immediately in 

telephone interviews. 

7.6.2 MeasUlrement erroy 

Lavrakas (1993) raises a num ber of errors that contribute to measurement error ranging 

from errors associated with the format of the instrument and the delivery of the 

interview, each of which are discussed below. 

7.6.2. 1 Reducing errors due to the formal of the instrument 

Mail surveys in particular fall victim to item nonresponse because the interviewer is not 

present to ensure completion. As the interviewer was guiding the respondent through a 

telephone interview, item nonresponse was less likely unless the respondent does not 

know the answer or decides not to reply for reasons such as confidentiality or other 

sensitivities (Dillman 1978; Lavrakas 1993). Although Lavrakas (1993) suggests there 

is a tendency for responses to open-ended questions to be shorter in telephone 

interviews, the interviewer was able to use probing techniques where necessary to gain 

further detail and may find that respondents answer sensitive questions due to the 

anonymity offered by a telephone interview (Alreck and Settle 1995; Cannell 1985b; 

Dillman 1978; Zikmund 2000). 

As the telephone interview instrument contains Likert scale and ranking questions, 

response cards (Appendix D) enclosed with the advance letter (Appendix E) were used 

to reduce memory recall error. This was also seen as an effective means of overcoming 

the disadvantage of telephone interviews not being able to administer complicated 

questions or provide visual cues (Cannell 1985b; Lavrakas 1993). 
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Particular attention was given to the wording and ordering of questions in the 

instrument. As some of the pretest sample were representative of the population's 

employment position, the researcher requested that attention be given to possible 

ambiguity and terminology and use of appropriate language (see Appendix G). 

Awareness of the possibility of question order bias answers was also considered, and 

after pretesting, the order of two questions was changed to reduce question order bias. 

7.6.2.2 Reducing errors due to the delivery of the instrument 

As interviewing has the inherent disadvantage of human error in writing responses, all 

interviews were tape recorded, provided permission was gained from the respondent, to 

reduce error (Frey and Oishi 1995). In addition, immediately after completing the 

interviews the interviewer worked back through the instrument checking for potential 

errors and incomplete sections. All interviews were transcribed during which time 

checks were made against the tape recorded responses. 

As alluded to earlier, the duration of a telephone interview is not usually the reason for 

total nonresponse or item nonresponse. 1f total nonreponse is to occur for a telephone 

interview, it is more likely to occur immediately or within the first one to two minutes. 

As respondent and interviewer fatigue is a possibility, it is still necessary, as Lavrakas 

(1993: 131) recommends, to 'retain control of the pace and flow of the survey' to 

successfully complete the interview. As a result of input from pretesting, the 

respondent was informed at least twice during the interview, usually at the beginning of 

Sections M and S of the census instrument, that there was not long remaining or that the 

interview was nearly complete as a means of reducing the likelihood of early 

termination and to reduce respondent fatigue. 
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Care was taken during the telephone interview (and taken note of during pretests) to 

clearly pronounce questions. Whereas some respondents may request interviewers to 

repeat a question, others may not, thus potentially increasing unconscious 

misrepresentation bias by making an inaccurate response (Zikmund 2000). As a 

telephone interview requires two-way communication, the interviewer was also aware 

of the benefits of building in verbal feedback for the respondent. To encourage the 

respondent during the interview, given there are no visible non-verbal actions or other 

means than voice, the interview used responses such as "I see", "hmmm", "uh-huh" to 

indicate the interviewer was being attentive and that communication was occurring 

(Cannell 1985b). These were used in attempts to offset the psychological differences of 

telephone interviews (Alreck and Settle 1995). For example, during a face-to-face 

interview respondents receive non-verbal feedback via facial expressions and body 

language, how the interviewer is dressed, as well as verbal feedback that can all 

introduce interviewer error (Alreck and Settle 1995; Frey and Oishi 1995). In a 

telephone interview only verbal feedback is available. However, a warning from 

Lavrakas (1993: 131) was heeded by the interviewer not to become an 'on the phone 

therapist' by engaging in a discussion of personal opinions as this can introduce 

interviwer bias (Zikmund 2000). Therefore, the interviewer had to be aware of not 

being overly enthusiastic or too detached (Lavrakas 1993). 

Due to the interviewer's presence and institution being represented, even if only by 

telephone, social desirable bias, acquiescence bias and auspices bias can still occur 

(Aireck and Settle 1995; Dillman 1978; Frey and Oishi 1995; Zikmund 2000). As an 

elite group was being interviewed that may have at least some knowledge of marketing 

issues, it was not anticipated that these sources of bias would be of concern because 

managers are more likely to provide their personal opinions rather than agreeing with 
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Ihe [eSl'lllllklll l CUll  verSe and I ) [esse[ I '� C:(i). Simil arly it was not expected that 

e\l rL l l l i t)  b i �I S  llf del ibcr: l tL; fa ls ification of responses would occur (Alreck and Settle 

I l)l)); Ziklllund :'.lIl1lJ). Al though all researchers face the possibility or a respondent 

prol id i ug i naccurate infor mation,  Lavrakas ( 1 993: 0) found that in telephone 

i l l lCl'vie\\'s, 'most respondents w i l l  p rovide rea sonably accurate i n l'ormation ' .  

7.7 S U �Jl l\JlARV 

This chaptl!r has detailed the research design used to collect primary data from the 

relevant managers within Australian seaports to address the primary and two secondary 

research questions of the study. The generation of the population consisting of 30 

sea pons (that is, main ports) and thus 30 specific seaport m a n agers was explained and 

j usti fication provided for using a telephone interview as the census i nstrument. A two

stage pretest was used tu assess both the internal mechanics of the i n terview schedule 

:md the interview manner of the researcher. Pretesting also considered the advance 

let ter and confirmatory telephone i n terview that were used as a means of i ncreasing 

tota l  response to the census. Other techn i q ues [or incrc;asing total response and i tem 

response. and  reduci ng total survey error i n  terms of sam pling error, coverage error, 

nonrespo nse error and measurement l!rror were also examined. Initial analysis of the 

data col lected a s  a resul t of thl! above research design i s  presented i n  the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 
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8. i �NTRO[JIUCTION 

This chapter reports on response rates and other administrative details of the census as 

well as providing an in-depth profile of the seaports and respondents. Seaports are 

profiled demographically in terms of total trade throughput in tonnes, number of TEUs 

and visiting trading vessels, employee numbers, total gross revenue, and total assets. In 

addition, the seaports are examined in relation to their ownership, management and 

services offered. This profile of seaports is reported to initially provide an overview of 

this industry sector and then as potential key variables for segmenting the seaports for 

further analysis. In relation to the profiling of respondents, the purpose is to ascertain 

whether they are qualified to discuss marketing issues at a senior level within the 

seaport, thus their job title and tenure, line of reporting, and educational background are 

discussed. 

8.2 CENSlJJS RESPONSE RATtE 

A 100 per cent response rate was achieved during primary data collection thus giving 

credence to the census nature of this study. That is, respondents from all 30 Australian 

commercial seaports identified in Appendix A participated in the study. A number of 

factors potentially contributed to the high response rate. The decision to use telephone 

interviews in place of mail questionnaires was validated when comments were made by 

respondents ,hat they are receiving too many mail questionnaires but were happy to talk 

over the telephone. For example, one respondent commented: 

We are getting inundated with these bloody surveys, I am getting sick of it 
and tell them I haven 't got the time, not that we don 't want to support these 
things. ' "  Did you design the questionnaire yourself? [Yes] Because some 
of the crap we get from marketers, they don 't even know what they are 
bloody talking about. 

- CEO, Seaport #7 

After some prompting, this respondent went on to participate for 90 minutes. 
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The major challenge however, but one that contributed to the high response rate, was 

the number of attempted contacts made to attain the confimlatory telephone interviews. 

In some cases, respondents were contacted up to 16 times because they were unable to 

take the call due to being in meetings, taking another telephone call, being away from 

the office (including being in the operational areas of the seaport, or interstate, or 

overseas), or on leave. A message was left with each respondent's personal assistant to 

be forwarded to the respondent explaining the purpose of the call, linking the call to the 

advance letter and notifying that the researcher would call back. When liaising with the 

personal assistant the researcher also enquired about the most suitable days and times to 

call the respondent and if there was the possibility of organising a teleconference time 

slot. It is worth noting the extremely busy workloads of the respondents, for example, 

at times there were no available slots in their schedule for up to two weeks. As 

discussed in Chapter Seven, leaving a message rather than requesting the seaport 

manager to return the call was an attempt to minimise any direct monetary costs to 

respondents (Dillman 1978). An unexpected positive result of the number of call-backs 

was that some respondents became apologetic for not being readily available, and it is 

possible that this increased the likelihood of them participating in the interview. 

The use of the advance letter appears to have also assisted in attaining a high response 

rate. Using an advance letter resulted in the majority of respondents expecting the 

telephone c<! U, thus avoiding the difficulties associated with "cold-calling". It appears 

the maj ority of respondents had already determined they would participate in the 

interview prior to receiving the confirmatory telephone call. For example, respondents 

commented: 

I am glad you have taken an interest in us because we are a very small and 
distant port. 

- CEO, Seaport #14 



This type of study is probably long overdue 
- CEO, Seaport #1 

I think your study is a good exercise to raise the awareness about 
marketing; I look forward to seeing the results. 

- Marketing Manager, Seaport #2 
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Eight changes were made to the original list of potential respondents. In two cases the 

CEO being contacted had recently resigned, and in the other six seaports, the five CEOs 

and one general manager suggested during the confirmatory telephone interview that 

another senior manager at the seaport be contacted who would be more appropriate 

given his/her marketing responsibilities. In general, the alternative respondents held 

positions similar to that of a trade development manager. Each of the eight alternative 

respondents was sent a personally addressed copy of the advance letter and response 

cards before making the confirmatory telephone interview. It is of note that secondary 

data, including information on the seaports' websites, did not clearly indicate the 

alternative respondents as the appropriate contact for discussing seaport marketing 

issues. Potentially this raises a concern about how prospective customers determine the 

person to contact in seaports for marketing issues. In addition, the websites, which 

arguably contain the most up to date information, did not indicate in the two above 

cases that the CEO had resigned or that a new CEO had been appointed. It appears that 

some websites are not being used to notify customers and stakeholders of recent 

changes to the seaport, for example, it could be expected that changes to the senior 

management structure would be noted on a seaport's website, even if in relation to 

announcing the new CEO. 

The average duration of the in-depth interviews was 6 1.63 minutes with a range of 45 to 

105 minutes. Although four of the respondents initially indicated they were too busy, or 
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considered they would have little to contribute to the study, once the interview began all 

respondents freely provided their time. There were no early terminations of the 

interviews by respondents and only two respondents asked during the interview how 

much time was remaining; however, in each case this occurred after the 35 minute 

mark. This corresponds with the finding of researchers (as discussed in Chapter Seven) 

that once started, telephone interviews tend to be completed, particularly if the issues 

are pertinent or of interest, and that interviews of around 50 minutes are possible (Frey 

and Oishi 1995). 

Item nonresponse was negligible because the interviewer was able to ensure all 

questions were addressed and where necessary used probing techniques to elicit a 

response. Where item nonresponse occurred, it tended to be either because the 

respondent did not know because it was not his/her area of responsibility (as in 

questions related to seaport charges in Section G of the census instrument), or because 

trade figures were not finalised. Respondents from two seaports regarded trade figures 

such as seaport revenue, throughput in tonnes, and total assets as being of a 

commercially sensitive nature and initially were not prepared to answer the questions. 

However, with some prompting, the respondents provided a broad-banded answer that 

fitted the categorised responses. The "Unsure" category was used when respondents 

indicated they did not know the answers to Likert questions. Some respondents 

explained that where they both agreed and disagreed with statements, the "Unsure" 

category was also used. For example, respondents from seaports operating multiple 

sub ports found they agreed to the statement for some subports but not for others. In 

these situations, the researcher recorded these additional comments to assist where 

necessary with analysis. Respondents tended to find answering Items R.1 to R.3, which 

related to identifying the five best marketed Australian seaports, the most challenging. 
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Only 33.33 per cent of respondents listed five seaports and 23.33 per cent did not 

identify any seaports. Further explanation of Section R questions is discussed in 

Chapter Nine. 

8.3 SEAPORT PROFilES 

As explained in Chapler Seven, the seap_orts included in the census are the commercial 

seaports of Australia chosen for investigation because of their diversity, competitive 

nature, and possible predisposition to marketing. The profile of Australian seaports in 

this study is characterised by location, general activities, management, operations, and 

trade and financial data. These characteristics, which are discussed below, appear to be 

the major attributes on which .to differentiate Australian seaports to enable stratification 

during analysis. 

8.3.1 Seaport location and ac�iviitlf 

In terms of the 30 main ports, which are primarily port authorities, over half of the 

seaports in the census (56.67%) are located in Western Australia and Queensland, with 

the Northern Territory and South Australia containing one main port each (see Table 

8.1). Table 8.1 also indicates there are a total of 54 mainports and subports in Australia 

excluding the seven non-commercial subports (as shown in Appendix A). When 

subports are included the proportion of State/Territory-based seaports vary, resulting in 

Tasmania and Queensland containing over half of the total (51.85%). However, many 

of the subports tended to be minor in terms of revenue and trade throughput, with some 

handling less than ten small vessels per year. Respondents explained that some 

subports are little more than jetties receiving cargo for the local community. 
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Table 3.1: Seaports categorised by location and type 

Australian Capital Regional Dedicated No. of % No. of % 
State or City mainports sub ports & 
Territory mainports 
NSW 1 2 1 4 13.33 5 9.26 

NT 1 1 3.33 1 1.85 

OLD 1 2 5 8 26.67 17 3 1.48 

SA 1 1 3.33 7 12.96 

TAS 1 3 4 13.33 1 1  20.37 

VIC 1 1 1 3 10.00 4 7.41 

WA 1 4 4 9 30.00 9 16.67 

Total 7 12 11 30 100% 54 100% 
% 23.34% 40.00% 36.67% 100% 

Source: Appendix A, Appendix H - Item S.4 
Percentages may notaddto 10[1 due to rounding 

Of the 30 seaports, seven are described as being capital city seaports although of these, 

the seaports of Melbourne, Sydney, Brisbane, Fremantle and Adelaide (Flinders Ports) 

are commonly referred to in industry publications such as Lloyd's List Daily 

Commercial News, Waterline and government reports as being Australia's major 

seaports. When trade and financial details are considered later in this chapter, it could 

be argued that the capital city seaports in Tasmania and the Northern Territory be 

categorised as regional seaports. This will be further discussed in the current and 

following chapters. In a report on Australian port authority services and activities, the 

Industry Commission (1993) classifies seaports into integrated, regional, dedicated and 

community seaports. These classifications are not appropriate for the current study due 

to the Industry Commission's (1993) inclusion of subports that makes it difficult to 

classify the main ports. ill addition, due to the diversification strategies undertaken by 

seaports since the pubrication of the report and during the last few years in particular, 

many of the seaports in the census could now be classed as integrated seaports. That is, 

the report's definition of integrated seaports includes those providing facilities for 

container, bulk, and breakbulk cargoes as well as for passenger and recreational vessels. 

For example, 70.00 per cent of seaports in the current census handle containers, albeit 
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that ten handled less than 10,000 TEUs per year including five seaports handling less 

than 1,000 (Item S.7)8 

It is worth noting that of the 30 seaports, only four claimed their number one activity 

was handling containers (Item SA). Almost all seaports (96.67 per cent) reported the 

handling of bulk cargoes (dry andlor liquid) as a major activity. Handling breakbulk 

cargo (56.67 per cent) and liquid bulk (50.00 per cent) also figured as major activities. 

Although seven respondents indicated their seaport has one major activity, which in 

each case was dry bulk, they explained that a broad number of activities were 

undertaken including diversification into the container markets. In addition, 90.00 per 

cent of seaports had naval vessel visits and 63.33 per cent of seaports had visits from 

cruise ships of generally two to eight per year, although three seaports stand out with 

3 1 , 28 and 16 visits (Item S.S). In relation to cruise ship visits, care needs to be taken 

with the figures because the definition of what constitutes a cruise ship tends to vary. 

Seaports are increasingly generating revenue from what would have been considered a 

number of years ago as non core business activities such as ownership of an airport, 

property management, rentals, leasing and tourism. For example, 27.9 per cent of 

Seaport #30's revenue wass from property management whilst it was 30.00 per cent for 

Seaport #16. One CEO also reported: 

, 

We are generating as much from our land-based development activity as 
from our port activities as in cargo related activity and it is less risky and 
more secure. 

CEO, Seaport #1 

Within this chapter, statistical data related to items from the census instrument arc shown in 
Appendix H. 
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It appears from the definitions of the Industry Commission (1993), the vast majority of 

seaports could now be classified as being integrated seaports, thus reducing the value of 

the categorisation for analysing differences between seaports. 

In attempts to provide a more meaningful stratification, seaports in the current study 

were classified as being capital city seaports, dedicated seaports and regional seaports. 

Definitions of the latter two were adapted from the Industry Commission's (1993) 

report. Capital city seaports as the term suggests, are seaports based within the capital 

city of each Staterrerritory. As per the Industry Commission's (1993) definition, 

dedicated seaports primarily provide bulk commodity operations and little other general 

cargo facilities servicing the community or industrial development. Regional seaports 

are those servicing major regional areas and although being dominated by bulk trade, 

provide some level of break bulk and container cargo handling in addition to tourism and 

recreation facilities. As shown in Table 8.1 ,  23.34 per cent of seaports were capital city 

seaports, 40.00 per cent were categorised as regional, and 36.67 per cent as dedicated 

seaports. 

8.3.2 Seapor� ownership, management and operations 

Of Australia's commercial seaports, 83.33 per cent were some form of government 

owned corporation, one a statutory authority and four described themselves as being 

privately operated seaports, including one as an unincorporated joint venture (Table 

8.2). Within the government owned corporations were seaports that have evolved from 

being fully publicly owned to now being corporatised. Many of the respondents of 

these seaports quickly pointed out that although being government owned, they were a 

fully commercially business receiving no funding from the government. Two CEOs 

further clarified that they and their staff were not public servants. Flinders Ports Pty Ltd 
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is an example of an Australian seaport .that was previously government owned and 

operated by the South Australian Ports Corporation that has since become privatised. 

Table 3.2; Seaport management and operatioQs 
Cri1eM!K hi Category , ,',J.' .i ". ' ", :. ... . " " ' � p' . . ;. :-':5 ' ' 

Govt owned corporation 
Privately operated 
Statutory authority 

:_: M�l1ageniCnt' Vnincorp?��ted Joint ¥�ture, 
. , 

Landlord 
Port operator 
Port owner/operator 

�o'M8jor pCiivme§trategic port man,a�er ;,;p ':  

Container 
Bulk - dry 

Bulk -hqlllo 
Source: AppendiX H - Items S.2·S.4 

. ' , ,' . , '  

83.33 

10.00 

3.33 

% 

25 

3 

1 

1 , . ' 
,', 3.33"';1;�"" .: 

�./� 

9 30.00 

4 13.33 

10 33.33 

. 1'1\4'- .�:;. 23.34 

4 

23 

3 

13.33 

76.67 

10.00 

Table 8.3 shows the various titles of the seaports in the census; the majority of which 

are either port authorities or corporations. Comparisons with Table 8.4 show an 

interesting shift in the titles of seaports over the last decade. Table 8.4 shows that 80.77 

per cent of seaports (mainports) in Australia in 1993 were titled port authorities and 

3.85 per cent as a corporation, compared to 46.67 and 36.67 per cent respectively a 

decade later. Analysing seaports on the basis of their nomenclature may provide further 

insights into the role of marketing, for example, as reported in Chapter Three, 

corporatisation generally brings with it a greater business and customer focus. 

Respondems were asked to describe the management of the seaport in terms of being a 

landlord seaport, seaport operator, seaport owner/operator, or  if there was a more 

appropriate term (Appendix B - Item S.3). Almost one third indicated they operated as 

a landlord and another one third as a seaport owner/operator (Table 8.2). Of the 

remaining respondents, 23.34 per cent viewed their seaport as being a strategic seaport 

manager. This term is defined in the Industry Commission's (1993) report as being a 
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combination of both the landlord and trade facilitator models, or as explained by Hirst 

(2000), there is a greater focus on providing transport solutions and improved services 

(as discussed in Chapter Three). Respondents further explained: 

Our role is very much facilitating and smoothing, making sure eve,ything 
works well. We are a strategic port manager, facilitating at the strategic 
level. 

- CEO, Seaport#24 

A strategic port manager differs from a landlord because we do some 
seJ1lices like line handling, and we have a closer relationship with our 
customers, yes there are elements of a landlord but there are also elements 
of a port manager as well. 

- CEO, Seaport #25 

Table 3.3: Titles of commercial Australian seaports (2003) 
Port Author;tv (PA) port CorpO(atjop Pri"ate Gout department 

Port Kembla Port Corp Waterways Auth of NSW 

Sydney Ports Corp 
Newcastle port Corp 
Darwin port Corp 

Bundaberg PA Ports Corp of OLD 
Gladstone PA Port of Brisbane Corp 
Rockhampton PA 
Cairns PA 
Townsville PA 

Mackay PA 

FliDden. Ports PIL 
Burnie Port Corp 
Port of Devonport Corp 
Port of Launceston P/L 
Hobart Ports Corp plI 
Melbourne Port Corp Toll GeeJong Port P!L 

Poct of Poctl�nd PI!. 

Geraldton PA Port Walcott 
Broome PA 
Bunbury PA 
Esperance PA 
Port Hedland P A 
Dampier PA 
Fremantle PA 
Albany PA 

14 11 4 
4667% 3667% 13 33% 333% 

Sexuce: Seaport websites, annual reports and brochures 

Corp " Corporation; P(L" Pty Ltd; Auth" Authority 

No 
4 

8 

1 
4 

3 

9 

30 
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Table 8.4: Titles of commercial Australian seaports (1993) 

Port Authorit� {P � Port Core oration Private Govt deeartment 
MSB Sydney PA 
MSB Hunter PA 
Illawarra PA 
DarwinPA 
Gladstone PA Harbours Corp of QLD 
Rockhampton PA 
Cairns PA 
Townsville PA 
Mackay PA 
Brisbane PA 

BHP PI]' Ltd S.l>e�t Marine ao:l Harbours 
Port of Launceston Authority Marine Board of Hobart 
Burnie PA 
Port of Devon!::!ort Authorit::t 
Port of Melbourne Authority 
Port of Geelong Authority 
Port of Portland Authority 
Bunbury PA Port Walcott 
Port Hedland PA 
Dampier PA 
Fremantle PA 
Alban:t PA 

21 1 2 2 

80.77% 3.85% 7.69% 7.69% 
Source: Industry Commission (1993) 

Corp'" Corporation 

Similarly, another respondent saw the role of a strategic port manager as: 

. . .  one that wants to engage not only customers but also the community in 
steering the direction afthe port. We are still a landlord port but not in the 
strict interpretation of the previous government and CEO used to ado pt. We 
are really a strategic port manager. The difference is because we 
concentrate on the triple bottom line approach. 

- Senior Manager, Seaport #29 
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No. 
3 

1 

7 

2 
4 

3 

6 

26 

100% 

Not all were content with remaining as a landlord seaport, one recently appointed CEO 

complained: 

The previous government's vision of ports was the landlord model where all 
ports were a landlord that rent the land and coordinate activities but didn't  
provide much services I really don't like it  much . . .  there is  a counter view 
that you can make good money out of stevedoring and building shiploaders 
and conveyors and I know ports that do that, but we have gone so far down 
this track that it will take a long time to reverse that and be able to access 
capital to do that. 

. CEO, Seaport #28 
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Similarly, other respondents expressed dissatisfaction with the landlord model and that 

it was no longer suitable: 

Our intention is to get more involved than a landlord, we want to get 
involved with the commercial reasons for working with the port. Our 
brochure even states "We will not restrict ourselves to the function of a 
landlord port, we will concern ourselves with the entire chain of port 
logistics activities. 

- Senior Manager, Seaport #17 

The port historically has been one of a landlord stitching up very long 
leases and has missed a lot of passing revenue. I would like to think we are 
moving towards operating the port and moving away from being a landlord. 

- Marketing Manager, Seaport #11 

Seaport management models may provide a useful means of analysing seaports' 

approaches to marketing. It could be argued that seaports with a greater focus on trade 

facilitation may be proactively attracting and retaining customers to increase trade 

throughput. 

The most common seaport in the census tended to be a government owned corporation 

working either as a landlord port authority or port owner/operator handling primarily 

bulk commodities (Tables 8.2 and 3.3). The average throughput per annum in tonnes 

was 21,462,527 tonnes with 127,355 TEUs for a gross revenue of $54,579,567 and total 

assets of over $ 183 million (Table 8.5). The most common seaport also had 99 

employees and 810 trading vessels visited during the year. However, to understand the 

diversity of commercial Australian seaports requires an examination of the range of the 

data in Table 8.5. For example, trade throughput varied from 167,000 tonnes to almost 

100 million tonnes, gross revenue from $ 1  million to $108 million and total seaport 

assets valued from $3.9 million to $912 million (Table 8.5). Similar extremes can be 

found for the other data also shown in Table 8.5. It appears then that a clear picture of 

Australian seaports can not be determined by calculating the average seaport due to 
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such variances. However, what. it does indicate is that even the smaller seaports are 

substantial businesses each with a potential impact on their surrounding communities. 

Table 8.5: Seaport trade and financial data 

Criterion Category I Mean Range 1110. % 
Trade 21,462,527 tonnes 167,000 to 99.2M 
throughput 

Small 0-1M tonnes 5 16.67 
Medium 2-50M tonne,; 20 66.67 

Large 51M+ tonnes 5 16.67 
Gross Revenue $54.579.567 $IM to $108M 

Sma!! $1-10M 7 23.33 
Medium Ill-100M 20 66.67 

Large $ 101M+ 3 10.00 
Total assets $ 183.157.068 $3.9M to 912M 

Small $1-50M 10 33.33 
Medium $51-3OOM 14 46.67 

Large $301M+ 6 20.00 
TEUs 127.355 TEU Nilto 1 .42M 

Small Nil 9 30.00 
Small 1-10.000 10 33.33 

Medium 10.000-200.000 7 23.33 
Large 200,000+ 4 13.33 

Employees 99.10 4to 850 
Small 1-20 9 30.00 

Medium 21-100 14 46.67 
Large 101+ 7 23.33 

Trading vessels 810 33 to 3019 
Small 1-100 4 13.33 

Medium 101-500 9 30.00 
Large 501+ 17 56.67 

Source: AppendIX H - Items S.6 S.8, S.1D-S.12 
May not add to 100% due to rounding 
M ",  million 

To simplify discussion and determine useful classifications of seaports for analysis, 

seaports were divided into small, medium and large seaports based on three trade and 

financial measures as shown in Table 8.5: 

1.  trade throughput in tonnes; 

2. gross revenue in dollars; and 

3. total asset value in dollars. 

These three criteria were chosen because it could be argued that large seaports may be 

characterised as being high on each of these variables. The three other variables shown 
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in Table 8.5 were not used because they were not as comparable, for ex-ample, all 

seaports did not handle containers, the number of trading vessels did not take into 

account the tonnage transported on those vessels. In terms of full-time employee 

numbers, many seaports had outsourced this resource by utilising casual employment, 

or private operators within seaports now employ, those once hired by the seaport 

notably the stevedores. Thirty per cent of seaports now employed less than 20 full-time 

employees, including four seaports employing between four and eight people; although 

still generating revenue of between one and four million dollars (Items S.10 and S.11). 

Table 8.6 presents a categorisation of seaports by the three operational and financial 

measures discussed above. 

Table 8.6: Australian seaports categorised by trade throughput tonnes, gross 

revenue and total assets 

Small Medium Large 
Waterways Authority of NSW Newcastle Port Corporation Sydney Ports Corporation 

Port Kembla Port Corporation 

Darwin Port Corporation 

Bundaberg Port Authority Cairns Port Authority Gladstone Port Authority 
Rockhampton Port Authority Mackay Port Authority Ports Corporation of Queensland 

Townsville Port Authority Port of Brisbane Corporation 
Flinders Ports P/L 

Port of Launceston P!L Burnie Port Corporation 
Port of Devonport Corporation 
Hobart Ports Corporation P/L 

Toll Geelong Port P/L Melbourne Port Corporation 
Port of Portland P /L 

Broome Port Authority Geraldton Port Authority Port Walcott 

Albany Port Authority Bunbury Port Authority 
Dampier Port Authority Esperance Port Authority 

Port Hedland Port Authority 

Fremantle Port Authority 

7 17 6 

Total 
4 

1 
7 

1 
4 

3 

9 

30 
- � -- �  

% 23.33% 
Source. based on data from Table 8.5 
P!L= Ply ltd 

56.67% 20.00% 1 00% 
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It is of note that of the seven capital seaports, only three are characterised as -being large 

and Queensland is the only State/Territory to have multiple numbers of  large seaports. 

Although it could be argued that total trade throughput in dollar terms be included 

because the handling of more cost intensive commodities requires additional 

infrastructure, it is anticipated that additional infrastructure costs may be reflected in the 

dollar value of total assets. This in turn may offset the high volume bulk seaports that 

may not have diverse infrastructure. It was also recognised that using the total asset 

value may create bias towards seaports situated near suburbia due to the potentially 

higher seaport land value, however upon examining Items S.6 and S.ll, these seaports 

also tended to be placed high in relation to total trade throughput and total gross 

revenue. It appears that the categorisation used in Table 8.6 may be useful in further 

analysing the seaports in terms of their marketing activities. 

6.3.4 SlImmarl! 101 ihe pro'iiie 01 AlJs�ralian seaports 

As a whole, the seaport profile of the census is characterised by a widespread 

geographic location in every Australian State/Territory (with the exception of the 

Australian Capital Territory that has no seaports), a range of ownership and 

management structures, and an assortment of small through to large sized seaports 

based on a variety of trade and financial data. It is apparent that determining a useful 

means of categorisation is difficult due to their diversity. However, undertaking such a 

profiling exercise may present a clearer understanding of the Australian seaport sector 

and indicate that a number of changes are apparent since previous studies were 

undertaken. These changes, such as  increased corporatisation, interest in trade 

facilitation, as well as a broader range of services being offered, support the arguments 

in earlier chapters of a more competitive environment for seaports and hence one that is 

more likely to benefit from applying services marketing strategies. 
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8.4 RESPONDENT PROFILES 

The 30 respondents were profiled in relation to their job position, including their level 

of seniority in termS of who they reported to within the seaport, the number of years of 

experience as the person responsible for marketing at the seaport, and their educational 

background. These attributes were investigated to determine whether the respondents 

were qualified in relation to their knowledge about marketing and Australian seaports in 

general; and hence whether they were reliable informants capable of commenting on the 

census items. 

All of the respondents were in senior positions within the seaport (see Table 8.7) 

reporting directly to either the CEO and/or the board of directors, or to their general 

manager who then reported to the CEO. 

Table 8.7. Respondents' clharactCiistics 
Criterion 

Senlmig. 

Business Quatmcations 

Source: Appendix H . Items A2·AS 

Calego[}r 
, ' ', � 

Report to CEO/Board 
Report to another 

Years in marketing 

None 

Degree 
Postgraduate 

MearSYrs) BanQWrS) �P 

587 04 18 

25 
5 

21 

9 

11 
10 

83.33 
1667 

9 7000 
30.00 

30.00 

3667 
33.33 

Only one respondent in a large diversified company, which incorporated a seaport, was 

twice removed from the CEO in that he first reported to a commercial manager who 

reported to the general manager who then reported to the CEO. However, in terms of 
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the seaport business, the respondent was in a senior level position. In other words, all 

respondents were senior managers within a seaport indicating sufficient opportunity for 

the respondents to have direct communication with the CEO and/or board of directors 

and with other senior managers in the seaport both formally and informally. Although 

not directly asked during the interview, it was found that 86.67 per cent of respondents 

were male. Of the four female managers, one held the position of CEO, and the 

remainder were in senior corporate communication roles. Currently within Australian 

seaports just one of the 30 CEOs are female. 

As shown in Table 8.8,50.00 per cent of respondents were CEOs, 26.67 per cent were 

marketing managers, 16.67 per cent were the equivalent of a trade development 

manager, and the remaining 6.67 per cent were a finance manager and a ports and 

projects manager. 

Table 8.3: aeeM�9gntsl job bUes 

Positi&J!O No. 

Marfteting Manager 

:rr3d� I)cvei apment Manager 

Qth-er Seni9r Managers 

15% 

5O.�e 

8 
26.67 

5 
16.67 

2 

TOTAL 30 100.00% 

Position sub-categories 

CEO , 
Chief Executive 

Marketing Manager 

GM - Marketing and Strategic Development 
Senior Manager Corporate Relations 
Marketing and Communications Manager 
Manager· Corporate Ctlmmunications and 
Pubic Relations 

Trade Development Manager 
GM - Shipping and Logistics 
Shipping Servi��1l Manag�r 
� - Commercial 

Finance Managefrojccrs Manager 

Ports and 

Source: Seaport annual reports and websites; verified during confirmatory telephone interviews 
GM '" General Manager 

No. 

12 
3 

4 

1 
1 
1 

1 

2 

1 
I 
1 

30 

»', .{ 
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Table 8.8 also indicates the variety in titles within each of these broad categories. There 

appears to be many similar marketing responsibilities between the trade development 

managers and marketing managers even though they have different titles. Other 

respondents were quick to point ou t that their role was purely promotions and public 

relations focused and were not involved in any marketing activities outside this area, 

including liasing with customers, which was reflected in the title of one respondent 

titled the Manager - Corporate Communications and Public Relations. In this seaport, 

the marketing activities had been split ,between two divisions, 'Corporate 

Communications and Public Relations' and 'Commerce and Logistics' .  The former 

undertook the promotion mix activities, whilst the latter managed much of the 

remainder III marketing including liaising with customers and managing those 

relationships. As has been the practice thus far, the remainder of this thesis, when 

providing qualitative comments of respondents, the titles of CEO, marketing manager, 

or senior manager (including those in trade development and other senior manager 

categories) are used in conjunction with a seaport code to assist with confidentiality of 

respondents. 

It is unclear whether the marketing manager title is emerging as a new position in 

seaports or whether the marketing role is being subsumed within that of the trade 

developm,mt manager. However, it is possible that when seaports first begin marketing 

it falls within the responsibility of the CEO or trade development manager, and then as 

marketing efforts increase, a full-time marketing position is created. This possibility 

was partially supported by six respondents that explained they were the first to hold 

such a marketing-related position at their seaport, that is, they had been recruited for the 

specific purpose of increasing trade via marketing efforts. Before their appointment the 

seaports were not involved in marketing. It is possible that the nomenclature may be 
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dependent on the size of the seaport in terms of the trade and financial data shown in 

Table 8.5 and therefore the number of employees. For example, seaports with a 

marketing manager or trade development manager with marketing responsibilities (with 

the exception of Seaport #1 1 which is a dedicated bulk seaport), had more than 40 full

time employees. Other seaports with over 40 full-time employees, all had another 

senior manager with responsibility for marketing with the exception of three seaports 

where the CEO undertakes this role. Of these three seaports, the CEO of Seaport #20's 

plan was to employ a person to undertake marketing while the CEO of Seaport #25 took 

on the marketing role because he preferred it "kept at a very high level", and the CEO of 

Seaport #19 reported that he tended to focus more on relationship management because 

he has only 13 customers. 

8.4.2 Tenure at the seapoi'� 

To assist in determining the respondents' knowledge of marketing activities within the 

seaport, they were asked about their length of tenure. As indicated on Table 8.7, 

respondents had an average of 5.87 years experience in their marketing-related position 

at the seaport (range = 0.04-18 years). Three respondents had less than one year 

experience in their position as CEO, however, each of them was very experienced in the 

seaport sector. For example, the CEO of Seaport #20 had many years of experience at 

that seaport before taking an interlude and returning as CEO. The CEO of Seaport #28, 

although being in the position for four months had worked with seaports for many 

years. In addition, he was open in explaining that a conscious decision had been taken 

to adopt a very low key marketing effort. The CEO of Seaport #23 (as Acting CEO) 

had "inherited" the position two weeks before conducting the interview, however, as he 

had been a member of the board of directors for four years, he was familiar with the 

seaport management and operations and had strong views on the need to broaden 
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marketing efforts. Overall, the length of tenure and their level of experience imply 

respondents had a sufficient level of knowledge of seaport management and of the 

relevant factors in the external environment that may influence marketing decisions. 

8.4.3 Edl.lcar�iornal background 

Of the 30 respondents, 21  had business-related qualifications including four that were 

primarily focused on marketing (Table 8.7). In terms of their highest qualification 

level, 1 1  of the 21 respondents had an undergraduate degree and ten had obtained a 

postgraduate award. Five respondents had both undergraduate and postgraduate 

qualifications in business (bringing the total of respondents with an undergraduate 

degree to 15). The majority of undergraduate degrees were either Bachelors of 

Business/Commerce or Bachelors of Economics. In relation to postgraduate 

qualifications, six of the ten postgraduate awards were .Masters of Business 

Administration. Of the nine respondents without business qualifications, two were 

currently enrolled in a MBA program, two had engineering degrees whilst the 

remainder tended to have extensive experience within the maritime industry as well as 

having attended a number of short courses in relation to management. One respondent 

now aged 40, began working in the maritime industry after leaving high school, and had 

worked his way up to a senior position within his seaport but admitted: 

[ need to formalise my experience, [ now need to get formal qualifications 
otherwise [ will hit a glass ceiling, the first thing placement agencies look at 
is the qualifications. [fyou haven 't got a piece of paper you don 't even get 
past the interview or first cut because qualifications are the first cut. So [ 
have now enrolled in an MBA. 

- Senior Manager, Seaport #26 

Of interest for a future study would be to contrast the above observation with the other 

eight respondents without any formal business qualifications, including three at the 
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level of CEO, as to whether formal qualifications will become an essential selection 

criteria for CEOs and senior managers in the future. 

In general, the profiles of the respondents indicate they are in senior management 

positions with responsibility for marketing the seaport, are suitably experienced in terms 

of their tenure and/or knowledge of the maritime industry, and are well educated in 

business and marketing disciplines. This gives greater credibility to their responses, 

thus increasing the validity of the data. As a result of the varied positions from 

marketing managers and trade development managers to CEOs, it was not possible to 

make useful comparisons between their roles as many of the respondents tend to 

perform other duties besides marketing. However, it was argued by these respondents 

that all their activities were related to marketing in some way. 

The following section moves beyond the general analysis of profiles of seaports and 

respondents in the census to focus more on seaport marketing. This is done by 

examining the seaports' impetus for marketing and reporting of the existence of formal 

marketing departments in Australian seaports. 

8.5 THE EM EAGEMCIE OfF i\IilARKETIMG 

There tended to be two distinct views from respondents on seaport marketing. The first 

discussed marketing as being mostly related to promotions in terms of building 

awareness through advertising. However, as the CEO of Seaport #14 explained, 

"marketing is not just about running around putting ads in the paper and radio".  The 

second view recognised marketing as having four major components: promotions, 
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community liaison, business development, and CRM. This view was evident from the 

following description of one marketing manager's role: 

Being the marketing manager, I am basically responsible for customer 
relationships, making sure we are meeting customer expectations, also for 
developing new business through existing port facilities, and also taking 
responsibility for our community relations as well. 

- Marketing Manager, Seaport #3 

In another example, the Marketing Manager of Seaport #2 explained that his role was 

primarily business development in relation to increasing existing business and gaining 

new business, as well as managing public relations aimed towards his local community. 

Another respondent described how marketing at his seaport was evolving from being 

purely promotions based to focusing more on developing business opportunities: 

Marketing tv me in the port industry is split into two distinct sections, what I 
call "public relations" and "business development". The public relations 
section is all the media, advertising, publications, brochures, promotional 
activities, displays, and exhibitions etcetera. Whereas the real marketing is 
the business development through identifying new opportunities and market 
sectors, then going out and talking to the organisations, companies and 
individuals that influence those markets or business. I hope my marketing 
efforts for the port are evolving from the public relations stage where we 
have tried to raise the awareness of the port through all the promotional 
activities to the actual cold marketing of face-to-face meetings with 
prospective port users. 

Senior Manager, Seaport #26 

A similar evolution is apparent at Seaport #15 where the marketing department began as 

a public relations department, although it differs from Seaport #26 in that its focus still 

appears to be mainly promotions focused. 

The development and management of customer relationships, which is the fourth 

component, appears to be an important activity in Australian seaports. However, CRM 

is not always recognised as being a marketing activity. For example, two respondents 

typifed a narrow promotions-based definition of marketing: 

Well it depend� on what you mean by marketing as in a marketing campaign 
as such, I don 't know if we have ever had a campaign like a standard or 
classic marketing policy but we certainly put in a lot of time and effort on a 
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than marketing, it is keeping a good working relationship with the people 
who use the port and prospective clients. 

CEO, Seaport it 19 

We have people working just on cllstomer relationships, but I am loath to 
say that is marketing as such, it is relationship building of customers and 
working with customers. 

CEO, Seaport #13 
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Although it is to be expected that respondents may define concepts differently, it was 

not expected that senior managers would have such differing views of marketing 

ranging from the very narrow to the broad. Care was taken by the researcher when 

reporting on respondent replies to compare them with their other responses throughout 

the interviews to gauge a more accurate understanding of their marketing activities. 

Before discussing the range of marketing activities undertaken by Australian seaports 

(and thus partially addressing the first of the secondary research questions), the extent 

of marketing at a more general level was discussed in terms of the reasons seaports 

began marketing, the number of years seaports had been conducting marketing, and 

whether marketing departments existed. This may be useful for understanding the 

impetus for marketing and approximating how long marketing has existed in the 

Australian seaport sector. In addition, the existence or otherwise of a marketing 

department may explain how seaports have formalised marketing within their 

organisational structures. 

8.5.1 The impetus for marketing) 

The majority of respondents explained that the prImary reasons for beginning a 

concerted marketing effort related to there being a change in the seaport's governance 

or ownership structure and/or a rise in competitive forces (Item A.7). In particular, the 

commercialisation and subsequent corporatisation of seaports were cited as the major 
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incentives to begin marketing. According to respondents, corporatisation and a 

commercial charter encouraged seaports to be more accountable for trade throughput 

and increasing their revenues. This contributed to higher levels of competition because 

less cargo was considered captive as opportuoWes for diversification were further 

explored. The increasing competition and iinperative for marketing as a means of 

business development was evident in the respondent replies shown in Table 8.9 as to 

why their seaport first began marketing. 

Table 8.9: Reasons for beginning marketing of tbe seaport 

Respondent 
CEO, Seaport #1 

CEO, Seaport #7 

CEO, Seaport #14 

CEO, Seaport #18 

CEO, Seaport #25 

Marketing Manager, 
Seaport #8 

Comments 
We first began marketing when we were corporaiised, prior to (hat the port 
was seen as a statutory authority arid once we were corporatised we took 
that commercial type charter of transport and development. 
Marketillg is important because that is ,how we call filld cargoes and make 
money for the port. That is being :very hard-nosed and blunt about it as 
opposed to having a pretty imnge. 
The port needed to expand its trade so it could become financially viable 
and evolve from being a government department into a port authority. One 
of the strategies to build that trade was for the first time to begin marketing 
the port to not only its current customers but also to potential customers. 
...  it was the case of, well now we are a regulatory authority, and that \Ve 
really needed to be out there to compete and make customers aware of the 
opportunities that we provide. 
Marketing tends to come into being because of mnrket forces .. " The 
marketing efforts over the last five to ten years however have intensified, we 
nbw certainly take a much more proactive role than was traditio1U111y the 
,case. I think we were very reactive until about ten to 15 years ago and as 
lYe moved into corporatised environments lYe tended to identify 
opportunities and progress them. 
Really the impetus was becoming all independent port authority with its own 
separate board and that started around 12 years ago. In the last five years 
we have become a statutory corporation which has given us a lot more 
independence because the Maritime Services Board was disbanded. so it is 
really in the last five years that we have been probably a lot more serious 
about marketing in terms of going out to the mnrketplace though we were 
doing that before but being independent you can run your own race a lot 
more than we could before. 

Marketing Manager,
--

Afte; privatisation of the port, marketing became an essential part of port 
Seaport #11 operations, whether they [senport management in general] recognise that or 

Marketing Manager, 
Seaport #21 

not is another matter. 
71,ere seemed ·to Cb"e�· �a:-:g�r=ea�'�e=r-p=u�s�":-;fo=r:-:'='iQ�r=k"e�""'n�g' -::a7f'�e=r-c=o=r=p=o=ra�'''is�a='�ion::::
because as a corporatised entity it had to stand on its own, it needed to be a 
commercially viable organisation, it increased its focus on its customer 
sen'ice, one of the purposes of corporalisalion was to drive a more efficient 
and competitive business. 

Senior Manager,
-

- � - -.. -:the-"e was an acknowledgement that the port has to focus on its trade 
Seaport #26 development and expand its shipping services and greater cargo throughpw. 

Source: Appendix H . Item A.7 
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Four other respondents attributed the reasons for instigating marketing to the arrival of a 

new chairperson, board of directors and/or CEO who were in the words of one 

respondent "velY marketing oriented and could see marketing had to be introduced for 

us to be competitive and grow our business" (Marketing Manager, Seaport #2). 

Another respondent highlighted how a change in State/Territory government was able to 

influence the direction of the CEO and board of directors in relation to marketing by 

explaining how: 

. . .  back in the early days of the former government {five years ago] and 
when port reform occurred, the port was purely a landlord port authority 
and they took that meaning literally and at one stage the previous CEO said 
that shipping lines and cargo owners weren't customers of the port. The 
only customers deemed to be customers were those who leased land from us. 
That was back in the bad old days, however, with the new CEO and new 
board and the new government, some of the focus is on cargo and shipping 
lines, we have really cranked up our marketing efforts in that regards. By 
not conducting marketing in the past put us out of kilter with port 
philosophies around the world and indeed our competitors. The new 
government did not need much convincing, they were very supportive. 

Senior Manager, Seaport #29 

Table 8.10 indicates that over half the respondents believed their seaport had been 

marketing for ten or more years, and 40.00 per cent for less than ten years. However, as 

raised earlier, as the definitions of what constituted marketing varied, it was found 

throughout the interviews that in many cases respondents had been limiting their views 

of marketing to advertising activities. Throughout the interviews, the majority 

conceded that it had been only in the past five years or so that they considered (in their 

words) "real marketing" was being conducted, which generally coincided with 

corporatisation. Respondents gave examples of there being little coordination of 

marketing activities until then and instead marketing was primarily relegated to placing 

advertisements. For example, a typical response about marketing efforts was: 

To the level we do it {marketing] now, only two to three years. Before that 
it was more a shotgun approach producing a lot of advertising and standard 
annual reports and corporate brochures, and annual customer 
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presentations. But there was no real feedback in trying to ascertain if we 
were hitting the mark or not from our internal and external customers as we 
call them. 

Senior Manager, Seaport #27 

Only one respondent claimed his seaport did not undertake marketing activities. Upon 

prompting however, it appears that at least some promotion is undertaken because he 

explained: 

We haven 't totally cut ourselves offfram the world, we just like to remind 
people that we are on the map, so occasionally J will talk at a conference 
and occasionally we will put an article in an appropriate magazine. 

CEO, Seaport #22 

Table 8.1.0: Use olf marketing in Australian seaports 

Criterion Category Mean �xl Range No. % 
Conducting marketing (yrs) 1 1.20 Nil to 40 

Nil 1 3.33 
1-3 years 2 6.67 
4-9 years 10 33.33 
10+ �ears 17 56.67 

Marketing department 
Yee 13 43.33 
No 17 56.67 

Employees in marketing 5.15 1 to 14 
department Nil 17 56.67 

1-3 employees 6 20.00 
4-5 employees 3 10.00 
6-10 employees 2 6.67 
1 1  + em�loyees 2 6.67 

Title ofdepartment 
(of 13 seaports) Marketing 2 15.39 

Marketing variety 4 30.77 
Commercial/Bus licvl 7 53.85 

Others undertaking 
Marketing as well Yes 21 70.00 

No 9 30.00 
Marketing budget Nil to 10 
( %  of total budget) Unsure 1 3.33 

Nil 1 3.33 
-:;1 % 13 43.33 
-::::3 %  6 20.00 
-:;5 % 6 20.00 
<10 % 3 10.00 

Source: Appendix H Items A6, A8"Al1, A 1 4  

It appears that the change in seaport governance or ownership, and increasing 

competition were major factors in encouraging the development of marketing, which, 

for some seaports, included the appointment of marketing focused positions (as 
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discussed in the following section). On the whole it appears that seaport marketing is 

still a relatively new activity and although some seaports suggest marketing has 

occurred for over len years, in many cases this relates to promotional activities. In 

general, concerted efforts appear to have existed on average during the last five years. 

The existence of more established marketing practices in only recent times might be one 

reason why researchers in the past have shown little interest in seaport marketing. 

8.5.2 Markatil11l@j d1alPaJiilmal11lfts in saaJlPOrls 

Although 13 respondents reported the existence of a marketing department (Table 8.10) 

there are two caveats relating to their size and titles. Firstly, in three seaports, the 

marketing department consisted of one employee who in each case was the marketing 

manager. It could be argued whether this constitutes a department, nevertheless, each 

manager had a marketing title, undertook marketing activities, and received assistance 

from other managers. Overall, marketing departments tended to be small with nine of 

those 13 seaports employing less than six marketing staff. Seaports employing over 50 

staff appeared to be more likely to have dedicated marketers although there were a few 

exceptions. For example a seaport with 21 employees had a marketing department 

consisting of one manager, whilst another with 75 employees, although not currently 

operating with any marketers, is planning to establish a marketing department. Two 

other seaports (Seaport #25 and Seaport #16) both with 65 staff preferred to outsource 

specific marketing activities such as advertising, whilst keeping CRM activities in

house. 

The second caveat is that marketing departments in seaports used a variety of titles. 

Two seaports used "marketing department", whilst four of the 13 combined the word 

marketing with strategic development, community relations, or corporate 
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for many seaports is considered. The business development activity of marketing is 

reinforced by the CEO of Seaport #25 when he explained: 

A great deal of what we do nowadays in terms oJ project development and 
implementation is not what I would refer to seven years ago as marketing. 

All bUL three respondents agreed that marketing of the seaport should be part o f  

everyone's job (Item D.3: 90.00 per cent) provided a senior manager took prime 

responsibility. However, tbe marketing focus by respondents tended to be on customer 

liaison, for example: 

I would say we have 20 employees in marketing because everyone is 
involved in marketing the port, everyone is involved in talking positively 
about the port, about operation integrity, everyone contributes to making 
this port someone we are good to do business through. 

Marketing Manager, Seaport #11 

I do expect all our staff to take some involvement in marketing. I expect all 
staff to take an interest in their customers and know what the customers' 
needs are. 

CEO, Seaport #24 

Because marketing is across everyone in the organisation, it's not only the 
commercial managers interacting with the customers, my engineering 
manager is still working with customers on maintenance programs, my 
environmental manager is working vel)! closely with customers on 
environmental programs. So this marketing role is one that is stretched 
right across the whole Corporation, I would be concerned if it was driven 
from just one area. 

CEO, Seaport #13 

I guess we have tried to build an a{{itude within the port that everybody that 
works here is a customer relation's officer and so everyone in the port has 
some responsibilities for marketing, but formally it resides with me. 

CEO, Seaport #14 

The CEO, Seaport #14 added that customer relation' s  officers included the stevedores 

because they have a "continual interface with all our customers".  

Whether or not seaports have marketing departments, with the exception of Seaport #6, 

all the respondents claimed they had a marketing budget (Table 8.10), including the 
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respondent from Seaport #22 who suggested marketing was not used, yet had a budget 

of one per cent or less of the total seaport's budget "just for a few odds and ends ". The 

marketing budget as a proportion of the total budget was used to provide some degree of 

relativity between seaports rather than asking for a dollar figure. It was perceived that 

using a dollar figure would yield little value due to the vast differences in ports (as 

represented in Table 8.5). However, the wide variance in seaports may have still 

distorted the results. For example, seaports with large expenditures in relation to 

production and shiploading may show marketing expenditure as a percentage of the 

total budget as being relatively small when compared to seaports with lower throughput 

and hence smaller production and ship loading expenses. In addition, many seaports 

have large expenditure related to maintenance and depreciation. Fifteen seaports had 

marketing budgets of greater than one per cent including three seaports with budgets 

between five and ten per cent. These seaports were earlier classified in Table 8.6 as 

being small (Seaport #7) or medium size seaports (Seaport #2 and Seaport #25) rather 

than the larger seaports. Five seaports were able to provide their exact marketing 

budget figure with the remainder providing an approximation. 

A concern is that at least six respondents claiming a figure of less than one per cent of 

budget did not appear to have a formal marketing budget but instead were reporting 

some adhoc expenditure on marketing-related activities. To accurately compare the 

marketing budgets, further details would be required because it is not clear how 

encompassing the budget is, for example, some may have included salaries of 

marketing-related staff whilst others may have only considered promotional activities. 

Seaport #25 for example, included components of project development and 

implementation as marketing expenditure, thus reinforcing the trade development 

emphasis of marketing in seaports. Respondents also noted travel expenses and salaries 
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communication (Table 8.10). The remaining seven seaports used the titles of business 

development, commercial, or strategic and commercial development departments. One 

respondent commented how the business development department was "a fancy name 

for marketing" (Senior Manager, Seaport #17) and tended to be used in the seaport 

sector in place of marketing. The CEO of Seaport #24 however, explained that the 

marketing department used the title of strategic and commercial development because in 

addition to marketing, customer liaison, and trade and business development, "they go 

beyond the marketing plan by cementing the deals" .  One seaport however, preferred 

the use of shipping and logistics and explained: 

. . .  it is really business development/marketing, we only use the title because 
in such cultures that we deal with, particularly Asian cultures, the term 
marketing is not very helpful in terms of building and developing 
relationships, they just see it as sales . . .  it puts you at some difficulty at 
times to get appointments with the relevant people. Yes it is the marketing 
department, but we actually dissect it a bit and go into shipping and 
logistics. 

Senior Manager, Seaport #29 

Within the marketing department or marketing-related activities, seaports employed a 

diverse range of positions. As shown in Table 8. 10, 70.00 per cent of respondents 

replied that others in the seaport also performed marketing-related activities. In 

seaports with marketing departments (regardless of their title), typical positions were 

marketing communication managers (incorporating community relations, media, and 

public relations managers), market analysts, business/trade development managers, and 

account executives. The activities undertaken by the above positions also tend to reflect 

the primary marketing activities raised at the beginning of this chapter - promotion, 

community liaison, business development, and CRM. An unexpected role of some 

marketers was that of being a property manager in relation to leasing land and 

warehousing. However, this fits the business development activity of marketing 

particularly when the amount of revenue that was generated by property management 
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as being a major component of expenses. Estimates of spending $ 150,000 on 

"marketing surveys" and $50,000 on advertising over the past year were also provided 

(Seaport #25). Respondents noted their concern at the small proportion allotted to 

marketing particularly those who lauded the importance placed on marketing in the 

seaport. For example one respondent commented "we bang the drum of marketing but 

we don't  appear to march to the tune" (Senior Manager, Seaport #6). A comment from 

another respondent perhaps sums the views on marketing budgets when he noted his 

was: 

. . .  less than one per cent, less than our total fuel budget for the year, so you 
really have to wonder what the priorities are. 

CEO, Seaport #26 

All 13 seaports that have marketing departments unsurprisingly indicated that a 

marketing department was needed (Item A.21), and in addition, the CEO of Seaport #20 

strongly agreed that a marketing department was necessary although as yet one did not 

exist. A number of views were offered as to why a marketing department was required, 

these are shown in Table 8 . 11 .  The marketing role appeared to be viewed as  being a 

coordinator of activities creating interest in the seaport through to ensuring the contracts 

are signed. As the CEO, Seaport #20 explains, "someone needs to be in the middle of 

all this to make sure it comes together at the end of the day ". The marketing people in 

seaports also appeared to be the point of contact for customers indicating the marketers 

are taking on a CRM role in addition to promotions. 

The majority of the remaining 17 seaports agreed that although a marketing department 

was not necessary for their seaport, there was a definite role for marketing. As one 

respondent explained: 

There is no need [for a marketing department}, we have staff of about eight 
people, we are probably too lean at the moment, this is the reason why we 
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are very bad at this community consultation and participation and selling 
our message. We don't have the systems an.d resources in p lace; ultimately 
we need to do a lot '11wre than that. I could never foresee us luwing a 
marketing department, but I could see significant p ieces of people's roles 
being devoted to what you might call local marketing and external 
marketing, there is no question that  a lot needs to be done there. 

CEO, Seaport #23 

Table S.il: Why a marketing department is required in a seaport 

Respondent 
Marketing Manager, 
Seaport #3 

Marketing Manager, 
Seaport #9 
Marketing Manager. 
Seaport #15 

Comments 
I t is having a point of contact/or customers, they basically know they can go 
to one person or one department, so if they have issues they can go to that 
department arid they know that they ollly have to get in contact with that 
area and the issue will be sortecL Because we are handling these people's 
cargo, the main thing we have found is that when they have got issues they 
come directly Co the marketing area and we sort it out for them. 
The marketing departmefft is the link between what O�"�'�C�,�,s�to�I�II�e�"�'�,� .. �e�d�s-
are and operations, the business could not function without us. 

.,.-,-,-....,-, A marketing department is what keeps you ill touch with not only the market, 
the environment, and customers. So if you cake thac ouc of the scenario you 
have got departments that are financially drivefl, elfgiffeering driven, 
operationally driven, but are they customer driven, and! would say they are 
noC. Those people ! have mentioned do noC have the skills. they are not 
marketers, and they don't always look at things from a marketing 
perspective. They have never worked anywhere where they have been 
exposed ro good marketing, they just don't understand the benefics that can 
be delivered by a good marketing program. 

'M:<:a�r�k�et�i=n=g'M:<'::an�a�g:e;=r
-

, --"�"he=y::--;{C:m�a;::rketersl act as a liaison between -industry and stakeholders and 
Seaport #21 interpreting their needs and being able to articulate those needs across the 

organisation and keeping a strong sense about the industry and what the 
bfdustry demands will be so we call plall our infrastructure and our port 

Marketing Manager, 
Seaport #8 

Senior Manager, 
Seaport #26 

capacity and delivelY of the port's services. 
We need a -;;;;rl:eting department because we are running a port that is 
tocally commodity based and we are losing business and we need to diversify 
our trade and we also have a lot of vacant underntilised assets that we need 
to generate interest in. We need a marketing department basically to grow 
and diversify our business . 
. . .  IIO-one else is going to promote your facilities and-sen/ices and 
developments to the local, national and international client. 

Source: Appendix H Items A.21 and A.22 

The main reason provided for there being no marketing department was due to the small 

size of the seaport and thus the feasibility of being able to afford a dedicated marketing 

manager. These respondents explained the marketing role had been subsumed within a 

range of positions including the CEO and other senior managers and that marketing 

should be the responsibility of all employees. Respondents from Seaport #22 and 

Seaport #253 however, indicated that marketing was not a high priority in their seaport 
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because there was little or no competition because they were in monopoly positions 

with a fixed number of customers. Of interest however, was that these seaports are also 

attempting to diversify into cargoes in which they did not have a monopoly, so it 

remains to be seen whether marketing efforts will increase to attract and retain new 

cargoes. 

It would appear that aside from seaports that tend to have a marketing department, the 

role of marketing is being devolved throughout the seaport and was at least being shared 

by a number of senior managers. This was evidenced by 73.33 per cent of respondents 

(Item A 16) who reported that marketing information is shared throughout the seaport. 

Three other items (Items AI7  to A 19) relating to marketing people interacting with 

other departments and managers were supported by at least two-thirds of respondents. 

Overall it appears that marketing has only recently been implemented on a 

comprehensive basis often due to the effects of corporatisation and competition, 

although there is evidence that seaports have been undertaking some marketing 

activities such as promotion for much longer. Marketing is formalised in a number of 

Australian seaports via a marketing department and/or employment of marketing 

specialists, even if some of these are outsourced positions. However, marketing 

departments and managers are not always readily recognised because of the preference 

for using commerciallbusiness/trade development nomenclature instead of marketing. 

In essence, this is indicating a much a wider role of marketing in seaports that 

incorporates promotion, community liaison, business development, and CRM. One 

reason for this may be the emphasis placed on trade facilitation by many seaports that 

encourages not only attracting new business but also increasing the usage by current 

customers. Additionally some seaports have sought to segregate promotion and even 
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community liaison from the "marketing" department by forming a department focused 

on corporate communication. This appeared to include communication with 

stakeholders as well as advertising. Specifically the activities of these type of 

departments are media releases and publicity, advertising, sponsorships, developing the 

annual report and other publications, website and brochure development, internal 

communication with employees, and enhancing relations with the local community. As 

one CEO explained, if the seaport was to develop it was necessary to market it as a 

valuable economic resource and responsible corporate citizen. 

8.6 S Il.1lMMARV 

The purpose of this chapter was to report on the results of the census of respondents 

from Australian seaports in relation to the census administrative issues and profiles of 

the respondents and their seaports, as well as identify reasons for the growth of 

marketing. A 100 per cent response rate was achieved giving credence to the research 

being a census of all commercial Australian seaports. Although government 

departments publish a range of data on Australian seaport demographics, they are 

usually related to economic measures. Profiles of senior seaport managers are less 

accessible as are the range of trade and financial measures explored in this study. 

Further, much of the data in previous reports focus on the major capital city seaports 

and only some of the larger bulk seaports. Therefore this study, perhaps for the first 

time, presents data that have been collected on all seaports and marketing-related senior 

managers. As discussed in earlier chapters, this study appears to be the first empirical 

study of marketing in Australian seaports. The developed profiles of all the relevant 

seaports and senior managers is instrumental in ensuring a solid foundation to the study 

and providing key variables for possible stratification for further analysis. 
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The analysis indicated that marketing beyond advertising for the majority of seaports 

has occurred within the last five years as a result of changes in seaport governance and 

ownership and the ensuing increasing competitive environment. Marketing departments 

were found to exist in less than half of Australian seaports and were more likely to have 

been established in seaports employing over 40 full-time staff. The use of marketing in 

the title of the department is not commonplace which may instead reflect the primary 

marketing activities in seaports of business development and community liaison in 

addition to promotion and CRM. The following chapter extends the discussion on 

marketing by Australian seaports by examining them under ten broad marketing 

dimensions. 
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9.1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter continues reporting on the results of the census of Australian seaports with 

a focus on the first of the two secondary research questions: 

SRQl What marketing activities and strategies are currently being 

practised by Australian seapo .... s? 

The range of marketing activities used by seaports is reported within ten dimensions: 

market research and segmentation, the seaport product, logistics, seaport pricing. 

marketing communication, the seaport servicescape, seaport employees and customers, 

service processes, CRM. and customer satisfaction (see Appendix B, Sections A-P). 

Chapter Ten concludes the discussion on SRQl by examining the marketing strategies 

of Australian seaports. 

9.2 S EAPORT IliiA1"IKETIUlJG ACTIVITIIES 

Of a range of 14 marketing activities (Table 9.1), 12 are undertaken by over three 

quarters of seaports. In terms of the remaining two activities, complaint management 

and training employees in marketing, these are performed by 73.33 per cent and 23.33 

per cent respectively. 

Table 9.1: Marketing activities of Australian seaports 

Marketing activity 
Customer service 
Use of a web site 
Publicity 
Quality of service 
Product/service development 
Advertising 
Pricing 
Sales 
Retaining valuable customers 
Developing the image of the seaport 
Logistical connections for customers 
Marketing to employees 
Complaint management 
Training employees in marketing 

Sou!'{:t: Appendix H • Item D.1 

No. of seaports 
30 
30 
30 
29 
29 
28 
28 
27 
27 
26 
25 
23 
22 

7 

% of seaports 
100.00 
100.00 
100.00 

96.67 
96.67 
93.33 
93.33 
90.00 
90.00 
86.67 
83.33 
76.67 
73.33 
23.33 
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It is of note that the activities of providing customer service and a quality service, which 

rate very high, are those that arguably require staff to be knowledgeable about the 

seaport and able to interact with customers (gained through training). It is also of note 

that respondents such as the CEO of Seaport #22 who claimed the seaport "did not . 

really do marketing or need it" were involved in 12 of the 14 activities. The actions of 

seaports concerning training employees in marketing can also be contrasted with 90.00 

per cent of respondents that agreed that marketing of the seaport should be part of 

everyone' s job (Item D.39). If this view was held then it could be assumed that training 

staff in at least basic marketing, for example, customer service and customer 

satisfaction may be a useful activity. 

Respondents were also asked more specific questions relating to Table 9.1 to draw out 

the extent of involvement in each marketing activity. For example, although it could be 

claimed that seaports are very involved in marketing from the information presented in 

Table 9.1, very little time and resources may be spent on each activity, or employees 

may not be undertaking these activities from a marketing perspective. In addition, 

further questioning is required to determine whether a strategic approach to these 

activities exists. The following sections explore the above issues in detail under the 

headings of market research and segmentation, the seaport product, logistics, seaport 

pricing, marketing communication, the seaport servicescape, seaport employees and 

customers, service processes, CRM, and customer satisfaction. 

9 Statistical data in this chapter related to items from the census instrument are shown in Appendix H. 
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9.2.1  M arket research and segmentation 

:\L"(ll fding I Ll  rl·�pUlllh:1I1:-:,. -u.:n [h.:r ct.:lIl \VL:fe of t ill": view they p'crCormcd <a lot o f  

1ll�!rk1.�l rL:,c �lrcl!' ('l'�!hk l).:!: I tcrn EA). Howcver, respondents' views o n  market 

rl..'�c;II-(h lII;l)' ill.: dari llcd by cxamining respunses to Items 13.1 La 8.3, E.G unci M.11 

W i l l i  lil;!1 nt' I tem E.·� (set.: Table 9,2). 17m example, when Lhe descriptor was changed 

fnl111 ';[ 10[ '  (0 'n:gularly' or ' frequently' as in Hems 8. 1 ,  8.2 and E.G, Lhe levels of 

. d ill ;I�rcclllt..:llt lmproVl: . 

Table 9.2: Selected market reseal'eh questions 

Item Question 

Il . 1 We regularly monitor our competitors' marketing 
effurts 

lJ.2 We frequently coUcc! markcting data 011 our 
compdilors to hdp direct our markdin g p l ans 

13.3 Our salespl!upk arc instructed to mon itor and rcport 
UI1 CDIlIPletitur activity 

B.·I �Iarh:ding thle purt IS olecoming morle important a� 
completition i ncrleaslCs 

n.5 Growing slCctlons of thlC port's hi nllCrlamls arc slelen as 
OlClIlg conk�labk by completllors 

E.·I WIC do a 101 o f  marklet rlCslCarch 

1.:.6 Inrormatlon IS n:gularly colkctlCd from customers 

(I. ! . I  I EmploYL:les who havl.! contact with customers arlC 
I.!lIcooragled to gOlIll m,ukd rl.!search lIl[ormatiol1 from 
them 

:-" 1 . 1 2  Pl.!rsonal contact with customers IS a cl.!ntral ft:ature 
or our marh:l.!l ing dl"orl 

�:lIr..,:· • \l'r�ntJi\ 1 1  

.l " IUtln; 51) '" �I.mll.ml ll::\'i"ti(l(l 

Agree ('Yo) x SO 

60.00 3.37 1.25 

56.67 3.30 1 .1 3  

50.00 3.03 1 . 17 

73.33 3.73 1 . 1 2  

86.67 3.87 0.92 

43.33 2.97 1.08 

76.67 3.70 0.R6 

63.33 3.30 1.00 

100.00 4.47 0.50 

A l l  rcspomknts indicated thaI at least some or "a little " market research was 

undertaken, with the major source of re�carch for some respondents being newspapers. 

These results were u n expecled given seaporl!-" competitive environment and focus o n  

customer relationships that would benefit from conducting market research. In general, 

III Toe dcscrlptors for Items. 8.1  10 B 3  wt:re u�ed a.:, the� formed part of the rt:plication of the Gray et a1. 
(1998) marketmg oncntatlon study d l�cu�scd 111 prevlOu� chaptt:r� and subsequently u::.ed throughout 
the census IIlslrumenl 
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landlord seaports were less likely to be active market researchers whilst the seaports 

designated as being large in the previous chapter, based on trade and financial data, 

were more active. All four major capital city seaports indicated they undertook a lot of 

market research. 

Seaports are more active in regularly collecting information from customers (Table 9.2: 

Item E.6) than monitoring competitors' marketing efforts (Table 9.2: Item B.1). 

Seaports on the whole tended to utilise mail, telephone or in-person surveys, conducted 

face-to-face and/or telephone meetings, or made use of seaport user groups to determine 

customer views (Item E.7). All respondents noted the importance of meeting with 

customers regularly on a face-to-face basis and commented how customers made it very 

clear if they were not satisfied. This is in addition to collecting information from 

websites, publicly available documents and promotional material to build a profile of 

each customer. As one respondent commented: 

If we know more then we react better, we can build our marketing or 
communication strategies in such a way that you already have antic ipated 
what they are going to say before you find out. That is something that is 
evolving. 

Senior Manager, Seaport #6 

Four respondents noted how they had instituted a visitation program for the CEO, board 

members and senior managers to current and prospective customers locally, nationally 

and internationally expressly with the objective of information gathering and to better 

understand customer requirements. 

Customer surveys were used widely from the fundamental to the comprehensive. In 

general, respondents reported a broad range of issues surveyed including the degree of 

satisfaction with the services provided, perceptions of value for money, seaport 

efficiency, feedback on the website or seaport users' handbook, potential growth in 
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terms of tonnages through the seaport, changes to their needs and requirements, 

feedback on customer service, and in general, the day-to-day issues creating operational 

problems for customers (Item E.S). An example of one of the more comprehensive 

surveys is that of a stakeholder survey used by one of the major capital seaports. The 

respondent explained that the survey consisted of SO questions conducted in-person by 

an independent company covering reliability, credibility, responsiveness, 

communication, commitment, competence, shipping and support services, 

environmental management, and questions about each department. Of the 26.67 per 

cent of seaports that did not conduct customer surveys, half of these indicated they 

intended to begin, whilst the remainder suggested there was little benefit in conducting 

surveys due to the extent of their face-to-face meetings and small number of customers. 

Some form of seaport councils was used by SO.OO per cent of respondents (Item C. IS) 

with all but two being formal arrangements (Item C.16). The frequency of the meetings 

tended to be quarterly however, seaports ranged from having monthly to annual 

meetings (Item C. 17). It became clear from all respondents that marketing was not the 

major purpose of the seaport councils, which was commonly referred to by respondents 

as port user groups. Other titles were also used, for example, port user consultative 

group, port advisory group, customer liaison group, key customer groups, and trade 

development groups. These groups tended to be consultative and information sharing 

mechanisms between the seaport and its customers that included stevedoring 

companies, tenants, shipping companies, and shipping agents. Preliminary matters 

discussed at these meetings are operational and policy issues, infrastructure 

developments, strategy, and environmental management (Item C.17). Additionally, 

respondents commented how port user groups were developed to provide feedback to 

the seaport and maintain communication with users. It appears the trade development 
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groups referred to by the CEO of Seaport #13 specifically focused on finding new trade 

opportunities. Another is the port advisory group of Seaport #10, which in the words of 

the respondent: 

. . .  look for opportunities for developmen� which is part of our marketing 
strategy, to use that wider group to see if we can grow the port. 

Senior Manager, Seaport # 10 

Less than half the respondents reported having community consultative groups (also 

referred to as a community advisory committee, port community forums, or port 

development consultative committee). These were formed to create a closer link with 

the community, or as the CEO of Seaport #18 explained "to get the port out to the 

community and the community into the port". These groups included the general public 

whereas the user groups involved paying customers. 

As personal contact with customers is viewed by all respondents as being a central 

premise of marketing efforts (Table 9.2: Item M. 12), an opportunity exists to 

proactively utilise this contact to gain market research information about competitors, 

possible changes in the macroenvironment, and customers' views of seaport services. 

Currently almost two-thirds of Australian seaports are encouraging staff to do this 

(Table 9.2: Item M. l l). During qualitative responses, the point was often raised by 

respondents about the high level of awareness customers have about competing seaports 

and other transport modes, further indicating the potential for seaports to gain a 

relatively convenient and cost effective means of collecting market research. 

As discussed in Chapter Three, seaports operate in a competitive environment. This 

was supported in the current study in that 86.67 per cent agreed that their hinterlands 

were recognised as being more contestable by competitors (Table 9.2: Item B.S). 

Further, in qualitative responses, the general view was that competition had increased 
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for seaports over the past five years (Item B.7) with only five respondents stating there 

had been no discernible difference. One replied that competition has: 

. . .  been the case for a long time . . .  we always did fight over every tonne of 
cargo like it was a breadcrumb on the beach and seagulls after it. 

CEO, Seaport #5 

He further suggested that the difference now is that competition is openly 

acknowledged. The reasons given for the increasing levels of competition by other 

respondents were that customers are more informed; shipping companies rationalising 

seaport calls and being more interested in hubbing due to larger ship sizes; the 

developments of road and rail infrastructure resulting in changes to the supply chain, in 

particular, taking cargo away from coastal trade; and the conversion of rail line into 

standard gauge thus opening up hinterlands in other States. 

The more isolated regional seaports referred to a north/south freight imbalance for both 

rail and road where there is surplus of freight capacity heading south creating "an 

extremely competitive south bound freight rate" (CEO, Seaport #25). This means there 

can be a cost advantage for cargoes in the north to be shipped through southern, usually 

capital city seaports, thus increasing the size of the hinterlands considered contestable. 

For example, a Victorian seaport was able to attract cargo from northern New South 

Wales and northern Queensland by taking advantage of these back haul transport rates. 

According to the CEO of Seaport #24, the increased contest ability of hinterlands also 

means that seaports "are more conscious of the need to go out and get customers" as 

opposed to them approaching the seaport. 

Further, in relation to the competition, 90.00 per cent of respondents considered 

seaports within their own State/Territory as being the primary competitor followed by 

seaports in other States/Territories (Item B.6). For some seaports, their competitors 
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were spread across the top end of Australia straddling two States and one Territory. In 

relation to competition with other means of transportation, 37.93 per cent of 

respondents commented on the growing concern created by road and rail transport. For 

example, the Marketing Manager of Seaport #3 commented how competition between 

seaports exporting coal is determined by the rail freight costs from the mines to 

seaports. He added "we could charge someone nothing to handle their coal and it 

would still be uncompetitive for them to go through here".  The CEO of Seaport #14 

gave an example of how coastal shipping was replaced by road transport where the 

cargo was handled through a capital city seaport a considerable distance away. This 

was able to occur because the coastal shipping service: 

. . .  provided a very poor and expensive service and indeed the port didn't 
help matters because the port wasn 't customer-focused at all in the past so 
the customers, as the roads improved, over time the business .all went to 
road transport which is a huge task to try and turn around. 

CEO, Seaport #14 

Although a competitive environment within Australia is evident, few respondents were 

able to refer to potential competing seaports in other Australian States that may offer 

similar services and benefits to seaport users (Item E.9). Likewise when asked to 

provide a list of the top five best marketed seaports in Australia (Item R. 1), most 

respondents replied they could only comment on the capital city seaports. Respondents 

openly admitted to not having a clear picture of other seaports besides the closest 

competitors (usually within their own State/Territory). This may be a cause for concern 

given that many seaports, including those who believe they hold a monopoly position 

and/or seeking to diversify to attract more trade and revenue, are effectively competing 

for cargo that is becoming more contestable. 
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Although no respondents ranked overseas seaports as their primary competitor, two 

ranked overseas seaports in New Zealand at the secondary position after seaports in 

their own Staterrerritory. Respondents also reported that the source of the competition 

may vary depending on the commodity or the subport being discussed, for example the 

competitors for the transport of containers may differ for that of a bulk product. 

However, as the CEO of Seaport #13 explained, "All ports I think are competing with 

one form of transportation or another". What is apparent is that Australian seaports 

face competition from a variety of sources. However, it should be noted that for some 

bulk seaports in particular, there may be no competitors due to their proximity to the 

commodity being exported, thus there is little encroachment on the seaports' hinterlands 

and little competition. Similarly, respondents from regional seaports tended to 

comment that the nearest seaport was 400 to 500 kilometres away, that is, the logistical 

costs of customers using another seaport may be prohibitive due to geographic 

challenges. As two respondent commented: 

. . .  we are almost exclusively a bulk port and so therefore, very little of our 
cargo is contestable because of the logistics of transport . . . 95 per cent of 
our products would be handled by our top five customers, in fact two thirds 
of our current throughput is handled by just one customer . . . .  

CEO, Seaport #25 

. . .  we are largely a bulk export port for the region and things are such like 
the transport distances and costs of going elsewhere that we are the natural 
port, a natural monopoly port for everything that is picked up in the region 
and we are conscious of being a natural monopoly for a lot of people . . .  And 
the people in the region know that we are here and we don't need to go out 
and sell ourselves to them. 

CEO, Seaport #22 

For a particular cargo then, a seaport may hold a monopoly position, however, even 

respondents from the largest bulk seaports admitted competition still exists at some 

level for other cargoes shipped through the seaport. As one commented: 

The culture of the port traditionally has been to look after the major clients, 
but at the end of the day if we want to grow the port and enhance 



efficiencies we need to broaden that outlook. In my opinion, we have been 
velY slow in that. 

CEO, Seaport #23 
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Another explained that although the seaport has no competition for 95 per cent of the 

cargo "where we have competition is in trying to get new business" (Marketing 

Manager, Seaport #8). The level and number of sources of competition further 

highlight the need for seaports to engage in market research on customer needs and in 

competitor profiling of all seaports on a regular basis particularly as competing seaports 

continue to diversify. A reason this may not be occurring is because in the words of one 

respondent: 

The view of many ports is that they have monopolies and they haven't really 
in the main bothered about marketing or good customer relationships or 
even bothering to find out what their customers needs are. I think it's more 
of a case that the port is here, facilities are here, if you like them or don't 
that's well and good. Many ports are now starting to realise about the 
benefits of marketing as competition increases. 

- CEO, Seaport #14 

Almost three quarters of respondents also believed it was important to increase 

marketing efforts because of increasing levels of competition (Table 9.2: Item B.4), yet, 

almost half (Item C.7: 46.67 per cent) did not regularly monitor their market share. 

Only a few seaports have developed strategic alliances with other domestic (16.13 per 

cent) and international (9.68 per cent) seaports as one means to counter competition 

(Item C. 14). Only one major capital city seaport has strategic alliances with both 

domestic and international seaports. Some caution is required w hen discussing the use 

of strategic alliances as the use of this phrase differs among seaports. For example, 

some respondents classified membership of their State's/Territory's port authority 

association and sister port relationships as being strategic alliances. Others mentioned 

they have a sister seaport relationships but did not class them as strategic alliances 
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because they were "more of an information sharing exercise" (Senior Manager, Seaport 

#27). Comments were also made how presenting a plaque did not mean a strategic 

alliance was in place or in the words of one respondent, sister port relationships "were 

excuses for senior executives to travel once a year overseas" (Senior Manager, Seaport 

#29). The issue of the formation of strategic alliances requires further research to 

determine the extent of relationships .with other seaports. From the interviews it appears 

that Australian seaports have few strategic alliances in place. 

Overall, market research in relation to the competition and customers is not an activity 

that is regularly conducted by all seaports. In addition, staff that have contact with 

customers are not being fully utilised as a means of gaining additional research about 

competitors. As many respondents reported throughout the interviews that face-to-face 

meetings are an important customer communication strategy, using customers as a 

source of information about competitor activity may be beneficial. They also noted 

how customers are often quite aware of what competitors offer and use this knowledge 

when attempting to negotiate better terms and conditions. Therefore, it makes 

commercial sense to encourage customer contact employees (which in many cases 

includes the CEO) to monitor and report on competitor activity when communicating 

with customers. 

9.2.2 The seaport product 

In attempts to understand the product offered by seaports, respondents were asked to 

explain their core service or core business activity (Item F.1O). Three versions of the 

core service were provided by respondents - trade facilitation (50.00 per cent), 

providing port services and infrastructure (30.00 per cent), and an operation's focussed 

, reply (20.00 per cent). Trade facilitation was often explained as providing seaport 
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services and infrastructure within and through the seaport. This is similar to the 

definition provided in Chapter Three where some seaports considered themselves to be 

strategic seaport managers rather than landlords. As explained by the CEO of Seaport 

#25: 

Trade facilitation has been a velY interesting issue over many years with 
our shareholders as we moved into corporatisation, as to whether we are a 
service provider or a trade facilitator. Our users expect us to be trade 
facilitators, they encourage us to be that way. 

Other respondents preferred the landlord focus of being a provider of port services and 

infrastructure. The remaining respondents tended to provide an operational focus of 

their core service by referring to loading/unloading cargo and the safe movement of 

vessels. Interestingly there was little association between how respondents described 

their core service and how they defined the management of the seaport in terms of being 

a landlord, operator, owner, or strategic seaport manager (Item S.3). A possible 

explanation for this is that respondents may have provided the official response when 

answering Item S.3 in that they were following the direction of the State/Territory 

government (to be for example landlord seaports), whereas when discussing their core 

service the actual seaport management approach may be more evident. For example, 

when asked if trade facilitation was an important role of seaports, all but one respondent 

agreed with the statement (Item F.8) with half of them indicating a strongly agree 

response. 

To further identify key aspect of seaports' service offerings, respondents were asked to 

explain what differentiates their seaport from others, in other words, what they believed 

was the seaport's competitive advantage (Item F.ll). The replies tended to be evenly 

divided between being either convenience or efficiency. Respondents referring to 

convenience, which included all landlord seaports, explained how the seaport's 
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geographical proximity to major resources or international markets was their 

competitive advantage. One respondent explained how his seaport's isolated location 

provided a competitive advantage in that up to 1,500 LanDes of explosives per ship could 

be handled in comparison to only 25 LanDes per ship in other Australian seaports. 

Efficiency as a competitive advantage tended to be a broader explanation involving the 

provision of modern facilities and services, specialist equipment, and being a well 

managed seaport that result in, according to respondents, being price competitive. Over 

half the respondents in this category referred to offering a one stop shop due to the 

range of range of services offered. Although overall only three respondents mentioned 

a strong customer focus as being their major competitive advantage, a strong customer 

focus was evident from their replies to other questions. 

Respondents were asked to indicate, from a list of 26, services provided by the seaport 

as against the private sector (Item S.5). An option to identify services not included in 

the list yielded only two other services - fish handling and tourism (including the 

provision of a restaurant) from four respondents. Table 9.3 indicates the more common 

activities seaports preferred to outsource as compared to those that are managed by the 

seaport. For example, all seaports provided quarantine services managed by the 

Australian government. 

Table 9.3: Services provided by private sector or seaport 

Private sector service No. Seaport service No. 
Quarantine 30 Trade facilitation 30 
Stevedoring 26 Environmental management 30 
Towage 25 Emergency response 28 
Snip repair and/or maintenance 23 Property management 28 

Storage sheds 28 
Outside stockpiliElg 26 
Hinterland connections 22 
Community use areas 22 
Vessel traffic control 21  
Handling of dangerous goods 21 
Bunkering 20 
Channel maintenance 1 20 

Source. A pp endUl1. Item s., 
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There are a number of activities however, that both the seaport and the private sector 

managed and operated which impact on the overall number of activities provided. The 

average number of services provided by seaports was 22.67 (range: 18 to 26) indicating 

a diverse range of services being provided by either the seaport and/or the private sector 

on behalf of the seaport. 

Of the 26 services, whether provided by the seaport or out sourced, only seven were 

offered by all seaports, namely, the provision of navigational aids, garbage disposal, 

trade facilitation, stevedoring, environmental management, quarantine, and emergency 

response (Item S.5). Services provided b y  less than 20 seaports included airport 

ownership (five seaports), repackaging (14 seaports), cold storage facilities (15 

seaports), and catering for cruise ship visits (19 seaports). Surprisingly in today's 

security conscious environment, three respondents commented that no security services 

were provided. This number may be even larger because at least two other seaports 

included fencing around the seaport as being the extent of their security services. 

Although the majority of respondents did not describe their security services, it is 

assumed of the 16 who indicated security services were provided by the private sector 

that more extensive security such as camera surveillance and/or security guards were 

available. 

To determine why customers used the seaport, seven Likert questions, as shown in 

Table 9.4 were used. In general, many respondents commented that there tended to be 

an amalgam of reasons for their seaport being used. For example, the Senior Manager 

of Seaport #29 explained how: 

. . .  65 per cent of the business comes here because it is captive, 35 per cent 
come here because of the level of investment we have in the port, the world 
class operators, and the level of competition we have in the por� the 
frequency of service in the por� the pricing, the ease of access into the port, 
and we have the best road and rail links of any port in the country. 
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Table 9.4: Reasons customers use the seaport 
Item Reason Agree .(%) x SO 
F.2 Specialised services 60.00 3.23 1.12 
F3 Convenient location 90.00 4.03 0.80 
FA Wide range of services 53.33 3.23 1.02 
F5 Low prices 43.33 3.03 1.20 
F.6 Efficient work practices 66.67 3.30 1.07 
G.3 Adding more value 80.00 3.90 0.98 
1.1 Logistical connections 73.33 3.67 1.16 

Source: Appendix H 

Being convenient to a commodity such as salt fields, mines, or a major population 

centre stood out as an important reason for seaport choice (Table 9.4: Item P.3). As a 

result of convenience, customers may make a major investment in the seaport by 

installing infrastructure such as ship loaders. One respondent explained how the sugar 

industry has become a joint investor of over one million dollars in seaport facilities, 

which has created a longtenn relationship between both parties. Of the three 

respondents disagreeing with convenience being a reason for seaport choice, the CEO of 

Seaport #1 strongly agreed that the reasons for attracting customers were low prices and 

logistical connections. The Senior Manager of Seaport #17 strongly viewed that the 

seaport's attraction to customers as offering low prices, a wide range of services, and 

adding more value and logistical connections. The Marketing Manager of Seaport #2 

suggested the remaining six reasons besides convenience (shown in Table 9.4) were 

more important factors for attracting customers to the seaport. 

Interestingly just over half the respondents suggested providing a wide range of 

services, or a one stop shop, as a reason for attracting more business (Table 9.4: ltem 

P.4), yet, when asked if their seaport positions itself as a one stop shop, 83.33 per cent 

agreed (Item E.5). From qualitative comments there appearred to be a growing strategy 

for seaports to become one stop shops although currently it is not the prime reason for 

attracting customers. The one stop shop approach may be a reason why 80.00 per cent 
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of seaports have added more services in the last five years (Item F.7). This is supported 

by views of respondents that continual investment in seaport infrastructure is necessary 

(Item F.9: 100 per cent). 

Although all respondents agreed they are looking at ways to create customer value (Item 

G4), 20.00 per cent either did not determine this to be their main means of competing or 

were unsure (Table 9.4: Item G.3). However, this may indicate that seaports are aware 

their customers make decisions based on multidimensional measures and where 

possible, seaports will attempt to accommodate their needs raising once again the 

potential benefits of implementing segmentation strategies. 

In summary, Australian seaports offer many similar services, which although numerous 

and diverse, are offered at some level by even the smaller seaports. An opportunity 

exists for seaports to focus more on explaining which of their services differentiate them 

from competitors because it is these services that may provide a competitive advantage. 

The seaport product may be undergoing a transformation as seaports emphasise trade 

facilitation and shift away from the landlord model towards becoming strategic seaport 

managers. In addition, it appears that Schulten's (1991) recommendation of over a 

decade ago for seaports to offer a total service package is becoming adopted as more see 

the benefits of providing a one stop shop for customers. 

9.2.3 logis\tics i n  seaports 

The important role of logistics within seaports is evident from the literature on seaport 

management, thus it is of note that 16.67 per cent of seaports did not provide logistical 

connections for customers (Item D.1). However, this result may be due to how logistics 

is defined, for example, one respondent claiming "we are not that kind of business to be 
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involved in logistics" (CEO, Seaport #14) went on to explain his involvement in the 

road/sea interface and the seaport providing its own shipping agency thus indicating the 

provision of logistical connections. A similar percentage of respondents agreed that it 

was not necessary for seaports to be involved in managing the entire transportation 

chain (Item J.4: 23.33 per cent). The common response however, was that as trade 

facilitation became the core service of seaports, managing the transport chain would be 

more necessary. Two seaports however, noted that although there are advantages in this 

it should only be done if it adds value for customers. 

As the literature did not appear to address which positions in seaports managed 

logistics-based activities, respondents were asked whether marketers managed this 

activity. Although 40.00 per cent replied marketers managed logistics, four respondents 

(consisting of three CEOs and one manager) noted that they performed both marketing 

and logistics roles meaning that a percentage of 26.66 may be more accurate (Item J.2). 

During discussions with respondents, it was clarified that in 46.67 per cent of seaports 

marketers are not involved in logistics management. The main reasons were because 

either there were no marketers in the seaport and thus the CEO or operational managers 

undertook those activities, or, where marketers were employed, it was not recognised as 

their responsibility. Of the remaining seaports, although marketers tended to be 

involved, they did not manage logistical activities. A common view expressed was that: 

Marketing needs to be across it . . .  but it may not fall into their 
responsibility to do it, but yeah, marketing should be involved in key 
customer decisions. 

- Marketing Manager, Seaport #15 

When respondents were asked whether marketers should manage logistical activities in 

seaports (Item J.3), 36.67 per cent agreed, 53.33 per cent disagreed and the remainder 

were unsure. Respondents with marketing qualifications tended to explain that logistics 
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should be a marketing activity, as did those working in marketing positions. The main 

reason given for marketing to be involved, if not manage logistics, was that in 

developing a logistics package, close contact was made with customers to convince 

them of the viability of the seaport. However, it appeared from discussions that 

logistics is an operational staff activity because marketers were not recognised as 

having this operational knowledge. Pragmatically, in many seaports there tended to be 

little demarcation between marketing and logistics because the CEO in smaller seaports 

may perform both roles, or marketing is taken on as an additional activity by an 

operations-focused senior manager. In seaports employing dedicated marketers, in the 

main, they did not undertake logistical functions. 

9.2.4 Seaport pricing 

Various terms are used to represent pricing in seaports, these include: charges, rates, 

fees, prices, hiring, schedule and general tariff. Australian seaports tend to have a broad 

range of charges often categorised by those relating to the ship (berth hire, per gross 

registered tonnes, pilotage, mooring, towage), the cargo (wharf, storage, stevedoring, 

per tonne, per TED, hazardous cargo), and sundry charges (such as service fee, pipeline 

services, bunkers, electricity, water, lighting, garbage removal). To simplify pricing, 

63.33 per cent of respondents commented that sundry charges were being bundled 

together into a single service fee that was charged whether or not the customer used that 

service (Item G . 1 1). The reasoning for this was to provide a convenient and easier to 

understand price structure for customers and seaport management. In addition, the 

bundling of services under one seaport charge can create complications for competitors 

attempting to underprice on a single service. One respondent was quick to point out 

however, that price bundling for his seaport was not done to increase revenue but for 

convenience and to make pricing simpler for customers. He continued that: 



It is not the cost of these things that are important, it wouldn't matter if we 
changed ten times as much for a tonne of water compared to somewhere 
else, there would be more telling reasons for why a ship is in the port than 
whether one port charged for water usage. 

- CEO, Seaport #5 
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The pnce schedule or general tariff are often the advertised pnces, however, 

respondents commented that these pnces are generally for "one-off customers" 

(Marketing Manager, Seaport #2). Where a potential customer may represent new 

opportunities for the seaport, in the words of one respondent "we are always willing to 

sharpen the pencil if it means bringing in more trade to the port" (CEO, Seaport #14). 

Others echoed similar sentiments explaining that the advertised schedule "doesn't mean 

a lot" (CEO, Seaport #5) because many customers are involved in a negotiated contract 

that differs from the charges shown in the schedule. 

All respondents reported that semor management were responsible for determining 

pricing. Marketing-related managers tended to have little influence over pricing unless 

they were also involved with logistics decisions. The general procedure for setting 

pricing was for senior management to recommend them to the board of directors for 

their endorsement before being sent to the Minister (for government owned seaports) 

for final approval. As one respondent noted: 

The government has some influence over our charges, but we are required 
to make a profit and give dividends back to the State . . .  we would not 
normally expect to have any interference on reasonable pricing changes. 

- CEO, Seaport #22 

However, when asked if they were quick to respond to changes in competitors' pricing, 

60.00 per cent of respondents disagreed and another 16.67 per cent were unsure (Item 

0.2). The common reason given for being slow to respond was due to the regulatory 

powers of government and the need for pricing approval from the Minister. Despite this 
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bureaucratic necessity, 76.67 per cent of respondents reported they consulted customers 

prior to changing price structures (Item G.5). 

Of the management-related issues discussed in the seaport management and marketing 

literature in Chapter Six, pricing tends to receive a lot of attention in terms of 

techniques for calculating and determining seaport charges. Seaport pricing has also 

tended to be reported in the literature as a convoluted and difficult process for seaport 

managers resulting in a complicated pricing structure not easily comprehended by 

seaport users. Although 50.00 per cent of respondents agreed that calculating pricing is 

difficult (Item G.B), the use of complex calculations was not evident in discussions 

with respondents. Some referred to their pricing method as being "very unscientific" 

(CEO, Seaport #5) or "not rocket science" (CEO, Seaport #23), or being based on what 

competing seaports charged. For example one respondent remarked that he charged: 

. . .  as much as I think the market will bear. . . .  it's really what you think you 
can get away with befOre you think they will go to another port. 

- CEO, Seaport #28 

Another respondent reflected how: 

Pricing is an historic thing, it hasn't changed forever other than percentage 
increases. The question is often asked why is something 50 cents a tonne 
and something else is two dollars a tonne. Well most of the logic fur that is 
lost in the gray mists of time, God knows. They have been that way for 30 
years and no-one remembers why they were made that way. 

- CEO, Seaport #20 

The literature also suggests that pricing is a prime activity of seaport management and is 

used as a major means of competition. Discussions with senior managers in Australian 

seaports did not reflect these views. When asked if their seaport competes mainly on 

price (Item G .1) less than one quarter agreed (23.33 per cent), 63.33 per cent disagreed, 

and the remainder were unsure. This is somewhat supported when less than half of the 

respondents reported customers used the seaport because of the low prices (Item F.5: as 
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discussed in Section 9.2.2, also see Table 9.4). These responses in isolation raise 

interesting questions about the current focus of research on seaports. It is recognised 

the dangers of drawing attention to just two questions, however a comparison does yield 

confusing information. For example, it could be expected that seaports recognising 

customers come to the seaport because of low prices (as in Hem F.5) may utilise a 

strategy of competing on price (as in Hem G.1) but this did not always hold true. As 

noted in the previous section, a possible explanation for this may be that price is just 

one reason why customers use the seaport. H is not to say that pricing is unimportant, 

but rather that respondents recognised if they keep prices within reasonable parameters 

vis-a.-vis competitors, it does not become a major factor. 

Of note was that respondents queried why there had been so much attention in reports 

on seaport pricing. As one respondent commented: 

There is so much focus on port pricing, I have a cupboard full of reports 
and they have been a waste of peoples , time and energy. 

- CEO, Seaport #5 

Three respondents commented theit surprise of the focus on pricing by quoting that 

seaport charges represent approximately four per cent of the total transport chain costs. 

Further, they suggested there were other links in the transport chain such as road and 

rail costs that tend to be the "trigger points" in determining which seaport the cargo 

flows through. This is represented in comments from the CEO, Seaport #1 who 

explained a recent scenario where: 

CEO: It mighn't be the port charges that give the advantage, it might be the 
road or rail costs of getting to this port as against getting to another port, it 
may be a cost that we have no impact on. 

Interviewer: So even if they were highly satisfied with the service received 
from the port, because of those costs they would still change to another 
port? 



CEO: Yes we had one recently, we even offered to do it for nothing but they 
still wouldn't stay because they were getting a cost advantage of putting it 
[liquid bulk] on road, and the road transport was cheaper than by ship so 
they went that way. Irrespective that we made nothing from our port 
charges it was still cheaper for them to go on road apparently. 

Similarly, another respondent explained: 

The port's costs are not significant figures in the whole scheme of things for 
shippers. It costs $20 per tonne to get a truckload 64km to the port here. 
$40 to $60 to ship it over to America say, and another $10 - 30 in 
stevedoring fees which are external to us, customs fees and God knows 
what, and here we are sitting up on four bucks all up. I could pay people $4 
a tonne and I would not shift their position. . . .  So why do people talk about 
port costs, what do they mean? They seem to lump all the costs in as port 
costs. 

- CEO, Seaport #7 
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Even though seaport prices may only represent a small percentage, they are still costs 

that customers must bear, and as noted by the above respondent, "people are very 

conscious of COSiS now days". 

Another reason why respondents queried the attention on pricing was because seaport 

charges have been decreasing in real terms for a number of years. That is, prices have 

only increased because of inflationary reasons or the introduction in Australia of the 

goods and services tax (GST). For example, the majority of respondents indicated how 

seaport prices had not increased between the last ten to 20 years and instead reported 

decreases in real terms by between 25 and 53 per cent. Reasons attributed to these falls 

in prices were continuing improvements in seaport efficiencies and growth in trade 

throughput. This was supported by 100 per cent agreement that seaports were active in 

reducing operational costs (Item G. 12). 

Respondents were asked seven questions related to their pricing techniques (as shown in 

Table 9.5). Complete agreement for the use of any one pricing approach did not occur. 
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In relation to the number of seaports using multiple pricing approaches, two respondents 

reported using all seven. It appears seaport management may use a multidimensional 

approach to pricing depending on the service being provided or product being handled. 

Table 9.5: Determining seaport charges 

Item 
G.6 

G.7 

G.8 

G.ll 

G.14 

G.15 

G.16 

Question 
Prices are determined by what the competitors charge 
The port uses a flexible approach to pricing according 
to what the market will bear 
Prices are calculated by determining the cost of the 
service plus a profit margin 
The port packages some services together 1 0  increase 
sales of those services 
The port's pricing structure is linked to the port's 
investment policies 
The port's pricing structure is linked to the port's 
planning and development policies 
Time-based port charges on either berth or area hire are 
used 

Source: Appeodix H 

Agree (%) 
26.67 

70.00 

60.00 

63.33 

63.33 

53.33 

86.67 

x 
2.47 

3.67 

3.43 

3.43 

3.43 

3.27 

3.90 

SD 
1.06 

0.91 

0.92 

0.96 

0.88 

0.93 

0.87 

Although the literature discussed in Chapter Six reported that seaports use time-based 

charges, this was not the case for 13.33 per cent of respondents, including one 

respondent that was unsure (Table 9.5: Item G.16). Each of these seaports preferred to 

use a mix of pricing approaches as shown in Table 9.5. As raised earlier in this section, 

respondents reported tbey were somewhat constrained by their Staterrerritory 

governments in the use o f  flexible pricing because pricing levels had to be approved in 

advance. Almost three quarters of respondents (Table 9.5: Item G.?) reported using a 

flexible pricing approach, once again in conjunction with other pricing approaches. 

It was also found that over half the resihlndents reported taking a longer term view of 

pricing by seeking returns for capital investments (fable 9.5: Item G.14) or planning 

and development (fable 9.5: Item G.lS). However, of the 13 seaports using four 

pricing approaches or less, only one relied on pricing based on investment or planning 

and development policies. instead, these seaports made more use of time-based and 
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flexible pricing approaches. Almost all of the remaining 17 seaports using five or more 

pricing approaches included investment, policy, and development factors when 

calculating pricing. In addition, the use of competitive and cost plus pricing as well as 

bundling services together for pricing purposes increased substantially. Two 

respondents however noted that not all services needed to operate at a profit. They both 

explained that SOme environmental or safety related services were provided on a cost 

recovery basis, whereas for others it was necessary "to look at the wider benefits than 

just our balance sheet including the impact on the wider community" (Senior Manager, 

Seaport #10). 

An attempt to explain the possibility of particular types of seaports having a propensity 

for similar pricing structures by categorisations of location, type (Table 8. 1), major 

activity (Table 8.2), and size (Table 8.6) did not yield any conclusive findings. 

However, it was found that the maj ority of seaports using three or less pricing 

approaches did not practise customer segmentation (Items E.2 and E.3). Seven of the 

ten seaports that did not undertake segmentation were represented in this category, thus 

suggesting there may be value for seaports to investigate segmentation and link this 

with customised pricing structures. 

The literature on seaport pricing (as discussed in Chapter Six) suggests that seaport 

customers have difficulty comprehending pricing schedules. Seventy per cent of 

respondents reported however, that they believed pricing structures are easy for 

customers to understand (Item G.9; 13.33 per cent were unsure). Respondents were 

able to support their view with the results of customer surveys and other feedback from 

customers. The majority of respondents reported that pricing structures had been 
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improveLI and made easier to understand i n  recent Yl'ars which may have been due to the 

i nt ro d uct ion or pricc bundl ing. 

A vicw t h at is commonly expressed i n  the services marketing li terature is that customers 

;issociate low prices with a low quality of service (as discussed i n  Chapter Five). The 

majority of respondents ei ther di sagreed or were u nsure (Item G.lO: 86.67 per cent) 

because of the cost conscious behaviour of customers. It appears the issue is more 

about recei v i ng low prices because quality was seen as a given, as per one respondent's 

comments: 

Ollr shippers are always wanting us to put our prices down, our tenants are 
always wawing us to put our rents down, but I don 't know if that is about 
the quality of services or just that then there is more profit going to them as 
opposed to us as the landlord. I don 't think it is about the relationship to 

the quality of service, I think it is about making more money. 
- Marketing Manager, Seaport #21 

The di ffere!ll v iews of seaport customers with that of customers o f  services i n  other 

industries may have implications for not only how pricing i s  com m u nicated to 

customers, but for promotion of the seaport in general and this aspect of seaport 

marketing is d iscussed next. 

[n summary, this study fo und that calculating pricing may not be as complex or as 

scientific a process as represented in the li terature. Seaports tended to use, i n  the words 

of one respondent, "an amalgam of several pricing approaches". The findi ngs 

question why there was so much focus on pricing when it is considered that seaports 

may represent only four per cent of the total transport costs and that for many seaports 

their prices have been decreasing i n  real terms for a number of years. Perhaps, as the 

CEO of Seaport #7 observed, customers are attribu t ing charges to seaports that they 
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have no control over. If so, it may be useful to clarify to customers via promotional 

materials which organisation determines each of the prices. 

9.2.5 Seaporl marke�ing communication 

Seaports provide a wide range of information to stakeholders and other interested 

parties in a variety of media (see examples in Table 9.6). 

Table 9.6: Promotional activities of Australian seaports 

Marketing activity 
({he?1�%: !tfse.aports pmvide: 

No. of seap�rts 
, � '  <,, ·;r �" , !_; ,v';- '0:7': :; : � "  

Website 
Media releases 
Conference presentations 
Brochures 
Porl tours 
Advertisements in trade magazines 
Sponsorships 
Downloadable information on the Web 
Funding of community related projects 
Advertisements in newspapers 
Giveaways 
Newsletters 

,Over so·� of seap(idS provide: 
Economic impact study 
Seminars on port-related issues 
Port video 
Port open days 
ISO accreditation 
Vis.its to schools 
�ii�(lfuJD sO % Of $�POrts 1)l'{)� 
Customer service charter 
Email newsletters 
Television advertis.ing 
Source: Appendix H - Items H.2 alld H.7 

29 

29 

29 

29 

28 

27 

27 

26 

26 

24 

24 

23 

21 

20 

18 

1 6  

1 6  

15 
'. 

12 

6 

5 

'{j!I:-
% of seaports 

, ; I , 
:/-:--

. '. , - . 
96.67 

96.67 

96.67 

96.67 

9333 

90.00 

90.00 

86.67 

86.67 

80.00 

80.00 

76.67 

70.00 

66.67 

60.00 

5333 

5333 

50.00 

40.00 

20.00 

16.67 

� �#/ . 

Promotional materials were presented by seaports in hard copy format, electronically, 

via verbal presentations, and by some limited use o f  television and radio. The materials 

were often replicated, for example, newsletters, brochures, and annual re(XJrts may exist 

in both hard copy and on seaports' websites. At least one seaport also included the 

transcripts of the CEO's conference presentations on the website thus providing 

knowledge to the wider community about the seaport sector. Another format was the 

use of videos about the seaport, which were reported as being used by 60.00 per cent of 
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respondents (Table 9.6). However, in general, there was recognition that their videos 

were out of date (up to eight years old) and therefore no longer of use. Although video 

clips of seaports are yet to be included on websites, a majority of seaports included a 

comprehensive number of photographs of seaport facilities, whilst another extended this 

by providing a panoramic view of the whole seaport by joining a number of 

photographs. Other seaports included maps or diagrams, some of which were 

interactive. It is of note that one respondent indicated how video clips of the seaport 

will be placed with the next annual report on CD-ROM. 

Promotional materials provided by seaports appear to be used for three main purposes, 

each of which will be discussed in-depth: 

1 .  attracting new customers and informing current customers; 

2. informing and reminding the local community about the seaport's contribution to 

the area; and/or 

3. information sharing with the seaport sector and maritime industry. 

In relation to attracting and informing customers, all respondents suggested the need to 

be targeted in the use of promotional materials to ensure an effective use of expenditure. 

As marketing expenditure in general, of which promotional expenditure is one 

component, generally averaged between one and three per cent of a seaport's budget 

(Item A.14: range = 0.5 to 10.0 per cent), respondents noted the importance of 

selectivity in promotional efforts. For example, of the 80.00 to 90.00 per cent of 

respondents advertising in newspapers and trade magazines respectively (Table 9.6) all 

commented on the need to be selective. The remaining respondents found it difficult to 

justify expenditure on advertising, whether it be in trade magazines, newspapers or on 
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television, although other forms of promotion were used. For example, one respondent 

explained: 

I have been around ports for quite a while, and we get all these requests to 
advertise in journals and so forth and I don 't think they do us much good at 
all, we have cut a lot of that out . . .  We haven't totally cut ourselves offfrom 
the world, we just like to remind people that we are on the map so 
occasionally I will talk at a conference and occasionally we will put an 
article in an appropriate magazine, but I don't take up the requests to put 
advertising in lots of trade magazines all over the place even though they 
have big readership because I just don't think it does anything for our trade 
throughput. 

CEO, Seaport #22 

Another reason for not advertising, as raised primarily by respondents from dedicated 

bulk seaports, was that potential customers know the seaport exists. An example of this 

production-oriented business philosophy is evident in the following respondent's 

comment: 

Everybody who needs to know we exist and what we have to offer, already 
know us. This is the discussion I have quite often with newspapers and 
periodicals that want to do special features on the State ports or shipping. 
Sometimes we participate, but more in a sense of making us feel good rather 
than achieving anything. It is almost like a corporate citizen role, just to let 
the public know that we are here and creating some community allegiance 
and awareness and so on. 

CEO, Seaport #5 

To an extent, the above comment has validity because some Australian seaports have 

been operating for in excess of 100 years; however, the above comment assumes that 

new customers are able to easily identify suitable seaports. Another consideration is 

that these same seaports may have specialised in the same cargoes for all those years. 

As discussed eadier, more seaports were beginning to diversify and add more 

infrastructure to increase efficient operations. Therefore, advertising may be useful if 

seaports are to be repositioned and/or raise awareness with customers of new 

opportunities and benefits. 
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Other means of advertising seaports were the use of brochures, newsletters, and 

television advertising. Only one respondent reported not using brochures (fable 9.6), 

however, he noted how brochures would be placed on the website rather than printing 

hard copies in an attempt to reduce expenditure. Newsletters were used by 76.67 per 

cent of seaports (fable 9.7) often for both customers and the community. Although 

20.00 per cent of respondents reported using email newsletters it appears respondents 

may have been referring to having the newsletters available on their website, which is 

passive, rather than a bulk email being sent to customers and other stakeholders 

containing newsletter type information. Of all the forms of promotion referred to in the 

census instrument, the use of television advertising was used the least due mainly to the 

expense and untargeted approach. Only five seaports used television advertising. One 

seaport in particular was described by respondents for using it aggressively by 

advertising in a neighbouring Staterrerritory to raise awareness of that seaport being an 

alternative choice. Although not asked as a specific question during the interviews, one 

respondent commented that he also participated in a regular radio segment as a means 

of further communicating with the local community. 

In relation to advertising in any medium, respondents were asked if a slogan was used 

as a means of attracting initial attention. Although 53.33 per cent of respondents 

reported having used a slogan (Item H.5), some preferred to call it a catchphrase or 

suggest that it W,lS not a formal slogan. Others appeared to be somewhat vague, 

commenting that they would have to check if one existed, or as one respondent 

explained "we did {have a slogan} for a while but it seems to have died a bit of a death, 

it has disappeared off our letterhead" (CEO, Seaport #5). Another respondent 

explained that the seaport tended not to have a consistent slogan as they preferred to 
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target slogans to the activity being advertised such as the use of 'working everyday for 

WA' for open days. Examples of slogans are shown in Table 9.7. 

Table 9.7: Examples of seaport slogans 

';Pd"'ntlaIfOl"g",,,vth,: _ '; , _ , ' _  

.. Gladstone: Port of opportunity 
• Sydney's port of opportunity 
• Forging ahead 
o Shaping the future 
.. 50 years of growth 
.. First port, future port 
• Our port, our future 
.. Small port, big plans 
.. Not just a drop in the ocean 

Cpr. benefit.provided, ' 
.. Gateway to Tasmania 
• Australia's northern gateway port 

." . 

• Australia's green port. Australia's deep port 
.. More services to more destinations more often 
.. Providing shipping solutions, redefining port services 

_r�'mru' unl" "'�'-�ri- '.' .. ' - ' , ' . . 
""Y tJ/ulSo.v .... r :, /'. 'r 
• Working everyday for WA 
.. Port of pearls 

Source: Appendix H: Item H.5 

The first nine slogans appear to indicate the seaport's potential for growth in that they 

are future-oriented. It is worth noting the potential for confusion in the market due to 

two seaports, which are in neighbouring States, choosing the same slogan, that of being 

the 'port of opportunity'. One respondent noted how aboriginal native title claims on 

his seaport meant that the slogan 'small port, big plans' could no longer be used. These 

claims were successful in preventing the deepening of the river because a rock reef at 

the entrance was believed to be sacred, as the respondent further commented: 

It stops you in y our tracks, this is some more of the political issues we have 
to contend with in attempting to develop the port. 

- Senior Manager, Seaport #10 

Another five seaports preferred to use slogans to focus on the core benefits provided to 

customers in terms of being either a gateway or the services offered. Of the remaining 
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two slogans, the first is community-focused and as discussed above, is the slogan one 

seaport uses for open days; whilst the second reflects the historical focus of the seaport. 

Rather than using slogans, three respondents replied that their mission statement was 

similar to a slogan although it was not used for advertising purposes. The remainder 

replied they did not believe in the use of slogans. The following quotation reflects a 

number of concerns raised about seaports using slogans: 

I am very wary of slogans and catchphrases, we can do it another way by 
targeting the cost, first create a professional impression, that's because 
people have no other knowledge besides the first impression . . .  Once you 
are past the first impression and we start talking that first bit becomes of 
less interest. Once they see how the port worh and how it happens, all the 
glossy part falls off, we just need enough not to lose them before we get to 
know them. 

- CEO, Seaport #7 

Nevertheless, the use of an appropriately worded slogan may provide the means of 

initially creating a first impression and indicating to current and potential customers, as 

well as the local community what the seaport values or offers. 

Another potential promotional tool primarily focused at current and potential customers 

is the seaport information handbook. Throughout Australian seaports, slightly different 

terminology was used from that identified in Chapter Six that refers to a seaport users' 

manual. Some examples were the customer handbook, shipping handbook, port 

procedures handbook/guide, port facilities and charges, and a guide to doing business 

(Item C. 18). The most common title, shared by almost one third of seaports was the 

port information handbook. Some seaports preferred dividing the handbook into a 

number of smaller booklets focusing on ship handling in the seaport, seaport facilities, 

shipping services, tidal information, and seaport procedures. 
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The major purpose of the port information handbook was to provide mainly operational 

information about using the facilities and services offered in the seaport all of which are 

reported in a factual manner. As one respondent clarified: 

It's more of an information tool primarily used by visiting ships and our 
major clients when they are wanting to update their information. 

- CEO, Seaport # 19 

The contents of the various handbooks included details such as tidal movements, wind 

and wave charts, infrastructure, storage, berths, channel details, pilotage, protocols for 

entering the seaport, safety, seaport contact details, a directory of seaport users, 

schedule of seaport charges, penalties for non-compliance, and emergency response 

procedures (Item C.20). Fifty per cent of seaports (Item C. 19) provided the information 

online, some as a complete handbook in PDF format and others as separate links. 

Although the handbook tended to be operational focused, 56.67 per cent of respondents 

also recognised the value of the handbook as a marketing tool, particularly as a means 

to attract new customers (Item C.20). These respondents explained how the handbook 

was used in promotional efforts because it provided a useful source of further 

information to potential customers about the facilities and services offered by the 

seaport. These views are evident in the following statements: 

It is used as a marketing tool because quite often when we are tlying to 
explain to people about the port and trying to get them to grasp what we 
have got down here when they haven't seen the port. So we do use it quite 
extensively for information, and feedback from customers is that they find it 
of great value. It has plans of all the areas as well so they can get a fairly 
good picture of the layout"of the port and what we are proposing when 
handling cargo. 

- Marketing Manager, Seaport #2 

Yes, it is our marketing tool. In a promotional sense it tries to explain what 
our services are, what we can provide, contact details, parameters, all the 
whole information is there. 

- Senior Manager, Seaport #6 
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The respondent from Seaport #15 however, explained how the handbook was used for 

marketing purpose but that they were revising it to become more operations-focused 

and other tools would be used to marketing the seaport. The respondent elaborated: 

There are too many details in it to be a marketing tool. Once you have them 
interested, then if they want more details you give them an operational type 
document, but to get them interest we are looking at moving away from that. 

- Marketing Manager, Seaport #15 

The seaport's customer contact personnel are considered by 83.33 per cent of 

respondents to be an important means of promoting the seaport (Item H.9). Although 

this was supported somewhat by the view of 90.00 per cent of respondents that 

marketing of the seaport should be part of everyone's job (Item D.3), this may not be 

supported in practice considering only 23.33 per cent of seaports provide training in 

marketing to employees (Item D.l). It could be argued that employees may be able to 

promote the seaport more effectively if they have received at least fundamental 

knowledge in marketing to understand their role as sources of promotion as well as 

benefiting from internal marketing efforts. The issue of the role of seaport personnel in 

marketing is taken up further in the later section on seaport participants. 

A website is now recognised as a necessary marketing tool for informing current and 

potential customers and the community about services and facilities provided by the 

seaport (Items D.l, D.8, H.2). Only one seaport in the census did not have a website, 

although the respcndent indicated that one was being developed (Table 9.6: Item H.7). 

Downloadable information such as annual reports, brochures, media releases, and 

seaport information booklets were available on 86.67 per cent of websites (Table 9.6). 

Four respondents commented how their websites were being updated to not only 

increase the amount of information available but also to modernise the interface and 

enhance user interactivity. Another respondent recognised the seaport's website 
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required attention by commenting how "the website is a bit of an embarrassment" 

(Marketing Manager, Seaport #11). Respondents were also asked if the purpose of the 

website was to present the desired image of the seaport (Item H.8). Although 73.33 per 

cent agreed, the remainder indicated the purpose was to present information to 

customers and the community, and a means to encourage customers to contact seaport 

staff for further details. 

The second purpose of promotional materials appeared to be for informing and 

reminding the local community about the seaport's contribution to the region. 

Although, as noted above, newspapers were used for advertising to attract customers, 

they were also used for public relations through the use of media releases and 

promotional features to provide information to the community about the benefits of the 

seaport to the local community. Another public relations effort to inform the 

community, at considerable cost to the seaport, is the publishing of an economic impact 

study by 70.00 per cent of seaports (Table 9.6). One respondent cited the cost of 

$30,000 as being a deterrent for undertaking such a study. The major purpose of 

economic impact studies according to respondents was to highlight the many benefits to 

the local, regional and State/Territory of the seaport in terms of employment, revenue, 

and government taxes. To further endear and integrate the seaport into the local 

community, seaports provided substantial sponsorships (90.00 per cent) and funding of 

community related projects (Table 9.6: 86.67 per cent). Common sponsorships were the 

awarding of university level scholarships for local students; and sponsoring local 

sporting clubs, life saving clubs, maritime-related festivals, and yacht races. 

Community-related funding was diverse but generally related to providing fishing 

jetties, boat launching ramps, board walks, and carparking and toilet facilities related to 

these developments. The remainder of the seaports, all of which are dedicated bulk 
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seaports, viewed their location as being too removed from a local community to receive 

benefits from these activities. 

It was clear from discussions with respondents that seaports realised the symbiotic 

relationship between the seaport and the local community, and in most cases, one would 

not exist without the other. Overall, 86.67 per cent of respondents believed their seaport 

had formed close ties with the local community (Item P.5) often noting that 

relationships were improving. The tensions that may exist between seaports and the 

community were evident in the following comment: 

Yes we have long established networks within the community in which we 
operate, but it does not mean that t hey like us. 

- Marketing Manager, Seaport #21 

A common phrase used by respondents was the need to "engage the community ". One 

means of engaging the local community was to provide open days, sometimes III 

conjunction with a local festival. Over half of the seaports undertook this form of 

promotion (Table 9.6), and as one respondent explained it was a means of giving the 

pu blic some ownership of the seaport, and in a limited way, provided some access. It 

appeared however, that open days were likely to become less common. This was due to 

three factors, potential occupational health and safety dangers of having the general 

public wandering around an operating seaport, the costs associated with public liability 

insurance, and seaport security. Still, two respondents reported having held highly 

successful open days that attracted almost 5,000 visitors. When opening the seaport to 

the local community, the preference was to conduct organised tours at either specific 

times or when there was interest from a community group. Usually this involves 

visitors being driven around the seaport with a brief reception in the seaport offices. As 

a means of further integrating the seaport with the local community, the seaport allowed 
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local Apex or Rotary groups to conduct the tours for which they received a donation. 

Seaport tours appear to be popular; one respondent confirmed over 100 tours of the 

seaport within one year by schools, government, the general public, and various 

organisations. Another respondent explained he was a supporter of tours of the seaport, 

including visits from tourist buses, because, as he noted: 

. . .  industrial tourism is a major form of tourism, it is not a very sexy form of 
tourism but people actually like seeing big things like ships and industry, 
people are interested in industlY and I am quite keen to promote and control 
tourism so people can see what is going on. People like looking at ships, 
when we get a ship come in, particularly retired people like to see it come 
in, it is free and it is scenic and some romanticism is attached to it. 

- CEO, Seaport #28 

Respondents noted the importance of educating the community and showing the seaport 

as being a good corporate citizen as other means of informing and reminding the local 

community about the seaport's contribution. For example, seaports engaged the local 

community via consultative committees (as discussed in Section 9.2.1) to not only 

promote the seaport as a good corporate citizen, but to also provide two-way 

communication. Respondents also reported conducting seminars specifically for 

interested people on seaport-related issues. Two thirds of respondents reported 

organising such seminars covering issues such as environmental management, trade 

facilitation, and explaning efforts undertaken by the seaport to reduce dust and noise 

levels (Table 9.6). Seminars were also conducted to explain the potential impact of 

proposed seaport developments. 

Another aspect of education was that half the seaports in the census conducted visits to 

the local schools to educate children about the seaport and the maritime industry (Table 

9.6). Many of the remaining respondents commented that although they did not visit 

schools, there had been visits by schools to view a working seaport. Seaport #29 has 
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gone much further in its interpretation of educating the community. The seaport has 

recently employed a full-time school teacher to develop maritime educational 

curriculum focused on seaports, shipping and international business that would be 

suitable for schools. In addition, an environmentally friendly school room had been 

built within the seaport. The respondent from this seaport explained that the purpose of 

their innovative approach is about: 

Getting into the hearts and minds of the school children and teaching them 
what ports are about and the value of ports to their social well-being and 
things like that. These are the things we are doing to differentiate ourselves 
from other ports in this country. 

- Senior Manager, Seaport #29 

This strategic view of education is shared by only a few other respondents who also 

understand the benefits of beginning with schoolchildren who in turn will assist in 

educating their parents about the role of the seaport in the community. 

Besides educating the community, seaports are also contributing to increasing the 

knowledge within the seaport sector; this appeared to be the third purpose of seaports' 

promotional efforts. All but one respondent explained the value of attending and 

presenting information papers at conferences and taking part in a wide range of industry 

level committees to ensure seaport sector interests were raised. Respondents also noted 

seaports they had good working relationships and those that were less amiable. In 

particular, respondents referred to how some seaports were willing to assist in certain 

areas as illustrated by the following comment: 

. . .  they were very hospitable, obviously they were reluctant to give away 
commercial sensitive stuff but very free and open in other areas. We have 
found that competitor ports are quite happy to talk about planning, planning 
instruments and HR issues where we can help each other. We have good 
relationships with {Seaport #8J and {Seaport #21} who are our competitors, 
we don 't talk about trade but we talk about all the other things. 

- Senior Manager, Seaport #27 
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Thus, it appears that in some cases, there is a willingness to improve the seaJX)rt sector, 

whether it is on a formal or informal basis. 

A promotional activity used by seaports for all stakeholders including customers and the 

local community was that of word-af-mouth communication. This was viewed by all 

senior managers as being a valuable means of promoting the seaport (Item H.ll). 

However, when asked how word-af-mouth communication was encouraged (Item 

H.12), the response became less definite. Although indicating the importance of word-

of-mouth communication, 13.33 per cent of respondents replied there were no efforts to 

actively encourage this cost effective means of promotion. Over half of the respondents 

(60.00 per cent) suggested ensuring customer satisfaction with the services provided 

was a sufficient means to encourage word-of-mouth communication. A common view 

was that "If we can meet their needs, that determines our success in word-of-mouth" 

(Marketing Manager, Seaport #11) mainly because customers were recognised by 

respondents as having effective networks for information sharing with potential 

customers. Another similar view of encouraging word-of-mouth communication was: 

. . .  by satisfying the needy of our users and hoping when they are out there in 
the broader world that they pass that on, nothing more than that . 

. CEO, Seaport #12 

The remaining 26.67 per cent of resJXJndents appeared to be more proactive in that 

attempts were made to "keep a good vibe going about the port" and to "fly the flag" as 

much as JXJssible (Senior Manager, Seaport #17). Respondents explained this was done 

by advertising in various media, attending conferences, conducting seminars for the 

local community and customers, winning awards such as Port of the Year, and by 

sponsorships. 
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In relation to expenditure on promotional efforts, 70.00 per cent of seaports (Item H6: 

72.41 per cent) had a mix of Staterrerritory, national and to some extent international 

spending. The remainder promoted only within their own Staterrerritory (20.00 per 

cent) or nationally (6.67 per cent), whilst one respondent was unsure (3.33 per cent). 

Overall, international expenditure tended to be quite low, and with the exception of one 

seaport with 50.00 per cent of expenditure, it tended to range between five and 35 per 

cent. The percentages of promotional expenditure however, should not be confused 

with the actual dollar value of expenditure. Few respondents were willing to quantify 

their promotional efforts. A respondent from a small regional seaport claimed 

expenditure of $50,000 per year, a dedicated bulk seaport spent $20,000 per year on 

advertisements in maritime journals, whilst a major capital city seaport (Senior 

Manager, Seaport #17) explained how the advertising budget used to be "a couple of 

hundred thousand [dollars] a year" but now is less than $10,000 because the 

preference is to spend more time being customer-focused. 

Many respondents were not convinced of the cost/benefits of promotional activities in 

relation to attracting further trade. This included 20.00 per cent who believed their 

seaport did not require promotional activities (Item H. I 0). For example, one respondent 

explained it was necessary to have a: 

.. , clean sweep of the marketing department [because] they virtually ignored 
the local and national level and spent more than half their time swanning 
around the ;,Jorld visiting the head offices of national shipping lines, A lot 
of these people couldn 't care less about our port. 

Senior Manager, Seaport #17 

Three other respondents voiced similar concerns, also noting how their marketing 

department had been restructured. 
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Respondents from dedicated bulk seaports tended to assume promotional expenditure 

was less important than respondents from other seaports, for example the Marketing 

Manager of Seaport #11 :  

I think given that we are a bulk port we tend not to have as much need for 
promotion, usually the bulk operators know where we are and there is little 
to be gained by promotion as such. 

Others justified their stance on a minimalist promotional expenditure by explaining that 

the bulk exporters in the seaport " have massive marketing arms, there is nothing we can 

do to help them, they are out there flogging [as in promoting] themselves" (CEO, 

Seaport #22). Other respondents expressed similar views about the bulk exporters who, 

besides marketing their own products around the world, also market the seaport. 

Clearly, promotional activities are an important component of seaport marketing (Item 

H.1O) but it appears that a more targeted and synergistic approach is required. The issue 

of promoting an appropriate image is discussed in the following section as well as the 

tangible aspects of image. 

9.2.6 Seaporft servicescapes 

Respondents were asked a number of questions about the tangible aspects of their 

seaport to determine whether deliberate attempts were made to manage the physical 

evidence and seaport services cape for the benefit of customers, employees and the 

community. Earlin in this chapter it was discussed that many seaports have organised 

tours and open days enabling the community to visit. It was also found that customers 

visited 93.33 per cent of seaports (Item K.7) thus indicating that attention to the seaport 

servicescape may be of value. Respondents explained however, that some customers 

resided within the seaport because they were the operators, this was particularly the case 

for landlord seaports. Only two respondents indicated that little was seen of their 
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C:Uo; ll l l l lcr;,. Nc\'t:rl heks,;, �1l.I J l )  pcr celli  Dr n;spUlIlknls rcp0rlcd that altent ion was 

,.: i" CIl III Ihe' appc aralll;e Dr the part:; ur the seaport seen by clIstom crs (Item K.2). 

S i l l l i l : trly, tD.:13 per cent of respolldents reporled that til!; seaport attempted to present 

; 1 I l  a p p rl lpr ia te  wllr k i n g  atlllDsphere whcn Cl!stomers visited (Itcm K.3). The m aj o r  

LllllSitkr:;tillll i ll rela tion to t h e  servicescapc was that the seaporl operated c[['icien tl y  

bl'c'ause as one respolllknt commcnted about t h e  seaporl bui ldings a n d  services: 

'Ilil), {Ire II/ostly designed j'or the operational activities and IlOt necessarify 
[() /JI'OIIlO/e {Ill image bemllse a lot of it is quite old, they are there to selve a 
fJllI"[)(),\'e, /lO! {III image_ 

- Marketing Manager, Seaport #2 

A typical comment [rom respondents about this issue was that "port infrastrllclUre lS 

[lort illj'raSII"IIClllre, you can 't make it look like something it 's not", Of note however, 

was that three respondents are very proactive in this area i n  that  they h ave a seaport 

improvement program that focuses on the area surrounding the seaport and i nc l udes 

issues such as signagc and bei ng environm entally conscious. 

[n relation to the impact of the serv l cescape on e m ployees, 93.33 per cent of 

respondents rep0rled having a consciou;, attempt  to provide a social cl imate that 

e nhances workplace product i v i ty ( Item K .4).  It was made evident in discussions by 

respondents, particubrly those [rom seaports with lower ;,taff num bers, that  there was a 

conducive social c l i mate.  These respondents poi nted out the necessi ty of creating an 

appropriate environment due to the high l evel of i nteraction req u i red among emp loyees. 

Further discussion 011 cmployees is underlaken in Section 9.2.7.  

Respondents wcre also asked about t he ir perceptions o [  the overall i m age of the seaport 

to customers and stakeholders ( I tem H .3). These perceptions general ly took one of 

three I mages: (i) being customer-focused; (ii) contributing to the com m un ity; or ( i i i)  
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being a well-managed efficient organisation. Being customer-focused was the least 

common response (23.33 per cent) this was unexpected given how highly valued 

customers were by the respondents. These respondents referred to an image of the 

seaport being focused on the customer's business, having a customer orientation, being 

customer friendly, and servicing customer needs. 

The important, and for many seaports, necessary integration with the community was 

evident in the 30.00 per cent of respondents believing they project an image of being a 

good corporate citizen. They explained how it was necessary to lift their local profile as 

many people in the community did not understand the contribution of the seaport, which 

was of concern given that the community allowed the seaport to operate. These 

respondents highlighted how the seaport was not only an important contributor to the 

economic well-being of the community, but also environmentally responsible. In 

essence, these respondents hoped that the image presented by the seaport would portray 

community involvement and its role as a major driver of economic activity for the 

region. It was the third image, of being a seaport that was well-managed with efficient 

operations that attracted most responses (43.33 per cent). Professional was a descriptor 

widely used by these respondents. Some also used the existence of quality accreditation 

for particular facilities (such as a freezer facility, emergency operations, pilotage 

services, and environmental management systems) as a further means of supporting this 

Image. 

Eighty per cent of respondents believed their seaport had developed an image that 

reflected what customers should expect when doing business with the seaport (Item 

K.6). However, this may be contrasted with 50.00 per cent of respondents reporting 

they had directly asked customers about the seaport' s  image in the past year (Item HA). 
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These respondents explained they conducted yearly customer surveys that included 

asking about the image of the seaports. Two respondents reported a much more in

depth approach by administering a focused corporate image survey to major customers. 

It was not evident during interviews whether the community is formally surveyed about 

the seaport image. There appeared to be, in some cases, a substantial amount of 

information available to stakeholders, yet few seaports were active in undertaking 

research to confirm how that information was being accepted by stakeholders. A 

comparison between the slogans used by seaports (as discussed in the previous section) 

and their preferred image revealed little convergence. For example, some used their 

slogan to provide a community involvement focus, yet the image respondents preferred 

was promoting being operationally efficient. 

Respondents were also asked whether the overall image of the seaport matches that 

presented in promotional materials. This was agreed by the majority of respondents 

(Item K.8: 83.33 per cent), although this reduced to 60.00 per cent when asked whether 

the seaport buildings, advertising materials and services were all designed to reflect a 

particular image (Item K.5). The major reason, as explained earlier, was that the 

servicescape is built for a purpose rather than an image. 

Another physical aspect discussed was whether business stationery such as letterheads 

and business card�, were used to promote the image of the seaport (Item K.l). Although 

60.00 per cent replied positively, little supporting comment was provided except for two 

respondents who explained that stationery was used to some extent to further promote 

the seaport. It was noted however, correspondence received from respondents 

subsequent to the data collection phase used specially printed envelopes to promote 

recent industry-level achievements such as "Port of the Year" and other awards. 
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Giveaways to customers and visitors to the seaport were another form of physical 

evidence that not only promoted seaports but also assisted in developing its image. 

Giveaways were reported being used by 80.00 of respondents (Table 9.6), most targeted 

to the corporate market (consisting of ties, pens, plaques, shirts, diaries and so on), but 

others aimed directly at school children. Four respondents explained how items such as 

pens, erasers, rulers, pencil cases, and torches were available for school children visiting 

the seaport or when staff visited schools. These were recognised as potential means of 

informing and reminding the school children and possibly their parents about the 

contribution of the seaport to the region. 

Similar to the issues raised in the previous section, respondents appeared to understand 

the value of projecting an appropriate image whether it was to customers, the 

community, and/or other stakeholders. However, there may be significant scope to 

undertake a proactive approach to image creation that is managed consistently via all 

promotional efforts, for example, ensuring the slogan reflects the preferred image. It is 

likely for st:aports, due to the importance of particular stakeholders, that multiple 

images may be necessary thus further reinforcing the necessity of managing the image. 

It is interesting to note that only one respondent spent time explaining how the seaport 

was working towards building a consistent image of being a professional organisation. 

He explained this was being reflected in promotional materials and staff appearance by 

supplying uniform;;. 

9.2.7 Seapoi"� employees and cus�omei"S 

As in many service businesses, the interface between customers and seaport staff was 

considered by almost all respondents as a critical influence on customer satisfaction 

(Table 9.8: Item M.lD). This interface was considered by all respondents to be the 
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essence of their marketing efforts (Item M.12) and is reinforced by the total agreement 

of the necessity of customer involvement in service delivery (Item M.I) and the 93.33 

per cent recognition by respondents of the important role played by seaport staff in 

providing the service (Item M.6). Similarly, 93.33 per cent of respondents believed 

employees were a major source of competitive advantage (Table 9.8: Item M.9) and two 

thirds agreed that all employees have at least some marketing responsibility (Table 9.8: 

Item M.5). 

Table 9.8: Customers and seaport staff 

Item 

MA 

M.S 

M.7 

M.9 

M.1O 

Question 

The port attempts to recruit employees who are 
customer oriented 

All employees at the port are considered to have 
some marketing responsibility 

Customer service training is offered to all 
employees involved with customers 

Employees are considered to be a major source of 
competitive advantage 

Employees who have contact with customers have a 
major influence on customer satisfaction 

Source: Appendix H: Section M 

Agree (%) x so 

66.67 3.60 1 .08 

66.67 3.60 1.14 

33.33 2.70 1.10 

93.33 4.00 0.52 

93.33 4.00 0.63 

However, the important role of employees in interacting with customers was not always 

reflected in the level of marketing training provided and was not supported in further 

questioning and probing. For example, one third of respondents indicated training in 

customer service was provided (Table 9.8: Item M.7). Considering that 93.33 per cent 

of respondents chimed customer contact employees were empowered to enhance 

customer satisfaction (Item M.3) a greater focus on training may be expected. A 

possible explanation for this relatively low level of training may be attributed to the 

level of questioning which was focused on all employees in the seaport. Some 

respondents for example, explained how only employees directly involved with 
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customers received marketing-related training as opposed to all employees. As one 

respondent noted: 

It should be offered to all staff but it is not. However, only about ten per 
cent of staff have customer contact, so all those staff have customer service 
training. 

- Senior Manager, Seaport #17 

A higher percentage of respondents (Item M.8: 50.00 per cent) agreed that the 

importance of customer satisfaction was explained to employees during induction with 

many of the remainder recognising this as a weakness with employee training. After the 

induction period, 73.33 per cent of respondents considered it was still important to 

undertake internal marketing (Item M.2). Most respondents interpreted internal 

marketing as meaning that a seaport newsletter was available, which was also received 

by stakeholders. A comment that reflected the position of other respondents in relation 

to internal marketing was: 

I wouldn 't say marketing but more information sessions and encouraging 
them to be customer-oriented, but we don 't actually market to our 
employees, we try to get them involved and to get them to feel that they are 
an important part of this business and make them feel they are an integral 
part of the team. 

- Marketing Manager, Seaport #2 

Four respondents explained how their internal marketing efforts involved undertaking a 

corporate culture survey that assessed issues such as internal communication, levels of 

morale, and understanding of the seaport's business planning and goals. As the use of 

internal surveys was not specifically addressed, it is unknown how many other seaports 

undertake such surveys. 

Notwithstanding the lower levels of employee training in marketing, two thirds of 

seaports attempted to recruit customer-oriented employees (Table 9.8: Item M.4). 

Three respondents explained how this had become an important focus over the last 
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couple of years including a respondent from a capital city seaport that had implemented 

recruitment and training sessions for all managers with particular emphasis on customer 

service principles. A wider approach to employing customer-oriented employees is 

evident in the following comment from a respondent from one of the smallest seaports: 

Another thing that distinguishes us is when we advertise our jobs, one of the 
criteria we list as essential is customer service skills, we even do this for our 
stevedoring jobs which I think put the MUA {Maritime Union of Australia] 
aback. I don 't think the MUA ever saw stevedores as customer service 
people, but they are. 

- CEO, Seaport #14 

The view of this respondent was unusual because others tended to look narrowly at who 

may interact with customers, perhaps focusing more on the formal higher level senior 

management communication with customers. However, there was the potential for 

communication on a more informal, sometimes accidental level to occur between any 

employee and customers, particularly given that many seaports do not employ large 

numbers of staff. Therefore, there may be value in either recruiting customer-oriented 

staff and/or providing appropriate levels of marketing training. If not, a question 

remains about the effectiveness of marketing efforts undertaken by customer contact 

staff if they have not received sufficient knowledge about marketing and customer 

service. In addition, when it was considered that 83.33 per cent of senior managers 

reported that sales staff were an important means of promoting the seaport (Table 9.8: 

Item H.9), the need for ensuring employees have an understanding of their role in 

marketing becomE..; more evident. 

9.2.8 Seaport service processes 

In relation to questions regarding the service processes, all respondents reported their 

seaports were active in monitoring inefficient work practices during service delivery 

(Item L.2) and in reducing operational costs (Item G.12). In addition, 93.33 per cent of 
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seaports undertook efforts to increase operational efficiencies in terms of both cargo 

flow (Item L.6) and ship turnaround times (Item L.5). Respondents reported a range of 

performance measures used by their seaports including average ship delay time, 

percentage of berth utilisation, total cargo tonnes throughput per berth and cargo tonne 

per total vessel hour. The majority of respondents (Item LA: 83.33 per cent) also 

reported the use of technology such as the lodgement of electronic cargo manifests to 

provide better customer service. 

All respondents indicated their seaport had the capacity to handle additional throughput 

(Item L.1). A common response was that "substantially more trade" could be handled 

which was supported for example, by berth utilisation rates in one seaport of between 

10.5 and 71.1 per cent (CEO, Seaport #20). Another respondent pointed out the huge 

potential to handle additional throughput by explaining that the current 68 million 

tonnes throughput of their major commodity was forecasted to increase to 90 million 

tonnes in five years and to 120 million tonnes in ten years. The majority of respondents 

also noted how land was available to take advantage of any future capacity although 

some capital city seaports had some concerns not only with land but also traffic 

congestion in and out of the seaport. 

A difficulty many service businesses face is in managing the fluctuating demand and 

supply for their ;ervices, seaports are no exception. Respondents explained how 

fluctuations in demand for seaports might occur due to the seasonal nature of exports 

and imports and the difficulty of being able to accurately plan for the arrival, and at 

times, the departure of ships. In terms of supply, mainly in relation to the stevedoring 

labour force, seaports are very much aware of their operational costs (Item 0.12) and 

have in recent years reduced their full-time labour force. Respondents explained about 
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their use of casual labour to cope with demand requirements, whereas others did not 

have these concerns because for example, terminal operators and other seaport users 

managed stevedoring. Even in light of these types of demand and supply 

considerations, 50.00 per cent of the respondents believed that managing the 

fluctuations was difficult (Item L.3). 

When discussing service process related issues with respondents, it became evident that 

these were answered from an operations rather than a marketing perspective. For 

example, when asked about strategies used to cope with additional demand (Item L. 7), 

all dedicated marketing respondents replied they were unsure because they were not 

involved in that area, thus raising whether process oriented issues should be the concern 

of seaport marketers. 

9.2.9 CRM i ll  5ealllOi"�S 

Throughout all the interviews the high value respondents placed on their customers was 

clearly apparent. They all believed that to be successful, particularly with the level of 

competition increasing, seaports must be customer-focused (Item N.4). This view was 

supported by the total agreement of respondents that they have a strong commitment to 

their customers (Item P.I), and that the customer contact staff have a close relationship 

with customers (Hem P.2). There was also recognition that the retention of valuable 

employees is an inJportant means of retaining valuable customers (Item P.14: 73.33 per 

cent). A comment from the CEO, Seaport #7 perhaps best sums up the importance of 

customers to seaports: "If there is no customers, there is no money". 

In relation to CRM, all but one respondent claimed they were proactive in retaining 

customers (Item P.l3:  96.67 per cent agreement), although less than half measured the 
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retention rate (Item P.ll:  43.33 per cent). Respondents explained that because so few 

customers leave the seaport, measuring the retention rate is not necessary. As one 

respondent explained, measurement "is not done formally, but it's not hard to work 

out" (CEO, Seaport #12). All respondents noted that it was unusual for customers to 

leave the seaport for another, instead, customer turnover is more likely to be based on 

factors outside the seaport's control such as a nearby commodity no longer being 

available for export, the customer's operations no longer being profitable, or cheaper 

transport charges being available via another mode of transportation such as road or rail 

(Item P.1S). Respondents explained that if customers left due to cost reasons, it was not 

because of the seaport prices, but because of a better package deal offered elsewhere 

that incorporated a cheaper transport cost chain. As one respondent commented (as 

shown previously in this chapter): 

. . .  we even offered to do it for nothing but they still wouldn't stay because 
they were getting a cost advantage of putting it [liquid bulk] on road, and 
the road transport was cheaper than by ship so they went that way. 
Irrespective that we made nothing from our port charges it was still cheaper 
for [hem to go on road apparently. 

- CEO, Seaport #1 

No respondents could recall a customer leaving their seaport because of concerns about 

the level of service or other seaport management issues. A consensus view was that 

great effort is spent on retaining valuable customers, in particular by maintaining a high 

level of contact including face-to-face meetings (Item P.16). One respondent noted 

how: 

We certainly have our top ten highlighted and they are the focus of our 
attention primarily, you would do things for those customers that you 
wouldn 't do for some other customers, some special services 1 guess. 

- Marketing Manager, Seaport #3 

Relationships with customers were treated seriously with each encounter seen as an 

opportunity to develop a relationship (Item P.4: 96.67 per cent agreement). When asked 
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about offering after sales service (Item P.9), 90.00 per cent of respondents explained 

that after sales service does not apply to seaports because the relationship is continuous. 

Tney noted how after sales service was more about having constant communication 

with customers to ensure their needs were being met and the relationship being further 

developed, for example: 

Our business is ongoing, so I hope there is never any need for after sales 
service, there is one big sale, we don't actually have the term that it is 
finished. I don 't even know what that word means because we hope there is 
more. Our focus is on the relationship, it is not a product, it is interactive. 

- CEO, Seaport #7 

In the case of valuable customers, all respondents viewed the relationship as being a 

partnership (Item P.3). However, valuable customers did not tend to be differentiated 

from other customers by using loyalty benefits to reward usage or encourage retention 

(Item P .12). Although one respondent strongly agreed to the use of loyalty benefits, he 

was not prepared to explain, for commercial reasons, what they entailed. In total 23.33 

per cent of seaports provided loyalty benefits to valuable customers, generally in terms 

of rebates for higher volumes, which are included in contractual agreements. The 

respondents also explained they were offering more shorter term volume incentives 

rather than loyalty incentives appropriate for the long-term. 

Offering guarantees for services offered to customers is a little more common, occurring 

in 43.33 per cent (Item P.lO). Two respondents reported the use of a guarantee of 

service statement, but in the main, contracts were necessary for a guarantee to exist. 

Respondents from landlord seaports also added that service guarantees might not be 

relevant to them because they only provide the facility rather than the opera tion and 

thus the operator may have guarantees in place. Another respondent looked at the use 

of guarantees pragmatically and explained: 



We don 't say we will guarantee to deliver in a certain time or we will refund 
x amount of dollars, the reality of a port is that anything can happen . . .  but 
we have an image that heaven and earth will be moved to get their cargo in 
and out. 

- CEO, Seaport #7 
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Encouraging customers to make comments or complaints to enable improvements to be 

made was another example of the commitment and readiness by 93.33 per cent of 

seaports to provide high levels of service to customers (Item P .6). One respondent 

explained how the seaport 's website provided a telephone number to call for any 

seaport-related complaints such as noise. When complaints were made, the same 

percentage of respondents acknowledged that if they have made a mistake they ensure it 

is rectified quickly (Item P.8). Given the attention attributed to any potential 

complaints, it could be assumed that seaports have fully developed and effective 

customer complaint processes to ensure all complaints were dealt with efficiently. 

Instead, it was found that one third of seaports did not have a customer complaint 

process (Item P.7). There are also doubts, given the nature of some comments, about 

the formality of the complaint process used by the remaining seaports. For example, 

respondents explained that although they had a process, "it needs to be sharpened up a 

bit" (Senior Manager, Seaport #16), or that the process was more like a plan of action 

than a formal process. One respondent discussed how the seaport has two complaint 

processes, one for customers and the other for the community: 

Yes, we ha);e a community complaints process which is a very formal 
process, the customer complaints process isn 't as formalised, if they 
complain, they are certainly heard. There are standards and processes that 
happen when the community complain, but if customers complain, say about 
pricing or we were too slow, then it is different because the stevedores will 
complain that the prices are too high, the truckers will complain that the 
turnaround times are too slow, we have different players involved so there 
is a different approach taken to the handling of the complaint. 

- Marketing Manager, Seaport #21 
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Clearly seaports are very focused on their customers, however, opportunities exist for 

innovations in the use of loyalty benefits to retain all customers as it may be that those 

that are not deemed as valuable are more prone to seaport switching. In addition, 

greater use of guarantees may be useful to reduce credence concerns in particular for 

new customers. Linked to this may be the benefits of developing formal complaint 

processes and clearly articulating them in documentation to customers and the 

community as a means of introducing further transparency in operations. For example, 

one respondent commented how any formal complaints were reported in the annual 

report including the response times to remedy the complaints. Perhaps the use of a 

widely promulgated customer service charter may be an initial step in relaying the 

seaport's commitment to maintaining the relationship with customers. As indicated in 

Table 9.6, 40.00 per cent of respondents noted they had some form of customer service 

charter. 

9.2.9. 1 Customer satisfaction 

Inextricably linked to CRM is customer satisfaction. Although, seaports have high 

levels of customer retention, there were no illusions that customers may change seaports 

or use alternative modes of transportation if they were dissatisfied with the service they 

received. This must be increasingly challenging in light of the view of 80.00 per cent 

respondents that their customers' requirements were continually changing (Item N.2) 

and hence one reason seaport staff were in constant contact with customers. Regular 

customer surveys are another means that 63.33 per cent of respondents reported using 

for determining customers' levels of satisfaction with seaport services (Item N.1). As a 

result of the high levels of contact and use of surveys, all but two respondents believed 

they were attentive to the needs of their customers (Item F. 1) and all respondents 

reported they attempted to anticipate the future requirements of customers (Item E.1). 
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In relation to the customers' satisfaction, seaports using surveys were able to report 

overall high levels of satisfaction of between the high 80 to low 90 per cents. All 

seaports believed their customers considered the seaport offered a reliable service (Item 

N.6), and 90.00 per cent believed customers would rate the level of satisfaction as being 

high (Item N.3). Once again some respondents were able to support this with 

quantitative data from surveys. 

An open-ended question was used to understand which criteria were used to measure 

customer satisfaction (Item N.8). The responses were almost evenly polarised between 

those using formal surveys and those using more informal approaches. Of the 15 

respondents using surveys, four stated they used a wide range of factors but were not 

prepared to elaborate further. The remainder explained how they asked customers about 

their views on levels of customer service, value for money, reliability, responsiveness, 

communication, the performance of facilities, and interactions with various departments 

of the seaport. When asked whether service quality was measured in terms of the 

difference between customer expectations and perceptions (Item N.5), 43.33 per cent of 

respondents replied that this was undertaken, although probing indicated this tended to 

be an informal assessment by most respondents. The remaining respondents simply 

claimed they knew customers were satisfied if they kept returning to the seaport. In 

addition, they conducted face-to-face meetings to ascertain if customer needs were 

being met. One respondent noted that customer satisfaction was not measured and 

preferred to take the view: 

If we don 't hear from them then it is 0 K, it may also be blissful ignorance, 
but also we would try and pick that up during our face-to-face contact. 

- CEO, Seaport #5 
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9.3 SUMMARY 

Seaports undertake a diverse range of marketing activities even though respondents do 

not always recognise them as marketing. Support was found for all marketing activities 

being used in Australian seaports to at least some extent. However, logistics, managing 

the service process and the servicescape tended to be undertaken from an operational 

perspective by operations managers. In addition, pricing was not widely accepted as a 

marketing activity. Instead, pricing tends to be calculated by a range of methods, 

verging more on economic or historic reasoning than marketing. For these four 

activities, most marketing-related managers tended to have only some input into 

decisions rather than having responsibility for the decisions. 

The next chapter continues addressing the first of the secondary research questions by 

extending discussion to examine whether a strategic approach is used when managing 

marketing activities. 
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1 0.1 iNTf! ODUCTiON 

This chapter addresses the two secondary research questions and PRQ1 developed in 

Chapter One. The chapter begins with SRQl, which was partially addressed in Chapter 

Nine in relation to seaport marketing activities, and is completed in this chapter by 

determining whether a strategic approach to marketing is being used. Also examined is 

SRQ2 which investgates: 

Are current seaport marketing activities and strategies relevant for 

successfully marketing Australian seaports? 

This is investgated comparing census data with the services marketing and seaport 

marketing literature discussed in Chapters Five and Six. This then provides further 

detail for addressing the primary research question. 

1 0.2 SEA POm MARKHiNG STRATEGiES 

To evaluate whether seaports have developed a formal strategic approach to marketing, 

respondents were asked if a marketing plan had been developed for the seaport. Sixty 

per cent of respondents claimed they had a formal marketing plan, ten per cent reported 

the use of an informal marketing plan, and the remaining 30.00 per cent had no 

marketing plan (Items C.l and C.2)l1 Of the seaports with formal marketing plans, it 

became evident from elaboration by respondents that the extent of what was meant by a 

marketing plan varied significantly. Whereas two respondents reported the 

development of a comprehensive marketing plan that was approved by the board of 

directors, the remainder were included in their seaport's business plan, ranging from 

one line to a plan including SWOT analyses, target markets and marketing objectives. 

11 Statistical data in this chapter related to items from the census instrument are shown in Appendix H. 
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Respondents with an informal marketing plan generally explained it was rudimentary 

and referred to undertaking face-to-face contact with customers. One respondent 

explained how his marketing plan was informal because "it is in my head" (Senior 

Manager, Seaport #10). As 40.00 per cent of the total respondents did not offer further 

explanation on the content of the marketing plan, the accuracy of their assessment of the 

marketing plan could not be confirmed. However, for seaports containing even one 

marketing-related statement in the business plan, this represented a potential initial step 

towards tbe development of marketing. For example, a respondent from a seaport 

without a marketing plan noted the following objectives were included in their business 

plan: 

.. .foster a market-oriented corporate culture focused an customer 
satisfaction . . .  f and} . . .  create a market-oriented organisation, empowering 
customers and improving commercial performance. 

- CEO, Seaport #13 

He explained how in the past he had spent "quite a bit of money" using consultants to 

develop a marketing plan but gained little benefit. He added: 

The problem with speaking to someone about developing a marketing plan 
is they are thinking about selling widgets. We are trying to form a 
partnership with our customers so they can use the port as one of their 
selling techniques for one of their commodities. 

- CEO, Seaport #13 

Of the 30.00 per cent (or nine seaports) that did not have a marketing plan, five were 

regional seaports and four were dedicated bulk seaports. All the respondents from 

regional seaports included at least a one line statement about marketing in their business 

plan, whereas those from dedicated bulk seaports claimed there was little or no benefit 

in marketing or a marketing plan because the majority of throughput was from captive 

trade. 
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In total, 86.67 per cent of respondents indicated that marketing-related wording to some 

degree was included in their strategic business plan (Item C.4). Respondents explained 

how the incorporation of marketing values within the seaport' s strategic statements was 

sufficient to indicate to employees and customers the importance placed on marketing 

by senior management, and therefore a separate marketing plan was not required. 

Of the 14 seaports with some form of marketing manager, all have formal marketing 

plans. All seaports with either formal or informal marketing plans reported that other 

senior management were supportive of the marketing plan (Item C.3). However, three 

respondents noted engineering senior management were not always supportive because 

they did not value the benefits of marketing (this issue is discussed later in this chapter). 

Although 70.00 per cent of seaports claimed they have either a formal or informal 

marketing plan, and 86.67 per cent included marketing within the seaport's strategic 

business plan, only half the respondents reported formally assessing marketing results 

against objectives on a regular basis (Items C.8 and C.9: both at 50.00 per cent). 

Similar results were reported that the seaport's market share is regularly monitored 

(Item C.7: 53.33 per cent). The remainder either did not recognise the benefit of 

monitoring market share or explained they were unable to calculate it for individual 

commodities. For example: 

I don 't see a definition of the share of the cargo to fight over, I can 't relate 
to say we have 20 per cent of the market, it is not defined. For example, for 
me, if we get two more cargoes, we will get a lot of money, they don 't have 
to be big, so I can't apply market share because it is not homogenous 
enough, it doesn 't have much meaning to us. 

- CEO, Seaport #7 
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The above findings further question the level of  detail included in  both the marketing 

plan and strategic business plans to guide marketing efforts. If clear marketing 

strategies, objectives and measures of performance are not included, it is difficult to 

assess success and value in marketing efforts and expenditure. The need for accurate 

assessment is further highlighted by views from respondents that seaport information 

systems require upgrading. Over half the respondents report their information systems 

can quickly determine the profitability of their major customers (55.67 per cent), 

services (66.67 per cent), sales territories (56.67 per cent), and logistical channels 

(50.00 per cent; Items C.lO to C.13). In relation to determining the profitability of the 

major customers to the seaport, one respondent explained: 

We have four commercial berths three of which are common user and we 
have infrastructure costs that go back 150 years one way or another, we 
don 't allocate those costs against individual customers. We never sit down 
and say how much we derive, although we do know how many income 
dollars we make from the customers for us, but we don't sa y at what cost. 

- CEO, Seaport #5 

Respondents suggested substantial upgrading of their systems was required to make 

accurate and relevant information readily available, as a respondent from a major capital 

city seaport commented, "they are bloody hopeless, I am tlying to develop them " 

(Senior Manager, Seaport #29). For more informed marketing decisions to be made 

more readily attainable information is required as well as assessment of the 

effectiveness of marketing efforts. 

Besides the use of a marketing plan, responses were examined to determine if a strategic 

approach to marketing existed. The use of isolated marketing activities by themselves 

is not sufficient; the strategic challenge is in blending the activities to form a cohesive 

and integrated approach to marketing. As discussed in Chapter Five, this can be 

represented by the development and execution of a marketing mix for each target 
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market. As reported in the previous chapter, 60.00 per cent of seaports segment their 

customers with each segment being marketed to differently (Items E2 and E3). With 

only a few exceptions, these same seaports had also developed formal marketing plans. 

Whilst it was found that a range of marketing activities were undertaken by seaports, it 

was the depth of these activities and integration with others that was less clear. For 

example, pricing in seaports appeared to be driven more by economics or historical 

values rather than approaching it from a marketing perspective that is targeted towards 

customer segments based on their value to the seaport. By understanding the particular 

needs of customer segments and their value, pricing could be integrated with the seaport 

product in terms of the services offered, limited to how the seaport is promoted and the 

image portrayed, and the level of customer and employee interaction provided to 

customers. Instead, for many seaports, particularly those without a marketing-related 

manager, pricing appears to have little relation to other activities. 

Another means of assessing whether a strategic approach to marketing existed is to 

determine if the seaport was market-oriented. A market orientation is also one means of 

understanding how pervasive marketing is in an organisation (Gray et al. 1998). The 

following section investigates whether seaports exhibit market-oriented characteristics. 

1 0.2.1 Seaport market orientation 

As discussed in Chapter Four, a market orientation is a marketing strategy focused on 

current and potential customers and competitors. It is also considered to be at the very 

heart of marketing management and strategy. Five dimensions consisting of a total of 

20 questions were replicated from a study by Gray et aI. (1998) to assess the level of 

market orientation in Australian seaports (as shown in Appendix C). Respondents were 

asked to rate their level of agreement with each statement ranging from one if they 
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strongly disagreed to five where they strongly agreed. The mean seaport response was 

3.53 within a range of 2.20 to 4.30 (Appendix H: Section T). In terms of Gray et aL 's 

(1998) measure, 26.67 per cent of Australian seaports could be classed as exhibiting 

market-oriented behaviours, 53.33 per cent working towards being market-oriented, and 

20.00 per cent requiring attention to the majority of dimensions to become market-

oriented. In relation to seaports with marketing-related managers, all scored a mean of 

three or above. Of the market-oriented seaports, five of the seven had marketing-related 

managers. Interestingly, the other two market-oriented seaports would be categorised 

by most criteria as being two of Australia's smallest seaports, indicating that size may 

not be a determinant for achieving a market orientation. Although these seaports did 

not have marketing-related managers, both CEOs indicated they had a particular interest 

in marketing. In terms of the seaports with the lowest market-oriented means, that is 

those with a mean of less than three, all were dedicated bulk seaports or regard bulk 

cargo as their major activity. 

Given the corporatised and competitive environment facing seaports, an unexpected 

result was a low overall mean on the profit emphasis dimension (Table 10.1). 

Table 10.1: Dimensions of seaport market orientation 

Dimension Item numbers* % agree x SO 

Customer orientation GA, N.l, P.l,  P.6, P.9 89.33 3.99 0.70 

Interfunctional coordination A.16·A.20, C.5 75.56 3.59 1.16 

Responsiveness F.l, G.2 58.33 3.25 0.81 

Profit emphasis C.lO-C.13 57.50 3.23 1.13 

Competitor orientation B.l·B.3 55.56 3.23 1.18 

Source: Appendix H - Section S 

* Statements represented by each item number are sbown in Appendix C. 
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Responses to the four statements in this dimension all related to the ability of 

management information systems to determine the profitability of specific areas of 

business activity. As discussed in the previous section, attention to management 

information systems in seaports require updating to be capable of calculating the 

profitability as well as the revenue from each activity. This would also meet the 

objectives of CRM of developing and maintaining long-term profitable relationships 

with valuable customers. Updating the management information system would enable 

the profitability of customers (and other business activities) to be continually monitored 

and managed. 

The dimension with the strongest level of agreement was that of customer orientation 

(Table 10.1) .  This was expected due to the continual customer focus expressed by all 

respondents during the interviews. Three of the five items in this dimension scored a 

mean of above four, the highest being 'We have a strong commitment to our customers' 

(Item P.1). No items in any other dimension scored a mean of over four. At the other 

end of the spectrum, the dimension of competitor orientation scored the lowest mean 

(shared with the profit emphasis dimension) and percentage of agreement (Table 10. 1). 

Essentially this dimension relates to collecting market research about competitors. This 

result is consistent with low scores received for other items throughout the census 

instrument related to market research. 

Within the responsiveness dimension, Item G.2 scored the lowest level of agreement for 

any item. Item G.2, which stated: 'We are quick to respond to significant changes in 

our competitors' pricing' scored a mean of 2.60 with a level of agreement of 23. 13 per 

cent. Once again, this was expected because of two main reasons. In general, 

respondents noted they were either somewhat constrained by the need for government 
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approval for price changes, or respondents explained how contractual agreementS 

determined the pricing arrangements. Therefore, Item G.2 may not be a useful 

statement to assess the dimension of responsiveness because this aspect of pricing may 

be outside the control of seaport management. 

Another dimension that may require some refinement when determining a seaport 

market orientation is that of interfunctional coordination. Respondents from smaller 

seaports (in terms of employee numbers) commented on having difficulty in addressing 

the questions because there were no marketing people except for the CEO. In some 

cases there were also no departments meaning that the questions were difficult to 

answer because of their focus being on interaction between departments. These 

respondents tended to reply using the 'unsure' or 'not applicable' categories. Overall, 

5.26 per cent of responses were in these categories meaning that the market orientation 

scores may be either under- or over-stated. Further investigation of market orientation 

studies and development of a valid measure may be required to take into account the 

special requirements of seaports. 

Besides the 20 market orientation focused questions, respondents ranked four business 

philosophy statements to determine which best represents the key to the seaport's 

business success (see Appendix D: Response Card B). As discussed in Chapter Four, 

the statements are replicated from Gray et al. 's (1998) study and reflect production, 

sales, marketing and societal philosophies to business. Gray et aL (1998: 891) suggest 

that a 'marketing philosophy (is] expected to be more closely associated with the major 

market orientation measures than the other business philosophies' .  This was supported 

in the current study. Seaports exhibiting market-oriented behaviours, that is, those with 

an overall mean of four or above, all ranked either a marketing orientation or societal 
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orientation as their primary business philosophy (Item A.23). This can be contrasted 

with 66.67 per cent of respondents from the least market-oriented seaports (those with 

an overall mean of less than three) ranking a production orientation first, with the 

remainder preferring a societal orientation for achieving business success. In other 

words, respondents believed that being either customer/stakeholder focused (for market-

oriented seaports) or providing quality services at a reasonable cost (for seaports less 

likely to be market-oriented) has more potential to provide business success than 

concentrating on promotional efforts persuading potential customers to use the seaport. 

Using a sales philosophy was ranked by 83.33 per cent of respondents as being the least 

likely key to their business success. However, a respondent from a seaport that scored 

an overall market orientation mean of 3.90, ranked sales and production philosophies as 

one and two respectively. The respondent contended that a sales philosophy IS 

necessary at  this stage of the business cycle because the seaport was attempting to 

increase trade throughput, as he explained: 

What we have been doing is really the second statement {sales philosophy] 
because what we have to do is to go out-<lnd persuade potential customers 
who are going through competitor ports to change to us. 

Marketing Manager, Seaport #8 

Other respondents who ranked a sales philosophy as a key to their business success and 

had market-oriented behaviours indicated they are in a phase of expansion where new 

facilities have been built and logistical connections developed. As one of these 

respondents noted: 

At the momen� we are improving our own backyard to put us in the 
business of doing business. Until we have tidied up our backyard we can't 
go out there and argue that we are a viable option. The next step is to 
actually go out there and promote ourselves, and start door knocking and 
trade hunting. 

- Senior Manager, Seaport #6 
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It appears that market-oriented seaports may still utilise particular philosophies for 

different market segments or it may be dependent on their business cycle stage. The 

former is implied in comments from the following two respondents: 

. . .  you can't ignore any of those {statements}, for us we have been 
concentrating on the second statement for the last four or five years but 
doing the others as well. 

Marketing Manager, Seaport #8 

The first statement {a production philosophy 1 is certainly important to us, 

the final cost to the customer allows them to compete with other suppliers of 
the products from anywhere around the world, I just don't agree with the 
second part of it about standardisation. We tend to have different 
arrangements for different customers that more suit them. The third 
statement would probably be the closest. 

Marketing Manager, Seaport #3 

As discussed in Chapter Four, as the CEO can have a major influence on the success of 

marketing, respondents were questioned about the professional background of the CEO 

(Item S. l). Almost three quarters of CEOs have backgrounds in seaport operations 

and/or management, finance, or in engineering (see Table 10.2). This includes three 

CEOs with a dual background as an engineer working in seaports and another combined 

finance with engineering. This brings the total of CEOs with engineering expertise to 

nine, or 30.00 per cent of the total. 

Table 10.2: Career background of the CEO 

Number % 

Seaport operations/management 1 1  36.67 

Finance 6 20.00 

Engineering 5 1 6.67 

Government 4 13.33 

Navy 2 6.67 

Marketing 1 3.33 

Other 1 3.33 

TOTAL 30 100.00% 

Source: Appendix H: Item S 1 

Also an engineer 

3 

1 

5 

9 (30%) 
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As briefly r.aised in the previous chapter, four respondents had vIews that senior 

managers are too dominated by what one respondent called the "engineering and 

accounting mindset". Another commented that because these senior managers had a 

narrow focus and tended not to be customer-driven: 

. . .  they just don 't understand the benefits that can be delivered by a good 
marketing program that keeps you in touch with not only the market, but 
also the environment, and customers. 

Marketing Manager, Seaport #15 

The narrow focus was also raised by a CEO who commented that: 

. . .  engineers tend to be focused on the engineering functions irrespective of 
what the reason is. [fwe are going to build a sewer main, they don 't care if 
it's for an old trade a new trade, or just because you want one. 

CEO, Seaport #20 

Although a narrow focus may result in many professions, an issue arises when these 

senior managers can have an influence on marketing activities. For example, a 

respondent with a marketing background commented that, in relation to marketing 

strategies, although his CEO and Board were supportive, this was not the case with the 

engineering and finance senior managers. He explained: 

One of my biggest battles within this organisation is not external to the 
business; it is internal in dealing with the engineering mindyet. 

Senior Manager, Seaport #29 

This respondent had strong views about the role of marketing in seaports and argued 

that because of the engineering and accounting mindsets, the focus of business 

philosophies of seaports have been on a production orientation rather than being 

customer-focused: 

Ports around the world, and we are no different, in the past have been run 
by engineers. They just want to build the best bridge out, and they think just 
because they built the bridge, everyone wants to use the bridge. The world 
has a lot of ghost town ports in it that have got millions of dollars of 
infrastructure just laying around doing nothing because they did not adapt 
any simple marketing principles and, that is, servicing the needs of your 
customers, and seeing if those needs match with your ability to service those 
needs and then go ahead and do it . . .  It is my firm belief that is simply 



because most ports have been in the past engineering driven and I think that 
is a fundamentally flawed philosophy. There is similar story with 
accountants. I guess, because [ come from the marketing discipline if you 
like, the accountants will tell you that business operates around 
accountants, I am equally at fault to sa y it is all about marketing, but quite 
simply because you are in the front line with the customer, you have to deal 
with the frustrations if your guy has been out on the road and developing a 
pastoral business, then someone else in the organisation has done 
something stupid or not in the best interests of the customer, you potentially 
lose the business. 

Senior Manager, Seaport #29 
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What remains to be seen is whether CEOs in the future will be more likely to have a 

background in marketing rather than engineering or accounting/finance than is currently 

the case. As marketing is added to the role of senior staff such as trade development 

managers, or marketing managers are employed, this appears more possible. A 

marketing-related manager is still only a relatively new position as indicated by six of 

these managers noting they were specifically recruited to undertake a marketing role. 

1 0.3 ASS ESS MEi\lJT OF SIRQ1 

The first of the two secondary research questions of this thesis sought to determine: 

SRQl What mal-keting activities and strategies are currently being 

practised by Australian seaports? 

As discussed in Chapter Eight, respondents tended to define marketing as having four 

major components - promotion, customer liaison, trade and business development, and 

CRM. However, it is evident from further discussions with respondents that other 

marketing activities are also undertaken, albeit for many respondents at rudimentary 

levels and for others from an operational perspective. The adoption of ten broad 

marketing domensions was analysed and discussed in Chapter Nine. 
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Whereas activities such as logistics, the servIce process, and physical evidence and 

servicescapes are reported in the literature as a marketing responsibility, in seaports they 

tended to be operationally focused with little or no guidance from marketing-related 

managers. Similarly, it was not always evident whether a marketing approach to pricing 

is used; instead, there appeared to be more reliance on economic or historical focused 

pncmg. Activities that perhaps receive the most attention in the seaport 

management/marketing literature, such as pricing and promotion (and in particular, 

advertising) tended to be of less interest to respondents. In the case of pricing for 

example, respondents reported there were established pricing techniques, some with an 

historical basis and others relatively easily calculated, in addition, they all recognised 

the benefits of keeping pricing within acceptable levels for customers. 

The current research investigated the breadth of marketing activities used by seaports. 

Within the above caveats, the majority of seaports are undertaking many activities that 

are recognised as being within the domain of marketing. As these activities have been 

identified as being used at some level by seaports, future research may determine 

whether they are being effectively managed. This will add further depth to the breadth 

of the current study and progress towards developing marketing performance measures 

for seaports. 

In relation to the second half of the secondary research question, that is, whether 

marketing strategies are used by Australian seaports, the answer is less clear. Thirteen 

of Australia's  30 seaports (main ports) have at least one marketing-related senior 

manager. However, only six of these have a full-time marketing manager. Marketing 

in the remaining eight seaports is undertaken within either a purely corporate 

communication role that tends to be focused narrowly on non-trade related promotional 
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activities, or by a trade development type role of which marketing may be one of many 

roles subsumed by a senior manager. As reported in Chapter Eight, seaports with over 

40 employees are more likely to have a designated senior manager with marketing 

responsibilities. Nevertheless, all respondents reported being customer-focused and 

intent on creating customer satisfaction. What was difficult to determine was the extent 

marketing was being conducted strategically. Although two thirds of seaports have 

marketing plans, they ranged from being formal documents approved by the Board to 

being a single statement. Further investigation into the contents of seaports' marketing 

plans is required to enable a more complete assessment of their formality and strategic 

nature. 

As discussed in Chapter Five, strategic marketing generally involves developing a 

marketing mix aimed at a particular target market. Although 60.00 per cent of 

respondents reported segmenting their markets to better meet customers' needs, it was 

still difficult to detennine whether a strategic approach to marketing was being adopted 

(Item E.2). When many respondents discussed marketing activities there appeared to be 

little integration or formulation of an holistic and strategic marketing approach. For 

example, even though relationships with customers are highly valued and considered 

fundamental to seaport success, there was little training of employees in marketing or 

customer service. In another example, the preferred image of a seaport was not often 

linked with promotional materials, the slogan, physical evidence or servicescape. 

However, the majority of respondents appeared to understand the important role of 

marketing in a competitive environment even if it was only loosely linked throughout 

the seaport. 
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In short, respondents appeared to be committed to marketing their seaport, even if some 

did not always recognise they are undertaking marketing. That is, some respondents, 

particularly from bulk dominated seaports, still viewed marketing as being advertising 

and selling. CRM for example, was not commonly viewed as being marketing as 

shown in the following reply to whether marketing contributed to increased revenues: 

Not marketing of the port as such, but having a customer focus, we are not 
out there advertising in newspapers . . . .  

- Senior Manager, Seaport #17 

Similarly, the use of newsletters, verbal addresses to staff by the CEO, and the use of 

employee surveys, advocated in Chapter Five as being part of an internal marketing 

strategy, were viewed simply as communicating: 

I wouldn 't call it marketing; I would call it communication with our 
employees. It is really just, for example, the CEO giving a briefing to all 
staff on the state of the nation, it is not really marketing, it is a 
communication activity. I think marketing still has that connotation of the 
hard sell. 

- Marketing Manager, Seaport #30 

The above comments do not suggest that senior managers fail to take marketing into 

account when making business decisions, but rather that there are few explicit strategies 

or processes to create an integrated attempt to market the seaport to customers, 

employees, stakeholders and the general public. Thus far, the chapter has considered 

marketing in more general terms, in the following section the focus changes to 

discussing whether Australian seaports apply services marketing strategies, and in doing 

so, addresses the second of the secondary research questions. 

1 0.4 ASS ESSM ENT OF SR0i2 

The premise throughout this thesis has been that marketing is a necessary management 

function in seaports based primarily on the changing macroenvironment and 
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hypercompetition. Almost three quarters of respondents supported this premise (Item 

B.4). In addition, 70 per cent of respondents agreed that marketing was necessary to 

attract customers and 66.67 per cent indicated marketing was necessary to retain 

customers (Items D.2 and D.S). Six respondents, all from dedicated bulk seaports, 

commented that whilst marketing assisted in attracting some customers, others came to 

the seaport because there were no viable alternatives. The remaining seaports used a 

combination of market research followed up with either advertising or face-to-face 

contact to attract and encourage potential customers to the seaport (Item H.I). 

However, as some respondents continually viewed marketing narrowly throughout the 

interview, that is, in terms of advertising, their replies may have been biased. For 

example, in response to whether marketing was necessary to retain current customers, a 

common point was that marketing helped keep customers informed of the seaport 

activities, whilst little mention was made of CRM strategies. When asked whether 

marketing should be part of everyone's job in a seaport, 90.00 per cent of respondents 

agreed (Item D.3). The main reason for agreement was that many employees had 

contact with customers, stakeholders, and the local community either formally or 

informally, and therefore having an understanding of the seaport and its benefits to 

these groups was considered to be advantageous. 

The growth of marketing in seaports is another indicator of the increasing relevance of 

marketing to Australian seaports. As previously discussed, six marketing-related 

managers reported they were recruited specifically to fill the first marketing position in 

the seaport. In addition, seaports seeking to further diversify, in particular dedicated 

bulk seaports, are beginning to value the implementation of marketing to raise the 

profile of the seaport and attract new customers. Even major capital city seaports, 
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because of corporatisation, have increased marketing efforts. As one of these 

respondents commented: 

Because of our charter, for you to become competitive you have to have 
people marketing, they also have to take on customer liaison . . . .  

- Marketing Manager, Seaport #30 

Respondents recognised changes were required on management information systems to 

enable planning of key marketing indicators. This is further evidence that the 

importance of marketing is emerging, as is the importance placed on satisfying 

customers or stakeholders as being the key to seaport success. 

Respondents that claimed their seaports had not embraced marketing are however, 

undertaking at least some marketing activities even though they do not always recognise 

it as marketing. As this census of Australian seaports found that marketing IS a 

necessary management function that is emergmg as being important, it IS now 

appropriate to refer to the remaining secondary research question to determine: 

SRQ2 Are current seaport marketing activities and strategies 

relevant for successfully marketing Australian seaports? 

As a means of understanding whether the current marketing practises are relevant, 

respondents were asked whether marketing for seaports should differ from that in other 

industries (Item D.6). Although 13.33 per cent were unsure, 66.67 per cent agreed that 

a different approach was necessary. The main rationale for suggesting a different 

approach was because their seaports provided interactive services rather than physical 

products. Additionally, respondents recommended a specialised marketing approach 

due to the greater reliance on managing and developing long-term customer 

relationships, for example, a respondent from a dedicated bulk seaport commented on 

his seaport managing relationships with some customers for between 20 and 80 years. 
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CRM was noted by respondents from dedicated bulk seaports as being particularly 

important due to the low numbers of customers using the seaport. For example: 

Ninety-flve per cent of our products would be handled by our top five 
customers, in fact two thirds of our current throughput is handled by just 
one customer. 

CEO, Seaport #25 

I guess in relation to the size and nature of our business, while we have put 
a lot of ton through the port, we only service about 13 clients . . . .  

CEO, Seaport #19 

Large financial investments in seaport infrastructure by customers (of up to $80 million) 

were also cited as a reason for a marketing approach centring on managing 

relationships. This may reinforce seaports being viewed as monopolistic service 

providers for particular cargoes. 

When replying to Item D.6, the remaining 20.00 per cent of respondents believed that 

seaports have similar marketing activities to those in other industries, although, these 

respondents tended to be discussing marketing in broad terms and did not discuss any 

specifics. One respondent however, suggested "the marketing mix is relevant to ports 

and most businesses" (Marketing Manager, Seaport #8). Further probing with this 

marketing manager found that he was referring to the expanded marketing mix. He was 

the only respondent throughout the in-depth interviews to refer to a framework for 

managing marketing in seaports. 

Overall, the majority of respondents regarded seaports as being a unique industry sector 

providing services that required a different approach to marketing, and a greater focus 

on managing customer relationships. As suggested in Chapter Five, where services are 

being offered, services marketing strategies (that include market research and 

segmentation, as discussed in earlier chapters in terms of providing the foundation and 
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direction for all marketing strategies) are more relevant than genenc marketing 

strategies such as the 4P marketing mix. 

Activities within each of the seven expanded marketing mIx elements, namely, the 

service product, logistics, pricing, marketing communication, servicescapes (including 

physical evidence), participants, service processes, in addition to CRM, were evident to 

at least some degree in the majority of Australian seaports. A complicating factor was 

that although these elements are undertaken, it was often from an operational rather than 

a marketing perspective. The elements most likely to be operationally managed are 

logistics, service processes, and servicescapes, while pricing is the responsibility of the 

CEO and board of directors. Even in seaports with a marketing department, 

respondents reported how although marketers may be involved in these activities, the 

responsibility remains with other managers. In seaports without a dedicated marketing 

manager or marketing department, the responsibilities for marketing are generally 

subsumed by the CEO, trade development manager, or equivalent. In these seaports, 

marketing is not often the primary function of these managers who may not have 

expertise in marketing principles. 

Another factor that may moderate the adoption of services marketing strategies is that 

seaport marketing is a relatively new seaport management function. In Australian 

seaports for example, any serious attempts at marketing tended to have occurred over 

the last five years. Findings from the census of the current study suggested that a 

comprehensive understanding of services marketing or another suitable framework for 

seaport marketing is not yet fully developed. As marketing for physical products is well 

established, it was apparent that attempts have been made by seaport management (and 

researchers) to apply at least some aspects of this approach. Comparatively fewer 
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attempts to apply services marketing strategies are evident, whether by implementing 

marketing mix elements individually or collectively as an integrated s trategy. Rather 

than representing that services marketing is not applicable to seaports, it suggests that 

marketing is still in an emergent phase where concepts remain to be tested by both 

researchers and practitioners. 

Given the response to SRQl that a strategic approach to marketing is not widely 

apparent, the response to SRQ2 at best could be that services marketing is practised to 

an extent by few Australian seaports. Although the larger seaports, generally those with 

marketing departments or dedicated marketing managers, take marketing seriously and 

clearly undertake many activities, the issue is not so much the relevancy of adopting 

marketing strategies, but that a greater services marketing focus is recommended given 

the seaport product. Although Australian seaport marketing may be meeting the 

requirements of some management, the findings of the current research suggest that 

many opportunities exist for seaports to adopt a more appropriate approach that will 

provide effective marketing. For example, although other managers may have 

responsibility for logistics, service processes, services capes, and pricing, further 

involvement of marketers may assist in a greater focus on customers and integration 

with other marketing-related activities. 

Current marketing efforts by Australian seaports appear to be in the early stages of 

understanding the potential benefits of marketing and implementing the range of 

strategies and activities available that are suitable for service businesses. Indeed, there 

are still a small number of senior managers who remained unconvinced that marketing 

is of relevance to seaports. This view may change as these seaports further diversify 

and thus compete for non-captive trade instead of relying on their quasi-monopolistic 
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position in the market. In addition, as research in seaport marketing increases and 

results are more widely promulgated, senior managers, particularly those with 

marketing responsibility, may gain further insights into the extent of the benefits of 

adopting services marketing strategies. 

Essentially, the current research has confirmed that marketing is occurring at some level 

within all commercial Australian seaports, and accordingly, the next stage of the 

research is to recommend marketing strategies that may be appropriate for Australian 

seaports, and in doing so address the primary research question. 

1 01.5 ASSIESSlliilEY\lT OIF P�Q1 

Thus far, it has been found that although a wide range of marketing activities is being 

practised in Australian seaports, a greater strategic focus is required. As previously 

discussed, there was a realisation by respondents that a different marketing approach 

may be required for seaports because firstly services are being offered rather than 

physical products and secondly, customer relationships are a central aspect of seaport 

marketing. 

The two secondary research questions assessed the extent of marketing in Australian 

seaports, whilst the discussion of the impact of the New Economy in Chapter Three in 

particular has provided the rationale why a different and more structured and integrated 

approach to seaport marketing is required. In this section, each of the services 

marketing strategies discussed in Chapter Five, in addition to market research and 

segmentation are revisited to address PRQ} :  



What marketing activit ies and strategies are appropriate for Australian 

seaports in the New Economy'! 

1 0,5.1  Market research and segmentation sirategies fm 

Austral ian seaports 
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Market research must play a greater role in seaport marketing to enable a more 

informed understanding of competitors and the needs of customers, the local 

community, employees, and other stakeholders. Even if a seaport has limited resources, 

cost effective market research is still possible, via for example, employees when in 

contact with customers or the use of "mystery shoppers" that are often used in retail 

settings. If any of the above stakeholders are not understood, either trade will be lost to 

competitors or support in relation to seaport development from the local community 

may diminish, both of which can have a serious impact on sustainability and growth. 

By gaining a better understanding of customers, for example by more in-depth market 

research, seaports can make effective use of segmentation strategies to enable a cost 

effective targeted approach. Targeting can be in terms of service offerings, pricing, 

and/or promotion that is able to specifically address the needs of customers. A more 

informed understanding of the local community can ensure an appropriate image is 

being portrayed in promotional efforts and additional market research can be provided 

through the necessary consultative mechanisms of communication of various committee 

and customer-based committees. 

Greater market research efforts focused on competing seaports and alternative transport 

providers is also necessary. A comprehensive understanding of other seaports was 

rarely evident in the census, in particular competing seaports in other Australian states. 

As seaports further diversify their business and attract new cargoes, a thorough 
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understanding of competitors will become a necessity, particularly if new infrastructure 

is required. An example of how little is known about other Australian seaports and their 

marketing efforts was that respondents had difficulty naming five seaports they 

considered to be good at marketing. Only one third of respondents were able to name 

five seaports and 23.33 per cent could not name any seaports (Appendix H: Item R.l). 

A common response was that respondents were only aware of the major capital city 

seaports, as opposed to other potential competitors. This also raises the question of the 

effectiveness of seaport positioning and image, in particular between nearby seaports. 

1 0.5.2 Seaport product si:rai:egies for Ausl:ralian seaports 

Australian seaports offer a large complex mix of similar services provided by the 

seaport or private operators with little differentiation promoted between competitors. 

An opportunity exists to understand the service product in stnitegic terms by using 

models such as Gronroos (1 990) to categorise what the seaport offers in terms of the 

core service, facilitating goods and services, and supporting goods and services. By 

undertaking this exercise and conducting market research on services offered by 

competing seaports, it is possible to highlight the supporting goods and services that 

differentiate the seaport from others and therefore provide a potential competitive 

advantage. First however, market research should be used to understand what various 

customers require and whether it is viable to provide them with those services. The 

core service can then be clearly articulated to customers, the local community, 

employees, and other stakeholders that will also provide opportunities for developing 

the image of the seaport (discussed shortly) that assists in positioning the seaport in the 

minds of stakeholders. Currently for a number of Australian seaports, a clear 

understanding of their core service and competitive advantages is not always evident. 
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The census found that almost half the respondents suggest their core service as being 

trade facilitation, often with little further explanation. This may need to be more clearly 

articulated in promotional materials, and, for the local community, be explained m 

terms of the regional economic benefits that arise from being a trade facilitator. A 

concern is whether trade facilitation has become a trendy phrase for seaports with little 

meaning. If the core service is indeed trade facilitation, then this needs to guide the 

development of facilitating and supporting goods and services. If the findings in the 

census are indicative, as more seaports move from being landlord seaports or operators 

to becoming strategic seaport managers, trade facilitation is more likely to be described 

as the core service. 

An emerging strategy indicated in the literature and Australian seaports was the use of 

one stop shops because they offer customers convenience. Being a one stop shop has 

implications for the range of services being offered as well as investment in 

infrastructure. As with many services, attention to reducing perceived risk is important 

to encourage usage by potential customers. Further consideration of offering 

guarantees, even if initially in the form of a customer service charter and/or code of 

conduct, placed prominently on seaport websites and other promotional materials, may 

instil confidence in potential customers. Another means of reducing perceived risk is 

by including endorsements from customers in promotional materials. 

In essence, seaports should examme the total service package offered and clearly 

articulate all aspects of the services offered including the strategic implications with 

other marketing activities. 
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1 0.5.3 LogDs�ica� s�ll"a�egies 'loi" Aus�i"aiian seaports 

Given the growing theme in the literature and results of the census data of becoming 

trade facilitators, logistics is an important issue for seaports, particularly on the land

side by establishing connections primarily with road and rail to reach customers in the 

hinterland. Similar to the literature however, little support was found for logistics to be 

a marketing responsibility, instead, logistics tends to be managed by operational staff. 

There was consensus in Australian seaports with marketing-related managers that 

although they should be involved in logistics, marketers should not manage logistics. 

Seaports with a trade development type position tended to manage both the marketing 

and logistics roles, as did the CEO in smaller seaports. However, if this manager's  or 

CEO's  background was non-marketing, approaching logistics in a market-oriented 

fashion may not eventuate resulting in customer dissatisfaction. 

As seaport marketing is still emerging, it may be that in time marketers will have further 

logistical responsibilities. According to the literature and to the findings of the 

Australian census, logistics is not supported as being a major marketing activity because 

of the particular operational expertise required in logistics, and as such, from a 

marketing perspective there was little evidence of a strategic approach. 

1 0.5.4 Seapoi'� pricing s�rategies for Aus�l"aliall seapor�s 

Pricing is another activity that has not received a marketing focus in the literature or 

from respondents in the census. Marketers in Australian seaports were found to have 

little if any influence on pricing because it is the domain of the CEO and board of 

directors with final approval from government-owned seaports by ministers. Within the 

literature, pricing receives much attention in relation to complex economic-based 
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models and calculations; this was not supported in the census. Respondents reported 

that some seaport charges have an historical basis and others tended to be easy to 

calculate. In particular, they noted that pricing was "very unscientific" and "not rocket 

science". 

Although about one quarter of respondents noted their seaport competed on price, the 

importance of pricing can not be underestimated because of increased levels of 

competition from road and rail transport that can make other seaports viable 

propositions for customers. To develop a pricing strategy, market research can assist in 

segmenting customers according to particular characteristics for example, those that are 

cost conscious as opposed to customers willing to pay more for added value or higher 

quality services. Likewise, market research may suggest customers that are suitable for 

entering into long-term contracts meaning that the pricing focus should emphasise 

developing relationships. For example, the use of guarantees may attract new 

customers, whilst the use of a loyalty program or incentives for additional throughput 

may retain valuable customers. 

A pricing strategy identified by some respondents was the use of price bundling, in 

particular for sundry charges that were found to offer convenience and simplify pricing 

for customers and the seaport. A consistent recommendation in the literature is that 

pricing is more credible when it is easy to understand and not complicated, which may 

also be facilitated by bundling. Further research is required to determine how often 

each of the various approaches to pricing are used (as in cost-plus, flexibl" and so on), 

in which circumstances, and when they can be used for each market segment. 
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It is recommended marketers have greater input into pricing strategies to ensure a 

targeted approach where pricing is developed for each market segment dependent on 

those customers' requirements. In addition, pricing can be used as a promotional tool to 

attract cost conscious customers particularly when similar services are offered by 

competing seaports, that is, the customers that focus on cost rather than value. 

1 01.5.5 MaIi"ke�iD1g clOmmuD1icaI�ilOD1 strategies �Oll' All.llstU"aI iiaIri 

seaplOr�s 

The current study found that marketing communication strategies were very important 

for seaports. Three major objectives emerged on which to focus these strategies: 

1 .  Attract new customers and inform current customers; 

2. Inform and remind the local community of the contribution made b y  the seaport; 

and 

3. Information sharing with the seaport sector and maritime industry. 

In addition, marketing communication should also be  focused on employees; this is 

discussed as internal marketing in a later section. To achieve the above three 

objectives, the promotions mix consisting of advertising, publicity, public relations, 

sales promotions and personal selling, with the addition of word-of-mouth 

communication are all relevant for promoting Australian seaports. Although advertising 

is the focus of the literature and of many respondents in the census, it only represents 

part of the promotional strategy. In particular, advertising in a range of media is useful 

to address the first objective in relation to attracting the initial attention of new 

customers, particularly for new cargoes when seaports diversify. The main criteria for 

advertising and indeed the other elements of the promotion mix is that it should be 

targeted towards relevant segments to be cost-effective and worthwhile. 
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The use of a website as a medium for promotions has become a necessity rather than a 

luxury. Australian seaports are continually upgrading the appearance of their website 

by including more information and increasing the level of interaction. For example, 

websites are already being utilised by a small number of Australian seaports for e

commerce as well as a passive information library. Cost savings are also an advantage 

that can be achieved by providing documents such as annual reports and brochures on 

websites. In addition, an opportunity exists to develop email newsletters for the cost 

effective and immediate promulgation of promotional information. 

Publicity and public relations represents the growth area of promotions, not just for 

customers, but perhaps more so for the local community. There is a realisation b y  

respondents that i f  seaports are t o  grow they will need t o  have the community on side. 

Therefore, the role of publicity and public relations becomes to communicate the 

economic and social benefits of the seaport to the community and the region, and 

explain how these benefits are provided in an environmentally conscious manner. 

Although this was initiated during the late 1990s by undertaking regional economic 

benefit studies, these are being replaced by triple bottom line reporting that links the 

economic, social and environmental management of seaports. Further engaging of the 

community by providing consultative committees and information sessions was also 

becoming more widely used. Providing sponsorships and funding of community-related 

projects were other attempts by seaports to become recognised as being good corporate 

citizens. The importance attached to publicity and promotions by seaports particularly 

within major cities was evident by the employment of corporate communication 

managers to undertake these activities. In some seaports, these managers were the only 

marketing-related personnel. 
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Another appropriate public relations strategy is educating the community about the 

seaport sector and maritime industry. Although this appears to be undertaken seriously 

by one Australian seaport that has employed a full-time teacher, other seaports are 

providing factual information on websites for use by schools and other interested 

people. One respondent argued that education is a long-term strategy to get into "the 

hearts and minds" of school children to foster a greater appreciation of the contribution 

by the seaport sector and maritime industry. This is an area in which sales promotion 

materials can play a larger role in having giveaways targeted to school children that 

raise awareness of the importance of the seaport to the region. 

The key point for marketing communication efforts is that they must be undertaken 

strategically where each element of the promotions mix and word-of-mouth 

communication are managed holistically rather than as individual activities. Promotions 

should be based on market research, focused at target markets, and be consistent in their 

message. For example, if a particular image is to be portrayed to position the seaport, 

then it must be supported by all promotional materials including brochures, the website, 

the slogan, and how the community and others are engaged. [n addition, opportunities 

exist to make use of cost-effective word-of-mouth communication by actively 

encouraging customers, the local community, employees, and other stakeholders to 

spread positive news and information about the seaport. 

1 0.5.6 Servicescape strategies for Australian seapolis 

There is a close relationship between the management of physical evidence and 

marketing communication, each of which must be consistent. Respondents in the 

census argued that the physical evidence of the seaport in relation to the buildings and 

other infrastructure were there to serve a purpose rather than for appearances or lo 
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present an image. If customers, the local community and other stakeholders did nOl 

visit the seaport, then this may be a sufficient argument. However, seaports do receive 

a large number of visitors per year, many of which may have certain expectations based 

on available marketing communication materials. For example, customers in particular 

would have certain expectations when visiting a seaport with an image of being well 

managed and efficient (an image reported by half the respondents in the census). 

Similarly, if a seaport was portraying an image of being environmentally conscious, 

visitors would be expecting to see physical evidence supporting that image. This image 

could then be supported by sales promotion materials, the website, the slogan, and 

business stationery such as business cards, letterheads and envelopes. 

It is argued here that physical evidence strategies and an understanding of the seaport 

servicescape for creating a conducive work environment are relevant marketing 

considerations for Australian seaports, despite these not receiving attention in the 

available seaport literature. As seaports provide services, physical evidence is a means 

of making the services appear more tangible, and as discussed in Chapter Five, physical 

evidence may be one of the few clues available to customers about the quality of the 

service being offered. A greater use of formal surveys of customers, the local 

community, employees, and other stakeholders may assist in assessing the effectiveness 

of physical evidence strategies. The surveys could focus on the perceived images of the 

seaport, the information those perceptions are based on, a measurement of the 

expectations of the four groups, and if they have visited the seaport whether their 

expectations were met. 
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seaports 
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The interaction between employees and customers is recognised by the seaport literature 

and respondents in the census as being critical to the success of the seaport. Face-to

face contact is broadly accepted as being the essence of marketing efforts. Although 

there has been some recognition of the benefits of employee training, seaport research 

does not appear to have fully embraced the development of employee and customer 

strategies, nor linked them with the role of marketing. 

The role of employees in seaports is yet to be fully exploited and managed from a 

marketing perspective. Employees are a powerful source of physical evidence and 

promotion, as well as being cost effective market researchers when in contact with 

customers, the local community, and other stakeholders. To reach their potential 

however, training in at least basic concepts of marketing and empowerment are 

required. This training is important considering that two thirds of respondents in the 

census suggested all employees have some marketing responsibilities. Employing 

customer-oriented employees and requiring all employees to undertake customer service 

and customer satisfaction training during induction is one means of creating a customer

focused seaport. Ongoing training in marketing can be facilitated by internal marketing 

strategies that communicate the required marketing culture and assess it via corporate 

culture surveys. 

Few seaports appeared to have recognised or developed customer strategies beyond 

marketing communication or face-to-face contact. It is unclear for example, whether 

customers are utilised as unpaid partial employees, as in other service industries. There 
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is some evidence however that seaports in the process of adopting e-commerce have 

implemented direct entry forms and electronic manifests that are completed by 

customers rather than staff. 

1 01.5.8 Serr'lfice precess s�rrategies ferr A!.IIsii"aliaD1 seaports 

Similar to logistics, servicescapes, and pricing, service processes is discussed in the 

seaport literature and by respondents from an operational perspective with little mention 

of marketing. Marketing-related respondents tended to reply they were unsure of many 

facets of the service process, adding how it was the responsibility of other managers in 

the seaport, mainly those involved in logistics. It appears for seaports that consideration 

of the service process is not a marketing domain, however, as marketing is still 

developing, this may change in the future as greater attention is paid to processes that 

affect customer satisfaction. 

1 01.5.9 ClAM strategies 101' Australian seapoi'�s 

Developing and maintaining customer relationships was recognised by res ponden ts as 

being one of the most important roles of a seaport. All respondents in the census agreed 

that seaports must have a strong commitment to customers with an emphasis being on 

customer satisfaction. In terms of maintaining relationships, seaports were active in 

consulting and liaising with customers, preferring where possible to have face-to-face 

contact. However, it appears that many Australian seaports are in the early stages of 

developing CRM strategies. For example, although customer retention, service 

recovery, and complaint management existed, a formalised approach is recommended. 

Customer retention and rates of defection should be measured and any deep rooted 

causes that may be attributed to dissatisfaction and defection be investigated. Training 

employees in empowerment, customer service and customer satisfaction for example, 
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will assist in more effective service recovery and perhaps aid in employees being more 

likely to report customer complaints. In relation to customer complaints, not only 

should they be encouraged but a formal and transparent process be developed that 

efficiently deal with the complaint. All respondents recognised that CRM efforts would 

be an important area of future development for seaports. 

10.5.10 Seapor! marketing in the \'u1:lIre 

Respondents were asked in the census about their views of additional marketing 

activities they may undertake over the next five to ten years (Item 0.8). The most 

common response, as is evident in the following comment, was in developing the 

awareness by the local community and cllstomers: 

A lot of people are even unaware that we exist, even those in our area. So 

this is really marketing us as being relevant to the State and the importance 
to the State. I think we will have greater promotion of the port and 
corporation in terms of why it needs to be here, given that we have begun 
building our expansion. So it is about getting an understanding and a 
tolerance more than anything so we can continue our activities without 
opposition or complaint. 

� Marketing Manager, Seaport #30 

Respondems suggested greater engagement with the community would be undertaken 

by raising the seaport's profile, providing sponsorships, developing an image of a 

responsible corporate citizen, and preparing triple bottom line reports. 

Greater expenditure on marketing�related activities was also expected as competition 

intensified and greater consultation with the local community was undertaken. For 

example, a corporate profiling exercise was suggested by a respondent as a means of 

raising awareness of the seaport with customers in relation to cargo and commercial 

opportunities. More face�to-face contact was also anticipated as developing and 

improving customer relationships become pivotal to seaport success. In addition, tbe 
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majority of respondents viewed their website as being a cost effective medium for 

marketing communication as well as a enabling customers to participate III service 

delivery by completing e-commerce related documentation. 

10.6 S UMMARY 

This chapter addressed the two secondary research questions and the primary research 

question. In relation to the first of the secondary research questions, it was found that 

although seaports undertake a broad range of marketing activities, including some at a 

rudimentary level, activities such as the pricing and logistics, the service process, and 

servicescapes tend to have an operational rather than marketing perspective. It is 

suggested that these activities should have a greater marketing influence because of the 

implications for the overall marketing strategy. It appears that although respondents 

consider the marketing role as encompassing promotions, community liaison, trade and 

business development, and CRM, there is the capacity for marketing to be much 

broader. 

Other than the larger seaports that have marketing departments, there was little evidence 

of a strategic approach. That is, few seaports provided evidence of an holistic approach 

to marketing where the necessary marketing activities were interconnected and 

devolved throughout the seaport. Perhaps this is best suggested by a respondent who 

stated: 

We do a good job of banging the drum of marketing but we don 't march to 
the beat. 

- Senior Manager, Seaport #6 

The chapter next considered whether, as services businesses, if Australian seaports use 

services marketing activities and strategies. Although little evidence was found in the 
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literature of seaports usmg servIces marketing principles, support for a number of 

services marketing activities was found in the current study. In response to SRQ2, it 

was found that current seaport marketing activities and strategies only partially address 

the needs of seaports. Although a number of services marketing activities was evident, 

there was little evidence to suggest comprehensive services marketing strategies were 

being implemented. A greater strategic marketing approach is required as is greater 

depth and integration of marketing activities. Finally, the primary research question 

was addressed. A number of recommendations were made to address the marketing 

activities and strategies that may be appropriate for Australian seaports in the New 

Economy. These recommendations are an initial attempt at determining criteria for 

success m marketing Australian seaports. As discussed in Chapter Six, marketing is 

recognised as having a positive impact in seaports on cash flow, profits, production 

levels and overall image. Marketing is also recommended as being necessary for 

seaports to survive in a competitive environment and is suggested as being a core 

function of seaport management. As the effects of hypercompetition created by the 

New Economy and other macroenvironmental changes increase, seaports will be under 

continual pressure to not only attract new customers and retain current customers, but 

also further develop their relationship with the local community. 

The final chapter discusses the purpose and value of the research, highlights the major 

results, suggests limitations of the study and proposes directions for future research. 
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1 1 . 1 I NTRODUCTiON 

The purpose of this concluding chapter is four-fold, firstly, to explain the purpose and 

value of the study; secondly, to summarise the research findings; thirdly, to discuss 

potential limitations of the study; and finally, to identify areas for future research. The 

chapter begins by revisiting and commenting on the purpose and proposed contribution 

of the research as discussed in Chapter One. Although the research findings are then 

discussed, they represent only a summary in that they highlight, in particular, the 

findings discussed in-depth in the previous three chapters. The potential limitations of 

the study are next explained. All studies are limited in one way or another reflecting the 

conscious trade-offs made by researchers to ensure the study is completed within 

defined parameters. Lastly, the chapter concludes by suggesting areas presenting 

potential interest and value for future research. 

1 1 .2 PURPOSE AND VALUE OF TH E RESEARCH 

This thesis has argued that relatively recent changes in the macroenvironment of 

Australian seaports and the effects of the New Economy are creating a greater need for 

marketing. In particular, a commercial charter due to corporatisation is resulting in a 

hypercompetitive marketplace where there is less captive trade. It was also argued that 

seaport marketing is in an emergent phase and that it would become an important 

seaport management function as competition increased. The reason for this is that 

marketing has the potential to increase trade throughput by attracting new customers 

and retaining current customers. Thus, the research in this study is focused on 

marketing by Australian seaports. More specifically, the purpose of the research was to 

assess whether marketing is being undertaken by Australian seaports, and if so, to 
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determine which marketing activities and strategies may be appropriate for these service 

businesses. 

Part of the value of tbis research is the contribution in reviewing, possibly for the first 

time, the available literature on seaport marketing. This review is an important step in 

accelerating the development of seaport marketing as an area of research and as a means 

of identifying potential gaps that require further research. For example, in contrast to 

the literature, little support was found in the Australian context for how pricing was 

calculated or the emphasis placed on the importance of promotion. The literature 

review also exposed gaps between research and practice in that developing and 

maintaining relationships with customers and the local community attracted much less 

attention in the literature compared with discussions with respondents. 

The comprehensive literature revIew also established the extent of conceptual 

understanding of marketing constructs and discussed the findings of previous studies. 

The literature review identified that seaport marketing as an area of research is in an 

emergent phase as evidenced by a paucity of conceptual and empirical research, and 

further, contained little reference to Australian seaports. Conceptually, it was found that 

seaport marketing theory is being dominated by physical product marketing with little 

attempt at developing an appropriate marketing approach for seaports. For example, as 

argued in this thesis, a reasonable starting point for testing seaport marketing is to 

determine whether services marketing principles may be suitable given that seaports are 

service businesses. 

In addition, this thesis has attempted to add rig our to the investigation of seaport 

marketing by conducting an extensive census of the total population of Australian 
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seaports. The 184 item census instrument based around the expanded marketing mix 

was developed from a combination of recommendations from services marketing theory 

and the seaport management/marketing literature to establish a valid means of 

measunng the breadth of marketing activities and strategies that seaports may 

undertake. As a further test of the pervasiveness of marketing in seaports, a market 

orientation instrument developed by Gray et at. (1998) was replicated and tested. Due 

to the uniqueness of the seaport sector, findings suggested that modifications to a 

number of the dimensions might be necessary to develop a valid seaport market 

orientation instrument. 

Further value of the study is that it is believed the census in the current study represents 

the first time all commercial Australian seaports have been surveyed in relation to 

marketing. Besides determining the extent of marketing by Australian seaports, the 

census provides comprehensive profiles of seaports and senior managers based on data 

from a marketing perspective. In addition, this research validated the use of telephone 

interviews as a suitable means of primary data collection for senior managers. 

1 1 .3 SUMMARY OF RIESllJl1"S 

Marketing in seaports was broadly categorised by respondents as having four major 

components: 

1 .  promotion; 

2. community liaison; 

3. trade and business development; and 

4. CRM. 
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Dedicated bulk seaports tend to have greater emphasis on CRM and less need for 

promotions because often they have a small .number of resource dependent customers. 

For these customers, the seaport may be in a monopolistic position, but as alternative 

and cost effective transport becomes available and other seaports seek once captive 

trade, the monopolistic position is being eroded. In addition, these seaports, like many 

others, are diversifying to offset seasonal downturns. This usually means other cargoes 

need to be attracted away from competing seaports via promotional efforts as trade is 

developed. For all seaports, it was found that community liaison is of growing 

importance, particularly for regional and capital city seaports that tend to be situated 

closer to population centres than dedicated bulk seaports. For example, Australian 

seaports are investing increasing amounts of time and financial resources into 

developing various means of engaging and consulting with the local community. 

However, as discussed below, the above four categories tend to simplify the marketing 

effort in seaports. 

In terms of conceptual development, support was found for the suitability of services 

marketing principles for seaports. As in other service industries, seaports provide a 

largely intangible product and rely heavily on the interaction between employees and 

customers for successful outcomes, However, seaports present a slightly different 

business case because of the complexity of relationships that must be managed. For 

seaports, relationships are developed with customers, the local community, employees, 

and other stakeholders. In particular, relationships with the local community are of 

great importance because they have the capability of impeding seaport operations and 

prevent development. The management of relationships was recognised by all 

respondents as being the essence of their marketing efforts. 
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Seaports also differ from other service industries in that adjustments ma y be required to 

the expanded marketing mix. Currently in Australian seaports, the expanded marketing 

mix elements of logistics, service processes, the seaport servicescape, and pricing 

appear to be under-developed from a marketing perspective. Even in seaports that 

employ marketing-related managers, responsibility for these activities generally resides 

with operational managers. The majority of respondents in the census argued that 

logistics required operational expertise and as such should not be managed by 

marketers. However, marketing-related managers contended that their involvement, 

which tended to be limited, was necessary because of the impact logistical decisions can 

have on customers. The development of pricing strategies is another activity that could 

gain many benefits from marketing involvement, in particular to ensure it fits 

strategically within the expanded marketing mix for each market segment. 

Another possible reason [or the low levels of marketing influence of some activities is 

that marketing is yet to be fully understood by the Australian seaport sector. Marketing 

was often limited to having a promotional and public relations perspective, for example, 

concepts such as CRM and internal marketing are often not recognised as being 

marketing activities. In terms of the three remaining marketing mix elements - product, 

marketing communication, and participants, although there is evidence of them being 

utilised, as discussed in the previous chapters, there are many opportunities for 

extending the scope of each and managing them more strategically. 

The potential for marketing success in Australian seaports can be increased by ensuring 

a senior manager has overall responsibility for marketing. Although larger seaports 

may have the resources to employ a full-time marketer who manages a department, 

seaports employing fewer staff and with fewer resources generally do not have this 
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luxury. Instead, marketing responsibilities may be subsumed within the activities of " 

trade development manager, or in even smaller seaports, incorporated as one of the 

many roles of the CEO. However, as more seaports abandon the landlord model and 

evolve into being strategic seaport managers, marketing will require an increasingly 

greater emphasis as trade facilitation becomes vital. Add to this the requirement of 

triple bottom line reporting and developing relationships with customers, the local 

community, employees, and other stakeholders the question becomes how much longer 

can a CEO or trade development manager effectively manage the important roles of 

CRM and community relations under the broad banner of marketing? In addition, 

whoever has responsibility for marketing should have an understanding of all that it 

entails including why traditional physical product marketing strategies may not be 

suitable for seaports. Just as other areas of seaport management require professionals 

with expertise, so does marketing as suggested in the following comment: 

Marketing is a discrete management area, and although it is everyone's 
responsibility to be involved in marketing and to have ownership of 
marketing, this is a specialty area that requires expertise. 

Senior Manager, Seaport #27 

As the above respondent suggested, marketing should be the responsibility of all 

employees. Therefore, regardless of the size of the seaport, all employees should have 

at least some fundamental knowledge of marketing and customer service. Besides 

employees being made aware of these concepts during induction and through regular 

training programs, the use of internal marketing strategies can facilitate the 

promulgation of knowledge through the seaport and also encourage a market-oriented 

culture. All employees can and should be involved in marketing the seaport whether 

formally during work hours or informally outside work hours. There is a potential for 

all employees to have contact with customers, the local community and, other 

stakeholders, therefore recruiting customer-focused employees and providing marketing 
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training is advisable. For example, one CEO in the census explained how customer 

service was an essential criterion when recruiting all employees including stevedores 

who are traditionally not recognised as requiring these skills. 

In essence, seaport management could achieve maj or benefits from implementing 

services marketing principles and using the expanded marketing mix in conjunction 

with CRM. However, this should be done by using market research and segmentation 

as a foundation to direct marketing efforts. Further research is required to assess the 

different management roles in seaports, the extent of their responsibilities, and levels of 

involvement in marketing decisions. Although this study has identified the use and 

relevancy of services marketing activities to seaports, with exception of the larger 

seaports, there was little strategic focus. 

Results of the research indicate that marketing is not only relevant for Australian 

seaports but is becoming necessary due to macroenvironmental changes. M arketing 

presents many opportunities for seaport growth by attracting new customers and 

retaining current customers both of which can be difficult in a hypercompetitive 

environment. To achieve growth, an holistic and strategic approach to marketing is 

required that is driven by a focused marketing plan. The results of this study should be 

viewed as being preliminary in nature and further research is necessary on this 

important topic. 

1 1 .4 lIi\Ji�TAT!ONS OF THIE STUDY 

Although this study sheds light on marketing by Australian seaports, interpretation of 

the findings should only be done with an appreciation of the limitations of the study. 
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One limitation of the study is its cross-sectional nature thus precluding the opportunity 

to explore causal connections when implementing marketing strategies. As only 

Australian seaports were included in the census, care must also be taken in attempting to 

generalise results to seaports in other countries. However, the identification of 

comprehensive profiles of the seaports and respondents in the study may assist in 

developing comparative studies that may lead to generalisable findings. 

There are a number of limitations in relation to the collection of primary data. Whilst 

the study could have encompassed more marketing variables and thereby increasing the 

depth of investigation, early termination of interviews may have resulted. The 

recommendations from the literature on telephone surveys and comments from the 

pretesting sample suggested that a pretest of 35 minutes covering 184 items was 

bordering on the upper limits for telephone interviews. Although the actual average 

duration of 61 .63 minutes exceeded estimations due to the generosity and interest of 

respondents, further questioning may have resulted in increased measurement error. For 

example, item nonresponse and administrative errors may have increased due to 

respondent and interviewer fatigue respectively. 

Limitations were also created due to the choice of respondent. Initially, respondents 

were chosen based on information available on seaports' websites and other secondary 

data. In six seaports, the six initial respondents consisting of five CEOs and one general 

manager suggested an alternative senior manager as being more appropriate for the 

study. During the subsequent interviews, it was found that a different senior manager at 

the seaport might have been more informed about marketing. Secondly, because a 

single respondent from each seaport was relied upon, albeit at a senior level, the results 

of the study may have been more reliable if multiple respondents in related activities at 
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similar and lower levels in the seaports were used (Phillips 1981; Patterson and Cick 

1995). For example, it was found in the current study that managers in other 

departments may have been able to provide further comments on logistics, the service 

process, servicescapes, and pricing. 

Within the above constraints of this study, the directions for future research are 

discussed below. 

1 1 .5 IDIlF&lECT!OINlS IFOIF& IFlJJTlDRIE IF&IESIEAIF&Chl 

As there is confusion among practitioners and researchers over what constitutes 

marketing in seaports, the seaport marketing literature would benefit from rigorous 

theoretical definitions of key marketing concepts as applied to seaports. Greater joint 

efforts between practitioners and researchers could help to increase understanding of the 

needs of the seaport sector. Industry bodies such as AAPMA could take a lead in this 

by facilitating the development of such research and promulgation of outcomes, 

including encouraging discussions on marketing at conferences for the seaport sector. 

Such an approach may allow an accumulation of marketing knowledge to develop and 

bridge the hiatus that exists between practice and research. 

As this study found that marketing is conducted in Australian seaports, there is now an 

opportunity for future research to investigate the effectiveness of marketing efforts, for 

example the cost-effectiveness of advertising and sponsorships in terms of measuring 

quantifiable financial and non-financial returns to seaports. Further, there is value in 

determining whether causal relationships exist between marketing and overall seaport 

performance, for example, whether increases in trade throughput, profits, and levels of 
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customer satisfaction in seaports can be attributed to the implementation of suitable 

marketing strategies. This would benefit from longitudinal studies being conducted tha[ 

seek to identify the causal connections between marketing and seaport growth. 

There is also value in conducting comparative in-depth case studies of seaports that 

scored highly on the market orientation instrument in addition to those having a 

marketing department and marketing manager. The same items and scales could be 

tested with multiple informants, and where appropriate, customers, the local 

community, and other stakeholders to further test the pervasiveness of marketing and to 

measure the effectiveness of marketing efforts. Further development of scales for a 

seaport marketing orientation instrument is also of value because current instruments do 

not take account of the peculiarities of the seaport sector. 

As it is not always clear who is undertaking marketing activities in a seaport because the 

activities may be dispersed among a number of managers, interviewing multiple key 

informants may achieve a greater understanding of seaport marketing, and in doing so, 

according to Phillips (1981) increase validity. Besides interviewing managers with 

marketing in their titles, others that may be of value to interview are the various 

managers with trade development nomenclature, the CEO, and corporate 

communication managers. Reliability can be tested by replicating this study in 

Australian seaports, and in addition, replicating the census instrument in seaports in 

other countries will assist in improving generalisability. 

Given the 100 per cent response rate of the census and comments from respondents of 

receiving too many surveys, it is recommended future research continue to utilise 

telephone interviews as an effective means of data collection in terms of cost, time, and 

the potential for receiving quantitative and qualitative data. Although respondents were 
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initially guarded when providing commentary, once rapport was established, they spoke 

freely revealing more detail than was anticipated. Perhaps the anonymity of not being 

in physical contact assisted this process. Planning for a telephone interview of between 

30 and 45 minutes for interested respondents appears to be an optimum length as it 

allows time for further discussion before respondent and interviewer fatigue occurs. 

Further research topics could include: 

o 

o 

o 

• 

triple bottom line reporting and how to measure if it is valued by customers, the 

local community, employees, and other stakeholders and, and thus determining if 

this form of reporting provides any returns to seaports; 

measuring the cost/benefits of providing sponsorships and advertising; 

broadening the scope of seaport marketing by investigating the marketing efforts by 

customers residing in the seaport, such as terminal operators, and if there is 

consistency with marketing by the port authority; and 

developing appropriate dimensions for segmenting seaport customers for targeting 

marketing efforts. 

The research reported in this thesis makes an addition to a relatively small body of work 

that, although still at an embryonic stage, is emerging. The rate of emergence however, 

is occurring at a faster speed for practitioners in the seaport sector than in academic 

circles. As competition heightens and further value is placed on trade facilitation, 

practitioners and State/Territory governments will become more interested in how 

seaports can increase revenues and throughput whilst balancing local community issues. 

Over a decade ago, Davis (1990: xvii) stated that 'major cost savings achieved through 

aggressive coordinated planning combined with solid marketing strategy and sales 

execution, will determine the leading ports in the next century' . Little appears to have 

changed. 
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I - Port Adelaide 
Port Giles 
Port Lincoln 
Port Pirie 
Thevenard 
Wallaroo 

Corporation 
Port of Hobart 
Risdon 
Port Huon 
Triabunna 
Port Stanley 
Port Latta 

Non trading 
- Strahan 

Ltd 

Corporation 

Australia 

Hobart Ports 
Corporation Pty Ltd 

Klein Point 
Port Giles 
Port Lincoln 
Port Pirie 
Thevenard 
Wallaroo 

Island 
Penneshaw 
Kangaroo Island 
Port Bonython 

(Macquarie 
Harbour) 
Risdon 
Port Huon 
Port Arthur 
Port Davey 
Spring Bay 
(Triabunna) 
Port Stanley 
Port Latta 

Klein Point 
Boston Bay (subport 
of Port Lincoln) 
Porter Bay (port 
area of Port 
Lincoln) 
Proper Bay (port 
area of Port 
Lincoln) 
Spalding Cove (port 
area of Port 
Lincoln) 
Port Giles 
Port Pirie 
Thevenard 
Port Stanvac 

. 
Kingscote 
Penneshaw 
Port Augusta (NC) 
Port Bonython 

Macquarie Point 
(port area) 
Risdon (port area) 
Self's Point (port 
area) 
Port Huon (sub port) 
Spring Bay 
(subport) 
Triabunna (oort area 

Adelaide 
Port Giles 
Port Lincoln 
Port Pirie 
Thevenard 
Wallaroo 

I - P 
Port 

Port Latta 

'N "" 
ex, 



Pty Ltd 

Port Arthur 

Flinders Island Ports 
Co 

Port of Hastings 

Pty Ltd Pty Ltd 

Resources 

Port of Devonport 

(Bell Bay) 
Long Reach 
Inspection Head 

Port of Hastings 
(WestemtxJrt) 

Facility 

Port Latta 

Beauty Point 
Harbour (subpart) 
Bell Bay (subpart) 

Reach (port 

(aka Western Port) 
Crib Point (subpart 
of Hastings) 
Long Island Point 
(subpart of 
Hastings) 

Tenninal 

Portland 

Geelong 
Hastings 

t.;.> 
'<' '0 



WA - BHP Minerals - Yampi Sound 
(CIDsed) 

- (�a Koolan Island) 
WA BHP Petroleum Ply - Griffin Venture - Griffin Venture 

Ltd (FPSO) Terminal 
23 WA - Broome Port - Port of Broome - Broome Port - Broome Port - Port of Broome - Broome 1 - Broome 

Authority Authority Authority 
24 WA - Bunbury Port - Port of Bunbury - Bunbury Port - Bunbury Port - Port of Bunbury - Bunbury I - Bunbury 

Authority Authority Authority i 

I 
WA - Chevron Australia - Barrow Island - Barrow Island I - Barrow Island 

Ply Ltd - Thevenard Island - Saladin Marine I Terminal 
(Saladin Terminal) Terminal I - Saladin Marine 

Terminal 
25 WA - Dampier Port - Port Dampier - Dampier Port - Port Dampier - Dampier - Dampier 

Authority Authority - Woodside - East Intercourse 
Island (port area) 

- Mistaken Island 
(port area) 

- Parker Point (port 
area) 

- Withnell Bay (port 
area) 

WA - Dampier Salt Ltd - Cape Cuvier - Cape Cuvier - Cape Cuvier 
WA - Dept of Defence, - Port Exmouth (Point - Exmouth 

Naval Murat Wharf) 
Communications 
Station 

WA - Dept of Transport - Port of Wyndham - Wyndham - Useless Loop 
- Useless Loop - Useless Loop - Wyndham 

(Shark Bay)- - Carnarvon (Closed) 
26 WA - Esperance Port - Port of Esperance - Esperance Port - Esperance Port - Port of Esperance - Esperance - Esperance 

Authority Authority Authority 
27 WA - Fremantle Port - Port ofFremantle - Fremantle Port - Fremantle Port - Port of Fremantle - Fremantle - Fremantle 

Authority Authority Authority (Kwinana) - Kwinana (subpart of 
Fremantle) 

.. - aka Perth -
28 WA - Geraldton Port - Port of Geraldton - Geraldton Port - Geraldton Port - Port of Geraldton - Geraldton - GeraldtoD 0 

Authority Authority Authority 



WA - Hadsan Energy Ltd - Port of Varanus - Varanus Island " Varanus Island 
Terminal Terminal 

WA - Marathon Petroleum - Talisman Marine 
Australia Ltd Terminal (Closed) 

29 WA - Port Hedland Port - Port Hedland - Port Hedland Port - Port Hedland Port - Port Hedland - Port Hedland - Port Hedland 
Authority Authority Authority - Finucane Island 

(port area) 
- Nelson Point (port area) 

30 WA - Robe River Iron - Port Walcott - Robe River Iron - Cape Lambert (Port - Port Walcott - Port Walcott 
Associates Associates Walcott) 

WA - Western Mining - Airlie Island - Airlie Island 
Corp Ltd, Petroleum Terminal 
Division 

WA - Woodside - Cossack Pioneer - Cossack Pioneer 
Petroleum (WA Oil) (FPSO) Terminal 
Pty Ltd 

Total 30 61 29 80 142 61 
Population for the Ports of the Ownership/Mgt of AAPIIIIA Shipping Australia Fairplay 2001 L10yds (1997) 

J Study Population each Port Limited (2002) 
(Including NC ports) 

Eo 
� 



Comparison of Lists 01 Australian Seaports " 2 

(NC = non-commercial port) 

Study 

1 

2 

3 I NSW 

4 I NSW 
Authority of NSW Port of Yamba 

Darwin Port - Port 

Port of Gladstone 

9 

(Twofold Bay) 

- Port 

Port of 

Port of Gladstone 

NSW - Marine Assets 
Division 

- Gladstone 

Net (2002) (www) 

Sydney 

Eden Yamba 

Darwin 

Gladstone 



- Port 
Corporation Corporation 

ports Port of Abbot Abbot Point Ports Corporation Abbot Point 
Abbot Point Point (Bowen) Bowen of Queensland Cape Flattery 
Cape Flattery Port of Cape Cape Flattery Hay Point 
Hay Point Flattery Cooktown Karumba 
Karumba Port of Hay Point Hay Point Lucinda 
Lucinda Port of Karumba Lucinda Mourilyan 
Mourilyan Port of Lucinda Thursday Island Port Kennedy 
Skardon River Port of Mourilyan Maryborough Quintell Beach 
Weipa Mourilyan Weipa 

Urangan 
Community Ports: Weipa 

Quintell Beach 
- Thursday Island 

Non trading ports: 
Burketown 
Cooktown 
Mar bOTOl 

Rockhampton Port Port Alma 1 - Port of 
Authority Rockhampton I - Rockhampton I I - Rockhampton 

:rait +- Townsville Townsville 

Ltd - Port Adelaide Ballast Point of SA Klein Point 
- Port Giles Klein Point Adelaide Port Giles 
- Port Lincoln Port Adelaide Port Lincoln 
- Port Pirie Port Giles Port Pirie 
- Thevenard Port Lincoln Thevenard 
- Wallaroo Port Pirie Wallaroo 

Thevenard .. 
Wallaroo 8 



Port 
Corporation Corporation 

Port of Hobart 
Risdon 
Port Huon 
Triabunna 
Port of Stanley 
Port Latta 

Non trading 
Strahan 
Smithton 
Port Arthur 
Port Davey 

Corporation Pty 
Ltd 
Port of Launceston Port of Launceston 
Pty Ltd Flinrlf'T_" r"lHnrl 

Pty Ltd 

Port of Hobart 
Port of Port Latta 
Port of Stanley 

Port of Devonport 
Corporation 

Port of 
T .illlnr.f'""tnnJRf'Jl 

Port Augusta 
Port 

Port Arthur 
Port Latta 
Spring Bay 
Strahan 

1 - Devonport 

I - Launceston 

- Melbourne 

Cape Jervis 
Kingscote 

� 



Port of Hastings Port of Hastings Geelong Geelong 

Broome Port Port of Broome Port of Broome - Broome 

Port Port Port 

- Esperance 

Port - Fremantle Port Authority 
Authority Kwinana 

WA 

- Port Hedland Port of Port 
Hedland 

WA 



WA - Wandoo Marine 
Terminal 

WA - Yampi 

TOTAL 30 61 37 8 90 23 51 
Population for the Ports of the LLDCN (2002) IAPH (2002) Maritime Global APEC (2002) Port Focus (2002) 
Study Population Net (2002) (www) 

� 
� 



List of Non-Commercial and Closed Seaports in Australia 

(Source: Comparison of Lists of Australian Seaports - 1 and 2) 

Ports 

Cooktown 
Innisfail 

Strahan 
Smithton 
Port Arthur 

Port of Gippsland 
Lakes 
Port of Mallacoota 
Port of earner Inlet and 
Port Albert 
Port of Snowy River 

for 

- non 
and fishing vessels 
Non trading port, used mainly by fishing vessels 

- non 

"" 
o -J 



WA - BHP Minerals Ltd 

WA • Marathon Petroleum Australia 
Ltd 

TOTAL 

- Yampi Sound (Koolan 
Island) 

- Talisman Marine 
Terminal 

27 

- Closed November 1994 

- Closed pre August 1999 

" 
'" 
0:' 
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Departiil.ent of Maritime Business' 
'pO Box 986 

Launceston 
Tasmania 7250 
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School of Management 
PO Box 1214 
Launceston 
Tasmania 7250 

2003 Major Study on the Marketing Strategies 
of Australian Seaports 

2003 'Major Study on the Marketing Strategies of Australian Seaports 

Code number_
----:,--------:::-::-::-::Date of interview __ / __ /2003 

Time interview started ____ am/pm 
Time interview ended am/pm 

Total length of interview ___ .minutes 
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Good morning/afternoon Mr/Ms , lhis is Slephen 
Cahoon from the Australian Maritime College. I recently contacted you 
by phone in regards to research on the level of marketing being conducted 
in Australian ports. When [ last called, you indicaled Ihat today would he 
a good time to conduct the survey. Is now still a good time for you? 

As an introduction, a few words about this study would probably be 
helpful. I am. interested in identifying firstly how much marketing is 
being conducted in Australian ports and then what type of marketing 
activities and strategies are used. To do this l will be contacting all the 
ports in Australia. The purpose for undertaking this research is to identify 
marketing-related factors that are critical for Australian ports becoming 
more competitive both domestically and internationally. 

In exchange for your time in participating in thIs study, a report will be 
\ provided to !OU wit� iru.?rmation rele�aot to t�e marketing of Australian 

_ports. The infonnatJon IS based on high qualIty market research on the 
marketing strategies and activities of Australian ports. This may be useful 
for ideas that you may choose to introduce to your port. The information 
may also· indicate how your port compares with others in tenns of 
marketing efforts and results. 

Have you any questions at this stage? 

lIerview flowing on from Confinnatory Telephone Call (start here)] 
Would you be agreeable to me taping this interview so I can be sOre of 
recording your responses correetl y? 

I would like to conduct the interview in two stages. The first stage covers 
the standard fonnal questions that are being asked of all the ports being 
interviewed. The second stage is used to enable you to expand ot} that 
information so I can obtain a more accurate impression of your port, and 
to cover the issues that you view a� being important. Needless to say, the 
second stage is completely at your discretion in terms of the subject 
matter you choose to cover. 

/Pause for agreement and/or discussion} 

During our discussion we will be using the response cards I mailed with 
the introductory letter. Do you have them with you? 

I Pause for agreement and/or discussion] 

Good, now we have everything we need, we will begin. 

20t)J Major Study on the Marketing Strategies of Australian :jeaports 

a Yes - continue 
CJ No -set new date 
and time [write here] 

CJ Yes - set up recorder, 
then go to next slatemenl 

CJ No - slress the 
importance of accuracy 
rather than risk faulry 
interpretation or memory 
on my part; repeat 
confidentiality provisions 

CJ Yes � continue 
CJ No -fax or email the 
cards over and. if 
necessary, set a new 
time. 
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A.I Could you please explain what your marketing responsibilities are at the port? 

A2 For bow many years have you had a markcting·related role at the port? 

Less than 1 year , . .. .... ..... .. ..... .. .. .. " .. ....... , ... . , .. , .. ..... , . ......•.... .. ........ .... dOl 
1-3 years ... .... .........•.. .... ......... .... .. .•.•.. .....•.•. ... .... , .•.. , .......................... D02 
4-6 years . .. ... .. ..... .. " ..... .... . .. .. ...... ........... ..... ............ .... .... ... ... .. . ..... . " . 003 

7-9 years .. .... .................. ...................... ........... ............ ............. ....... ,. Do. 
10 years or more (please specify) Dos 

A3 Who do you report to? 

CEO ....................................................•............. , ............................... DOl 
Board of Directors ...................... .... . . ... ... ........ . ...................... . ..... ..... 002 

Trade Development Manager . ...... .. . . . ....... . ........ ... .... ........ .. ...... ........ Do) 
Operations Manager . ........................ . ............. . . ..... .. .................. ....... c:::J0<I 
Other (please specify) Ll03 

A.4 Who does this person report to? 

A.S 00 you have marketing or businesNelated qualifications? 

Yes (please specify) 001 
No .......................... ........................................................................... 1:]" 

A.6 For how many years has your port been using marketing activities? 

Less than 1 year ............. .. ......... ...... ... . ....... . ........ ................... ....... .... Llol 
1-3 years ............. . ... . . . . ..... . . ........ .. ... . .............. ...... .. ....... . .. ..... . ........... c:::J02 
4-6 years ............ . . .. . . ... .. ........ .. ... ...... .. ...... .............. ... .... ... ..... ... . .... .... DOl 
7-9 years ........................................................................................... OM 
10 years or more (please spc::cify) Llos 

2003 Major Study on the Marketing Strategies of Australian $eaports 

Go to Q-A.5 

Go to Q-A.5 

412 

Go to next question 

Go to flexl question 

Go to next question 
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A 7 Why did your port first begin marketing? 

A.S Does your port have a formal marketing department? [for example, is it 
recognised in the organisation chart, it may have another litle - saJesIPR 
department, customer service] 

A.9 

yes .................................................................................................... 001 
No .................................. .................................................... ............... LlO2 

How many full-time equivalent employees work in the marketing department? 

1 ................ ........................................... . . . . ......................................... 0" 
2-3 .............. ...................................................................................... 0", 
4-5 .......................... ......................................... : ................................ 0" 
6-10 ........ .............. ............................................................................ 0" 
·11 or over (please specify) Dos 

Which division in the port (is your marketing departmcnt)!(are you) located 
within? 

.Marketing ......................................................................................... 001 
Sales ................................................................................................. 002 
Business development ...................................................................... Dro 
Operations ........................................................................................ D()4 
Administration/Corporate services ................................................... Dos 
There are no separate djvi�ion.s ........................................................ D06 
Other (please specify) Cl07 

All Does anyone C1se in your port undertake marketing activities? 

y·cs .. ................................... ....... ........................................................ Do! 
No ..................................................................................................... 002 

A.l2 What are the job titles of other employees undertaking marketing? 
ffor example, public relations, sales, customer service] 

2003 Major Study on the Marketing Strategies of Australian Seaports 

413 

Go to next question 

Go to Q-A.lO 

Go to next queslion 

Go to Q-A.14 
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A13 What marketing activities do each oftbem undertake? 

A14 What approximate percentage of your port's tolal budget does marketing 
represent? 

____ pet cent ........................................................................ Clot 

There is no separate budget ......... " ......................................... Ll02 

A.lS If there is no separate marketing budget, how is expenditure determined? 

Please view Response Card A Using one of the five responses on the card, answer the 
extent that you agree or disagree with eaeh of the following statements about marketing at 
your port. 

A.16 
MO 

AI7 
MO 

Al8 
MO 

Al9 
MO 

A20 
MO 

A21 

Marketing information is shared with all 
departments 

We regularly have inter-departmental 
meetings to discuss market trends and 
developments 

Our marketing people regularly discuss 
customer needs with other departments 

The marketing people regularly interact 
with other departments on a formal basis 

We do a good job integrating the act'ivities 
of all departments 

There is no need for a marketing department 
at our port 

Strongly 
..... 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

U""' .. 

4 3 

4 3 

4 3 

4 3 

4 3 

4 3 

A22 In your view, why do you think a mark.eting department (is)/(is not) needed? 

2(}{}3 Major Study on [he Marketing Strategies of Austra}ian Seaports 

414 

Go to Q-A.16 

Go to next question 

Di.sagree Stmngly 
Disagree 

2 

2 I 

2 I 

2 I 

2 I 

2 I 

NA 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 
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A23 Please view Response Card B. For this question I would like you to rank which 
of the four statements best represents the key to your port's business success, 
where 1 indicates the closest fit to your port and 4 indicates the least. 

"The key to business success is producing quality services at 
a reasonable cost. Good services sell themselves. If 

possible, services should be standardised to keep costs down .......... 001 
The key to business SU� lies in persuading potential 
customers to buy your services through advertising, personal 
seUing or other means. Potential customers must be 

informed and convinced of the benefits of the services ............ ........ 002 
The key to business .success is to integrate all company 
activities and personnel towards satisfying customers while 
providing satisfactory profits to the finn. The firm should 
find out what benefits customers want and tben provide these 

benefits through services . . ..... ........................................................... 003 
, '\ The key to business success lies in satisfying important 

stake-holde� of tbe company. These stake-holde� include 
customers, employees, stock-holders, government agencies, 
suppliers and the public at large. All of their interests should 

be considered when making decisions ... ........................................... OCK 

2003 Major Study on the Marketing Strategies of Au:,'tralian Seaports 
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Please view Response Card A Using one of the five responses on the card, answer the extent that you agree or disagree 
with each of the following statements about your port's competition. 

B.1 
MO 

B.2 
MO 

B.3 
MO 

"'B.4 
B.5 

We regularly monitor our competitors' 
marketing efforts 

We frequentJy co.llect marketing data on o.ur 
competitors to help direct our marketing 
plans 

Our salespeople are instructed to monitor 
and report on competitor activity 

��ket!ng the port is becoming more 
important as competition increases 

Growing sections of tbe port's hinterlands 
are seen as being contestable by competitors 

5 4 3 

5 4 3 

5 4 3 

5 4 3 

5 4 3 

8.6 Please 'vjew Response Card C. For this question please rank which of tbe 
following provides the greatest competition to your port. where 1 indicates the 
greatest competition. 

Competition is greatest with: 

Ports in OUT own state ....................................................................... LJ(H 
Ports in other Australian states ......................................................... Ll02 
Overseas ports . . . . . . ............................................................................ LlOl 
Other forms of transportation ........................................................... [:JQ<I 
The port has no real competition . . .................................................... LJ05 
Other (please specify) Ll06 

B.7 Do you believe competition with domestic and international ports has increased 
over the last five years? (W1ly?) 

2003 Major Study on the Marketing Strategies of Australian Seaports 

NA 

2 1 o 

2 1 o 

2 1 o 

2 1 o 

2 1 o 
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C.l Does the port have a marketing plan? 

417 

yes ............ ..... .. .. .................. ............... . ..... ............. .. ...... " ........ , ... , .... 001 
No ............................................................•........... ...............•........•.•.• D" 

Go to next question 

Go to Q-C.4 

C.2 Is the marketing plan a formal document or is it informally prepared? 

Formal document .............................................................................. 001 
Infonnally prepared .......................................................................... 002 

Please view Response Card A. Using one of the five responses on the card, answer the 
extent that you agree or disagree with each of tbe following' statements about your pJrt's 
marketing strategies. 

NA 

I 
Strongly � Url$IlI'e Disagree Strongly �,,' ______ � ____________________ ���� ______ � __________ �D���� __ ___ 

I C.3 Senior port management are supportive of 5 4 3 2 1 
the marketing plan 

C.4 Marketing is included in the port's strategic 5 
business plan 

c.s 
MO 

All departments are involved in preparing 5 

C.6 

C.7 

c.a 

business plans or strategies 

Marketing of the port is contributing to 
overall port growth 

We regularly monitor the port's market 
share 

Assessment of marketing results against 
objectives is done formally 

C9 Formal assessments of marketing efforts are 
made regularly 

ClO Our management information systems can 
MO quicldy determine the profitability of our 

major customers 

C.Il 
MO 

C.12 
MO 

C.B 
MO 

Our management information systems can 
quicldy determine the profitability of each. 
of our services 

Our management information systems can 
quickly determine the profitability of our 
sales territories 

Our management information systems can 
quicldy determine the profitability of our 
logistical channels 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

2003 Major Study on the Marketing Strategies of Australian Seaports 

4 3 

4 3 

4 3 

4 3 

4 3 

4 3 

4 3 

4 3 

4 3 

4 3 

2 1 

2 1 

2 1 

2 1 

2 1 

2 1 

2 1 

2 1 

2 1 

2 1 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 
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C.14 Are strategic alliances either being developed or are in place with: 

Australian ports ................................................. ............................... 001 
Overseas ports ...... .. ..... ................ .......................................... .......... . 002 

Strategic alliances are neitber being developed nor in place .. ... .... ... 003 

C.lS Does a port council currently exist at your port? IUse for further explanation -

sometimes known as the port community or port users' counciL A pori council is 
the integratwn of port stakelrolders whose purpose is to promote the port and 
wider regional area to potential customers} 

yes ................ ........................... ..... ..... ................................... ............ 001 
No ..................................................................................................... DOl 

C.16 Is the port council a formal or informal arrangement? 

Formal .......... .................................................................................... 001 
Informal ............................................................................................ 002 

C.17 Why was a port council developed? lcmy bene[1lS or disadvantuges?J 

C.IB Docs (he port have a port user's manual? 

yes . ......... ....................................................... ....... .... ......... ..... .. ..... ... 001 
No ... ...... .................. ............................. .......................................... ... 002 

C.19 Is the port user's manual available on the Web? 

yes ........................ ...................................... .... ........... . ............. ......... 001 
No ..... .... , ...... , ... , ................. , ..... , .... , ........................ , .... , ..................... 0'" 

C.20 Could you please explain the purpose and content of the port user's manual and 
whether it is used as a marketing tool. 

2003 Major Study on the Marketing Strategies of Australian Seaports 
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Go to next question 

Gow Q-C.18 

Go to next question 

Go to Section D 
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0.1 What marketing activities does the port conduct? 

Product/service development .............................................. ......... .... _ 001 

Pricing .. .................. ................... ...........•...... " .... " ............ -................ 002 

Logistical connections for customers ............................ ................ , .. LlO) 
Advertising ....•......•...................................................... ............•........ []04 
Publicity ......•.......•............. ............................................................... DOs 
Sales ........................................................................... . . . .................... 006 

Use of a Web site .............................................................................. 007 

Developing the image oC the port .. ............................... ... ..... ...... ...... 008 

Quality of-service ....... .......... .... ........................................................ Ow 

Customer service .......................................... ; ................................... 010 

Marketing to employees .................................................................... OJI 

Training employecs in marketing ..................................................... Ol2 

Complaint manage.ment .................................................................... 013 
Retaining valuable customers ........................................................... 014 
Other activities (please specify) DIs 

Please view Response Card A Using onc of the five responses on the card, answer the 
extent that you agree or disagree with each of the following statements about your port's 
marketing activities. 

SIrongIy ..,.. U=re 
Agry< 

0.2 Marketing i, necessary to attract new S 4 3 
customers 

0.3 Marketing of the port should be part of S 4 3 
cveryone'sjob 

0.4 There is no real need for·marketing because S 4 3 
potential customers will seek out the port 
when needed 

D.S Marketing " necessary to retain CUTTent S 4 3 
customers 

0.6 Marketing activities fo' Australian ports S 4 3 
differ from marketing activities in other 
industries 

2003 Mqjor Slut/y on the Marketing Strategies of Australian Seaports 
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Disagree Slrougly NA 
Disagree 

2 1 0 

2 1 0 

2 1 0 

2 1 0 

2 1 0 
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0.7 Why do you believe that marketing activities in ports (should differ from)/(are 
similar to) marketing activities in other industries? 

0.8 What additional marketing activities do you believe your port will need to 
undertake ,in the D!'=xt 5 to 10 years? 

2003 Major Study on the Marketing Strategies of Australian Seaporls 
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Please view Response Card A. Using one of the five responses on the card, answer tbe 
extent tbat you agree or disagree with each of "the following statements about your port's 
market research practices. 

E.l 

E.2 

E.3 

.E.4 

"E.5 

E.6 

The port looks beyond current customer 
needs to develop future services 

We segment the market to better meet 
users' needs 

Each customer segment is marketed to 
differently 

We do a lot of market research 

The pon positions Hself as a 'one SlOp shop' 
for its customers 

hifonhation is regularly collected from 
customers 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

E.7 How is infonnation collected from your customers? 

4 3 

4 3 

4 3 

4 3 

4 3 

4 3 

E.g What type of information is collccted about your current and potential markets? 
(How i.f it collected?) 

E.9 What other ports do you think customers recognise as providing similar benefits 
as your port? 

2003 Major Study on the Marketing Strategies of Australian Seaports 
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NA 

2 1 o 

2 1 o 

2 1 o 

2 1 o 

2 1 o 

2 1 o 
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Please view Response Card A Using one of the five responses on the card, answer tbe 
extent that you agree or disagree with eaclt of tbe following statements about the services 
offered to customers by your port. 

F.l 

MO 

F.2 

F.l 

F.5 

F.6 

F.7 

F.B 

F.9 

Somehow we tcnd to ignore changes to our 
customers' service needs (negative values 
indic4le greater responsilJe�·s) 

Customers come to the port because we 
offer specialised services 

Customers come to the port because of OUT 
convenient location 

Customers come to the port because we 
offer a wide range of services (one stop 
shop) 

Customers come to the port because we 
offer low prices 

/ 
Customers come to the port because of our 
efficient work practices 

I n the last five years, more port services 
have been added 

Trade facilitation is an important role of the 
port 

Continual investment in port infrastructure 
is necessary 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

F,lO What is the port's core service (or core business activity)? 
[e.g. trade facilitation, returning value (0 shareholders) 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

P. t t Which of your services differentiate your port from other ports? 
[Do they give your port a competitive advantage?] 
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3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 
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NA 

2 1 o 

2 1 o 

2 1 o 

2 1 o 

2 1 o 

2 1 o 

2 I o 

2 1 o 

2 1 
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Please view Response Card A. Using one of the five responses on tbe card, answer the 
extent thal you agree or disagree with each of tbe following statements about your port's 
pricing structures. 

G.1 

G.2 
MO 

G.3 

GA 
MO 

G.6 

G.7 

G.B 

G.9 

The port tends to compete mainly on price 

We are quick to respond to significant 
changes in our competitors' pricing 

The port tends to compete mainly on adding 
more value for customers 

We are always looking at ways to create 
customer value in our services 

Port users are consulted prior to changing 
price structures 

Prices are determined by what the 
competitors charge 

The port uses a flexible approach to pricing 
according to what tbe market will bear 

Prices are ca1culated by determining the 
cost of the service plus a profit margin 

The port's pricing system is easy for 
customers 10 understand 

0.10 Customers associate low prices with a low 
quality of service 

G.ll The port packages some services together to 
increase sales of those services 

G.12 The pO"rt is active in reducing operational 
costs 

0.13 CalCulating pricing for port services IS 
compl icated 

0.14 The port's pricing structure is linked to the 
port's investment policies 

G.15 The port's pricing structure is linked to the 
port's planning and development policies 

G.16 Time-based port charges on either berth or 
area hire are used 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 
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4 3 

4 3 

4 3 

4 3 

4 3 

4 3 

4 3 

4 3 

4 3 

4 3 

4 3 

4 3 

4 3 

423 

NA 

2 1 o 

2 1 o 

1 o 

1 o 

2 1 o 

2 1 o 

2 1 o 

2 1 o 

2 1 o 

2 1 o 

2 1 o 

2 1 o 

2 1 o 

2 1 o 

2 1 o 

2 1 o 
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H.l How does the port attract and encourage potential customers to use the port's 
facilities and services? 

H.2 Wbich of the following promotional activities are used by tbe port? 

Brochures ................... .... ..................... ................ _ ........... ................. DOl 
Nc\\'SleUcrs ............................ ................... ..... ............. _._ ... ... ........ ..... 001 
Eruail newsletters .. ........................ . _ .................................... . ............ Oro 
Television advcr1ising, .........................•................... , ........................ Do-
Port video .......•.•.....•.• _ .....•..• _ ...................... _ ..................... _ ............... 005 
Advertisements in newspaperS ........................ ........ ............. ............ 006 
Advertisements in magazines . ... . . .......................... ........................... 001 
Media releases . .................................................. ............. ............. .... . 008 
Port tours .. ...... .. ...... ...... ....... ...... .... .. .. ...... ....... .................................. Ollll 
Port open days ........ ......... ................................................. ... ............. 010 
Seminars on port-related issues for interested people .. ........ ............ 0 11 
Conference presentations ........... . ... . ........ . ........................... ... ........... D'2 
Visits to schools . .. ................. .... .. .. .......................... .. ........ ..... ... .... ... . 013 
Web site ............................................................................................ 014 
Downloadable information on the Web .............. ...... .... ...... .... ......... . OIS 
Giveaways (calendars, key-rings etc) .............................................. 016 
Customer service charter ....... ............ ...... ... . .. .. .................. . ...... ... ... .. DI7 
Economic (or regional) impact study . . . . . ...... ............. ................ .. . .... 018 
(SO accreditation .. ....................... .. ..... .................... .. . . . . .................... 019 
Sponsorships (please specify) 020 
Funding of community-related projects (please specify) 

____ 
0" 

Other activities (please Specify) Du 

H.3 What overall image do you believe your promotional material portrays to 
customers? 
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H.4 Have customers been asked about their image of too port in tbe last year? 

yeS ....................... __ , . ......................... , ................... _ .•.......................... DOl 
No .......................................... ........................................................... L'102 

H.5 Does your port have a slogan? 

Yes, please specify 001 
No " "  ........ " .. , .. ,,""""" .... ,,' .... , .. ' .. ,," "''', .... ,', .. " .. , .. " .. '" .... ,,' ,,, ...... ,," 0" 

l�.6 Approximately what percentage of promotional expenditure is spent: 

Withill your regional State LlOi 
Nationally DOl 
Internationally Clo3 
There is no promotional expenditure ... . . . .......................... . ..... .......... LJ04 

H.7 Does the port have its own web site? 

Yes: http:// ClOI 
No .................................•................ , .................................................. elm 

Please view Response Card A. Using one of the five responses on the card, answer the 
extent that you agree or disagree with each of the following statements about your port's 
promotional efforts! 

StronglI Agne ""'" 
H,g The purpose of the port's web site " to 5 

present the desired i mage of the port 

H,9 The port's sales force arc an important 5 
means of promoting the port 

H.1O Promotional activities are nol needed for the 5 
port 

>1.11 Word of mouth advertising is a valuable 5 
means of promoting the port 

H.12 How is word of mouth advertising encouraged by your port? 
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4 

4 

4 

4 

Um .... 

3 

3 

3 

3 
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Go to next question 

Go to Q-H.9 

Disagree stroGgl, NA 
0"""" 

2 1 0 

2 1 0 

2 1 0 

2 1 0 
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'
Please view Response Card A. Using one of the five responses on the card, answer the 
extent that you agree or disagree with each of the following statements about your port's 
logistical connections. 

SUo.." ..... � U""'" 
...... 

1.1 Customers choose the port because of the 5 4 3 

logistical connections 

1.2 Logistical matter.> are managed by the 5 4 3 

(markcters)/(marketing department) in tbe 
port 

1.3 Logistical matters should be managed by 5 4 3 

the (marketers)/(marketing department) in 
ports 

",".4 It is not necessary for tbe port to become 5 4 3 

involved in managing the transportation 
chain 

1.5 To what extent are the ffif!.J'keting people involved in logistical matters at your 
port? 
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DbElgfft ........ , NA 
......... 

2 1 0 

2 1 0 

2 1 0 

2 1 0 
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Please view Response Card A. Using one of tbe five responses on tbe card, answer the 
extent tbat you agree or disagree with each of the following statements about the physical 
aspects of your port. 

-"",, ".... U_n -, -"",, .NA 
"""" !!Iu!!r« 

K.l Stationery such .s business cards and S 4 3 2 1 0 

letterheads are used to promote the image of 
the port 

K.2 Attention is paid to the appearance of the S 4 3 2 1 0 

areas of the port likely to be seen by 
customers 

K.3 When customers visit the port, attemptS are S 4 3 2 1 0 

made to present the appropriate working 

'" atmosphere 

K.4 There is a conscious attempt to provide a S 4 3 2 I 0 

social climate that enhances workplace 
productivity of employees 

K.5 The port buildings, advertising materials. S 4 3 2 1 0 

and services are all designed to reflect a 
particu1ar image 

K.6 The port has developed an image that S 4 3 2 1 0 

�f1ects what customers should expect from 
the port 

K.7 Customers do not tend to visit the port S 4 3 2 1 0 

K.8 The overall appearance of the port matches 5 4 3 2 1 0 

the image presented by promotional 
materials 
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Please view Response Card A Using one of the five responses on the card, answer the 
extent that you agree or disagree with each of the following statements about how the port 
delivers services to customers. 

Ll 

L2 

L3 

,\L4 

L5 

L6 

The port ·bas the capacity to bandle 
additional business 

The port monitors inefficient practices when 
delivering im services 

It is difficult to manage the fluctuating 
demand and supply of the services offered 
10 customers 

Technology is being used to provide bener 
customer service at the port 

Efforts have been rlJade to reduce ship 
turnaround times 

Efforts have been made to it'\crease the 
efficient flow of cargo through the port 

Strongly 
Agm 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

4 3 

4 3 

4 3 

4 3 

4 3 

4 3 

L 7 During peak demand periods, what strategies aTe used to cope with the additional 
demand? 
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NA 

2 1 o 

2 1 o 

2 1 o 

2 1 o 

2 1 o 

2 1 o 
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Please view Response Card A Using one of the five respor:tSeS on the card. answer the 
extent that you agrot or disagree with each of the following statements about your port's 
customers and employees. 

-... , ,..... u .. � ........ - NA 
A!!m '"""'" 

M.I Glstomcr involvement is necessary when 5 4 3 2 1 0 
providing them with services 

M.2 We consider that marketing to our 5 4 3 2 I 0 
employees is important 

M.3 Employees who have contact with 5 4 3 2 1 0 
customers are empowered to enhance 
customer satisfaction 

M.4 The port attempts to recruit employees who 5 4 3 2 1 0 

'\ are customer oriented 

M.5 All employees at the port are considered to 5 4 3 2 I 0 
have some marketing responsibility 

M.6 Employees are considered to be an 5 4 3 2 1 0 
important part of the service received by 
customers 

M.7 Customer service training is offered to a1l 5 4 3 2 1 0 
employees involved with customers 

M.B The importance of customer satisfaction is 5 4 3 2 1 0 
explained to employees when they are first 
employed 

M.9 Employees are considered to be a major 5 4 3 2 1 0 
source of competitive advantage 

M.lO Employees who have contact with 5 4 3 2 1 0 
customers have a major influence on 
customer satisfaction 

M.lI Employees who have contact with 5 4 3 2 1 0 
customers are encouraged to gain market 
researcb information from tbem 

M.12 Personal contact with customers is a central 5 4 3 2 1 0 
[eatuIe of our mar.keting effort 
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Please view Response Card A Using one of the five responses on the card, answer the 
extent tbat you agree or disagree with each of the following statements about how your port 
satisfies customers. 

' 

N.! 
MO 

N.2 

N.3 

N.5 

N.6 

N.7 

We survey our customers regularly on their 
level of satisfaction with our services 

The requirements of OUT customers are 
continually changing 

Customers would rate the quality of 
customer service delivered by the port as 
high 

It is necessary for ports to be customer 
focused in today's environment 

We measure the difference between the 
service level customers expected from the 
port and the level of service they think they 
received 

Customers consider that we offer a reliable 
service 

We use promotional materials to influence 
customer expectations of our services 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

N.S What criteria are used to measure customer satisfaction? 
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4 3 
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NA 

2 1 o 

2 1 o 

2 ! o 

2 ! o 

2 1 o 

2 1 o 

2 1 o 
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Please view Response Card A Using onc of the five responses on the card. answer the 
extent tbat you agree or disagree with each of tbe following statements about your port's 
relationship witb customers. 

P.' 

MO 

P.2 

P.3 

P.4 

P.5 

P.6 

MO 

P.7 

P.B 

P.9 

MO 

P.1O 

P.!) 

P.l2 

P.13 

P.14 

We have a strong commitment to our 
customers 

The port's saJcs force have a cloSe 
relationship with customers 

We treat valuable customers as being our 
partners 

Each encounter with a customer is viewed 
as an opportunity 10 build the relationship 

The port has formed close ties with the local 
community 

Service recovery and complaint 
management 

We encourage customer comments and/or 
complaints because they help us do a better 
job 

The port has a customer complaint process 
that is followed when customers complain 

If we make a mistake, we respond quickly 

Customer rdention 

After sales $Crvice is an important part of 
OUT business strategy 

The port offers guarantees for services used 
by customers 

The port's customer retention rdte is 
measured 

Valuable customers are provided with 
loyalty benefits 

We are proactive in retaining customers 

Retaining valuable employees is important 
in retaining valuable customers 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 
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4 3 
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4 3 

4 3 

4 3 

4 3 

4 3 

4 3 

4 3 

4 3 

4 3 

4 3 

4 3 

4 3 

431 

NA 

2 , o 

2 J o 

2 , o 

2 , o 

2 J o 

2 1 o 

2 1 o 

2 , o 

2 , o 

2 , o 

2 , o 

2 , o 

2 , o 

2 1 o 
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P.lS Why do customers decide to leave your port for another? 

P.16 What aHempts are made to ensure valuable customers are retained by the port? 

, 
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We now move from qu.estions that are specific to your port to some general questions about 
the industry. These next questions are to gain an impression of how other Au�traJiaD ports 
are pcrfonning with regard to their marketing activities, as you perccive it. 

R.l Focusing on other Australian ports you know of, please name the ports you think 
would be the five best marketers. 

1. 0" 
2. 0" 
3. 0" 
4. 0" 
5. 0", 

R.2 What are the main reasons you think these ports are good marKeters? 
[for example image, increasing revenue and/or market share. attracting more 
customers, satisfied customers] 

R.3 How would you rank your port's marketing performance relative to those you 
nave just ranked? 

Self-ranking _________________ Om 
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R.4 As I am attempting to contact all the commercial seaports in Australia, it would 
be belpful if you coul\i List the -seaports you are aware of in your State? 

New Soutb Wales .......... ....................................... . ........................... 001 
Northern Territory ............................................ ... ...... .......... , ............. 00'2 
Queensland ........ ...... ... ............................... ....... .. ....... ....................... DOl 
South Australia .. ..... ........... . . . ............. ........... . ..... .............................. 004 
Tasmania .............................................................. ...... ........ ........ .. .... Oas 
ViCioria ........................ ..................................................................... 006 
Western Austr'dlia .......... ... ............................... ............. .................... 007 
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We are almost finished tbe interview. I just have a few statistical questions 10 help build a 
profile of each port that participated in the study. 

5.1 What is the professional background of the port's chief executive officer? 

Accounting .... . " ........................................................... " ................... 001 

Engineering ...................................................................................... DOl 
Operations ........................................................................................ Oil) 
Marketing ........... .............................................................................. 0(14 
Government ......•..•. . .•........•....•.•..•. .. .. •.•..•. . . . •...... .........•....... ..• ••..•...•... Om 
Otller (please spccify) 006 

�.2 What best describes the ownership of your port? 

Government owned corporation .. ..................................................... DOl 
Statutory authority {such as a Stale govenunenl deparlmenl} ......... CJoz 
Incorporated private ownership ........................................................ Ll()) 
Other (Please specify) Ll04 

S.3 What best describes the management of your port? 

Landlord .............. . . . .......................................................................... 001 

Port operator ..................................................................................... DOl 
Port owner and operator ................................................................... DOl 
Other (please specify) D04 

SA What are your port's major activities? 

Container ........... . . . .... . ....................................................................... 1:101 
Dry bulk ............................................................................................ 0" 

Liquid bulk ....................... . . . ............................................................. DOl 
Ro-Ro ............................................................ , ............... , ........ ".""".004 

Passenger .. . . . ........................................................ . . .... ....................... Dos 
General cargo ................................................................................... 006 
Livestock ... " ..................................................................................... 007 

Other (please specify) Dos 
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S.5 What of tbe following value added services are provided by the port or by the 
prival� sector? 

Port Private sector 

Ship repair and/or maintenance ........................... ............................. DOli ........................ DO,b 

Garb�ge disposal .............................................................................. Doz. ........................ D02b 

Trade facilitation . ........... ................. ................................................. 0031 ........................ DOJb 

Pilotage ............................................................................................. Ooq ........................ D04b 

Stcvedoring ....... ................ ..... ...... ................. ........... .. .. ... ........ .......... 005 ......................... DCISb 

Towage ............. ................................................................................ D06a ........................ D06b 

Storage sheds ......... . ................................................ ............ .............. DD?a ........................ D07b 

Outside slockpiling . .......................................................................... 00& ........................ D08b 

Cold storage facilities ....................................................................... OOlla ........................ D09b 

Repackaging ............ ..... .............................................. ......... ........ . ... . D,Oa ........................ OIOb 

Hinterland connections ..................................................................... D" I .. ...................... D" b 

Environmental management plan {pollution control] ...................... 0 lla ........................ DI2b 

Cruise ship visits {How many last year?} DI3a D'lb 

Naval vessel visits IHow manyJustyear?j D'4a D'4b 

Security services .......... ...... ....... ................................................ . .  : ..... OISa ........................ OISb 
Emergency response plan ................. .............. ............................... ... Ol&! ........................ OJ6b 

Bunkering . ............ .. .......................................................................... 011 . ........................ 017b 

l-landling of dangerous goods ....................................... .................... 0;& ........................ 0 ISb 

Quarantine .......................... ......................... . .................................... 01910 ........................ Dl9b 

Ves..;;el traffic control ..................................................... ................... 02lll ........................ D2Ob 

Channel maintenance and/or dredging ............................ . . ............ ... 021 . ........................ 021b 

Provision and/or maintenance of navigation aids ................... ......... .  On. ........................ 022b 

Marine surveying .................................................. ............................ D23a ........................ D2Jb 

Property development andlor management {Leasing landl .............. 024 . ........................ 024b 

Airport ownership ........................................................... . . ................ 0251 ........................ 025b 

Community use areas {such as recreational craft facilities} ............ D26.0 ........................ 026b 

Other (please specify) 021a ........................ D27b 

S.6 In which of the following categories was the lotal trade throughput in tonnes for 
the port for the last financial year? 

500.000 or less .. ............ .. ....... 0" 10.000.001 - 20.000.000 ........ 0", 

500.001 - 1.000.000 .............. DO> 20.000.00 I - 50.000.000 ....... .  0" 

1.000.001 - 5.000.000 ........... 0" 50.000.001 - 100.000.000 ...... 0" 

5,000.001 - ]O.OOO,ooo ......... OD-l over 100,000,000 .................... DIM 

S.7 Of the total trade throughput. how many TEUs were handled? 

1.000 or less ........................... DOI 100,001 - 200,000 .................. Dos 

1.001 - 10.000 ........ . .............. 0" 200.001 - 500.000 .................. Do; 

10.001 - 50.000 .. . .. ................ 0" 500.001 - 1.000.000 ............... 0" 

50,OO1 - 100.000 . . ................. DQ4 over 1.000,000 . ........ ............... OM 
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S.8 In the last financial year how many trading vessels were handled by your port? 

,50 or less ................................ OOl 201 -500 ................. ............... 004 

51 - 100 ..................... . ........... 0'" 501 - 1.000 ........•......•.........••.. Dos 
101 -2OO .............. ... .............. D03 over 1,001 ............................... LlIl6 

$,9 Approximately what percentage oftbe port's busines.. .. would be: 

Domestic. ______ per cent ................. " ............................. 001 
International per cent .............. , ................................. 002 

S.lO How many equivalent full-time pcrman.ent employees does your organisation 
have in Australia? 

' ",  

20 or less ........ .. ...................... Do1 101-150 ......... ................... . . . ... 004 
21-50 ...............•....•.........•....... 0" 151-200 .........•.•.........•............ 0" 
51.100 .................................... 003 201 or more ............................ 006 

S.ll In which of the following categories was the port's total gross revenue for the 
last financial year? 

$1,000,000 or less . ................. Ll01 $20,000.001 � $50.000,000 ..... Llos 
$1.000.001 - $5.000.000 ........ 0" S50.OOO.001 - SIOO,ooo.ooo ... 0" 
$5.000.001 - SIO.OOO,OOO ..... .  O" S100.000,OOI - S200.ooo.000. 0", 
$10.000.001 - $20.000.000 .... DO< ove< $200,000,000 .... . ............ . 0" 

S.12 In which of the following categories was til� port's total assets for the last 
financial year? 

$10.000.000 or less . ............... O" SIOI.ooo.OOI - $200.000.000. 0" 
SlO,OOO.OOI - S20.0oo.ooo ... . Oro S200.000.001 - S300.ooo,000. 0" 

$20,000.001 - $50.000,000 .... 0" $300.000.001 - $500.000.000. 0", 
$50.000.001 - $100.000,000 .. DO< ove< S500.000.000 ....... ........... 0" 

S.13 It would be helpful to have a copy of your company's most recent annual report. 
Do you have one that you could make available to me? 

I already have a copy ................... ......................... . ........................ ... 001 
yes ..... ........ .. ......... . . .............. ................. . ............................. ........... . .. 0'" 
No ................................................................. .................................... DOl 
Private company ............ ........................................... ........................ 004 

Available on the web . . ... ......................... . ... .................... . .... ........... .. Dos 
Other reason 006 
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5.14 It would also be helpful to have an accurate pictUle of the structure of your port 
showing where tbe person responsible for marketing is situated. Do you have a 
current organisation chart you would be able to make available to me? 

Is in the annual report ....................................................................... DOl 
yes .................................................................................................... DM 
No ..................................................................................................... DOl 
Available on tbe web ........................................................................ D04 

5.15 Could we draw a quick chart now? Starting with the Board of Directors and 
working down through the organisation .... 

[Draw organisational ch.art here] 
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5.16 WouJd you like to receive a copy of the summary results of the study when they 
become available? 

yes ... .. " ..... " ............. , ........................................................................ 001 
No .......................................................................... ........................... DOl 

Name 0" 
Position title 0 .. 
Email address Dos 
Postal address 0" 

5.17 That completes the formal questions - so we can move to a more informal 
discussion about the marketing aspects of your port. What we could cover here 
is what you think is important about your port's marketing practices. 

i "  
I 

Prompts: 

(a) Usefulness of marketing theory (4Ps, 7Ps) 
(b) Marketing skills required by por' personnel 
(e) Future marketing activities of ports 
(d) Role of AAPMA in marketing the port industry 
(e) Major chaUenges facing ports in the next 5 to 10 years 

(fl What are the current pressures faced by ports - larger ships, infrastructure 
replacement, need to dredge 

S.18 Finally are there any other comments you would like to make regarding the role 
of marketing withi n your port? 

This completes our interview, thank you for your time and assistance with this important 
research. Do you have any further questions? 
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APPENDIX C 

MARKET ORIENTATION QUESTIONS 



I "  

441 

The following twenty questions were developed and validated (content. crit�rion and construct 
validity) by Gray, Matear. Boshoff and Matheson (1998) as a parsimonious measure of market 
orientation. The study found that market orientation is a multi-dimensional construct consisting 
of the following five dimensions: 

Customer orientation 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

We encourage customer comments and complaints because they help us do a better job. 

After sales service is an important part of our business strategy. 

We have a strong commitment to our customers. 

We are always looking at ways to create customer value in our products. 

We measure customer satisfaction on a regular basis. 

Competitor orientation 

• We regularly monitor OUf competitors' marketing efforts. 

• We frequently collect marketing data on OUf competitors to help direct our marketing plans. 

• Or salespeople are instructed to monitor and report on competitor activity. 

Interfunctional coordination 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Marketing information is shared with all departments. 

We regularly have inter-departmental meetings to discuss market trends and developments. 

Our marketing people regularly discuss customer needs with other departments. 

The marketing people regularly interact with other departments on a formal basis. 

All departments are involved in preparing business plans/strategies. 

We do a good job integrating the activities of all departments. 

Responsiveness 

• We are quick to respond to significant changes in our competitors' pricing. 

• Somehow we tend to ignore changes to our customers' product/service needs (negative 
values indicate greater responsiveness). 

Profit empbasis 

• Our management information systems can quickly determine the profitability of our major 
customers. 

• Our management information systems can quickly determine the profitability of our product 
lines. 

• Our management information systems can quickly determine tbe profitability of our sales 
territories. 

• Our management information systems can quickly determine the profitability of our 
distribution channels. 
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\ 

Please reply to the interviewer's statements with the response that 
most closely resembles your opinion on the issue. 

I 
Strongly 

Agree 

There are no right or wrong answers. 
Only your personal opinion matters. 

L I I 
Agree Unsure Disagree 

I 
Strongly 
Disagree 

443 
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For this question please rank which of the following four statements best represents the key to your 
port's business success, where 1 indicates the closest fit to your port and 4 indicates the least. 

STATEMENT A  
The key to business success is producing quality services at a reasonable cost. Good services sell 
themselves. If possible, services should be standardised to keep costs down. 

STATEMENT B 
the key to business success lies in persuading potentiai' customers to buy your services through , 
advertising, personal selling or otber means. Potential customers must be informed and convinced 
,of the benefits of the services. 

STATEMENT C 
The key to business success is to integrate all company activities and personnel towards satisfying 
customers while providing satisfactory profits to the firm. The firm should find out what benefits 
customers want and then provide these benefits through services. 

ISTATEMENT D 
'
The key to business success lies in satisfying important stakewholders of the company. These stake
holders include customers. employees. stock-holders, government agencies, suppliers and the public 
at large. All of their interests should be considered when making decisions. 
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For this question please rank which of the following provides the greatest competition to your port, 
where 1 indicates the greatest competition. 

Competition is greatest with: 

Ports in our owo state ... . .... . . . . . ....... . ... . . . . . . . . ... . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0 
Ports in other Australian states . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  D 
Overseas ports . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... 0 
Other forms of transportation . . . .... . . . . . . . . ... ............... . ..... . .... . .  0 
The port has no real competition ....... . . . . . . . . . ..... . . . ..... . . . ......... D 
Other (please specify) ................................. ......................... D 
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Austral ian Mariti me Col lege 447 
Australia's National Centre tor Maritime Education, Training and Research 

Rele"""" 

)ate» 

ritle» «FirstName» «LastName» 
fobTitle» 
::Ompany» 
\ddressl» 
\ddress2» 
:ity» 
�tate» «PostalOxle» 

ear «Title» «LastName» 

e:\��or Study on tbe Marketing Strategies of AustraUan Seaports 

au have been identified � being someone who is able to significantly contribute to a major study on the 
larketing activities of Australian ports. The study is a joint initiative between the Australian Maritime College 
)epartment of Maritime Business) and the University of Tasmania (School of Management) that has been 
lstigatcd to identify marketing-related factors that are critical to the success of Australian ports. 

II of the Australian ports are being invited to participate. To complete this study, your input as a senior 
tanager involved in the marketing of your' port will make a valuable contribution to the quality of information 
btained. It is anticipated that the findings of this study will enable Australian ports be more successful, to thi.n.k 
lore widely about the benefits of marketing, and; to assist in making individual ports, and Australian ports in 
�neral, more competitive both domestically and in the international market. 

{ithin the next ,two weeks I will be contacting you by telephone to invite your participation. The telephone call 
: to arrange a convenient time to discuss the questions relating to the study. The study takes the form of 
[}Swering a number of questions over the telephone. To assist with answering the questions, I have enclosed 
Iree response cards that will be of usc. It would be appreciated if tl1e response cards could be kept handy for 
ur discussion. 

lease note that all infonnation (Jrovided will be treated as completely confidential, you or your port will not be 
lentified in the final report unless you provide permission to do so. 

: summary report of the results of the study will be made available to participating ports. The report will 
rovide an opportunity to compare and benchmark your marketing efforts with those of other Australian ports. 
n sure you will flod the report useful for further developing your port's marketing strategies. 

encourage you and your port to participate in this important study as I believe this study will be the first of this 
.pe of research on the marketing of Australian ports. If you have any queries, please do not hesilate to contact 
.e by email at S.Cahoon@mte.amc.edu.au. Of by telephone on (03) 6335 4769. 

ours sincerely 

:ephen Cahoon 
csearch Coordinator 
epanment of Maritime Business 

Telephone: (03) 6335 4711, Fax: (03) 6326 6493, 100 prefix (3), www.amc.edu.au 
PO Box 986, Launceston, Tasmania 7250, Australia 

-- -- - - - - - ' -
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CONFlflMATORV TELEPHONE INTERVIEW 



Telephone Log 

Respondent: Date 1: _1_/2003 

Job title Tune 1: am/pm 

Seaport: Date 2: am/pm 

II Time 2: _1_/2003 

Email Date 3: am/pm 

Mobile Time 3: _1 __ /2003 

Fax Vale 4 am/pm 

Time 4: _" 1_/2003 

, 

" 

Good morning/afternoon Mr/Ms • this is Stephen Cahoon from the Australian 
Maritime College. }. recently contacted you by mail in regards to research I am conducting on the 
level of marketing being conducted in Australian ports. 

I am ringing to seek your interest in participating in this important study which is attempting to 
identify marketing activities and strategies being used by Australian ports. To do this I will be 
contacting all of the ports in Australia. The purpose for undertaking this research is to identify 
marketing-related factors that are critical for Australian ports becoming morc competitive both 
domestically and internationally. 

In exchange for your time in participating in this study� a report will "be provided to you with 
information relevant to the marketing of Australian ports. The information is based on high quality 
market research on the marketing strategies and activities of Australian ports. This may be useful 
for ideas that you may choose to introduce to your port. The information may also indicate how 
your port compares with others in terms of marketing efforts and results. 

I The study takes the fonn of me asking you a number of questions over the telephone. You will be 
making a valuable contribution to the quality of infonnation obtained that 1 anticipate will help 
shape future thinking on the marketing of Australian ports. If you are willing to participate we can 
conduct the interview now or plan the most convenient time for me to call you back. 

Even if you consider that marketing has no place in your port, your views are still extremely 
important to this study. 

Would you be willing to participate in this important study? 

[Pause and wait for response] 

[Go to next page] 

2003 Major Study on Ihe Marketing Strategies of Australian Seaporls Page ... .. } 



" respondent says YES 

1.  Thank you for agreeing to participate. 

Could you please confinn what is your job title at 
the port? 

2. Does another port or port aUlhority contribute to 
your port's marketing? 

Y cs, please specify 

No 

3. Before taking up any more of your time, could I 
please confirm that you bave responsibility for 

" marketing in your port? 

Yes =- Question 5 

No => Question 4 

4. Is there anyone else in your port that is involved 
in marketing that may be interested lD 
participating in this important study? 

Yes - Name: 
Phone: � Statement B 

No � Statement B 

. Thank you. We could do the study now if it is 
convenient or I could ring back at a later time. 
When would be a convenient time for you? 

·Interview now =:> Questionnaire 

Interview later � Question 6 

6. Agreed date and time for telephone mterview: 

Date: 
Resp's Time: l/ver's Time: 

STATEMENT A 

Thank you for your time and for your contribution 
to this important study. I will speak to you again on 
[repeat above date and time}. 

STATEMENT B  

I do apologise. Hopefully I can come back to you at 
a latcr date in an extension to this study, but at the 
moment the guidelines to this study mean that I am 
unable to take advantage of your willingness to help. 

I am sony to have taken up your time. Thank you 
again for beiQg willing to assist. 

If respondent says NO 4 

1. Is there anyone else 10- your port that is involved 
lD marketing that may be interested in 
participating in this important study? 

Yes- Name: 
Phone: 
=:> Statement C 

No � Question 2 

2. Would you be kind enough to answer just three 
quick questions that would contribute to this 
study? 

Yes =- Question 3 

No ::::::> Statement C 

3. Is your ,port active in marketing? 

Ves No 

4. Is marketing recognised as a means for your port 
to become more competitive 

Yes No 

5 . In general, what type of marketing activities are 
undertaken m your port? 

STATEMENT C 

Thank you for your time and for your contribution 
to this important study. 

. 

2003 Major Study on the Marketing Strategies of Australian Seaports Page ..... 2 
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Australian Maritime College 452 

Australia's National Centre for Maritime Education, Training and Research 

Reference: 

Thank you for agreeing to pre-test tbe tclephbrie census that will be used in the 2003 Major Study 
on the Marketing Strategies of Australian Seaports to fulfill the requirements of a PhD thesis. 

The purpose of the research is to identify firstly the 1evel of marketing being conducted in 
Australian seaports and then what type of marketing activities and strategies are used. To do this all 
seaports in Australia will be contacted, resulting in a census, meaning -that no sampling decisions 
are required. A pOlential outcome of this research is the identification of marketing-related factors 
that are critical for Australian seaports becoming more competitive both domestically and 
internationally. 

The primary research question of this study is: 

What marketing activities and strategies are appropriate for Australian 
seaports in the New Economy? 

. 

The two secondary research questions are: 

What marketing activities and strategies are currently being practised by 
Australian seaports? 

Are current seaport marketing actwltles and strategies relevant for 
successfully marketing Australian seaports? 

The process for conducting this census is: 

1 .  A letter will be mailed to the person responsible for marketing i n  each Australian seaport; 
in some ports this person may be the CEO. The purpose of the letter is to create 
awareness of the importance of the census, invite them to participate, and advise them that 
T will be calling them within the following two weeks. Enclosed with the Jetter are three 
response cards. The first response card will be used for the Likert-type questions 
(strongly agree to strongly disagree), the second for Question A.23, and Response Card C 
for Question B.6. 

2. Each of the potential respondents will be called to arrange a time to conduct the telephone 
census. In some cases, the census may be conducted at that time or an agreed time will be 
arranged. 

3. The respondent will not receive a copy of the telephone census questionnaire. 
4. T will be the only person making all the phone calls and conducting the telephone census. 

Telephone: (03) 6335 47 1 1 ,  Fax: (03) 6326 6493, 100 prefix (3), Telex: AMC 58827 
PO Box 986, launceston, Tasmania, 7250, Australia 



Some issues to take into account when working through the telephone census questioDnaire are: 

1. An attached document provides a list of issues to consider when working through the 
questionnaire. 

2. The questionnaire is detailed; any thoughts on qUOlitions that eould he deleted, given the 
research questions, would be appreciated. 

3. The questionnaire is divided into sections A to S. Please note there are no sections 
labeled I. 0 or Q to ensure there is no confusion during data analysis. 

4. The letters MO shown under some question numbers refer to the question being part of a 
market orientation study that is being replicated in my study. To ensure the validity of.the 
replication study aspect of the research, these questions are unable to be reworded. 

5. Any words in italics are either prompts for the interviewer or question routing. 
6. Under many of the questions a number of possible responses are provided. The responses 

are shown on the questionnaire to make coding for data analysis convenient. In general. 
they will not be raised during the telephone census unless a pro.mpt is necessary. 

7. Please feel free to make any comments directly on the questionnaire. 

If you have any questions when working through the telephone census questionnaire, please either 
call me on (03) 6335 4769 or email at S.Cahoon@mte.amc.edu.au. 

Once again thank you for your valuable assistance in improving the census and contributing 
towards the findings of this important study. 

Stephen 

2003 Major Study on the Marketing Strategies of Australian Seaports Page. .... 2 
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Questions for pre-testing the telephone census questionnaire 

Comments arising from your evaluation will be used to improve the questionnaire. Potential issues 
have been divided into three categories. 

1. Do the question numbers flow in chronological order? 

2. Arc the questions in a logical order? 

3. Would the layout of the questionnaire make it easy for the interviewer to use? 

" 4. 

5. 

Are the transitions between sections smooth? 

Are a1l the instructions clear and noticeable for the interviewer? 

6. Are there any spelling or grammatical errors? 

1. How long did the questionnaire take to read through? 

2. Are any of the questions unclear or ambiguous? 

3. Are any questions difficult to answer? 

4. Did you object to answering any questions? 

5. Are the figures in Questions S.8, S.9 and S.11 appropriate? 

6. Is the language appropriate for the proposed sample? 

7. Do the fLlter questions work correctly? 

8. Is the question routing easy to follow? 

9. Is the coding of the responses adequate for use during statistical analysis? 

1. Did you consider that any major topics had been omitted? 

2. Should any questions be omitted due to them being irrelevant? 

3. Did you understand the focus of the questionnaire? 

4. Arc there any other issues you would like to comment on? 

2003 Major Study on the Marlretillg Strategies of AUSlralian Seaports Page .... .3 
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